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CONSULTATION DRAFT

8.3.1.9 Overview of the human interference program: Description of
potential future human activities at or near the site, required by
performance and design issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for human interference
information

The postclosure human interference test program addresses (1) the like-
lihood of inadvertent human intrusion into a mined geologic disposal system
(MGDS), (2) interference with long-term MGDS performance due to human
activities, and (3) the possible consequences of such interference events.
The likelihood of these events must be very low, because the potential
consequences of events of this nature may pose unacceptable risks to the
public health.

The performance and design requirements for the human interference
program directly reflect the regulatory requirements of the NRC, the EPA, and
the DOE. These requirements, and their relationships to the human activities
program can be summarized as follows:

1. Issue 1.1 (total system performance, Section 8.3.5.13) requires
information that can help in estimating the probability of human
intrusion and interference during the postclosure period. This will
be accomplished through the development of release scenarios. The
development of these scenarios will focus on relating potential
specific human activities to the specific effects on the variables
of the system important to waste isolation. Thus, the human inter-
ference program will focus on identifying those factors that can
affect the probability of future inadvertent human interference
(i.e., the presence of potential economic resources at the site, and
the long-term survivability of the surface markers), and describing
qualitatively and quantitatively the effects of specific human
activities.

2. Issue 1.8 (NRC siting criteria, Section 8.3.5.17) addresses NRC
regulations 10 CFR 60.21(c)(13), 60.122(a), 60.122(c)(2), and
60.122(c)(17) requiring that resources at the site with current
markets be identified, and described in terms of net and gross
values. Resources that occur in abundances that-may be marketable
in the future must also be identified and described in terms of
physical factors such as tonnage (or other amount), grade, and
quality. The evaluation of resources, including undiscovered
resources, shall be conducted for the site in comparison to areas
similar to the site that are representative of and are within a
similar geologic setting. A complete assessment of the potential
consequences of exploration activities (e.g., drilling) or resource
extraction that could realistically influence the ability of the
MGDS to isolate waste during the postclosure period, is required.
This would include identification of human activities such as
ground-water withdrawal and fluid waste injection.

3. Issue 1.9 (higher level findings - postclosure system and technical
guidelines, Section 8.3.5.18) is the evaluation of the site against
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the qualifying and disqualifying conditions of the DOE siting
guidelines. For the site to be considered for selection as the
first repository, it must be demonstrated that the site is located
in an area such that natural resources at or near the site are not
likely to give rise to interference activities. The presence of
natural resources (whether known to be present or inferred to be
-present) could lead to exploration and exploitation activities by
future generations that might affect long-term repository perfor-
mance. Thus, information regarding the natural resource potential
at and in the vicinity of the site will be obtained during the human
activities program. The land ownership and mineral rights program
(Program 8.3.1.11) addresses postclosure site ownership and control
concerns, and discusses the only other qualifying conditions related
to human interference.

4. Issue 4.4 (preclosure design and technical feasibility, Section
8.3.2.5) requires site-specific data for the design and placement of
the permanent warning system. The warning system, which will
consist of surface markers and monuments, will be placed along the
boundary of the controlled area following repository closure and
decommissioning. (The controlled area is the actual area chosen
according to the 10 CFR 60.2 definition of controlled area.)
Parameters relative to natural processes like erosion, deposition,
ground motion, and burial by volcanic materials are required to
identify the most suitable locations for the markers.

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

The consideration of inadvertent human intrusion or human interference
events is based on several assumptions (10 CFR Part 60; 40 CFR Part 191,
Appendix B). These assumptions, reproduced from the regulations, are as
follows:

Processes and events initiated by human activities may only be
found to be sufficiently credible to warrant consideration if it is
assumed that (1) the monuments provided for by this part are suffi-
ciently permanent to serve their intended purpose; (2) the value to
future generations of potential resources within the site can be
assessed adequately under the applicable provisions of this' part;
(3) an understanding of the nature of radioactivity, and an appre-
ciation of its hazards, have been retained in some functioning
institutions; (4) institutions are able to assess risk and to take
remedial action at a level of social organization and technological
competence equivalent to, or superior to, that which was applied in
initiating the processes or events concerned; and (5) relevant
records are preserved, and remain accessible, for several hundred
years after permanent closure (10 CFR 60.2).

The [U.S. Environmental Protection] Agency believes that the most
productive consideration of inadvertent [human] intrusion concerns
those realistic possibilities that may be usefully mitigated by
repository design, site selection, or use of passive controls
(although passive institutional controls should not be assumed to
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completely rule out the possibility of intrusion). Therefore,
inadvertent and intermittent intrusion by exploratory drilling for
resources (other than any provided by the disposal system itself)
can be the most severe intrusion scenario assumed by the implemen-
ting agencies. Furthermore, the implementing agencies can assume
that passive institutional controls or the intruders own explora-
tory procedures are adequate for the intruders to soon detect, or
be warned of, the incompatibility of the area with their activ-
ities. (40 CFR Part 191, Appendix B.)

The approach to assessing future human activities at Yucca Mountain
will be consistent with the previously presented assumptions. The
program will follow the principle that highly speculative intrusion
scenarios will not be included, and that only those factors and
potentially adverse human activities that could directly affect waste
isolation will be addressed.

Human interference presents special problems because of its dependence
upon unpredictable future human activities. This anthropogenic factor makes
defining the potential for radionuclide releases resulting from human
activities, in quantitative or probabilistic terms, particularly difficult.
For this reason, professional judgment may be required (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1) to
determine the likelihood of future human intrusion or interference that could
result from resource exploration or extraction.

The general approach to obtaining the required parameters from the human
interference program is to identify the natural and anthropogenic parameters
that are required by the design and performance issues. Table 8.3.1.9-1
lists the performance issue that requests data from this program, along with
the performance and characterization parameters required by the issue.

The data requirements of Issue 1.1 primarily involve quantifying, in
probabilistic terms, the site-specific factors that could contribute to-
unanticipated natural phenomena or anthropogenic events at or in the vicinity
of Yucca Mountain. Design of the marker system (Issue 4.4) requires site-
specific data to ensure strategic placement of the monuments in locations
having low risk associated with the consequences of natural phenomena or
human activities. Archaeological studies of ancient monuments and structures
(Kaplan, 1982; Berry et al., 1984) have been used to address identifiable and
potentially disruptive and destructive anthropogenic factors that could
affect marker survivability. The remaining parameters, the consequences of
natural phenomena, will be obtained through other site activities and
evaluated in Study 8.3.1.9.1.1 as listed in Table 8.3.1.9-1.

Current information and new data acquired from site'activities will be
employed to assess the natural resource potential of Yucca Mountain (Investi-
gation 8.3.1.9.2). These data will be used to describe qualitatively the
various categories of potential human interference and intrusion scenarios
(Study 8.3.1.9.3.2). For example, the possible presence of four natural
resources (i.e., mineral, geothermal, hydrocarbon, and ground-water
resources) would require that-at least one category of initiating events
(exploratory drilling) must be evaluated. After examining the potential for
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Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the
human interference program (page 1 of 7)

Issue
requesting SCP Performance
parameter section Initiating event parameter Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total
system
releases

8.3.5.13 Exploratory drilling
intercepts a waste
package and brings
up waste with core
or cuttings

Presence and reada-
bility of C-areaa
markers over
10,000 yr (long-
term survivability
of markers)

Rates of
Erosion
Weathering
Deposition
Igneous activity
Seismic activity at

marker locations

8.3.1.9.1

w Expected drilling
rate (no. of bore-
holes/hm-/yr) in
R-area over the
next 10,000 yr

Distribution of
diameters of explor-
atory drilling

Distribution of
depths of explora-
tory drilling

Quantities, tonnages,
and grades of known
or inferred resources
at Yucca Mountain

Types of known or
inferred resources
at Yucca Mountain

Types of known or
inferred resources
at Yucca Mountain

8.3.1.9.2.1

8.3.1.9.2 and
8.3.1.9.3

8.3.1.9.2 and
8.3.1.9.3

a

W
N-

Extensive ground-
water withdrawal
occurs near C-area

Expected magnitude
of change in water-
table level in the
C-area due to ex-
tensive ground-
water withdrawal
in next 10,000 yr

Quantity, rates, well
locations, and hydro-
stratigraphic unit
sources of ground
water withdrawals

8.3.1.9.2.2
and
8.3.1.16.2.1

c I C
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Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the

human interference program (page 2 of 7)

Issue
requesting
parameter

SCP
section

Performance
parameterInitiating event Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total 8.3.5.13
system (con-
releases tinued)
(continued)

Expected magnitude
in changes in gra-
dient of water
table under C-area
due to ground-water
withdrawal near
C-area in next
10,000 yr

Presence and reada-
bility of C-area
markers over
10,000 yr

Quantity, rates, well
locations, and hydro
stratigraphic source
of ground-water
withdrawals

See the activity
parameter for the
exploratory drillers
intercept under the
initiating event
column of this table

8.3.1.9.2.2
and
8.3.1.16.2.2

8.3.1.9.1.1

Do

;A

Cn

a

~I.

Extensive surface or
subsurface mining
occurs near the
C-area

Expected magnitude
of change in water-
table level due to
mine-water use or
mine dewatering
near C-area over
next 10,000 yr

Estimated depth of
mine, cross-
sectional area of
mines or shafts

8.3.1.9.3.2



Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the
human interference program (page 3 of 7)

Issue
requesting SCP Performance
parameter section Initiating event parameter Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total 8.3.5.13
system (con-
releases tinued)
(continued)

Expected magnitude
of change in gra-
dient under C-area
due to mine-water
usage or mine
dewatering

Estimated water usage
based on quantity
of water-available,
depth of mine

8.3.1.9.3.2

CD~

0I-

Expected magnitude
of changes in dis-
tribution coeffi-
cient (K s) of
unsaturated zone
(UZ) and saturated
zone (SZ) due to
mining activities
near the C-area

Presence and reada-
bility of C-area
markers over next
10,000 yr

No changes expected

See the activity
parameter for the
exploratory drillers
intercept under the
initiating event
column of this table

8.3.1.9.3.2

8.3.1.9.1.1

a

( (
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Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the
human interference program (page 4 of 7)

Issue
requesting
parameter

SCP
section

Performance
parameterInitiating event Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total 8.3.5.13
system (con-
releases tinued)
(continued)

Large-scale sur-
face-water
impoundments are
constructed near
the C-area

Expected magnitude
of change in
water-table level
due to presence of
artificial lake
near C-area

Area, depth, volume
of surface-water
impoundment; seepage
rates, percolation
rates and transmis-
sivity of near-sur-
face and subsurface
materials

8.3.1.9.3.2

CJ

.43

Expected magnitude
of changes in Kds
for UZ and SZ
units due to
presence of an
artificial lake
near C-area

No changes expected

I2
I

Expected magnitude
of changes in
head gradients of
the SZ in C-area
due to the presence
of an artificial
lake near C-area

Area, depth, volume
of surface-water
impoundments

8.3.1.9.3.2



Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the
human interference program (page 5 of 7)

Issue
requesting
parameter

SCP
section Initiating event

Performance
parameter Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total 8.3.5.13
system (con-
releases tinued)
(continued)

Expected magnitude
of flux change
due to presence
of an artificial
lake near the
C-area in next
10,000 yr

Presence and reada-
bility of C-area
markers over
10,000 yr

00

tO

Area, depth, and
volume of surface
water impoundment;
seepage rates, per-
colation rates, and
transmissivity of
near-surface and sub-
surface materials

See the activity
parameter for
the exploratory
drilling intercept
under the initiating
event column of this
table

8.3.1.9.3.2

8.3.1.9.1.1

09

0v

N-

Extensive irriga-
tion is conducted
near the C-area

Expected magnitude
of change in
altitude of water-
table under C-area
due to extensive
irrigation near
C-area over next
10,000 yr

Area of irrigation,
crop cultivation,
quantity of water
used for irrigation
based on quantity
of water available

8.3.1.9.3.2

( C
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Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the

human interference program (page 6 of 7)

Issue
requesting
parameter

Scp
section

Performance
parameterInitiating event Activity parameter SCP section

1.1 Total 8.3.5.13
system (con-
releases tinued)
(continued)

Expected magnitude
of flux change due
to extensive irri-
gation near the
C-area over next
10,000 yr

Area of irrigation,
crop cultivation,
quantity of water
applied, infiltra-
tion, and percola
tion rate

to
-I

'0

Expected magnitude
of change in read
gradients below
C-area due to
extensive irriga-
tion over next
10,000 yr

Expected magnitude
of changes in Kds
of UZ and SZ

Presence and reada-
bility of surface
markers over
10,000 yr

Quantity of irriga-
tion withdrawals

No change expected

See the activity
parameter for the
exploratory drilling
intercept under the
initiating event
column of this table

8.3.1.9.3.2

8.3.1.9.3.2

8.3.1.9.1.1

a

to



Table 8.3.1.9-1. Initiating events, associated performance parameters, and activity parameters for the
human interference program (page 7 of 7)

Issue
requesting SCP Performance
parameter section Initiating event parameter Activity parameter SCP section

4.4 Techni- 8.3.2.5 NAC Surface markers Rates of erosion, 8.3.1.9.1.1
cal fea- located in geo- deposition, igneous
sibility morphically stable activity, and seis

locations mic activity near
C-area boundary

(0

0

aC-area = controlled area, i.e., the actual area chosen according to the 10 CFR 191.12
controlled area.

definition of

bR = restricted area, i.e., the projection of the primary area and extensions onto the surface.
cNA = not applicable.

29

I

( (
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each resource, the probability of occurrence for each type of human intrusion
scenario in the exploratory drilling category will be estimated. This will
require the use of professional and expert opinion (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1). The
probabilities obtained from this exercise will be provided to Issue 1.1, and
will be used as input parameters in predicting potential radionuclide
releases to the accessible environment.

The final information that will be obtained from the human activities
program is an evaluation of the potential effects that could result from
resource extraction. These data will be gathered under Investigation
8.3.1.9.3. Presently, only the effects of ground-water withdrawal on the
hydrologic system will be evaluated because ground water is the only commod-
ity currently identified as a resource. If other potentially marketable
resources are identified during site characterization, plans will be devel-
oped to examine the effects of their extraction on the hydrologic, geochem-
ical, and rock characteristics.

Interrelationships of human interference investigations

The first investigation (8.3.1.9.1) identified for this program deter-
mines all factors, both natural and anthropogenic, that could destroy or
degrade the surface markers and monuments. Because the anthropogenic factors
have been considered and incorporated into the marker design, only three
specific data needs are identified, all of which will be provided from other
investigations. The magnitudes and locations of fault rupture and seis-
mically induced ground motion (Investigation 8.3.1.8.2); the rates, magni-
tudes, and locations of potential igneous activity (Investigation 8.3.1.8.1);
and the potential effects of tectonic activity and future climatic conditions
on locations and rates of erosion and deposition (Investigations 8.3.1.6.2
and 8.3.1.6.3, respectively) will aid in determining the best locations for
the surface markers and monuments.

The second investigation (8.3.1.9.2) requires the identification of all
resources at the site with current markets and an estimate of their gross and
net value. Resources without current markets, but which are potentially
marketable in the future, will be described in terms of such physical factors
as tonnage (or other amount), grade, and quality. The evaluation of
resources, including undiscovered resources, shall be conducted for the site
in comparison to areas of similar size that are representative of and are
within the geologic setting. The present assessment of commodities as
presented in Chapter 1, Section 1.7 and reviewed in Section 1.8.1.7,
classifies most commodities as "occurrences" and some as "undiscovered,
speculative resources of subeconomic grade,' using the USBM/USGS (1980)
classification system. If identified resources and reserves are defined,
they will be delineated and quantified (Study 8.3.1.9.2.1) and the impact of
their presence will be addressed in Studies 8.3.1.9.3.1 and 8.3.1.9.3.2.

Ground water currently is the only commodity to be classified as a
resource in the immediate vicinity of the site. Exploitation of this
resource is expected to become economically feasible in the near future (DOI,
1985). Study 8.3.1.9.2.2 will integrate existing scientific and institu-
tional data with information obtained during characterization of the
saturated zone (Investigation 8.3.1.2.3) to (1) quantify and qualify the
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ground-water resources proximal to the site, (2) assess the current and
future value of the resource, and (3) project the probable rates and loca-
tions of ground-water exploitation in the reasonably foreseeable future.
These parameters (Table 8.3.1.9-1) will be considered in calculating the
probability for human interference (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1) and in assessing the
potential effects of ground-water exploitation on the conditions at the site
(Study 8.3.1.9.3.2).

The final investigation (8.3.1.9.3) examines the potential effects of
resource extraction on the baseline hydrologic, geochemical, and rock charac-
teristics. The parameters that have been identified are the specific resour-
ces determined in Investigation 8.3.1.9.2, the conditions at the site and the
extraction methods that would be used for the specific resources under con-
sideration. The parameters obtained for this investigation will be analyzed
and evaluated to determine whether the potential effects of resource
exploitation can change the characteristics of the site such that repository
performance would be affected. Professional judgment will then be used to
define the interdependence between natural resources at the site and the
potential for human intrusion as a result of exploratory drilling (Study
8.3.1.9.3).

The second part of Investigation 8.3.1.9.3 will focus on the initiating
events of the release scenarios (Table 8.3.1.9-1) that relate to human inter-
ference, and their potential effects on long-term repository performance.
The parameters defined for this investigation are (1) the initiating events
identified in Issue 1.1 (total system performance) that may not be considered
sufficiently credible to warrant further consideration because of the improb-
ability of their occurrence (e.g., large-scale surface-water impoundment
above the repository zone), and (2) those potential consequences of initi-
ating events that are not expected to significantly affect long-term reposi-
tory performance. These parameters will be evaluated to establish with a
high level of confidence whether they are sufficiently credible or signifi-
cant to warrant further consideration within Issue 1.1.

The information needed from the human interference program for the
performance and design issues will be obtained from these three investiga-
tions. Table 8.3.1.9-2 lists the studies and activities that will be
undertaken to obtain the required performance and design data. Figure
8.3.1.9-1 illustrates the relationships between the three investigations
making up the human interference program and other issues that require input
from this program.

The schedule information provided for information needs in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
activities in the information need. Specific durations and start/finish dates
for the activities are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and
will be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate
in subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.9-12
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Table 8.3.1.9-2. Studies and activities making up the human
interference program

Study Activity Description

8.3.1.9.1.1 An evaluation of natural processes that could
affect the long-term survivability of the
surface marker system at Yucca Mountain

8.3.1.9.1.1.1

8.3.1.4.1.1.2

8.3.1.9.2.1

8.3.1.9.2.1.1

8.3.1.9.2.1.2

8.3.1.9.2.1.3

8.3.1.9.2.1.4

8.3.1.9.2.1.5

Synthesis of tectonic, seismic, and volcanic
hazards data from other site characterization
activities

Synthesis--evaluation of the effects of future
erosion and deposition on the survivability
of the marker system at Yucca Mountain

Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain,
Nye County, Nevada

Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in
relation to the potential for mineralization

Geophysical/geologic appraisal of the site
relative to mineral resources

Assessment of the potential for geothermal
energy at and in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain, Nevada

Assessment of hydrocarbon resources at and near
the site

Mineral and energy assessment of the site,
comparison to known mineralized areas, and
the potential for undiscovered resources and
future exploration

Water resource assessment of Yucca Mountain,
Nevada

Projected trends in local and regional ground-
water development, and estimated withdrawal
rates in southern Nevada, proximal to Yucca
Mountain

Compilation of data needed to support an
assessment of the likelihood of inadvertent
human intrusion at Yucca Mountain

8.3.1.9.2.2

8.3.1.9.2.2.1

8.3.1.9.3.1

8.3.1.9-13
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Table 8.3.1.9-2. Studies and activities making up the human
activities program (continued)

Study Activity Description

8.3.1.9.3.1.1 Compilation of data to support the assessment
of the potential for inadvertent human
intrusion at Yucca Mountain

8.3.1.9.3.2 An evaluation of the potential effects of
exploration for or extraction of natural
resources on the hydrologic characteristics
at Yucca Mountain

8.3.1.9.3.2.1 An analysis of the potential effects of future
ground-water withdrawals on the hydrologic
system in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain,
Nevada

8.3.1.9.3.2.2 Assessment of initiating events related to
human interference that are considered not to
be sufficiently credible or significant to
warrant further investigation

8.3.1.9.1 Investigation: Studies to provide the information required on
natural phenomena and human activities that might degrade surface
markers and monuments

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Pursuant to the regulations of the EPA (40 CFR 191.14 (c)) and the NRC
(10 CFR 60.21(c) and 60.51(a)), a warning system composed of surface markers
and monuments will be placed at the site as a means of informing future
generations of the risks associated with the repository and its contents.
Human activities and many natural phenomena that could contribute to the
degradation, destruction, or disruption of the marker system have been
evaluated and presented in Kaplan (1982) and Berry et al. (1984). These
factors have been considered and are being used as criteria in the final
marker design. There are some site-specific natural processes and their
consequences that require further consideration because of their potential to
degrade, disrupt, or destroy the marker system. These processes are (1)
potentially destructive fault displacement or seismically induced ground
motion, (2) potentially destructive volcanic events or volcanic burial due to
hydrovolcanic eruptions, and (3) increased erosion or deposition rates

8.3.1.9-14
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resulting from tectonic activity or climatic change. The current knowledge
of these processes and their potential consequences as presented in Chapters
1, 3, and 5 of this document is not adequate to thoroughly assess the
potential associated risks to the surface markers and monuments.

Parameters

Three parameters will be evaluated to resolve this portion of the
investigation:

1. Potential fault movement and ground motion at the site from man-made
natural seismic events (Investigation 8.3.1.8.2).

2. The rates and magnitudes of potential igneous activity that could
affect the site (Investigation 8.3.1.8.1).

3. The potential effects of tectonic activity and future climatic
conditions on locations and rates of erosion and deposition
(Investigations 8.3.1.6.2, 8.3.1.6.3, and 8.3.1.5.1).

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of Investigation 8.3.1.9.1 is to obtain the site-specific
information on the occurrence and consequences of natural phenomena needed to
satisfy the parameter requests of the performance and design issues. The
objective of the investigation is to compile and evaluate these data so that
they can provide information directly to the performance and design issues.

The information needed to satisfy Issue 1.1 is an estimate of the long-
term survivability of the warning system. Data on the consequences of
natural phenomena such as erosion, deposition, volcanic activity, and strong
ground motion are needed to assess the possible damage to the warning system
that might occur during the 10,000-yr postclosure period. The probability of
inadvertent human intrusion and interference will be influenced by the
effectiveness of the marker system to warn intruders of the potential hazards
of the MGDS. Thus, bounds on the probability that the markers will be
effective over the 10,000-yr postclosure period will provide input to the
total system releases calculation.

Similar information is required by Issue 4.4 (preclosure design and
technical feasibility) to supplement the general warning system design
developed by the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (Kaplan, 1982). Geologic
information gathered to assess the potential hazards associated with natural
phenomena in the vicinity of the controlled area boundary will aid in
determining the most suitable locations for the markers.

Investigation 8.3.1.9.1 ensures that the risks associated with natural
phenomena are incorporated into the final design of the warning system.
Figure 8.3.1.9-2 shows the flow of data for this investigation. By maxi-
mizing the effectiveness of the passive institutional controls, the likeli-
hood that future generations will inadvertently affect the performance of the
MUDS can be reduced.

8.3.1.9-16
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Technical rationale for the investigation

Fault movement and ground motion at the site, whether from man-made or
natural seismic events, could dislocate and damage large monuments and
surface markers. Information regarding fault locations and the magnitudes of
potential ground motions associated with fault rupture will aid in the
placement and design of the surface marker system. Strategic placement of
the markers will reduce the risk of their degradation or destruction.

Volcanic events could potentially degrade, cover, or destroy surface
markers and monuments by dislocation, burial or incorporation into extruded
volcanic material. Knowledge of the locations, rates, and magnitudes of
potential volcanic events will aid in the placement of the markers and
monuments, thereby reducing the associated risks.

Tectonic activity such as uplift or subsidence can increase erosion and
deposition rates by changing the local or regional base level. Future
climatic changes could potentially affect the locations and rates at which
erosion and deposition occur. Erosion along the foundations of the markers
could undermine their stability and result in dislocation. Deposition could
result in rapid burial of the markers. Information regarding the locations
and rates of potential erosion and deposition, which could contribute to
marker dislocation or disruption, is needed to determine the most strategic
placement of the markers and monuments.

Data that are required to satisfy the design and performance issues will
be derived from studies done as part of Investigations 8.3.1.5.1, 8.3.1.6.2,
8.3.1.6.3, 8.3.1.8.1, and 8.3.1.8.2. The results obtained from these studies
will be compiled and evaluated to determine the optimum locations for the
surface markers.

8.3.1.9.1.1 Study: An evaluation of natural processes that could affect the
long-term survivability of the surface marker system at Yucca
Mountain

This study provides information on the currently or potentially active
natural processes at Yucca Mountain capable of adversely affecting the
long-term survivability of the surface marker system. This study will be a
synthesis of data obtained from other activities to be undertaken in support.
of several investigations. The data will then be evaluated to determine the
most suitable locations of the monuments for the surface marker system.
Input for this study will be provided by Investigations 8.3.1.6.2, 8.3.1.6.3,
8.3.1.8.1, and 8.3.1.8.2. Detailed activity descriptions can be found under
the appropriate investigation discussions.
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8.3.1.9.1.1.1 Activity: Synthesis of tectonic, seismic, and volcanic
hazards data from other site characterization activities

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify the potential locations of
faulting and volcanic eruption or intrusion that could occur where they could
affect the marker system.

Parameters

The parameters required for this activity will be derived from descrip-
tions of the seismic, volcanic, and tectonic processes in the vicinity of the
site and their associated physical consequences. These data will be taken
from Studies 8.3.1.8.1.2 and 8.3.1.8.2.1.

Description

This activity will integrate all applicable data involving faulting,
folding, uplift and subsidence, and volcanism. Each segment of the con-
trolled area boundary will be examined in light of this information to
determine the locations that have the lowest associated risk. The range of
geologic consequences, as they might adversely affect the long-term
survivability of the surface markers and monuments, will be described.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
developed.

8.3.1.0.1.1.2 Activity: Synthesis: evaluation of the effects of future
erosion and deposition on the survivability of the marker
system at Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the effects of future
erosion and deposition on the topographic elements of the controlled area
boundary at Yucca Mountain. This information will be evaluated to identify
the optimum locations for the markers.

Parameters

The locations of potential future erosion surfaces identified in
Activities 8.3.1.6.1.1.1 and 8.3.1.6.2.1.1 will be used as the input
parameters for this activity.

Description

This synthesis activity will be aimed at identifying the locations along
the controlled area boundary expected to have low rates of erosion and depo-
sition during the postclosure period. Using this information in conjunction
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with results from volcanic and fault hazard analyses (Investigation
8.3.1.8.1) the tentative marker locations will be chosen.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
developed.

8.3.1.9.1.2 Application of results

The data obtained from this study will be used to determine the most
suitable locations for the surface markers and monuments. The strategic
placement of the surface markers and monuments at locations unlikely to
experience physical disruptions as a result of natural processes will con-
tribute to the long-term stability of the warning system. The final loca-
tions chosen for the surface markers will be identified and evaluated in a
milestone report. This report will provide input regarding marker surviva-
bility to Issue 1.1 (total system performance), which will be used in
assessing the human interference scenarios.

8.3.1.9.1.3 Schedule and milestones

This investigation contains one study: 8.3.1.9.1.1 (long-term processes
that could affect marker survivability). In the figure that follows, the
schedule information for this study is presented in the form of a timeline.
The timeline extends from implementation of the approved study plan to the
issuance of the final products associated with the study. Summary schedule
and milestone information for this investigation can be found in Section
8.5.1.1.

The study in this investigation is an out-year study, and its completion
is constrained by the availability of data from other investigations (see
figure in Investigation 8.3.1.9.2).

The basis of this investigation is acquiring and evaluating data to
provide the information required on natural phenomena and human activities
that might degrade surface markers and monuments. Synthesis of tectonic,
seismic, volcanic hazard, erosion, and deposition data will determine the
survivability of the marker system.

The study number and title corresponding to the timeline are shown on the
left of the following figure. The points shown on the timeline represent
major events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study duration, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.
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The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number

1

2

Description

Data input from studies examining volcanic eruption and
repository igneous intrusion, waste package, and modern
regional climate (8.3.1.8.5 and 8.3.1.5.1.1) and activities
examining potential impacts of tectonic activity on erosion
and potential impacts of future climate on erosion
(8.3.1.6.3.1.1 and 8.3.1.6.2.1.1).

Milestone Z472. Issue report synthesizing the natural
processes that could affect marker survivability.

8.3.1.9.2 Investigation: Studies to provide the information required on
present and future value of energy, mineral. land. and irround-
water resources

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

A preliminary assessment of the natural resource potential at Yucca
Mountain (energy, mineral, ground water, and land), based on published liter-
ature, was presented in the Yucca Mountain environmental assessment (DOE,
1986b). Sections 1.7 and 1.8.1.7 (Summary) of the SCP provide additional
information and an evaluation of the mineral and energy resources for the
site. Section 3.8 of the SCP contains a preliminary assessment of the
ground-water resources in the relevant geohydrologic basins at and in the
vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Land resources have been evaluated in Sections
3.4 and 6.2 of the Yucca Mountain environmental assessment (DOE, 1986b).
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Parameters

Several groups of parameters must be evaluated to determine all the
factors that must be considered when assessing the future value of potential
resources at Yucca Mountain. These groups of parameters include the
following:

1. The assessment for the occurrences of economically attractive
deposits of precious metals, base metals, strategic metals,
industrial minerals, or other commodities, and energy resources
including hydrocarbon or geothermal resources.

2. The projected value and future development of local ground-water
resources.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The natural resource potential of a candidate site for an MGDS is an
important consideration in evaluating the likelihood for inadvertent human
intrusion and interference. The presence of natural resources or an environ-
ment that is favorable for the occurrence of natural resources could lead to
exploration within or near the controlled area, and possible subsequent
resource exploitation. The exploration or extraction of resources could
result in direct releases of radionuclides to the accessible environment or
could modify the hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics at the
site (Investigation 8.3.1.9.3) by possibly shortening travel paths to the
accessible environment. Thus, a complete evaluation of the natural resource
potential of the Yucca Mountain site is essential in determining the likeli-
hood for inadvertent human intrusion and interference.

Technical rationale for the investigation

The potential occurrence of precious- and base-metal deposits, other
metallic or nonmetallic deposits, and geothermal or hydrocarbon resources at
Yucca Mountain will play an important role in determining the likelihood for
future exploratory drilling within the boundaries of the controlled area.
This knowledge will provide the basis for Investigation 8.3.1.9.2 as outlined
in Figure 8.3.1.9-3, and additionally will provide input to Investigation
8.3.1.9.3 by identifying those resources that may attract exploration or may
potentially be exploited, and thus could affect the long-term waste isolation
ability of the Yucca Mountain site. Figure 8.3.1.9-3 shows the flow of data
for this investigation.

To assess the potential for resource exploration or exploitation over
the next 10,000 yr, it will be necessary to identify all resources at the
site with current markets and provide an estimate of their gross and net
values. Resources without current markets, but which could potentially be
marketable in the future, will be described in terms of physical factors such
as tonnage (or other amount), grade, and quality. The discussion of commodi-
ties, as presented in Section 1.7 and reviewed in Section 1.8.1.7, classifies
most commodities as 'other occurrences' and some as Undiscovered, specula-
tive resources of subeconomic grade,' using the USBM/USGS (1980) classifica-
tion system. It is extremely unlikely that drilling or mining will occur in
the area unless commodities that are presently valued or may be valued in the
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future are found in amounts that greatly exceed the average crustal abundance
(Section 1.7). Identified resources and reserves will be delineated and
quantified (Study 8.3.1.9.2.1) and the impact of their presence will be
addressed in Studies 8.3.1.9.3.1 and 8.3.1.9.3.2.

The relative value of the ground-water resources that are located
proximal to the site is known to be low at the present time. The depth to
these resources, and the distances over which transport would be required,
currently preclude economic exploitation. Through time, these economic
conditions may change, and ground-water development and exploitation may
occur as a result. As discussed in the previous section, ground-water
development and exploitation proximal to the site could affect the geo-
hydrologic system. Such effects must be evaluated in Investigation
8.3.1.9.3. The projections of the probable future withdrawal rates that will
be obtained from activities conducted in support of this investigation will
be used as an input parameter for Investigation 8.3.1.9.3.

Sections 3.4 and 6.2 of the environmental assessment for Yucca Mountain
(DOE, 1986b) suggest that the use of the land surface as a resource is highly
unlikely for the following reasons:

1. The sparse vegetation within the boundaries of the controlled area
has historically precluded this land from being used for grazing
purposes. Other, better-suited areas are available nearby and
throughout southern Nevada that would likely be preferred in the
future.

2. Community settlement historically has occurred within valleys where
water resources are more accessible. Yucca Mountain and the
surrounding controlled area are physiographically poorly suited for
community development because of the rough terrain, the absence of
surface water, and the great depth to ground water.

3. There is low potential for agricultural development within the
boundaries of the controlled area because of the poorly developed
soils, the lack of surface water, the depth to ground water, and the
variable topographic relief.

The scarcity of vegetation, wildlife, and water has historically pre-
cluded using the land within the controlled area for recreational purposes.
Thus, based on the historical use of this land, there is little chance that
it will ever be considered suitable for recreational use. Information will
be used from climate prediction studies (Section 8.3.1.5.1.6) to assess the
value of the land within the proposed controlled area. A topical report will
be prepared that addresses present and future land use in the Yucca Mountain
area. This topical report will be prepared in response to the human inter-
ference program, the NNWSI Project environmental programming planning
efforts, and the environmental impact statement process, as required for the
repository construction and operation phases of the Project.

The probability that natural resources occur at the Yucca Mountain site
is a required input parameter for evaluating the probability that future
exploratory drilling will occur. This probability will be evaluated by an
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expert panel and incorporated into a subjective probability that describes
the likelihood of future exploratory drilling (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1).

Two studies are planned to address Investigation 8.3.1.9.2. The studies
consist of activities designed to obtain data from the existing literature
and from site characterization. Through these activities, an evaluation will
be made of (1) the geochemical characteristics of the site (Activity
8.3.1.9.2.1.1), (2) the geophysical-geologic characteristics of the site
(Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.2), (3) the potential for future occurrences of
geothermal resources in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain (Activity
8.3.1.9.2.1.3), (4) the potential for hydrocarbon resources at the site
(Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.4), and (5) a summary assessment of the mineral and
energy potential of the site (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5).

8.3.1.9.2.1 Study: Natural resource assessment of Yucca Mountain, Nye
County, Nevada

This study will identify and assess the natural resource potential at
the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain. Mineral and energy resources
(including hydrocarbon and geothermal resources) will be included. Water
resources will be evaluated under Study 8.3.1.9.2.2. The study includes a
geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in relation to the potential for
mineralization (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.1), a geophysical-geologic appraisal of
the site relative to mineral resources (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.2), an assess-
ment of the potential for geothermal energy at and in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.3), an assessment of the hydrocarbon resources
of the site (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.4), and a mineral and energy assessment of
the site, comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for
undiscovered resources and future exploration (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5). The
information and data obtained in this study will provide the basis for
probabilistic calculations for determining inadvertent human interference and
intrusion (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1).

Mineral and energy resources have been discussed in Sections 1.7 and
1.8.1.7 and will be further assessed in this program. This includes informa-
tion that will allow the calculation of gross and net values for any identi-
fied resources and reserves that have present markets, and the calculation of
tonnage, grade, or volume for speculative, undiscovered resources (Section
1.7) that may have value in the future. These data will then be used as
input to Issue 1.1.

8.3.1.9.2.1.1 Activity: Geochemical assessment of Yucca Mountain in
relation to the potential for mineralization

Objectives

The overall objective of this activity is to conduct a geochemical
sampling program to evaluate the potential for precious, base, and strategic
metals; energy resources; and industrial mineral resources in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain. Specific objectives include:
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1. Selecting a suite of elements for analysis in a geochemical sampling
program. The suite will be based upon known commodities that occur
in silicic tuffs and/or trace elements indicative of commodities
that occur in the tuffs.

2. Developing a field program to include a systematic and biased
sampling of surface materials. Using existing core, core obtained
during site characterization, and other subsurface samples to eval-
uate the potential of mineralization at and near the site.

3. Generating a first-order geochemical data base for selected elements
obtained from surface and subsurface sampling within the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain.

4. Evaluating the data base in conjunction with geological and
geophysical data obtained from other site characterization
activities to determine if additional data are needed for an
evaluation of natural resources.

5. Evaluating the potential for the occurrence of natural resources in
the vicinity of Yucca Mountain based on an analysis of the geochemi-
cal data. These data will be examined and evaluated statistically
from anomaly and residual maps, and by comparison with calculated
background levels and average elemental values found in silicic
tuffs.

Information obtained from this activity will further address questions
concerning the attractiveness of the site relative to the possible presence
of resources (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5) and the potential of future drilling or
disruption (Study 8.3.1.9.3.1).

Parameters

The following list is considered to be a first approximation of the
elements that are currently important commodities in silicic volcanic
associations: gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, mercury, thorium, and
uranium. In addition, pathfinder elements may be considered and could
include antimony, fluorine, barium, arsenic, and yttrium. Existing chemical
analyses on the tuffs of Yucca Mountain will also be used in the site
geochemical assessment. Additional elements that could be assessed or
analyzed, if necessary, will be determined from a literature search and
evaluation of the mineralogy and chemistry of tuff.

Description

Geochemical sampling of surface and subsurface materials will be
conducted to determine the potential for exploration in the area of the
repository. It is anticipated that future exploration for mineral commodi-
ties would likely be conducted before activities such as drilling or mining
(Section 1.7). On the basis of currently available data and regional compa-
risons (Sections 1.7 and 1.8.1.7), the mineral-resource potential of the site
is considered low, although certain commodities are viewed as having a
slightly greater likelihood of occurrence. Chemical analyses of surface and
subsurface samples could add further confidence to the conclusion that
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adjacent areas with surface and subsurface anomalies (e.g., Wahmonie, Calico
Hills, Bare Mountain) would prove to be more likely locations for future
drilling and mining (Section 1.7.1.1). A geochemical data base would help to
determine if the site is likely to remain unattractive for exploration, even
with anticipated changes in exploration methods and concepts.

The approach to the geochemical sampling program and Activity
8.3.1.9.2.1.5 will be based on a review of existing literature of similar
geologic environments with known mineral occurrence, data from preliminary
geochemical analyses (Section 1.7), the geologic setting of Yucca Mountain,
and the nearby mineralized areas (Bare Mountain, Wahmonie, and Calico Bills).
A comparison of the suite of elements determined for Yucca Mountain will be
compared with proposed ore emplacement models found elsewhere in the litera-
ture. The geochemical sampling scheme to be developed will account for
subsurface and surface variation in terrain, rock type, or soil type. The
elements selected for analysis will be those that represent metallic and
nonmetallic commodities known to be associated with silicic volcanic rocks.
Geochemical sampling also will include rocks of various types and rocks
exhibiting the effects of alteration or other geological phenomena commonly
associated with mineralization. A geological deposit that will be included
in this activity includes calcite and opaline silica deposits or breccias
located along faults (Section 8.3.1.5). The sampling program will not be
restricted to the controlled area. Samples will also be collected and
analyzed from northern Yucca Mountain, Calico Hills, and Wahmonie. This will
provide a comparative base, along with chemical analyses obtained from the
available literature, to compare the site with other areas in Activity
8.3.1.9.2.1.5.

The configuration for the surface sampling program, including a number
of sample locations, will be based on the geology, known and expected mineral
occurrences, topography, and configuration of the perimeter drift and con-
trolled area. A systematic sampling system will be used. Sample spacing
within the controlled area is expected to range between 250 and 750 ft. A
more closely spaced grid system may be necessary for a second-order geochem-
ical sampling program if anomalies are identified from the first-order
program. Surface sampling will not be restricted to the grid system. Biased
sampling will also be done where rock types and alteration zones or other
geological phenomena commonly associated with mineralization are observed.
In addition, sediment sampling within selected areas, including drainages,
may be necessary at similar spacing (250 and 750 ft).

The subsurface sampling program will be carried out in a similar manner.
A representative number of drillhole cores will be selected that uniformly
(depending on availability of core) cover the controlled area. Spacing of
sampling locations of the core is expected to range between 50 and 300 ft.
The program is intended to include the deep holes, including UE-25p#1, which
intersect the Paleozoic rocks under Yucca Mountain. Biased samples will be
taken from rock types and alteration zones commonly associated with minerali-
zation. Additional sampling may be necessary if anomalies are identified.

Sampling intervals at the surface and of drillhole core will vary
depending upon the particular element being measured. For instance, gold
will require a more closely spaced sampling interval than base metals.
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Sampling intervals will be determined after a complete list of elements
selected for analysis is finalized and a scoping assessment is made for each
element.

Anomaly and residual maps will be prepared for each elemental analysis.
Standard statistical analyses will be performed to characterize the back-
ground levels and spatial variability for each element, including averages
and standard deviations of the results of the analyses. A comparison of
background levels found in the silicic tuffs of Yucca Mountain with anomalies
identified will be made. In addition, average elemental abundances found in
silicic tuffs will be compared with elemental abundances found at Yucca
Mountain.

This activity will generate a geochemical data base for two groups of
elements. The first group will include those elements with known affinities
for silicic volcanic rocks, including elements that are concentrated by pri-
mary magmatic processes, secondary weathering, or hydrothermal (mesothermal
to epithermal) processes. The precious metals (gold and silver), mercury,
and uranium are included in this group. The second group, the so-called
pathfinder elements, such as antimony and arsenic, are usually subeconomic.
Because of their solubility in alteration processes, however, these elements
are useful in defining dispersion halos or detecting emanations from more
deeply buried mineral deposits. Elements such as mercury are important as
commodity elements (group 1) and are also excellent pathfinder elements
(group 2).

Many elements can be excluded from this evaluation based on their known
abundances and potential concentration factors in crustal rocks. These in-
clude cobalt, chromium, and the platinum group elements, which are known only
to be associated with mafic and ultramafic rocks (Stanton, 1972). Addition-
ally, a large body of literature exists relative to the distribution of
elements in specific rock types that allow the prediction of which elements
could occur in anomalous concentrations by such processes as weathering,
hydrothermal activity, or magmatism. Therefore, many additional commodities
and elements may be eliminated from further consideration.

Analytical methods to be used may include fire assays, atomic absorp-
tion, x-ray diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, neutron activation, or induc-
tively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy. These methods will be evaluated
based on their analytical detection limits and the projected number of sam-
ples to be analyzed.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are given in the
following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Geochemical sampling plan TBDa TBD TBD

Analytical methods TBD TBD TBD

Field methods TBD TBD TBD

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.9.2.1.2 Activity: Geophysical/geologic appraisal of the site relative
to mineral resources

Objectives

This activity will qualitatively evaluate the available geophysical data
base as it relates to Study 8.3.1.9.2.1. The existing geophysical data base
(Section 1.7.1.1) will be examined to define any geophysical anomalies that
may require additional exploration and possibly constrain any known geo-
chemical anomalies (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.1). The geophysical data base will
also be used as a basis for comparisons to analog environments of known
mineralization (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5). Geologic models derived from geo-
physical data in Section 8.3.1.17 will be evaluated for their impact on
mineral resources. Further work may be planned depending on the results of
studies described in Section 8.3.1.17.4 and the qualitative evaluation
performed in this activity.

Parameters

Existing regional and site-specific reports on geophysical surveys, as
well as reports from geophysical work planned in Section 8.3.1.17.3 will be
used in this qualitative assessment. Included in this assessment will be a
review of the existing aeromagnetic, gravity, and electrical (induced
polarization and magnetotelluric) data. Data obtained from the site-specific
gravity, ground magnetic, selected geophysical logging, and magnetotelluric
surveys (Section 8.3.1.17.4.3) may also be assessed. Possible hydrothermal
alteration zones may be identified through the use of remote sensing
(thematic mapper) and field mapping (Section 8.3.1.17.4.4). These techniques
may provide useful information to the geochemical program (Section
8.3.1.9.2.1). Additional parameters may be defined during this activity.

Description

Interpretations described in the literature and derived from geophysical
data may provide additional information to evaluate the geochemical data base
(Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.1) and to aid in determining which types of ore-forming
models should be considered. In addition, preliminary geophysical models
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that have been suggested for Yucca Mountain include the possible presence of
detachment faults (Scott, 1986; Scott and Rosenbaum, 1986), and the presence
of a metamorphic core complex under Yucca Mountain (Robinson, 1985). These
interpretations, if correct, will be assessed relative to their significance
to ore-forming processes.

Other geophysical methods (Section 8.3.1.17.4) that are responsive to
local, surficial, or shallow variations of the bedrock will be evaluated as
potential complements possibly to constrain the site-specific geochemical
survey (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.1). The information and data evaluated in this
activity will provide the geophysical basis for the comparisons to analog
environments performed in Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no procedures for Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.2. Existing data will
be used.

8.3.1.9.2.1.3 Activity: Assessment of the potential for geothermal energy
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

This activity will be undertaken in cooperation with Activity
8.3.1.8.5.2.3 (evaluation of regional ambient heat flow and local heat flow
anomalies). Both activities are aimed at characterizing the local geothermal
regime as it might relate to repository performance during the postclosure
period. Activity 8.3.1.8.5.2.3 will focus on geothermal activity as it might
relate to Quaternary volcanism. This activity (8.3.1.9.2.1.3) assesses the
geothermal regime in terms of its energy resource potential. Data compi-
lation and evaluation will be done jointly through both activities.

Objectives

The overall objective of this activity is to assess the potential for a
geothermal energy resource at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Compile measured geothermal and calculated heat flow data at and in
Yucca Mountain and vicinity to quantify vertical and horizontal
geothermal gradients. The quality of these data will be assessed
under this activity in conjunction and cooperation with Activity
8.3.1.8.5.2.3. Temperature and other data collected under site
unsaturated zone hydrology (Section 8.3.1.2.2) and site saturated
zone hydrology (Section 8.3.1.2.3) will be assessed here and in
cooperation with Activity 8.3.1.8.5.2.3.

2. Compile appropriate chemical and isotopic (oxygen and deuterium)
analyses of water samples from springs and wells useful for
predicting subsurface temperatures. These data will be useful in
comparing subsurface temperatures at the site with measured
temperature profiles and heat flow data for the region.
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3. Evaluate the existing data on geothermometry and heat flow necessary
to adequately characterize the region for its geothermal resource
potential.

4. Recommend whether additional studies may be needed, including the
collection of additional geothermal data from existing or planned
drillholes.

5. Provide the information necessary for the final resource assessment
to be performed in Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5.

Parameters

The parameters that will be calculated and evaluated for this activity
are

1. Downhole temperature gradients, thermal conductivity, data of core
and samples from the exploratory shaft facility, geothermal gradient
data, and thermal conductivity data will be used to calculate heat
flow (Sections 8.3.1.8.5.3, 8.3.1.17.4.5, and 8.3.1.8.5.2).

2. Water chemistry and isotopic (oxygen and deuterium) analyses will be
used in evaluating geothermometry methods (Study 8.3.1.2.3.2).

3. Temperature of ground water from springs and wells, and geological,
hydrological, and structural data of the site and surrounding region
will be used to assess the geothermal energy potential of Yucca
Mountain (Section 8.3.1.2.3.2, 8.3.1.4.2.1, and 8.3.1.8.5.2).

Description

As discussed in Section 1.7.1.5.3, the existing heat flow calculations,
temperature data, temperature gradient data, and isotopic analyses (oxygen
and deuterium) for Yucca Mountain are consistent with a low-temperature
(<90C) geothermal regime.

Downhole temperature data from Yucca Mountain and temperature data
obtained from nearby localities indicate that significant variations occur in
temperature gradients for a single hole and between wells. Anomalous heat
flow and thermal gradients are observed at localities near the site at drill-
hole UE-25a#3 (3.08 to 3.34 heat flow units (HFU)) located near Calico Hills,
and drillhole UE-20F located at Pahute Mesa (thermal gradient is 37-C/km).
These localized anomalies could be associated with water circulation in
faults, shallow magma bodies, anomalous ground-water flow, and large varia-
tions in stratigraphic thickness (thermal conductivity).

The available data for geothermal assessment have not been compiled or
thoroughly evaluated for adequacy or quality. Because data were not col-
lected systematically (in some instances, measurements were taken during or
soon after drilling (Sass et al., 1983)), some of the data are of question-
able quality. Thus, the available data will be evaluated for their adequacy
and quality, and the aquisition of temperature and thermal conductivity data
from existing or new drillholes for use in heat flow calculations may be
recommended as a result of this activity. A compilation of regional data
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obtained from the literature will also be assessed so that a comparison can
be made with the data from the Yucca Mountain area.

Chemical and isotopic data will be compiled and evaluated for their
application to the geothermal assessment of Yucca Mountain. Data will
include chemical analyses of ground-water samples obtained from drillholes
(Section 8.3.1.2.3.2), and springs near Yucca Mountain. These data will be
evaluated to determine whether silica geothermometer analyses may be
appropriate.

All the data compiled and evaluated will be used in conjunction with
geologic, structural, stratigraphic, and hydrologic data to perform the
geothermal assessment. This activity will lead into the final energy and
resource assessment performed in Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.
Existing data and data collected in support of other site characterization
activities will be used.

8.3.1.9.2.1.4 Activity: Assessment of hydrocarbon resources at and near the
site

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Determine the potential for occurrence of conventional hydrocarbon
resources (crude oil and natural gas) at and near the site.

2. Determine the potential for the presence or absence of suitable
source rocks, reservoir rocks, and traps and seals at and near the
site in the course of pursuing the first objective of this activity.

3. Provide necessary data for the overall mineral and energy resource
assessment to be performed in Activity 8.3.1.9.1.5.

Parameters

Several investigative efforts and evaluation approaches are intended.
First, the presence of organic matter within certain Paleozoic rocks will be
ascertained. This will be based upon an examination of samples from drill-
holes and outcrops in the general area including core material from the one
drillhole (UE-25p#1) that penetrated Paleozoic rocks close to the site.
Newly obtained core or cuttings from drillholes in areas adjacent to the site
will also be studied. An evaluation of the existing petroleum industry
exploration drillholes in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain will be made to
determine if information relevant to the site can be obtained. Outcrop
material from adjacent areas such as Bare Mountain, Calico Hills, and Mine
Mountain-Syncline Ridge will also be collected and evaluated.
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Second, the thermal maturation of any organic matter found in these
samples will be determined. Several techniques, such as kerogen elemental
analysis, kerogen coloration (temperature alteration index (TAI)), rock
pyrolosis, and vitrinite reflectance, are among those available for
determining thermal maturation-source-bed potential. These and possibly
other techniques that are based upon organic matter will be compared relative
to their applicability, especially with regard to outcrop samples using the
most suitable method(s).

Third, parallel consideration of another thermal maturation technique,
based upon microfaunal remains (conodonts) and termed the conodont color
alteration index (CAI), will be undertaken in conjunction with a literature
search intended to focus upon the thermal maturation experienced by the
Paleozoic carbonate strata at and near the site. This will allow refinements
to be made to the estimate of Lopatin's time-temperature index (Section
1.7.2.2.1) and will expand upon the work of Harris et al.(1980) and
M. D. Carr et al. (1986). This will also allow the anticipated integration
of the thermal history of adjacent sites (e.g., Bare Mountain) into an
understanding of the thermal history of Yucca Mountain.

Other work is intended to review the stratigraphy and geologic structure
of the Yucca Mountain site and of areas near the site within the context of
available and future drillhole and geophysical data (Section 1.7.1.1; Study
8.3.1.17.4.4). This is intended to identify potential reservoir rocks,
traps, and seals that may be present. An allied exercise will be to evaluate
comparable petroleum-geology features as they are developed at known hydro-
carbon occurrences within the Great Basin of Nevada, and, in particular, the
highly productive trend that is present in the Railroad Valley area (e.g.,
Grant Canyon Field) of northeastern Nye County. This will provide a basis
for assessing the degree to which these factors are relevant to the petroleum
potential of the site (Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.5). New data gathered by several
planned geophysical surveys, such as the regional magnetotelluric, deep
refraction-seismic, deep and intermediate reflection-seismic, and the ground
magnetic surveys planned for fault detection (Table 8.3.1.17-8) will be
assessed if applicable for evaluating oil or gas potential. Part of this
effort will be conducted under Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.2, particularly the
evaluation of geophysical data, which will include an early assessment
regarding the applicability of these data to the interpretation of subsurface
geologic structures. Additional parameters may be defined and pursued if
these several work efforts, evaluations, and literature investigations fail
to provide adequate information on possible source rocks-organic matter,
thermal maturation, and the integrated petroleum potential at and near the
site. Among these may be a comparative evaluation of both surface
hydrocarbon-prospecting techniques and indirect subsurface detection methods
such as the analysis of ground water for dissolved hydrocarbon gases.

Description

To date, no hydrocarbons have been discovered at or in the vicinity of
the Yucca Mountain site, although relatively few boreholes have been drilled
for that purpose. Of the commercially drilled exploration holes located
throughout southcentral and southeastern Nevada, none have encountered
economic quantities of oil and gas. Significant shows of such hydrocarbons
have similarly been lacking.
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The thermal history of the general Yucca Mountain area may have been too
high over an extended period of geologic time to allow any previously formed
hydrocarbons to persist as either oil or gas (Section 1.7.2.2.1). However,
data presented by M. D. Carr et al. (1986) suggest that CAI-based
temperatures within the Silurian portion of the Paleozoic carbonate sequence
as encountered in drillhole UE-25p#1 have been no greater than 180'C, and
possibly no less than 140'C (CAI = 3). If these paleogeothermal data
represent an accurate reflection of the thermal maturation, these rocks would
not be considered overly mature, and thus technically capable of some
hydrocarbon potential within the gas range, provided that the several other
factors necessary to generate and entrap hydrocarbons were present.

Further refinement of the thermal history will be pursued, along with
work designed to evaluate the potential for reservoir rocks, the potential
for trap-seals, and the comparison with other producing trends within the
Great Basin and Nevada. Analyses of any detected organic matter (as found in
drillhole cores and cuttings and samples collected from selected outcrops)
will be made based upon an assessment of the most applicable petroleum geo-
chemical methods. Companion work based upon faunal remains and their indica-
tions of thermal maturation will also be made. Inclusion of geophysical and
drillhole data will also be implemented to evaluate the structural geologic
setting as it relates to traps and seals.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Organic-matter sampling TBDa TBD TBD
and sample-
preparation plan

Conodont sampling plan TBD TBD TBD

Analytical methods- TBD TBD TBD
thermal maturation

aTBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.9.2.1.5 Activity: Mineral and energy assessment of the site,
comparison to known mineralized areas, and the potential for
undiscovered resources and future exploration

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to integrate the data and information
collected from Activities 8.3.1.9.2.1.1 (geochemical assessment),
8.3.1.9.2.1.2 (geophysical/geologic assessment), 8.3.1.9.2.1.3 (geothermal
energy assessment), and 8.3.1.9.2.1.4 (hydrocarbon assessment). Integration
of these activities and the data acquired from them will allow:

1. The identification of mineral resources with current markets, as
well as the calculation of gross and net values for identified
resources or reserves.

2. The physical description of mineral resources with potential future
markets relative to 'tonnage, or other amount, grade, and quality,'
as described in 10 CFR 60.21(c)(13).

3. The physical description of energy resources using appropriate
parameters that describe the extent and magnitude of those
resources.

4. The evaluation of the resource potential of any identified or
undiscovered mineral and energy resources, based upon a
Nrepresentativel area of 'similar size" and a comparison to the
Yucca Mountain site (10 CFR 60.122(c)(17)).

5. An estimation of the potential for undiscovered deposits of those
resources described in 10 CFR 60.21(c)(13). This will be
accomplished using site-specific data in conjunction with
evaluation of models found in the literature of economic mineral-
ization, hydrocarbon generation and entrapping processes, and
extraction-conversion methods in geothermal energy utilization.

This activity provides data necessary for the probabilistic calculations
for determining future inadvertent human interference or intrusion (Study
8.3.1.9.3.2).

Parameters

Existing site-specific data and data collected under Activities
8.3.1.9.2.1.1, 8.3.1.9.2.1.2, 8.3.1.9.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.9.2.1.4 will be used
to calculate grades, tonnages, or other amounts. Information obtained from
the literature will allow a comparison of analog areas and literature models
with the site-specific data obtained for Yucca Mountain under the activities
just listed.

Description

Information from Activities 8.3.1.9.2.1.1 and 8.3.1.9.2.1.2 and other
site-specific data from the literature will be used to calculate gross and
net values of commodities of current commercial value and commodities that
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may have future commercial value. These site-specific grades, tonnages, or
amounts will be compared with the average abundances in crustal rock types to
determine if the site has extractable commodities that may be of commercial
value, of future commercial value, or anomalous concentrations of a commodity
that would attract exploration.

Information from Activities 8.3.1.9.2.1.3 and 8.3.1.9.2.1.4 and other
site-specific data from the literature will be used to describe energy
resource potential. More detailed assessment of energy resources will be
conducted if warranted by data from this activity.

This activity will compare analog environments of known mineralization
with the site. Information on selected analogs will be obtained from the
existing literature and Activities 8.3.1.9.2.1.1, 8.3.1.9.2.1.2,
8.3.1.9.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.9.2.1.4. Ideally, the selected analogs will consist
of similar rock types and will have originated under similar geologic condi-
tions. Other analogs will be chosen to contrast the site with known areas of
mineralization found within calderas (e.g., Jefferson Caldera) and in the
margins of calderas (e.g., Round Mountain and Goldfield). The large body of
available literature, including petrologic, petrogenetic, structural, geo- -
physical, mineralogic, and analytical data of the rocks located at the site,
will be incorporated into this activity. This information will be used to
evaluate the potential for mineral exploration at the site and the potential
for undiscovered deposits using reasonable inference based on geologic and
geophysical evidence. This activity will allow a final qualitative assess-
ment of the mineral resources at the site in terms of their present value,
potential future value, and the site's attractiveness for future exploration.

For energy resources, a final qualitative assessment of the resources at
the site will be based on the presence or absence of favorable circumstances,
and other direct or indirect evidence.

This activity will also provide synthesized data and evaluations of
those data relative to assessing any initiating events under human interfer-
ence that may be potentially unworthy of further consideration (Activity
8.3.1.9.3.2.2). These data and data evaluations are anticipated to facili-
tate the requisite probabilistic calculations (Study 8.3.1.9.3.2), but in
some instances a less rigorous treatment may be used to dismiss events if
they are considered sufficiently noncredible.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no procedures for Activity 8.3.1.9.1.5. Existing data and
data obtained from Activity 8.3.1.9.2.1.1 will be used in this activity.

8.3.1.9.2.2 Study: Water resource assessment of Yucca Mountain, Nevada

This study consists of a single activity that will use available data to
estimate the present and future value of the ground-water resource at and in
the vicinity of the Yucca Mountain site.
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8.3.1.9.2.2.1 Activity: Projected trends in local and regional ground-water
development, and estimated withdrawal rates in southern
Nevada, proximal to Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to (1) assess the current and
projected supply and demand situation for ground water in the geohydrologic
study area, and (2) estimate the value of the ground-water resource.

Parameters

Three sets of parameters are required for this activity:

1. The determinants of supply, which include quantities available from
alternative sources; cost of water by alternative source; the
physical and chemical characteristics of the ground-water system
(e.g., recharge, aquifer depth, volume, and salinity); and
institutional factors relating to water laws and rights (e.g.,
preferred beneficial uses).

2. The determinants of demand, which include population data (i.e.,
historical, current, and projected trends); economic conditions,
including industry, employment, and income; trends in consumptive
uses of water (i.e., domestic, commercial, industrial, and agri-
cultural uses); climate; and price.

3. Empirical estimates of the value of water in various uses (i.e.,
domestic, commercial, industrial, and agricultural).

Description

Current and projected marginal supply curves for water will be esti-
mated. The effects of various current and projected socioeconomic conditions
on ground-water development, use, and allocation will be evaluated. Where
sufficient price and quantity data are available, water-demand curves can be
estimated, from which estimates can be made of the marginal value of the
water. For a variety of reasons, market-established prices for water are not
generally available. However, there are a number of alternative means of
estimating the value of the ground-water resource even in the absence of
markets. These include evidence of prices paid for water by a given sector
as an indication of the user's willingness to pay (an example of this is the
recent purchase of ground water by Nevada Power Company in the Moapa Valley
area), shadow prices determined via linear programming, change in net income
or value-added approaches, and alternative and opportunity cost.

This information will be used to estimate the current and future value
of the ground-water resource in the geohydrologic study area and to project
probable withdrawal rates and locations. Estimations will be limited to the
reasonably foreseeable future (10 CFE 960.4-2-8-1).
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Methods and technical procedures

Water supply information will be obtained from a variety of sources
including the Nevada Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, the
Water Resources Division; the USGS; the Bureau of Reclamation; the Las Vegas
Valley Water District; and Activity 8.3.1.16.2.1.2 (location of primary water
supply). Water use data will be obtained from the same sources.

Socioeconomic data (e.g., population, industry, and income) needed for
the demand assessment will be acquired from a variety of sources, including
the State of Nevada Employment Security Department, the U.S. Department of
Commerce, the Bureau of Census, the Bureau of Economic Analysis, and future
NNWSI Project socioeconomic county profiles.

The determination of water valuation methods will be made subsequent to
a literature review of existing methodologies and their applicability to the
relevant water uses in the study area.

8.3.1.9.2.3 Application of results

The information obtained from the activities of this investigation will
be used in conjunction with data presented in the Yucca Mountain environmen-
tal assessment (DOE, 1986b) and Sections 1.7 and 3.8 of the SCP to determine
those resources having any potential for occurrence at Yucca Mountain. These
resources, and the applicable extraction and exploitation techniques, will be
examined to determine the effects on the hydrologic, geochemical, and rock
characteristics that could potentially result from future exploitation
(Section 8.3.1.9.3).

The data from this investigation will also be considered in determining
the likelihood for future exploratory drilling within the boundaries of the
perimeter drift. Knowledge of the types of specific resources that could
exist, based on geologic evidence and the geologic environment, can provide
useful information regarding exploration techniques (e.g., random drilling
and drill-bit diameter) that can be used as a logical basis for forming the
assumptions for the most probable release scenarios. Thus, information
obtained from these activities will be used as input parameters for
Investigation 8.3.1.9.3.

8.3.1.9.2.4 Schedule and milestones

This investigation contains two studies: 8.3.1.9.2.1 (natural resource
assessment of Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada) and 8.3.1.9.2.2 (water
resource assessment of Yucca Mountain, Nevada). In the figure that follows,
the schedule information for these studies is presented in the form of
timelines. The timelines extend from implementation of the approved study
plans to the issuance of the final products associated with the studies.
Summary schedule and milestone information for this investigation can be found
in Section 8.5.1.1.
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Both studies in this investigation are planned to begin within the first
year of site characterization. This investigation is planned to provide the
information required to evaluate the present and future value of energy,
mineral, hydrocarbon, and ground-water resources. Results will provide the
input required to determine the likelihood of future inadvertent human
interference with the site.

The studies in this investigation are constrained by the availability of
data from other sources. The final products associated with these studies
require data from Study 8.3.1.16.2 (location of adequate water supplies) and
energy, mineral, land, and ground-water resource information from Federal,
State, and local agencies.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines represent
major events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

STUDY

8.3.1.9.2.1
Assess
natural
resources

8.3.1.9.2.2
Assess
water
resources

0
I 2

V
3 4 6

V V V
I

I

I
I 8V

I I I I

TIME 831924-VB

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number

1

Description

Data input from Study 8.3.1.8.5.2 (evaluation of heat flow at
Yucca Mountain).
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Point
number Description

2 Milestones R589 and R590. Issue reports on assessment of
mineral resources and geothermal energy potential.

3 Milestone R591. Issue report on assessment of hydrocarbon
resources.

4 Milestones R595 and R596. Issue reports on potential for
mineralization and potential for undiscovered resources.

5 Data results from study output to Investigation 8.3.1.9.3
(studies to provide the information required on potential
effects of exploiting natural resources on hydrologic, geo-
chemical, and rock characteristics).

6 Milestone T082. Issue final report on the evaluation of
natural resources at Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

7 Input from Study 8.3.1.16.2 (adequate water supplies).

8 Issue report on water resource assessment at Yucca Mountain.

8.3.1.9.3 Investigation: Studies to provide the information required on
potential effects of exploiting natural resources on hydrologic,
geochemical, and rock characteristics

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Links to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

A preliminary evaluation of the resource potential of the Yucca Mountain
site is presented in the Yucca Mountain environmental assessment (DOE, 1988b)
and in Sections 1.7 and 3.8 of the SCP. Studies will be performed to deter-
mine the extent to which the actual or inferred presence of resources at the
site might influence the exploration activities of future generations. Addi-
tional studies will establish the potential effects of resource exploitation
and extraction on the hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics at
and in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.

Ground water currently is the only resource being considered. If other
economically attractive resources or reserves are identified during the
natural resource assessment that is being conducted in support of Investi-
gation 8.3.1.9.2, the potential effects of their exploitation will also be
evaluated. These data will be assessed by a panel of experts to determine
the probability that human intrusion into, or interference with, a MGDS could
result from the actual or inferred presence of natural resources.
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Parameters

The only parameters that have been identified to date are (1) projected
rates and the probable locations of future ground-water withdrawals within
the geohydrologic study area, (2) the results of the resource assessment
(Study 8.3.1.9.2.1), and (3) the probabilities for inadvertent human
interference and intrusions.

Additional parameters that will be required if other resources are
identified (Investigation 8.3.1.9.2) include the specific types, locations,
distributions, and quantities (i.e., grades, tonnages, and volumes) of the
materials identified. Necessary information regarding the applicable
extraction and exploitation methods will be taken from the literature. Site
characterization activities and the existing data base will provide the
baseline information relative to the hydrologic, geochemical, and rock
characteristics at the site.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to obtain the information that will
be used to satisfy the parameter requests made in Issue 1.1 (total system
performance). Two types of data are requested in this performance issue:
(1) information on the resources presently at the site that would influence
the likelihood of exploratory drilling within the controlled area, and (2)
the potential effects of resource extraction on the hydrologic, geochemical,
and rock characteristics at the site. The first objective of this investiga-
tion is to evaluate the data relative to the resource potential of the site,
resource extraction, and marker system survivability necessary to determine
the probability range for exploratory drilling. The second objective is to
assess the potential effects of resource extraction for all commodities known
to be present or inferred to be present at the site. Thus, this investiga-
tion will compile all the site data generated by the human interference
program and pass the required parameters to Issue 1.1.

Technical rationale for the investigation

To determine the effects of resource exploitation on the hydrologic,
geochemical, and rock characteristics at the Yucca Mountain site, it will be
necessary to estimate the quantities as well as the locations and distribu-
tions of those resources identified in the assessment. These resource
parameters, together with their applicable extraction and exploitation
methods, will be evaluated to determine qualitatively the effects of
exploitation. For instances in which it is possible to model the effects
using computer codes, such as with ground-water withdrawals, potential
effects will be quantified. The data that will be collected by Studies
8.3.1.9.1.1, 8.3.1.9.2.1, and 8.3.1.9.2.2 will be evaluated to determine the
likelihood for human interference and intrusion. Figure 8.3.1.9-4 shows the
data flow for this investigation.

Two studies will be undertaken in fulfillment of this investigation.
Study 8.3.1.9.3.1 will address factors that directly influence the amount of
radionuclide releases that could result from inadvertent human interference
and intrusion at the site. The studies to be undertaken to evaluate the
potential effects of resource exploitation will be defined in detail when the
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resource assessment (Study 8.3.1.9.2.1) is completed. On the basis of the
data available to date, ground water is the only resource known to be pre-
sent. Specific plans for evaluating the effects of ground-water withdrawal
are presented in the following sections. The second study (8.3.1.9.3.2) will
present supporting discussions necessary to demonstrate that certain initia-
ting events identified in the human interference program are not credible and
therefore not significant.

8.3.1.9.3.1 Study: Evaluation of data needed to support an assessment of
the-likelihood of future inadvertent human intrusion at Yucca
Mountain as a result of exploration and/or extraction of natural
resources

In this study, data will be compiled and analyzed for assessing the
likelihood of inadvertent human interference in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain. The initiating events for which data will be compiled include
exploratory drilling for natural resources and ground-water withdrawal.

8.3.1.9.3.1.1 Activity: Compilation of data to support the assessment
calculation of the potential for inadvertent human intrusion
at Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Determine the maximum drilling density and frequency (drillholes per
square kilometer per 10,000 yr) that can be reasonably assumed for a
repository at Yucca Mountain.

2. Determine the extent to which future ground-water withdrawals will
modify the expected ground-water flow paths.

Parameters

The parameters that will be obtained or evaluated by this activity
include:

1. Expected drilling density.

2. Distribution and expected depth of drillholes.

3. Expected distribution of drillhole diameters.

4. The probabilities that human interference or intrusion will occur as
a result of exploratory drilling or exploitation.

The natural resource assessment parameters for this activity will be
input from Study 8.3.1.9.2.1 (assessment of the natural resource potential at
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Yucca Mountain) and Study 8.3.1.9.3.1 (effects of natural resource exploita-
tion at Yucca Mountain). These data will be used to aid in estimating the
likelihood of the initiating events (Table 8.3.1.9-1) for human intrusion and
interference at Yucca Mountain during the postclosure period.

Description

This activity will involve compiling data to determine the anticipated
maximum drillhole density, borehole diameter, and depths of the drillholes
over the next 10,000 yr in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The activity will
also assess potential effects of future ground-water withdrawal on expected
ground-water flow paths. The results of the natural resource assessment
studies (8.3.1.9.2.1, 8.3.1.9.2.2, and 8.3.1.9.3.1) will be used in this
activity. In addition, information on state-of-the-art exploration and
drilling techniques, as well as information on expected future exploration
and drilling equipment trends, will be analyzed in this activity.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.

8.3.1.9.3.2 Study: An evaluation of the potential effects of exploration
for, or extraction of, natural resources on the hydrologic
characteristics at Yucca Mountain

This study will assess in qualitative or quantitative terms, the effects
of exploiting natural resources known or believed to be present at Yucca
Mountain. Consideration of the effects of resource exploitation or
extraction are limited to changes in the hydrologic, geochemical, and rock
characteristics.

8.3.1.9.3.2.1 Activity: An analysis of the potential effects of future
ground-water withdrawals on the hydrologic system in the
vicinity of Yucca Mountain, Nevada

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the potential effects of
future ground-water withdrawals on the hydrologic system at Yucca Mountain.
Effects of the withdrawals will be defined qualitatively and quantitatively.

Parameters

The parameters required for this study are the following:

1. The time-phased estimates of ground-water withdrawals as projected
from the activity described in Investigation 8.3.1.9.2.
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2. The probable locations of the wells from which projected withdrawals
would be made. Locations need only be accurate to within a single
hydrographic area (Section 3.8.1). This parameter will also be
passed from Investigation 8.3.1.9.2.

3. The appropriate hydrologic parameters (aquifer characteristics) will
be obtained from Investigation 8.3.1.2.3.

Description

Various computer models, such as FEMOD (Czarnecki, 1985) will be used to
analyze the potential effects of ground-water withdrawal on the local hydro-
logic system. The input parameters supplied from Investigation 8.3.1.9.2,
when used in the computer model, will allow simulation of the changes in the
geohydrologic system that might occur as a result of withdrawals through
time. The results from the model will provide qualitative and quantitative
information on the potential effects of ground-water withdrawals within the
geohydrologic system.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.

8.3.1.9.3.2.2 Activity: Assessment of initiating events related to human
interference that are considered not to be sufficiently
credible or significant to warrant further investigation

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to demonstrate that those initiating
events which have been identified (Table 8.3.1.9-1) for the human inter-
ference issue are not considered sufficiently credible or significant to
necessitate additional investigation. This will be documented in a topical
report.

Parameters

The parameters that will be obtained or calculated by this activity are
grouped by initiating events and include the following:

1. Large-scale surface-water impoundment constructed near the
controlled area.

a. Area, depth, and volume of surface impoundment.

b. Seepage and percolation rates, and transmissivities of near
surface and subsurface materials.

2. Extensive irrigation is conducted near the controlled area.
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a. Area of irrigation.
b. Quantity of water available for irrigation.
c. Types of crops cultivated.
d. Infiltration and percolation rates.
e. Quantity of water applied for irrigation.

All initiating events will require information on the presence and read-
ability of the markers over 10,000 yr.

Description

The results of the natural resource assessment activities along with
data from the activities in Section 8.3.1.2 (geohydrology) will provide input
to this activity. These data will be used to assess the credibility and
significance of the initiating events of potential human interference activi-
ties at Yucca Mountain. A special panel of experts from the disciplines of
natural resources exploration, geosciences, economics, social sciences, and
statistics will be convened to make a qualitative assessment of the non-
credible or insignificant initiating events by using their experience and the
parameters listed previously. The panel's professional judgment along with
previously noted data will be used to prepare topical reports on those non-
credible and insignificant initiating events.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.

8.3.1.9.3.3 Application of results

The information obtained from the activities supporting Investigations
8.3.1.9.1 and 8.3.1.9.2 will be assessed by a panel of experts (Study
8.3.1.9.3.1). The professional judgment of the panel members will be used to
estimate the bounds on the probability of inadvertent human interference and
intrusion resulting from potential exploratory activities (Louden, 1979).
The information obtained in Investigation 8.3.1.9.2 will be used in Issue 1.9
(higher level findings--postclosure) to demonstrate that human interference
and intrusion will not likely arise due to exploration and extraction of
natural resources. The information obtained from Study 8.3.1.9.3.2 will be
used in Issue 1.1 (total system performance) to develop the most-probable
release scenarios. These data will be provided as input parameters to Issues
1.1 and 1.8 (NRC siting criteria) for use in calculating total system
releases and in evaluating the potentially adverse conditions.

8.3.1.9.3.4 Schedule and milestones

This investigation contains two studies: 8.3.1.9.3.1 (factors contrib-
uting to the likelihood for inadvertent human interference) and 8.3.1.9.3.2
(potential effects of resource exploitation on site conditions). In the
figure that follows, the schedule information for these studies is presented
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in the form of timelines. The timelines extend from implementation of the
approved study plans to the issuance of the final products associated with the
studies. Summary schedule and milestone information for this investigation
can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Both studies in this investigation are out-year studies, and their
completion is constrained by the availability of data from other investiga-
tions (See Figure 8.3.1.g-2). Results from these other studies will provide
information required to evaluate the probability of future resource explora-
tion and exploitation, and the potential effects of exploiting natural
resources on hydrologic, geochemical, and rock characteristics.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines represent
major events or important milestones associated with the studies. Solid lines
represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

STUDY 1

2

8.3.1.9.3.1 A
Ukely
human
interfer-
ence I

3

8.3.1.9.3.2 MV
Effects of
exploiting
resources

TIME

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Data input from Investigation 8.3.1.9.2.

2 Milestone R676. Issue report on factors contributing to the
likelihood of human interference and intrusion events at
Yucca Mountain.
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Description

Milestones Z473 and Z474. Issue reports on potential effects
of exploiting ground water and assessment of unlikely
initiating events of human interference.

3
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8.3.1.10 Overview of population density and distribution program:
Description of population density and distribution required by the
performance and design issues

This section presents references and information to support resolution
of performance and design issues related to preclosure radiological safety.
These requirements are derived from 10 CFR Part 20, 10 CFR Part 60, 40 CFR
Part 191 and DOE orders. The detailed link to these regulations is presented
in the performance and design issues that require data from the population
density and distribution program.

Collection of population density and distribution data is not considered
a site characterization activity as defined in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
(NWPA, 1983). Therefore, the format and details for data collection will not
be presented in this document. However, population density and distribution
remains an important component of the program of preclosure radiological
safety for members of the general public, whether through normal operations
or as a result of accident conditions (Issues 2.1 and 2.3). The data base
established during this program will contribute to Issue 2.5, which addresses
higher level findings on the qualifying and disqualifying conditions of the
DOE siting guideline on population density and distribution (10 CFR
960.5-2-1).

The distribution of future populations in highly populated areas and in
unrestricted areas is currently recognized as a significant factor in
defining preclosure radiological safety programs. Preparation of a radio-
logical monitoring plan will help to establish the data base required for
resolution of performance and design issues related to radiological safety.
This plan, in part, will be the mechanism for implementing the studies neces-
sary for calculating radionuclide doses to members of the general public at
varying distances from the potential repository location at Yucca Mountain.
The details of the methodology to be used in analyzing the population related
information will be discussed in the Radiological Monitoring Plan. The
methods and procedures for collection of population data will be part of the
NNWSI Project socioeconomic planning process and environmental program
planning effort.
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8.3.1.11 Overview of land ownership and mineral rights program: Description
of status and plans for land ownership and mineral rights required
by the performance and design issues

The land ownership and mineral rights program derives from the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 960 and 10 CFR Part 60. The provisions of
10 CFR 60.121 require that

Both the geologic repository operations area and the controlled area
shall be located in and on lands that are either acquired lands under
the jurisdiction and control of DOE, or lands permanently withdrawn
and reserved for its use.

This provision further requires that (1) such lands shall be held free
and clear of all encumbrances, (2) the DOE shall exercise any jurisdiction
and control over surface and subsurface estates necessary to prevent adverse
human actions that could significantly reduce the repository's ability to
achieve isolation, and (3) the DOE shall also have obtained water rights as
may be needed to satisfy the requirements of the repository operations area.

The plans and procedures for acquiring land ownership and mineral rights
are not considered site characterization activities as defined by the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act (NWPA). Therefore, the standard format and level of detail
as is presented for other programs will not be provided in this section.
However, the regulatory requirements just listed are an essential component
of the repository program in that they provide for a controlled site, which
in part addresses preclosure radiological safety aspects of the program.
Information about postclosure site ownership and control is presented in
Sections 8.3.5.18 (postclosure higher level findings) and 8.3.1.9 (human
interference). The performance and design issues concerning radiological
dose calculations to the public and workers (Issues 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.7,
Sections 8.3.5.3, 8.3.5.4, 8.3.5.5, and 8.3.2.3, respectively) can be
addressed with the knowledge that actions will be taken to withdraw and-
control the appropriate portion of land in accordance with applicable
regulations. In addition, compliance with these requirements will support
Issue 2.5 (Section 8.3.5.6), which addresses higher level findings on the
qualifying and disqualifying conditions of the site ownership and control
guidelines in 10 CFR Part 960. Another aspect of the land Qwnership program
is the process by which the land is acquired and controlled, including rights
to subsurface resources. This process is described in the following
paragraphs.

The parameters of the controlled area are defined in 40 CFR Part 191 and
are based on information about the subsurface. After tentatively identifying
the outline of the proposed repository site, the information-gathering
elements of the land ownership program will occur in three basic steps. The
first step is to define the boundaries of the parcel for which the DOE must
obtain control and seek withdrawal. Inherent in this step is applying the
information gained during site characterization that would influence the
boundaries at the controlled area and accessible environment.
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The second step is to ascertain the status of any preexisting outside
rights with respect to the land at the site. Prior investigations have
identified no such rights (e.g., mineral, grazing, or water rights) at or in
the immediate vicinity of Yucca Mountain. However, monitoring of these
situations during site characterization will be conducted by the DOE.

The third step involves the actual process by which information will be
obtained for purposes of supporting a withdrawal application as set forth in
FLPMA and implementing Bureau of Land Management (BLM) regulations.

As established in the environmental assessment for the Yucca Mountain
site (DOE, 1986b), the land area of interest to the DOE for the repository
operations area and controlled area is entirely on Federal lands controlled
by three Federal agencies. These lands include the Nellis Air Force Range
(NAFR) controlled by the U.S. Department of the Air Force (DAF), the Nevada
Test Site (NTS) controlled by the DOE, and public lands controlled by the
U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), BLM. The Military Lands Withdrawal
Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-606), recently enacted by Congress, withdrew the
2.9 million acre NAFR for defense-related use by the DAF. Management of
these lands remains the responsibility of the BLM.

- The land area of interest to DOE currently under BLM control is in the
public domain and has not been segregated from the operation of the public
land laws. There exists, therefore, a possibility that control of surface
and subsurface rights on the public lands could change as a result of rights
granted under FLPMA or applicable mining laws.

The ownership and control status of the land area of interest is
important to the DOE for a variety of reasons. These include the length of
time required to conduct site characterization activities, the land
management plans and agreements, and the public domain status of the BLM
controlled lands. The DOE will monitor not only actions taken by the BLM or
DAF with regard to the land areas of interest to the DOE but also the current
or proposed laws and regulations that may impact land ownership and control,
or the rights to access such lands.

If the Yucca Mountain site is recommended and approved for development
as a repository following site characterization, it will be necessary,
pursuant to 10 CFR 60.121, for the DOE to withdraw the land that would
comprise the repository operations area and controlled area and reserve this
land for its use. Such a withdrawal action, under current law, must be made
pursuant to applicable implementing regulations. To initiate a withdrawal
action, FLPMA and the implementing regulations define the data and
information required to be provided at the time of application to Congress to
support the review of the application. Much of the required data and
information will be collected as part of the site characterization activities
or other programmatic activities planned by the DOE. The programmatic
activities include the repository land withdrawal and control process and the
environmental program planning effort for the Yucca Mountain site. To ensure
that the data and information relevant and necessary to support a withdrawal
action are acquired and documented properly, site characterization activities
must be reviewed and withdrawal information and documentation requirements
conducted in parallel with the site characterization program. A similar
requirement to recognize and address withdrawal requirements also exists for
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additional DOE activities directed at assessing the suitability of the Yucca
Mountain site under 10 CFR Part 960 and preparing input to the environmental
impact statement required by the NWPA (1983) and the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA, 1969).
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8.3.1.12 Overview of the meteorology program: Description of meteorological
conditions required by the performance and design issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for meteorological information

The purpose of the meteorological program is to provide data required
for resolution of performance and design issues. The types of data requested
fall into three categories: (1) data needed in calculating radiological
doses resulting from airborne releases from the repository during the pre-
closure operational period; (2) information required for design of surface
facilities; and (3) hydrometeorological measurements for hydrologic and
climatic studies. Table 8.3.1.12-1 shows the link between the design and
performance parameters (information needed) and the meteorology program
parameters that satisfy those needs, respectively.

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

The purpose of the meteorology program is to establish (1) regional
meteorological conditions (Investigation 8.3.1.12.1), (2) atmospheric and
meteorological phenomena at potential locations of surface facilities
(Investigation 8.3.1.12.2), (3) locations of population centers relative to
wind patterns in the general region of the site (Investigation 8.3.1.12.3),
and (4) potential extreme weather phenomena and their recurrence intervals
(Investigation 8.3.1.12.4).

The investigations were created so that an understanding of the meteor-
ology of the area, including both average and extreme climatic phenomena,
would be gained. Such an understanding will require looking at data from
sites throughout the region and relating and comparing these data to
site-specific conditions. Parameters that are important in determining the
dispersion characteristics and general regional meteorology and, hence, are
important to the performance and design issues, are as follows:

1. Wind speed.
2. Wind direction.
3. Ambient temperature.
4. Atmospheric moisture.
5. Precipitation type, amount, frequency of occurrence, and intensity.
6. Atmospheric stability.
7. Mixing layer depth.

These data will provide input to the performance and design issues that
assess the preclosure radiological safety aspects of the mined geologic
disposal system under normal and accident conditions. These issues are as
follows:

Issue Short title SCP section

2.1 Public radiological exposures-- 8.3.5.3
normal conditions

2.2 Worker radiological safety-- 8.3.5.4
normal conditions
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Table 8.3.1.12-1. Performance allocation table for meteorology program

Testing basis
Performance or
design parameter

Characterization
parameter

Current
estimate

Current Needed SCP study
confidence confidence (or activity)"Issue SCP section

2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 4.2,
and 4.4

8.3.5.3, 8.3.5.4,
8.3.5.5, 8.3.2.3,
8.3.2.4, and
8.3.2.5

X/Q Wind speed
Wind direction

Temperature
Mixing layer depth
Atmospheric stability
Atmospheric moisture
Precipitation (type,

amount, intensity)

Temperature
Barometric pressure

Figures 5-3 to 5-7
Tables 5-Q and 5-7
Figures 5-3 to 5-7
Tables b-8 and 5-7
Tables 5-2 and 5-3
Quiring (1968)
Table 5-11
Tables 5-2 and 5-5
Tables 5-2 and 5-4

Tables 5-2 and 5-3
Table 5-2

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

High
Nigh
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

8.3.1 12.1. 1--Regional
meteorological condi-
tions

8.3.1 12.2.1.1--Site
meteorological monitor-
ing program

2.2 8.3 5. 4 Radon emanation rate
from tuff

Low
Low

High 8.3.1.12.2.1.2--Data
High summary for input to

dose assessments

2.3 and 8.3-5.5 and
4.4 8.3.2.5

Accident initiating
events

Extreme winds and
frequency of occurrence

Lightning strikes and
frequency

Precipitation extremes
(snow, rain, ice, and
amounts and frequency)

Temperature extremes

Tables 5-2 and 5-8

Section 5.1.1.6

Tables 5-2, 5-4,
and 5-10

Tables 5-2, 5-3,
and 5-9

Medium

Medium

Medium

High 8.3.1.12.4.1--Potential
extreme weather

High phenomena and their
reoccurrence

High

0

IMedium High

aStudies and activities listed apply to all parameters associated with the issue.
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Issue Short title SCP section

2.3 Accidental radiological releases 8.3.5.5

2.5 Higher level findings--preclosure 8.3.5.6
radiological safety

2.7 Repository design criteria for 8.3.2.3
radiological safety

The investigation that deals with population centers relative to wind
patterns (Investigation 8.3.1.12.3) will be a part of the radiological
assessment because wind is the primary transport mechanism by which airborne
radionuclides would reach these population centers. Finally, characteriza-
tion of potential extreme weather phenomena (e.g., tornadoes, hurricanes,
extreme wind speeds, temperature and humidity extremes, precipitation
extremes, and obstructions to visibility) will provide input to design
criteria issues relative to radiological safety. The extreme weather data
will be evaluated in designing physical systems or components of the
repository (e.g., wind or snow loading, heating and cooling systems, freeze
protection) and must also be factored into the safety analysis in terms of
the potential for extreme weather to initiate radiological accidents. Both
repository operations and transportation of waste to the site will make use
of the extreme weather data, and these data could be important in access
route assessments.

Data collected as part of this program will also provide input to
investigations associated with the geohydrology program and will be used, for
example, in developing storm trajectories through the area. The relationship
of the meteorology program to design issues, performance issues, and other
programs is shown on the logic diagram for the meteorology program in
Figure 8.3.1.12-1. This logic diagram also indicates how the investigations
planned to provide the program data are linked to the individual studies and
activities.

The NNWSI Project environmental assessment (EA) (DOE, 1986b) included
meteorological data and analyses from existing meteorological monitoring
networks in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. These data and analyses proved
useful for the purposes of the EA in that they provided enough information to
support conclusions for the favorable and potentially adverse conditions of
10 CFR Part 960 and, more importantly, to support a preliminary finding on
the qualifying condition. Additional data, both regional and site specific,
are necessary to support the higher-level findings on the qualifying condi-
tions required at the time of repository site selection (Section 8.3.5.6).

Interrelationships of meteorology investigations

The data and information developed through the meteorology program and
associated investigations will have connections with the following issues,
programs, investigations, and information needs:
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1. Issue 2.1: Preclosure doses to members of the public in highly
populated areas and members of the public within any unrestricted
area. Information Need 2.1.1--site and design information (Section
8.3.5.3.1)--is linked to the meteorology program.

2. Issue 2.2: Preclosure doses to workers. Information Need 2.2.1--
natural radiation environment (Section 8.3.5.4.1)--is linked to the
meteorology program.

3. Issue 2.3: Accident-related doses to workers and members of the
public. This issue is resolved through Information Needs 2.3.3,
worker exposures under accidental conditions (Section 8.3.5.5.3) and
2.3.4, public exposures under accidental conditions (Section
8.3.5.5.3).

4. Issue 2.5: Higher level findings relative to preclosure system and
technical guidelines. Information Need 2.5.2--how the site meets
and will continue to meet qualifying conditions of the technical
guidelines (Section 8.3.5.6.2)--is related to the meteorology
program.

5. Issue 2.7: Design characteristics of the repository in terms of
design criteria and performance issues. Information Need 2.7.1--
site information for design (Section 8.3.2.3.1)--is linked to the
meteorology program.

6. Population density program. To be determined.

7. Program 8.3.1.13: Offsite installations. The investigation specif-
ically linked with the meteorology program is offsite transportation
(8.3.1.13.1).

8. Program 8.3.1.14: Surface characteristics. The applicable investi-
gation under this program is meteorological conditions at surface
facility locations.

9. Program 8.3.1.16: Preclosure hydrology. To be determined.

10. Program 8.3.1.2: Geohydrology. The investigations related to the
meteorology program are Investigations 8.3.1.2.1 (description of the
regional hydrologic system) and 8.3.1.2.2 (description of the
unsaturated zone hydrologic system at the site).

11. Program 8.3.1.5: Climate. To be determined.

The schedule information provided for information needs in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
activities in the information need. Specific durations and start/finish dates
for the activities are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and
will be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate
in subsequent semiannual progress reports.
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Summary of studies

The studies planned for the meteorology program fall into two general
categories: (1) those studies that are concerned with only site-specific data
and (2) those studies that are associated with regional meteorological
conditions.

To gain an understanding of the regional meteorological conditions,
existing data bases will be evaluated and their applicability to Yucca
Mountain determined (Investigation 8.3.1.12.1). These data, in combination
with data from the site monitoring program (see following discussion) will
then be assimilated into a data set that represents the regional meteorolog-
ical conditions. This investigation will also coordinate monitoring efforts
needed for other issues or programs with the data being obtained through the
meteorology program.

A site monitoring program consisting of five towers has been implemented
at Yucca Mountain. The locations of these towers are shown in
Figure 8.3.1.12-2. Although this network was initially established to support
environmental permitting and licensing activities, the parameters being
monitored will also be used as input in evaluating preclosure radiological
impacts. The data being collected will serve as input to predictive models
for dose calculations to ensure that radiological safety is not compromised as
a result of the meteorological characteristics of the site.

The studies identified for characterizing wind patterns relative to
population centers will consist of providing data on and analyses of wind
parameters that will be used with the population density program identified in
Section 8.3.1.10. These results will provide a clear understanding of wind
transport patterns relative to population centers and will be used in
determining if the patterns would preferentially carry radioactive material
released to the air towards these centers.

The existing data bases and technical publications reviewed in character-
izing the regional meteorology will also provide data on the extreme weather
phenomena that may be experienced at the site. Because extreme weather can
affect design and can cause accidents during repository operation and trans-
portation of waste to the site, the occurrence of such phenomena and their
recurrence interval must be determined (Investigation 8.3.1.12.4).

8.3.1.12.1 Investigation: Studies to provide data on regional meteorological
conditions

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Technical data summaries of regional meteorological conditions are in Chap-
ter 5 of the SCP and in the Yucca Mountain EA (DOE, 1986b). Specifically,
Section 5.1 of the SCP includes descriptive text and tables on regional
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meteorology appropriate to the Yucca Mountain site. Section 3.4.3 of the EA
includes material on regional meteorology and related environmental mater-
ials, such as air quality and noise.

Parameters

Existing data bases will be examined to characterize regional conditions
in terms of the following meteorological parameters:

1. Wind speed.

2. Wind direction.

3. Ambient temperature.

4. Atmospheric moisture.

5. Precipitation type, amount, frequency of occurrence, and intensity.

6. Atmospheric stability.

7. Mixing layer depth.

8. Variability of parameters 1 through 5 at a given site and between
sites.

Ideally, each data base examined would contain all of these parameters
in a similar format (hourly averages). However, much of the existing data
have been collected by private and governmental agencies for varying purposes
and are not uniform in content, format, monitoring methodology, or quality.
The data identified will, therefore, have to be carefully evaluated to deter-
mine their appropriateness to this study. Because some of the data will only
be available as summaries of multiyear intervals (e.g., 5- or 10-yr climatol-
ogical summaries), only general trends and averages for certain regions of
the area around Yucca Mountain can be derived.

The data collected at the site (Section 8.3.1.12.2) will supplement the
regional meteorology characterization and provide the relationship between
the regional data and site-specific data. These data (specifically precipi-
tation amounts used to track storm trajectories) will also serve as input to
investigations associated with hydrology.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to provide data on the regional
meteorological conditions in the general vicinity of Yucca Mountain, extend-
ing to Las Vegas, and to coordinate meteorology program monitoring efforts
with other NNWSI Project meteorological monitoring. Some of the data can
then be used in calculating radiation doses to the general public and at the
nearest major population center that might be caused by the proposed reposi-
tory under routine and accident scenarios.
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Technical rationale for the investigation

One of the major concerns in the siting of a geologic repository is to
ensure that its design and performance do not result in radiological impacts,
due to airborne releases, to workers and the general public that exceed
established limits. Because this concern must be satisfied before the con-
struction of the facility, predictive tools are used in estimating the
impacts of postulated releases from the repository. These predictive tools
are typically dispersion models, which require data on the transport mechan-
ism (in this case the atmosphere). Impacts predicted to occur in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the release dictate the use of site-specific meteorological
data. This need is covered in Section 8.3.1.12.2. However, the applicable
regulations also require that impact determinations be made at distances up
to 80 km (50 miles) from the source. Therefore, site-specific data must be
used in conjunction with regional data. In addition, impacts at the nearest
major population center must be evaluated. For Yucca Mountain, the nearest
major center is Las Vegas, Nevada, which is 137 km (85 miles) by air south-
east of the site.

Another aspect of the Yucca Mountain site that warrants examination of
data from various locations is the terrain. Because the topography of the
area is complex, data from any single location may reflect unique terrain
influences. These site-specific data will be used in characterizing regional
meteorology to show topographic influences on regional windflow and precipi-
tation patterns.

The parameters listed above collectively determine how material emitted
from the repository system will be transported downwind. In addition to pro-
viding a picture of the overall meteorology of the region, these parameters
are required input to dispersion models that will be used in calculating
impacts. Atmospheric moisture and precipitation, although not specifically
needed in dispersion analyses, are other comparative tools used in determin-
ing overall weather patterns for the area. The seasonal variability of the
data from any given site and the variability of parameters between sites will
aid in constructing the regional meteorology. The operational life of the
repository during which postulated releases could be occurring is several
years. Therefore, regional data from stations that have operated for long
periods of time will help establish a link between present-day meteorological
conditions and long-term averages of meteorological parameters.

8.3.1.12.1.1 Study: Characterization of the regional meteorological
conditions

Objectives

The objective of this study is to gather and analyze meteorological data
from various locations to characterize the regional meteorology and assimi-
late that information into a regional summary report. This will be accomp-
lished by determining if there are meteorological monitoring stations that
have been operated in the general vicinity of the site and might be sources
of information (in addition to those evaluated in Section 5.1). Comparisons
between site and very-near-site data and data from these regional sources
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will give a more complete picture of the areal variability of conditions
around the site than is presently available. This characterization will
provide a regional overview of wind flow patterns and other meteorological
parameters (related to atmospheric dispersion) associated with those patterns
in and around Yucca Mountain.

Parameters

The parameters of interest, although many will not be available at all
the monitoring locations identified, are

1. Wind speed.
2. Wind direction.
3. Ambient temperature.
4. Atmospheric moisture.
5. Precipitation type, amount, frequency of occurrence, and intensity.
6. Atmospheric stability (and method by which it was determined).
7. Mixing layer depth.

Description

This study will involve contacting potential sources of meteorological
data and determining what data are available in the area of interest.
Potential sources of data include the National Weather Service (NWS), State
of Nevada agencies (the State), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
the Nevada Test Site (NTS), the Nellis Air Force Range (NAFR), Desert
Research Institute (DRI), and any other entities, such as private industry,
recommended by these initial contacts. The State and the EPA are likely to
be useful sources of meteorological data because, in addition to data from
stations they operate themselves, these agencies should be able to identify
private industry concerns that are collecting or have collected meteoro-
logical data to fulfill regulatory requirements. The NTS will be a source of
meteorological data because of its proximity to the Yucca Mountain site, and
because it has operated a number of meteorological monitoring stations in
support of DOE activities. The NWS is always a valuable resource in securing
meteorological data, but the density of NWS stations in southwestern Nevada
is somewhat low. Organizations like the DRI may be able to identify meteoro-
logical data collected in support of research efforts that are not driven by
regulations. In addition, periodicals and journals will be reviewed for
articles on the meteorology of the area. Obtaining the data on magnetic tape
would facilitate analysis and summarization, but much of the data may not be
available in that form.

Once the data have been obtained and reviewed in terms of the period of
record, the parameters available, the sampling and averaging frequency and
the quality, a report on the regional meteorology will be prepared. The
report will include a discussion of general wind flow patterns and their
seasonality, differences and similarities between sites, general trends of
any given parameter, terrain influences, and the relationship between site-
specific data (Section 8.3.1.12.2) and regional characteristics.
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Methods and technical procedures

The method and technical procedure for Study 8.3.1.12.1.1 is given in the
following table:

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Data review and analysis TBDa Process for deter- TBD
mining data
acceptability

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.12.1.2 Study: Plan for synthesis of NNWSI Project meteorological
monitoring

Objectives

The objective of this study is to develop a plan that provides for
coordination of meteorological monitoring efforts proposed during site
characterization by the various NNWSI Project participants.

Parameters

The parameters that will be incorporated into the coordination of NNWSI
Project meteorological monitoring are:

1. Wind speed.
2. Wind direction.
3. Ambient temperature.
4. Atmospheric moisture.
5. Precipitation type, amount, frequency of occurrence, and intensity.
6. Atmospheric stability.
7. Mixing layer depth.
8. Barometric pressure.
9. Solar and terrestrial radiation.

Description

The plan that will be developed under this study will provide
coordination between meteorological monitoring efforts initiated through
Characterization Programs 8.3.1.12 (meteorology), 8.3.1.5 (climate), 8.3.1.2
(geohydrology), and 8.3.1.16 (preclosure hydrology). The plan will also
provide for review of the various monitoring efforts proposed in terms of
meteorological adequacy and consistency. The specific studies under these
programs that are associated with meteorological monitoring are Study
8.3.1.2.1.1 (characterization of regional meteorology), Study 8.3.1.2.1.3
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(characterization of regional ground-water flow), Study 8.3.1.2.2.1
(characterization of unsaturated zone infiltration), Study 8.3.1.5.1.1
(characterization of modern regional climate), and Study 8.3.1.12.2.1 (site
meteorological monitoring). The preclosure hydrology program calls for
meteorological data from geohydrology program Studies 8.3.1.2.1.1,
8.3.1.2.1.3, and 8.3.1.2.2.1.

Presently no single study encompasses all the meteorological monitoring
needed to characterize the site because meteorological data are needed by
four different programs for slightly different purposes. For example, the
meteorology program needs those parameters that define atmospheric dispersion
characteristics, the geohydrology program needs precipitation-related para-
meters, and the climate program needs meteorological characteristics that
relate to regional climate. All the programs, however, need to be coordi-
nated to avoid a duplication of monitoring efforts and to effectively make
use of technical experts within each of the programs.

The plan will present a description of all the programs that call for
meteorological data, a more complete explanation of why each program needs
the data, the parameters that will be measured for the program, and any links
between the monitoring efforts. An evaluation of each of the monitoring
programs will also be conducted to ensure that adequate data are being
collected to satisfy the identified needs. The plan will also include the
developing of most of an integrated network of meteorological stations that
will incorporate the needs of all the programs. All these efforts will be
coordinated among the programs and will use the collective experience and
discipline-specific needs of the participants involved. Some of the
monitoring programs involved are ongoing or will be expanded as site
characterization proceeds.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no specific methods or technical procedures associated with
development of the plan for synthesis of project meteorological monitoring.

8.3.1.12.1.3 Application of results

The information derived from the study described previously will be used
in the following information needs and investigations:

Investigation or
information need Subject

8.3.1.2.1 Description of the regional hydrologic system

8.3.1.2.2 Description of the unsaturated zone system at the site

8.3.1.5.1 Nature and rates of change in climatic conditions to
predict future climates

2.1.1 Site and design information needed to assess preclosure
radiological safety (Section 8.3.5.3.1)
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Investigation or
information need Subject

2.1.3 Determination that public radiation exposures resulting
from the releases of radioactive material from the
repository combined with exposures from offsite
installations and operations meet applicable
requirements

2.3.4 Determination that projected public exposures and
exposure conditions under accident conditions meet
applicable requirements (Section 8.3.5.5.3)

2.5.1 Determination that the site is not disqualified and is
not likely to be disqualified for each of the
disqualifying conditions (Section 8.3.5.6.1)

2.5.2 Determination that the site meets the qualifying
conditions of the technical guidelines and is likely
to continue to meet the qualifying conditions (Section
8.3.5.6.2)

2.7.1 Site information needed for design (Section 8.3.2.3.1)

8.3.1.12.2 Atmospheric and meteorological phenomena at potential
locations of surface facilities

8.3.1.12.3 Location of population centers relative to wind patterns
in the general region of the site

8.3.1.12.1.4 Schedule and milestones

This investigation, addressing regional meteorology, contains two
studies: 8.3.1.12.1.1 (characterization of the regional meteorological
conditions) and 8.3.1.12.1.2 (plan for synthesis of NNWSI Project meteor-
ological monitoring). In the figure that follows, the schedule information
for these studies is presented in the form of timeliness The timelines extend
from initiation of the study to the issuance of the final product associated
with the study. Summary schedule information for this investigation can be
found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Both studies in this investigation are ongoing. However, Study
8.3.1.12.1.1 is constrained by Study 8.3.1.12.2.1 (meteorological data collec-
tion at the Yucca Mountain site), which provides data for analysis of regional
meteorological conditions. Study 8.3.1.12.1.2 is not constrained by any other
program element.

Study 8.3.1.12.1.1 will provide input to the performance and design issue
that assess preclosure radiological safety aspects of the mined geologic
disposal system under normal and accident conditions (Issues 2.1, 2.2, 2.3,
2.5, and 2.7, Sections 8.3.5.3, 8.3.5.4, 8.3.5.5, 8.3.5.6, and 8.3.2.3,
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respectively). The meteorological studies will be conducted in parallel with
performance assessment and design activities and will interact with them in an
iterative fashion.

The data
hydrology and
tively). The
programs.

from Investigation 8.3.1.12.1 will also be used by the geo-
the climate programs (Sections 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.1.5, respec-
meteorological studies will be conducted in parallel with these

The study numbers and titles corresponding to each timeline are shown on
the left side of the following figure. The points on the timeline represent
major events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

STUDY

83.1.12.1.1
Regional
meteoro-
logical
conditions

83.1.12.1.2
Synthesis
of mete-
orological
monitor-
ing

2

I
3

-7M

I

I ~~~i -

TIME 8311214-VA

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the
interfaces are described in the following table:

Point
number

1

2

3

Description

Data available from Study 8.3.1.12.2.1 (meteorological data
collection at the Yucca Mountain site) for use in preparing
report on regional meteorological conditions.

Milestone Q032. Issue report on regional meteorological
conditions.

Milestone Z419. Issue plan for synthesis of the meteorological
monitoring conducted as part of the NNWSI Project. The plan
will determine the manner in which to expand the existing
meteorological monitoring network.
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8.3.1.12.2 Investigation: Studies to provide data on atmospheric and
meteorological phenomena at potential locations of surface
facilities

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

None of the technical data chapters provides an in-depth description of
the site meteorological monitoring program. Section 5.1 of the SCP contains
a brief summary of the program, and a detailed description can be found in
the Meteorological Monitoring Plan (SAIC, 1985b).

Parameters

The following meteorological parameters are being monitored at the Yucca
Mountain site:

1. Wind speed.

2. Wind direction.

3. Ambient temperature.

4. Atmospheric moisture.

5. Precipitation.

6. Atmospheric stability (calculated from either wind speed and
standard deviation of wind direction or wind speed and net (solar
and terrestial) radiation).

7. Barometric pressure.

Each of these parameters is recorded as an hourly average and summarized in
monthly and quarterly data reports.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to collect site-specific meteoro-
logical data that can be used in calculating doses to workers, including
workers in restricted areas, and the general public under routine and
accident scenarios.

Technical rationale for the investigation

One of the primary mandates of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and asso-
ciated siting guidelines is to ensure that releases from the repository
system do not result in exposures to workers or the public in excess of
applicable standards. Compliance with this requirement must be demonstrated
before construction of the facility and is generally accomplished through
dispersion modeling as explained in Section 8.3.1.12.2.2.2. Although the
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information summarized for Section 8.3.1.12.1 (regional meteorological
conditions) will provide a thorough understanding of the general wind flow
patterns, atmospheric dispersion characteristics, temperature, and precipita-
tion throughout the region, site-specific data from the proposed facility
locations is needed to fully assess the potential impacts of releases. This
is especially true for Yucca Mountain because the terrain in the immediate
vicinity is quite complex, which results in micro-meteorological differences
within relatively short distances. Regional conditions are, therefore, not
sufficient in determining very-near-site meteorology.

To ensure that the meteorology specific to Yucca Mountain was completely
evaluated, a monitoring network of five towers was installed and began opera-
tion in December 1985. The locations of these towers within the study area
is shown in Figure 8.3.1.12-1. Two of the towers are located near potential
facility locations: one tower is near the proposed repository surface
facilities location and the other is near the proposed exploratory shaft
site. If selected as a repository, the exploratory shaft at Yucca Mountain
would be incorporated into the repository design as a ventilation shaft, so
data from this site are quite important. Site-specific dispersion param-
eters, which will be used to calculate concentrations and subsequent doses,
are required to satisfy this investigation.

The rationale for the meteorological monitoring program that has been
implemented at Yucca Mountain, and the requirements for accuracy, calibra-
tion, auditing, reporting, and operating such a program were derived from a
variety of rules, regulations, and guidelines. These governing documents are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Both the EPA and the NRC have promulgated regulations or guidelines
outlining the meteorological data required to conduct certain environmental
analyses, but none are specific to deep geologic repositories. The NRC
regulations (10 CFR Part 60) under which a construction authorization and
license for the repository would be issued have been approved, but they do
not outline the scope and nature of the environmental analyses required to
support those decisions. In lieu of specific guidelines concerning meteoro-
logical monitoring requirements, the Yucca Mountain monitoring program has
been based on an understanding of the types of information (data and
analyses) required by the NRC for licensing other nuclear facilities (e.g.,
reactors, reprocessing plants, spent fuel storage facilities). The primary
NRC regulatory guideline that deals specifically with meteorological monitor-
ing programs (NRC, 1980) is not repository specific but is, nonetheless,
useful in helping to define the scope of the Yucca Mountain monitoring
program. Sections C.2 (Siting of Meteorological Instruments), C.3 (Data
Recorders), C.4 (System Accuracy), C.5 (Instrument Maintenance, Servicing
Schedules, and Data Availability), and C.6 (Data Reduction and Compilation)
of Regulatory Guide 1.23 (NRC, 1980) were evaluated for guidance in develop-
ing the monitoring network. To ensure that the monitoring programs imple-
mented at Yucca Mountain would provide meteorological data acceptable for use
in nonradiological regulatory permitting requirements, the program was also
designed to comply with the EPA monitoring requirements for the Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (40 CFR Part 58). The data these agencies require
are to be used in addressing two aspects of repository development: (1) the
potential for degrading the air quality in the vicinity of the repository by
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construction and excavation activities and (2) the role site-specific meteo-
rological conditions would have in effectively dispersing routine operational
and accidental releases from the repository.

The specific NRC Regulatory guides reviewed to ensure responsiveness to
evaluating expected and potential atmospheric releases are Regulatory Guides
4.17 (Standard Format and Content of Site Characterization Reports for High-
Level-Waste Geologic Repositories), 4.18 (Standard Format and Content of
Environmental Reports for Near-Surface Disposal of Radioactive Waste), 4.2
(Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear Power Stations, Revi-
sion 2), 1.70 (Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants, LWR Edition, Revision 3), and 3.8 (Preparation of
Environmental Reports for Uranium Mills).

8.3.1.12.2.1 Study: Meteorological data collection at the Yucca Mountain
site

The purpose of conducting meteorological monitoring at Yucca Mountain is
to provide data that can be used in resolving design and performance issues
associated with preclosure radiological safety. This study consists of two
activities, one that deals strictly with collecting the meteorological data
and the other dealing with processing the data into dispersion-specific
parameters.

8.3.1.12.2.1.1 Activity: Site meteorological monitoring program

Objectives

The objective of the site monitoring program is to collect meteoro-
logical data at potential locations of surface facilities and at a sufficient
number of additional locations deemed necessary to characterize the wind flow
patterns in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.

These data must be suitable for use in dispersion models that will be
used in assessing radiological impacts resulting from repository operations.
Discussion on the use and applicability of the output of these dispersion
models is presented under Information Need 2.7.1 (Section 8.3.2.3.1).
Another objective of the site monitoring program, although not related to
resolution of this information need, is to provide data that are suitable for
permitting and licensing activities for both site characterization and
repository development.

Parameters

The following meteorological parameters are measured or calculated from
measured values and summarized as hourly averages at the five Yucca Mountain
site locations discussed in the following description section:

1. Wind speed.
2. Wind direction.
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3. Ambient temperature.
4. Atmospheric moisture.
5. Precipitation.
6. Atmospheric stability.

Description

A detailed description of the site-monitoring activities can be found in
the Meteorological Monitoring Plan (SAIC, 1985b) and is summarized below.
All activities are conducted in accordance with the NNWSI Project Quality
Assurance Program Plan (SAIC, 1986a).

Five sites in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain were chosen as monitoring
locations. These sites are shown in Figure 8.3.1.12-1 and are further iden-
tified in Table 8.3.1.12-2.

The main meteorological tower (NTS-60 Repository) is located at an
elevation of 1,143 m (3,751 ft) above mean sea level (MSL) near the proposed
repository surface facility location. This area is bounded on the west by
Yucca Mountain with peak elevation nearly 1,523 m (5,000 ft) above MSL and
partially blocked from Jackass Flats to the east by three intermediate buttes
with elevations of up to approximately 1,220 m (4,000 ft) above MSL. Data
collected at this location will be used in assessing impacts associated with
repository operations if the project proceeds to permitting activities.

The other four towers will be used to collect data on overall mete-
orological conditions in the area so that the site-specific data from the
repository site can be interpreted more realistically. Data from these four
remote sites will be particularly useful in characterizing terrain-induced
perturbations that may significantly influence dispersion and transport of
emissions.

The first of these remote locations is along the north-south trending
ridge of Yucca Mountain approximately 3.9 km west-northwest of the main site
at an elevation of 1,478 m (4,849 ft) above MSL, the highest elevation of any
of the towers. This tower, NTS-10 Yucca Mountain, is 10 m high, and there
are virtually no obstructions in any direction. Data from this site should
be indicative of synoptic-scale weather conditions some of the time.
Comparison of this data with the data from NTS-60 Repository during such
times could provide insight into the relationship between synoptic-scale
conditions and those that can be expected to occur at the surface facilities.

A second 10-m tower is located at the proposed site of the exploratory
shaft, which is 2.7 km (1.7 miles) west-northwest of the main site at an
elevation of 1,278 m (4,193 ft) above MSL. This tower is referred to as
NTS-10 Coyote Wash and is located in one of the many drainages along the
eastern side of Yucca Mountain. Data from this tower will be used primarily
to assess impacts from exploratory shaft operations, but will also be used in
the overall site evaluation.

A third 10-m tower is located at Alice Hill, one of the buttes sepa-
rating the project area from Jackass Flats. This site is 3.0 km (1.9 miles)
northeast of the main site at an elevation of 1,234 m (4,047 ft) above MSL
and is referred to as NTS-10 Alice Hill. This tower is located such that
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Table 8.3.1.12-2. Meteorological monitoring sites operated by
Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations

the
Proj ect

UTMa Elevation

Coordinates Nevada System Latitude- (aboveb
Site Zone 11(m) (ft) longitude MSL)

NTS-60 550,776E 569,127E 36'50'33* 3,751 ft
Repository 4,077,427N 761,795N 116-25'49" 1,143 m

NTS-10 Yucca 547,660E 558,862E 36-51'20N 4,849 ft
Mountain 4,078,781N 766,434N 116-28'19" 1,478 m

NTS-10 Coyote 548,884E 562,876E 36-51'17N 4,193 ft
Wash 4,078,689N 766,195N 116*27'050 1,278 m

NTS-10 Alice 553,122E 576,810E 36*51'51N 4,047 ft
Hill 4,079,787N 769,661N 116*24'14 1,234 m

NTS-10 Forty- 554,396E 580,882E 36*45'51" 3,124 ft
mile Wash 4,068,691N 733,230N 116*23'27' 952 m

aUTM = Universal Transverse
bMSL = mean sea level.

Mercator.

data from NTS-10 Yucca Mountain, NTS-10 Coyote Wash, and NTS-10 Alice Hill
will provide a cross-section of the atmosphere in the lee of Yucca Mountain.
In addition, because NTS-10 Coyote Wash and NTS-10 Alice Hill are at approxi-
mately the same elevation, comparisons with the main site can be used to
evaluate the characteristics of the drainage flow that may form between the
ridges.

The final 10-m tower is placed at the edge of Fortymile Wash, 9.2 km
(5.7 miles) southwest of the main tower, at an elevation of 952 m (3,124 ft)
above MSL. This wash is the major surface-water drainage for the area, and
it is expected to influence significantly the air drainage during times when
rapid nocturnal surface cooling causes air near the surface to subside. Data
from NTS-10 Fortymile Wash will indicate how far down-valley repository
emissions would be transported under these drainage conditions.

All monitoring equipment and stations have been designed and sited to
ensure that all probes and samplers meet or exceed applicable EPA and NRC
requirements and guidelines.

The meteorological sensors on the proposed 10-m towers are mounted at
the top of the tower, precluding tower-induced turbulence interference. For
the 60-m tower, wind speed and direction sensors will project approximately
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1.8 m (5.9 ft) from the tower in the direction of the prevailing wind to
minimize tower-induced turbulence effects.

The four 10-m towers are instrumented identically to measure wind speed,
wind direction, sigma theta (standard deviation of horizontal wind direction)
for determination of atmospheric stability, relative humidity, and tempera-
ture at the 10-m level. The 60-m meteorological tower is instrumented to
measure or calculate wind speed, wind direction, and sigma theta at the 10-
and 60-m levels; sigma phi (standard deviation of vertical wind direction),
temperature, and relative humidity at the 10-m level; temperature difference
between the 10- and 60-m levels; net radiation (solar and terrestrial) at the
3-m level; and precipitation at essentially ground level a short distance
from the base of the tower. The sensors at the 10-m level satisfy the
requirement of applicable monitoring guidelines for monitoring meteorological
parameters at the standard exposure heights over level, open terrain. The
NTS-10 Coyote Wash and NTS-10 Fortymile Wash 10-m towers will be located so
as to characterize particular drainage and terrain-induced flow patterns to
help define site-specific conditions. The sensors at the 60-m level will
provide an indication of larger-scale wind flow patterns. Other details of
the monitoring program, such as temperature sensor ventilation and shielding,
net radiometer (solar and terrestrial) exposure, and precipitation gauge
heating (for water equivalent measurements of snow) are all designed to be in
full compliance with acceptable meteorological practice and applicable EPA
and NRC regulations and guidelines.

Instrument specifications and station design. Meteorological parameters
at all four remote sites will be monitored using continuous analyzers to
provide hourly average wind speed, wind direction, sigma theta, relative
humidity, and temperature. Power will be supplied by batteries that are
trickle-charged by solar cells. Continuous recording of the data on strip
charts is not feasible at these sites because of the lack of available
commercial electrical power. With this exception, the meteorological
equipment and methodologies will be in accord with referenced EPA and NRC
rules, regulations, and guidelines.

All meteorological parameters at the main site will also be monitored
using continuous analyzers. The continuously recorded meteorological param-
eters will be reduced and averaged (scalar and/or vector, if appropriate) to
produce the following meteorological data base:

1. Hourly average wind speed (10- and 60-m levels).

2. Hourly average wind direction (10- and 60-m levels).

3. Hourly average standard deviation of horizontal wind direction (10-
and 60-m levels).

4. Hourly average atmospheric stability based on Pasquill Stability
Category using continuous sigma theta monitoring (with differential
temperature, sigma phi, and net radiation data as backup).

5. Hourly average surface temperature at standard height for climatic
comparisons and plume rise calculations.
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6. Hourly average differential temperature measurements between the 10-
and 60-m tower levels.

7. Hourly average dewpoint temperature.

8. Hourly precipitation amounts for climatic comparisons.

Except as noted above, meteorological analyzers, equipment, and method-
ologies will be in accord with applicable EPA and NRC rules, regulations, and
guidelines, and will be purchased, installed, and monitored in compliance
with NNWSI Project quality assurance requirements.

Instrument specifications will meet or exceed those given in applicable
EPA and NRC rules, regulations, and guidelines. Where agency specifications
differ, the more stringent specification has been used in designing the
monitoring program. The specifications are as follows:

1. Wind direction: *3' of true azimuth (including sensor orientation
error) with a starting threshold of less than 0.45 m/s (I mph).

2. Wind speed: *0.22 m/s (0.5 mph) for speeds above the starting
threshold of 0.45 m/s (1 mph) but less than 11.1 m/s (25 mph), and
*5 percent of true speed, not to exceed 2.5 m/s (5.6 mph), at speeds
greater than 11.1 m/s (25 mph).

3. Sigma theta: wind vane damping ratio of between 0.4 and 0.6
(inclusive) with a 15' deflection and delay distance not to exceed
2 m.

4. Temperature: *0.5'C (0.94F).

5. Temperature difference (between levels): * 0.003-C (0.005'F) per
meter.

6. Radiation (solar and terrestrial): *5 percent.

7. Precipitation: resolution of 0.25 mm (0.01 in) with recorded
accuracy of *10 percent of total accumulated catch.

8. Time: within 5 minutes of actual time for all recording devices.

These specifications apply to digital systems; analog backup systems can
deviate by up to 1.5 times these values.

Data reporting. The meteorological and quality control data collected
during the monitoring program will be summarized in three types of reports:
monthly reports at the end of each monitoring month that will be for internal
data verification only, quarterly reports prepared after each monitoring
quarter, and annual reports summarizing each baseline monitoring year.

The quarterly reports will contain a quality-assured (i.e., in accor-
dance with written, approved procedures and instructions) listing of the
meteorological data collected at each site during the previous quarter by
month. A discussion of the data recovery rates and significant project
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activities will also be included in these reports. The monthly reports will
serve to track the technical aspect of the monitoring program.

The content and basic format for the monthly, quarterly, and annual data
reports will be in a format and scope consistent with reporting requirements
for the EPA, NRC, and the State of Nevada, and shall be in accordance with
supplemental written and approved instructions. All reports will provide an
indication of progress to date, a review of all site activities during the
period of record, problems encountered and their resolution, percentage data
recovery rates, calibration-audit reports, and other pertinent information.

The quarterly reports will also contain a summary description of the
site equipment and operating methodologies and a hard copy of the hourly data
listing for each parameter monitored as a second volume. A wind rose for
each site showing the percent frequency distribution of wind speed and
direction will also be included in each report. In addition, the quarterly
reports will include a description of quality assurance and of quality
control activities for the quarter.

The annual report will contain discussions and data similar to the
monthly and quarterly reports but summarized for the entire monitoring year.
In addition, meteorological summaries such as wind direction and speed
persistence, diurnal variations, seasonal variations, and meteorological
influences will be presented and discussed. Also the annual report will
present a chronology of data recovery detailing the annual data recovery
rates by parameter. The joint frequency of wind speed, wind direction, and
atmospheric stability will be presented and discussed in terms of persistence
and frequency of occurrence. These data will be in a form suitable for use
in air quality modeling analyses and for modeling potential radiological
impacts.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.12.1.2.1.1 are given in
the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Collection of meteoro- DOE/NV/10270-5 Meteorological 9 Jul 85
logical data SAIC 84/7600 Monitoring Plan

Collection of meteoro- SAIC 85/8002 Instructions for 20 Jan 86
logical data (continued) receipt, acceptance

testing, and perform-
ance auditing of
meteorological
monitoring equipment
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

SAIC 86/8000 Instructions for 30 Apr 86
operation and
calibration checks
of meteorological
monitoring equipment

TBDa Data Processing TBD
Instructions
(in preparation)

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.12.2.1.2 Activity: Data summary for input to dose assessments

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to process the meteorological data
collected as a result of Activity 8.3.1.12.2.1.1 into a format and content
that will be useful in assessing radiological impacts, as required by the
design and performance issues.

Parameters

The parameters listed in Activity 8.3.1.12.2.1.1 (from one or more
sites) will be used in combination with an estimate of the mixing layer depth
to calculate a concentration parameter: X/Q. This parameter is calculated
using dispersion models, and represents the concentration X over the emission
rate Q. X/Qs will be calculated for several locations at various distances
from the surface facilities. Calculating X/Qs as opposed to concentrations
allows the source term Q to be varied without rerunning the model, as needed
for determining doses under accident versus routine emission scenarios.

Description

The concentration (X/Q) values will be calculated using a dispersion
model that is capable of simulating the meteorological and topographical
influences on material emitted to the atmosphere as it is transported and
dispersed downwind. A variety of models have been developed for this
purpose, but most are appropriate only for use in flat or gently rolling
terrain. The topography of the Yucca Mountain site, however, warrants the
use of a model that can simulate complex terrain effects. Both the EPA and
the NRC have issued documents that provide guidance on the selection and use
of the various models that have been developed. This guidance will help
ensure that the appropriate model is used.
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The NRC has issued at least four regulatory guides that either refer-
ence, provide examples of, or suggest the use of models to determine X/Q
values, but none of them were developed specifically for geologic reposi-
tories. However, some of the information in these guidelines will be appli-
cable to a repository. These guides are (1) Regulatory Guide 1.109--
Calculation of Annual Doses to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents
for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I
(NRC, 1977a); (2) Regulatory Guide 1.111--Methods for Estimating Atmospheric
Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from
Light-Water-Cooled Reactors (NRC, 1977d); (3) Regulatory Guide 1.145--
Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence Assessments
at Nuclear Power Plants (NRC, 1982a); and (4) Regulatory Guide 3.8--
Preparation of Environmental Reports for Uranium Mills (NRC, 1982c). These
documents will be reviewed to ensure that the dispersion analysis done for
Yucca Mountain is comprehensive enough to satisfy typical NRC requirements.

The guidance for the EPA is contained within the guideline on air
quality models (EPA, 1986). The EPA has also developed and provides a
magnetic tape containing a variety of the approved and most frequently used
models. Although the EPA models are aimed at assessing nonradiological
impacts, X/Q values can be calculated using these models as -well.

The X/Q values will be calculated at discrete locations, but the
receptor grid is arbitrary in that no specific sites have been selected for
evaluation. Instead, a radial receptor grid will be used and X/Q values at
distances of 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72, and 80 km from an assumed
source will be calculated in each of the 16 cardinal directions for a total
of 176 receptors.

To ensure responsiveness to the design and performance issues, xIQs
representing routine and accident release scenarios must be developed.
Routine releases will be evaluated by calculating an annual average X/Q value
at each of the receptors. Because the accident scenarios must be evaluated
under meteorologically worst-case conditions (in terms of dispersion),
one-hour X/Q values also will be required.

Other data needed as input to a dispersion model are one year of hourly
sequential meteorological data (wind speed, wind direction, temperature,
mixing height, and Pasquill stability class), receptor terrain heights and
their Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates, and source character-
istics (UTM coordinates, stack height, stack diameter, exit gas velocity,
exit gas temperature, and building-stack configuration). Once all these data
have been put in the format required by the model, the model is run.
Although the basic equations used in calculating an X/Q value are not excep-
tionally complex, the large number of calculations required for a year of
hourly meteorological data dictates the use of a computer.

A report presenting the xIQ values and the information used in calcu-
lating those values will be prepared at annual intervals for up to 5 years.

Methods and technical procedures

.The method and procedure for Activity 8.3.1.12.2.1.2 is given in the
following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Dispersion modeling TBDa Instructions for TBDa
performing dis-
persion analyses

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.12.2.2 Application of results

The meteorological data and resultant dispersion parameters will be used
in the following information needs dealing with routine and accident
scenarios:

Information
need Subject SCP section

2.1.1

2.2.2

2.3.1

2.3.2

Site and design information
needed--public radiological
exposures from normal conditions

Project worker exposures--
normal conditions

Credible repository accidents

Projected accidental releases

8.3.5.3.1

8.3.5.4.2

8.3.5.5.1

8.3.5.5.2

In addition, the meteorological data will provide input to
Investigations 8.3.1.2.1, 8.3.1.2.2, 8.3.1.5.1, and 8.3.1.14.3.

8.3.1.12.2.3 Schedule and milestones

This investigation, addressing site meteorology, contains one study:
8.3.1.12.2.1 (meteorological data collection at the Yucca Mountain site). In
the figure that follows, the schedule information for this study is presented
in the form of a timeline. The timeline extends to the issuance of the final
products associated with the study. Summary schedule information for this
investigation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

The site meteorological monitoring program was implemented in December
1985 and is ongoing. Meteorological data collection is not constrained by
other program elements; no input is required from other investigations or
activities.
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Meteorological data are required input to Study 8.3.1.12.1.1 (character-
ization of the regional meteorological conditions) and Study 8.3.1.12.4.1
(characterize the potential extreme weather phenomena and their recurrence
intervals). The data from Study 8.3.1.12.2.1 will also be used by the geohy-
drology and the climate programs (Sections 8.3.1.2 and 8.3.1.5, respectively).
The meteorological data also support performance and design issues related to
routine operation of the repository and accident scenarios (Sections 8.3.2 and
8.3.5). The meteorological studies will be conducted in parallel with these
programs and will interact with them in an iterative fashion.

The study number and title corresponding to the timeline are shown on the
left side of the following figure. The points on the timeline represent major
events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

STUDY )
2 5 6

83.1.12.21
Meteoro-
logical
data 4)
collection

I ~ ~ ~~I I l
TIME 8311223-VA

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Issue seventh quarterly meteorological data report.

2 Issue second annual meteorological data report.

3 Data available for Study 8.3.1.12.1.1 for report on regional
meteorological conditions.

4 Data available for Study 8.3.1.12.4.1 for report on extreme
weather phenomena possible at Yucca Mountain.

5 Milestone Z423. Issue fifth and final annual report on average
and unfavorable X/Q values.

6 Milestone M393. Issue five-year summary report on meteorologi-
cal conditions.
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8.3.1.12.3 Investigation: Studies to provide data on the location of
population centers relative to wind patterns in the general
region of the site

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The only data contained within the SCP relative to this investigation is
in Section 5.1 (recent climate and meteorology). The preliminary finding
relative to the qualifying condition associated with this investigation is
contained in Chapter 6 of the Yucca Mountain environmental assessment (DOE,
1986b).

Parameters

The following summaries will be calculated using data from the site
monitoring program (Activity 8.3.1.12.2.1.1) or from data gathered as a
result of Investigation 8.3.1.12.1, regional meteorological conditions:

1. Frequency distribution of wind speed and direction.

2. Persistence of wind speed and direction.

3. Diurnal wind speed and direction.

4. Atmospheric dispersion associated with these summaries in parameters
1,2, and 3 (if appropriate).

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation, similar to Investigation 8.3.1.12.1,
is to provide data on wind flow patterns in the general region of Yucca
Mountain. These data will then be used in estimating doses to the public and
in doing so ensure that wind flow patterns would not preferentially transport
material towards population centers.

Technical rationale for the investigation

The qualifying condition for meteorology (10 CFR 960.5-2-3) requires an
evaluation of the potential for preferential transport of radioactive
emissions toward population centers in the vicinity of the site. Although a
preliminary assessment was conducted for the Yucca Mountain environmental
assessment (EA) (DOE, 1986b) using existing regional data, site-specific
meteorological data are needed to supplement the conclusions reached in the
EA.

The population density and distribution data will be collected as part
of the population density program (Section 8.3.1.10). The meteorological
data gathered and summarized as part of Investigations 8.3.1.12.1 and
8.3.1.12.2 should provide sufficient data in combination with the population
data for satisfying this investigation. Assimilation of the population and
meteorological data into dose calculations will make use of the data gener-
ated in Activity 8.3.1.12.2.1.2 and will be completed as part of Information
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Need 2.5.2 (Section 8.3.5.6.2) and Issues 2.1 (Section 8.3.5.3) and 2.3
(Section 8.3.5.5).

8.3.1.12.3.1 Application of results

The information from this investigation together with the data
associated with the population density program will be used in calculating
doses to members of the public under routine and accident scenarios (Issues
2.1 and 2.3).

8.3.1.12.3.2 Schedule and milestones

All schedules and milestones are described in Sections 8.3.1.12.1
(regional meteorological conditions) and 8.3.1.12.2 (meteorological condi-
tions at potential surface facility locations).

8.3.1.12.4 Investigation: Studies to provide data on potential extreme
weather phenomena and their recurrence intervals

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Section 5.1 (recent climate and meteorology) provides a technical
summary of existing data relevant to this investigation.
Parameters

The following parameters will be evaluated using existing historical
data bases and technical publications:

1. Frequency of severe storms (tornadoes, hurricanes, etc.).

2. Magnitude and frequency of extreme wind speeds.

3. Extremes of temperature and humidity.

4. Precipitation extremes (including hail and snow) and their
recurrence intervals.

5. Frequency and intensity of fog.

Purpose and objectives of investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to assimilate data that can be used
in evaluating the impact of extreme weather phenomena on surface facilities.
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Technical rationale for the investigation

Extreme weather phenomena cannot be resolved from short-term, site-
specific monitoring programs. Long-term meteorological and climatological
data records must be used to provide a sufficient data base upon which to
develop statistical predictions of extreme events along with their recurrence
intervals.

The identification of extreme conditions is necessary to provide design
information for the repository surface facilities. All structures must be
designed for the meteorological conditions that may be experienced over the
life of the facilities. Examples of how meteorological data will influence
design are as follows:

1. Temperature and humidity extremes will affect the design of heating
and cooling systems.

2. Precipitation extremes will provide data for the design of
containment basins, diversion channels, and culverts.

3. Snow and hail data will provide input to the design of roof loadings
and external facilities.

4. Extreme wind speed estimates will provide critical design criteria
for surface facility structures.

5. The frequency and intensity of fog, dust storms, and other severe
storms will be used to design lighting and emergency facilities and
will be factored into the accident analyses relative to the
repository.

8.3.1.12.4.1 Study: Characterize the potential extreme weather
phenomena and their recurrence intervals

Objectives

The objective of this study will be to evaluate the existing historical
meteorological and climatological records, technical publications, and other
relevant information to quantify the extreme weather phenomena that may be
expected at the Yucca Mountain site and determine their recurrence interval.

Parameters

1. Frequency of severe storms.
2. Magnitude and frequency of extreme wind speeds.
3. Extremes of temperature and humidity.
4. Precipitation extremes.
5. Frequency and intensity of fog.
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Description

Existing data bases and technical publications will be reviewed to
characterize the extreme weather phenomena that may be experienced at the
site. Where necessary, calculations (e.g., statistical extrapolations) may
be made to interpolate existing data to develop site-specific estimates. The
data from the site-monitoring program will also be compared with the extreme
data.

8.3.1.12.4.2 Application of results

The information derived from the activities described previously will be
used in the following investigations for repository design:

Information
need Subject

2.2.1 Site and design information needed to assess preclosure
radiological safety (Section 8.3.5.4.1)

2.7.1 Site information needed for design (Section 8.3.2.3.1)

8.3.1.12.4.3 Schedule and milestones

This investigation contains one study: 8.3.1.12.4.1 (characterize the
potential extreme weather phenomena and their recurrence intervals). In the
figure that follows, the schedule information for this study is presented in
the form of a timeline. The timeline extends to the issuance of the final
products associated with the study. Summary schedule information for this
investigation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Although the meteorological monitoring program is ongoing, this study is
planned to begin in the second year of site characterization. This is because
Study 8.3.1.12.4.1 is constrained by the availability of meteorological data
from Study 8.3.1.12.2.1 (meteorological data collection at the Yucca Mountain
site).

Study 8.3.1.12.4.1 will provide input to the performance issue that is to
assess preclosure radiological safety (Issue 2.2) and to the repository
surface-facility design issue (Issue 2.7). The meteorology studies will be
conducted in parallel with performance assessment and design activities.

The study number and title corresponding to the timeline are shown on the
left side of the following figure. The point on the timeline represents an
important milestone associated with the study. Solid lines represent study
durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input and output at the
interfaces are shown by circles.
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The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the
interfaces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Meteorological data available from Study 8.3.1.12.2.1.

2 Milestone Q033. Issue report on extreme weather phenomena and
expected recurrence intervals at Yucca Mountain.
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8.3.1.13 Overview of offsite installations and operations program:
Description of the offsite installations and operations required by
performance and design issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for offsite installations and
operations information

This program provides the technical data required to support the
resolution of the following performance and design issues:

Performance or
design issue Short title SCP section

2.1 Radiological exposures to public--normal 8.3.5.3
conditions

2.2 Worker radiological safety--normal conditions 8.3.5.4

2.3 Accidental radiological releases 8.3.5.5

2.5 Higher level finding--preclosure radiological 8.3.5.6
safety

2.7 Repository design criteria for radiological 8.3.2.3
safety

All these issues address preclosure radiological safety requirements for the
repository. The investigations derived from these issues address the fol-
lowing topics: (1) the data base necessary to assess the potential offsite
accident initiators, (2) possible radioactive releases from other sites that
affect the site's ability to comply with radiological requirements, (3) loca-
tion and adequacy of the transportation access routes, and (4) the agricul-
tural and cultural data required for analysis of the public exposure. This
program requires the identification of all offsite operations that could
impact the site. Potential impacts of offsite operations are determined to
support the calculation of ingestion doses and exposures to the public and
workers for Issues 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The data base established in this pro-
gram will also be used in an evaluation of the higher level findings required
for the qualifying condition in the offsite installations technical guideline
(10 CFR Part 960), and for the qualifying condition for the preclosure radio-
logical safety system guideline (Issue 2.5).

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

The data base presented in the environmental assessment (DOE, 1986b)
describes the nearby offsite installations and operations that could poten-
tially affect repository operations. Further information required to support
resolution of design and performance issues related to radiological safety
include the following:

1. An evaluation of offsite accident initiators, their probabilities
and potential impacts, and the parameters required for calculation
of public ingestion dose to support Issues 2.1 and 2.3.
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2. An assessment of releases from all nuclear fuel cycle operations to
support Issues 2.1 and 2.5.

3. An assessment of the onsite impact of nonrepository-related routine
and potential accidental releases of radioactive material to support
Item 1 and to support resolution of Issues 2.2 and 2.5.

4. An evaluation of the adequacy of proposed transportation site access
routes to support resolution of Issues 2.3 and 2.5.

5. The collection of agricultural and cultural data to support the cal-
culation of the dose to the public from releases at the Yucca
Mountain site and to support resolution of Issues 2.1 and 2.3.

Models and computer programs used in evaluating data and analyzing
results or impacts will be verified and, if appropriate, validated in a
manner consistent with the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance Program and the
procedures normally used in the applicable technical discipline. These
models and computer programs are addressed in Sections 8.3.5.19 and 8.3.5.20.

Interrelationships of offsite installations and operations investigations

The first investigation developed for this program addresses the
requirement to document the presence of all nearby industrial, transporta-
tion, and military installations and operations, both nuclear and nonnuclear
(Investigation 8.3.1.13.1). The second investigation requires an evaluation
of the potential impacts of those nearby installations and operations
(Investigation 8.3.1.13.2).

The investigations identified for nearby industrial, transportation, and
military installations and operations (both nuclear and nonnuclear) consist
of identifying the near-site operations, nuclear fuel cycle facilities, and
nuclear facilities not associated with the nuclear fuel cycle in the area.
Once these operations have been identified, the impacts of those facilities
will be assessed. The planned activities for assessing impacts consist of
evaluating (1) near-site operations, (2) nuclear fuel cycle facilities,
(3) nuclear facilities not associated with the nuclear fuel cycle,
(4) nuclear testing induced ground motion, (5) highway access routes to the
site, and (6) rail access routes to the site.

Certain agricultural and cultural data are necessary for assessing
radionuclide dose to the public. This information will not be collected as
part of this program because this type of data is not considered part of site
characterization activities as defined in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA,
1983). However, these data are an essential component of the program of
calculating doses to the public through the ingestion dose pathway and will
be presented as part of the environmental program planning process within the
NNWSI Project. Specific information on these data are addressed in the
Radiological Monitoring Plan.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
activities in the investigation. Specific durations and start/finish dates
for the activities are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts
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and will be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as
appropriate in subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.13.1 'Investigation: Determination of nearby industrial, transporta-
tion, and military installations and operations (nuclear and
nonnuclear)

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The preliminary data currently available are contained in Sections
3.4.1, 3.4.7, 3.5, 3.6.1, 3.6.3, 5.3, and 6.2.1.5 of the Yucca Mountain
environmental assessment (DOE, 1986b). Data for this investigation will be
collected according to a transportation studies plan, a preliminary site
characterization radiological monitoring plan, and a radiological monitoring
plan, which are currently being developed.

Parameters

The parameters for this investigation are

1. A list of all nearby DOE, industrial, transportation, and military
operations.-

2. The scope and frequency of the operations in item 1.

3. Distance to all operations listed in item 1.

4. Estimates of potential radiological releases from the operations
listed in item 1.

5. Meteorological parameters (from Program 8.3.1.12).

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The data and parameters list includes those items considered important
to assess impacts from nearby DOE, industrial, transportation, and military
operations. The scope, frequency, and distance of these operations will
provide the necessary detail for input to impact assessments relative to
accident conditions. Estimates of potential radiological releases from
nearby operations, along with measurements of meteorological parameters
(Program 8.3.1.12) will provide additional detail for assessing radiological
impacts nearby and the subsequent effect, if any, at the Yucca Mountain site.
These parameters will be included in performance strategies as presented in
the performance and design issues and ultimately used to address preclosure
radiological safety aspects of the site.

Technical rationale for the investigation

The data on offsite operations collected under this investigation will
be used to support an evaluation of potential accident initiators.
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Identification of nuclear fuel cycle operations covered by 40 CFR Part 190 is
also required to support the assessment of compliance with 40 CFR 191.03(a).

The data collected will be used to (1) determine the probability and
magnitude of exposures caused by abnormal events, and (2) determine the
magnitude of any radiological releases from offsite nuclear fuel cycle
facilities (40 CFR Part 190) to determine that these releases, when combined
with the release from Yucca Mountain, will be within the allowable limits.
This investigation consists of three activities collecting similar data
types. The activities are separated because of the differences in how the
data will be collected.

The following activities will identify all current DOE, industrial,
transportation, and military operations and such operations projected for the
future in the Yucca Mountain area. This data will be used to provide the
data base for the evaluations described in Section 8.3.1.13.2.1.

8.3.1.13.1.1 Activity: Identify near-site activities

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify and describe all DOE,
industrial, commercial, transportation, and military operations within 8 km
of the Yucca Mountain site. In addition, significant operations outside this
area, which could impact the site will also be evaluated. This will not
include offsite radioactive materials transportation since this operation
will be addressed by the Office of Storage and Transportation Systems and the
environmental program planning efforts of the NNWSI Project. Offsite trans-
portation is considered part of the transportation system and not part of the
potential repository facility.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are the description of (1) all indus-
trial operations, (2) flight operations, (3) commercial, and (4) DOE opera-
tions within 8 km of the Yucca Mountain site. The Nevada Test Site (NTS)
operations will be addressed separately under Activity 8.3.1.13.1.3.

Description

A review of military flight operations in the area is being conducted
and will be documented in a report to be issued. A list of all existing and
projected commercial operations in the area will be compiled. This will
include a review of all public domain land use permits in the area for mining
and other operations. In addition, the DOE management will be contacted to
determine NTS operations near the site. Windshield survey observations from
a motor vehicle of the local area will be conducted to complete the compi-
lation of this list. Appropriate state agencies and other experts will
project future operations,.and specialists will determine if any of those
operations could have an adverse impact on repository site operations.
Activity 8.3.1.13.2.1 contains further details on the evaluation of near-site
activities.
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Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.13.1.2 Activity: Identify nuclear fuel cycle facilities in the area

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify all nuclear fuel cycle
facilities within 80 km of the Yucca Mountain site or within Nevada areas
adjacent to Las Vegas.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. A list of all nuclear fuel cycle facilities within the specified
area.

2. The data base to predict magnitudes of projected normal and
accidental releases of radioactivity.

Description

The regional NRC office and the State organizations with similar
responsibilities will be contacted to identify any nuclear fuel cycle
facilities. The routine yearly release of radioactive material-from all such
facilities will be available because these values are required for routine
reports to the NRC and state agencies. Also, potential accidental releases
from the facilities will be obtained from safety evaluations of those
facilities.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.13.1.3 Activity: Identify all nuclear facilities not associated with
the nuclear fuel cycle near the Yucca Mountain site

Objectives-

The objective of this activity is to characterize the impacts of all
radiological operations at facilities within 80 km of the Yucca Mountain site
that are not part of the nuclear fuel cycle. Because of the potential for
classified information being associated with the identification of NTS
operations, these operations will be characterized by their past effects on
the Yucca Mountain area.
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Parameters

For the existing environment at Yucca Mountain, radionuclide
concentration will be assessed in (but not limited to)

1. Air (particulate form).
2. Air (gaseous form).
3. Soil.
4. Surface water.
5. Sediments.
6. Biota.

In addition, the NTS environmental monitoring reports (produced yearly
by various organizations) and any other available data will be reviewed to
assess the impacts of past releases at the Yucca Mountain site and in the
City of Las Vegas.

Description

All data collection will be conducted in a manner consistent with
applicable regulatory guides, DOE guidance documents, and industry practices.
Specific examples can be found in the Preliminary Site Characterization
Radiological Monitoring Plan (SAIC, 1986b), which addresses data collection
before the initiation of significant site characterization activities. The
requirements for this activity are the radiological environmental monitoring
and sampling equipment and services procured consistent with the studies
identified. The equipment and services required include

1. Air sampling equipment.
2. Soil and water sampling equipment.
3. Ambient radiation monitoring equipment and services.
4. Laboratory analysis of air, soil, and water samples.

Methods and technical procedures

All data collection operations described for this activity will follow
standard environmental radiological monitoring technical procedures. This
data collection is addressed in the Radiological Monitoring Plan.

8.3.1.13.1.4 Application of results

The data from this investigation will be used in Investigation
8.3.1.13.2 described below.

8.3.1.13.1.5 Schedule and milestones

This investigation on nearby offsite installations and operations
contains three activities: 8.3.1.13.1.1 (identify near-site activities),
8.3.1.13.1.2 (identify nuclear fuel cycle facilities in the area), and
8.3.1.13.1.3 (identify all nuclear facilities not associated with the nuclear
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fuel cycle). In the figure that follows, the schedule information for these
studies is presented in the form of timelines. The timelines extend to the
completion of data collection for each of the activities.

Activity 8.3.1.13.1.2 is ongoing; the other two activities are scheduled
to begin within the first year of site characterization. Summary schedule
information for this investigation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Activities 8.3.1.13.1.1 and 8.3.1.13.1.2 are not constrained by any
other program elements. Activity 8.3.1.13.1.3, however, cannot begin until
the radiological monitoring plan is approved.

Activity 8.3.1.13.1.1 must be completed-before the evaluation of
near-site activities (Activity 8.3.1.13.2.1) can be completed. Likewise,
Activity 8.3.1.13.1.2 must be completed before the evaluation of the impact
of nuclear fuel cycle operations near the Yucca Mountain site and Las Vegas
(Activity 8.3.1.13.2.2) can be completed

The activity numbers and titles corresponding to each timeline are shown
on the left site of the following figure. The points on the timeline
represent major events or important milestones associated with the activity.
Solid lines represent study durations and dashed lines show interfaces. The
data input and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

ACTIVITY

1 2 3

8.3.1.13.1.1
Identify
near-site
activities ()

5 3

8.3.1.13.1.2
Identify
fuel cycle
facilities

t 1 B 8 3

8.3.1.13.1Z3 to 83
Identify all
nuclear
facilities

TIME 8311315-VA
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The points of the timelines and the data input and output at the
interfaces are described in the following table:

Point
Number Description

1

2

3

4

Initiate data collection.-

Milestone P329. Preliminary offsite impact study.

Complete data collection.

Final data available for completion of Activity 8.3.1.13.2.1
(evaluate near-site activities).

Conduct.survey of nuclear fuel cycle activities.

Final draft available for completion of Activity 8.3.1.13.2.2
(impact of nuclear fuel cycle operations).

Radiological monitoring plan is issued (Milestone M897).

Issue annual radiological data summary report.

5

6

7

8

8.3.1.13.2 Investigation: Potential impacts on nearby installations and
operations

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The preliminary data used in this activity are in Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.7,
3.5, 3.6.1, 3.6.3, 5.3, and 6.2.1.5 of the Yucca Mountain environmental
assessment (DOE, 1986b). Information not currently available will be
collected by the activities for Investigation 8.3.1.13.1. This investigation
is addressed by activities described in the NNWSI Project transportation
studies efforts, the Preliminary Site Characterization Radiological Monitoring
Plan (SAIC, 1986b), and by the NNWSI Project Radiological Monitoring Plan
(DOE, 1987d).

Parameters

The parameters for this investigation are as follows:

1. A list of all accidents initiated by offsite operations that must be
considered in the repository safety analyses.

2. An assessment of the potential impacts of those events on the basis
of data from Investigation 8.3.1.13.1.

'
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3. Estimates of potential exposures of the public to radiation and
radioactive material from all nuclear fuel cycle activities in the
area, which may affect compliance with 40 CFR 191.03 for the Yucca
Mountain site.

4. Projected radioactive airborne concentrations for existing and
projected conditions at the site.

5. Other factors contributing to onsite occupational or offsite
exposure.

6. Data base to support evaluation of the adequacy of transportation
access routes.

Purpose and objectives of investigation

The information collected from Investigation 8.3.1.13.1 will be used to
conduct impact assessments as a result of accidents involving any nearby
installations and operations. Those accidents include radiological and
nonradiological events that may have an impact on site operations. The
information collected will also be used to assess compliance with 40 CFR
191.03 and to resolve Issue 2.5 (Section 8.3.5.6) for routine releases. The
results of these assessments will provide data and analyses for use in
determining the preclosure radiological safety aspects of the site as out-
lined in the performance and designs issues of Key Issue 2 (preclosure
radiological safety).

Technical rationale for investigation

The data on potential offsite accident initiators will be used to
determine if further performance analyses (Issue 2.3, Section 8.3.5.5) are
required. If so, the accident data will be used to assess preclosure system
performance relative to the regulations cited in Key Issue 2.

The exposure from other nuclear fuel cycle operations covered by 40 CFR
Part 190 are required to assess compliance with 40 CFR 191.03(a). The limits
specified are the total for all nuclear fuel cycle operations.

The surrounding facilities will be evaluated to determine the effects
they could have on potential repository operations and to determine the
ability of the repository to complete its mission while in compliance with
the regulations cited in Key Issue 2. The surrounding facilities could,
under rare circumstances, force evacuation of the facility or limit the
ability of the facility to detect and thus respond to abnormal events. This
type of circumstance can thus act as an accident initiator (Issue 2.3,
Section 8.3.5.5). In addition, any radiation exposure received by workers
while at the site, independent of its sources, affects the ability of the
facility to comply with applicable radiation standards for occupational
exposure (Issue 2.2, Section 8.3.5.4).

The access route, which is part of the facility design, may affect the
as low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) evaluation of the facility because
it may have a significant impact on exposure associated with transportation
(DOE, 1986b) (Issues 2.1 and 2.2). This risk must be evaluated relative to
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the ALARA consideration in 10 CFR Part 20, applicable NRC guidance, DOE Order
5480.11 (DOE, 1985c), and DOE's ALARA Guidance (Kathren et al., 1980). The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 requires consideration of transporta-
tion impacts that may be significantly affected by the access routes selected
for the Yucca Mountain repository (DOE, 1986b).

The following activities will evaluate all operations identified in
Investigation 8.3.1.13.1 and assess their impact on compliance with Key
Issue 2. These data will be used to provide the data base for evaluation of
operations that could have an impact on Yucca Mountain repository operations
and to support the resolution of Issues 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5.

8.3.1.13.2.1 Activity: Evaluate near-site activities

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to review all commercial, DOEj DOD,
and transportation operations within 8 km of the site; identify those opera-
tions that could act as accident initiators; and quantify their probability
and magnitude. This activity will reduce the list of activities gathered in
Activity 8.3.1.13.1.1 to those that could act as accident initiators, thus
generating accident scenarios for analysis in the resolution of Issues 2.3
and 2.5.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. A list of all operations within 8 km of the Yucca Mountain site.

2. A description of the operations that have the potential to act as
accident initiators for the site.

3. The probability and magnitude of events with potential to initiate
accidents.

Description

Flight operations in the area are being reviewed and will be documented
in a report to be issued. The list of all existing and projected operations
in the area collected for Investigation 8.3.1.13.1 will be reviewed by
experts to determine if any operations may adversely impact site activities.
The primary considerations will include the following:

1. Could this operation lead to a breach of the Yucca Mountain contain-
ment barriers?

2. Could this operation require evacuation of the Yucca Mountain site
or endanger site employees?

3. Could this operation cause the loss of offsite services (electrical,
telephone, transportation access, etc.)?
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4. Could this operation cause a disruption-of the flow of waste into
the site?

Any such operation will be investigated and the probability and
magnitude estimated on the basis of actual technical data on flight
operations and the information from Activity 8.3.1.13.1.1. This data will
then be used to support the analyses associated with Issues 2.3 and 2.5 and
will be documented in a report on offsite impacts.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures associated with this
activity.

8.3.1.13.2.2 Activity: Evaluation of the impact of nuclear fuel cycle -
operations near the Yucca Mountain site and Las Vegas

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to-project the impact of all nuclear
fuel cycle operationfs within 80 km of the Yucca Mountain site.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are

1. A list of all nuclear fuel cycle operations within the specified
area and the magnitude of their routine and projected accident
releases estimated from Investigation 8.3.1.13.1.

2. Estimates of probabilities and magnitudes of any projected releases.

Description

All nuclear fuel cycle operations within an 80 km area will be reviewed.
The routine yearly releases of radioactive material from all such facilities
will be determined from safety documentation. In addition, the probability
and magnitude of potential accidents at the facilities will be determined
based on past technical reports and safety analyses documentation. The
primary considerations will be to

1. Assess the magnitude of the routine releases of radioactive material
from these facilities to determine their contribution to the nuclear
fuel cycle facilities release-limits (Issues 2.1 and 2.5 discussed
in Section 8.3.5) specified in 40 CFR 191.03(a),if any.

2. Provide the basis for determination by the performance issues if the
radioactive releases by these nuclear fuel cycle operations could
obscure the detection of routine and accidental releases from a
Yucca Mountain facility (Issues 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5).
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3. Provide the basis for determination by the performance issues if
this operation requires evacuation of the Yucca Mountain site
(Issues 2.2 and 2.5) or exposes workers to significant levels of
radiation (Issues 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5), which may endanger the workers
or impact compliance with the exposure limits in 10 CFR Part 20.

All models and computer programs used in these evaluations will be
consistent with those used in resolving Issues 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.13.2.3 Activity: Evaluate the impact of all nuclear facilities not
associated with the nuclear fuel cycle near the Yucca Mountain
site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the data from Activity
8.3.1.13.1.3 to project airborne concentration, and the probability of such
concentrations from operations within 80 km of the Yucca Mountain site con-
tributing to the exposure of individuals in Las Vegas, Nevada.

The primary considerations in evaluating the results for this operation
will be the same as items 2 and 3 under the objective for Activity
8.3.1.13.2.2.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity include the projected airborne radio-
nuclide concentrations and the probabilities of such concentrations for the
operations impacting the site.

Description

The routine yearly releases of radioactive material from all such facil-
ities and the existing concentrations at the Yucca Mountain site will be
determined. The probability and magnitude of potential accidents will be
determined, including the probability and magnitude of release near the Yucca
Mountain site. The mechanism for estimating impacts and probabilities will
be a characterization of past impacts on the Yucca Mountain site.

This activity will include (1) the evaluation of resuspension of radio-
nuclides from past operations at the NTS and the subsequent deposition at the
site and (2) the extrapolation of NTS environmental data to Yucca Mountain
using standard-modeling techniques. All models and computer programs used in
these evaluations will be consistent with those used in the resolution of
Issues 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
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<>__/ Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.13.2.4 Activity: Evaluate the impact of ground motion from nuclear
testing activities at the NTS

This activity is addressed in the resolution of Investigation
8.3.1.17.3.

8.3.1.13.2.5 Activity: Evaluation of highway access routes to the Yucca
Mountain site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify all parameters that affect
highway transport relative to the highway access route.

Parameters

The route-specific data for Nevada and adjacent states includes

1. Alternative routes.
2. Accident rates.
3. Usage level and types.
4. Physical route characteristics.
5. Risk factors.
6. Unidentified analytical data.

Description

This activity provides the data needed to-evaluate highway access route
adequacy using data from Issue 2.7. This data will be used to evaluate the
adequacy of this access route relative to the NWPA requirements for mini-
mizing transportation risk and ALARA requirements (Issues 2.1 and 2.5).
These data will be appropriately documented. The analyses will be conducted
in the same manner as similar analyses in the environmental assessment (DOE,
1986b), only in much greater detail and using the transport analyses capa-
bility currently being updated by the Office of Storage and Transportation
Systems (RADTRAN, WASTES, Interline, and Highways).

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.
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8.3.1.13.2.8 Activity: Evaluation of rail access routes to the Yucca
Mountain site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify all parameters that affect
rail transport relative to the highway access route.

Parameters

The route-specific data for Nevada and adjacent states includes

1. Parameters specified for Activity 8.3.1.13.2.5.
2. Rail access.
3. Carrier impact.

Description

This activity is the same as that described for Activity 8.3.1.13.2.5
except that it applies to the rail access route. This data will be docu-
mented in the access route characterization report.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.13.2.7 Application of results

The data from this investigation will be used in analyses conducted to
ensure compliance with the radiological limits specified in Issues 2.2
through 2.5. It will be used to

1. Identify credible accident scenarios that must be analyzed to ensure
facility compliance with regulations. This includes consideration
of loss of offsite services and evacuations that could act as
accident initiators (Information Needs 2.3.1 (credible accidents,
Section 8.3.5.5.1) and 2.3.2 (projected releases from credible acci-
dents, Section 8.3.5.5.2)).

2. Assess the radiological exposures from routine operations to deter-
mine the combined offsite exposures from all activities to nearby
individuals required to be considered for the qualifying condition
in the technical guideline on offsite installations (Issue 2.5).

3. Assess the radiological exposure of workers due to potential
releases from other radiological facilities in the area to determine
impacts on a Yucca Mountain facility (Information Need 2.2.1
(natural radiation environment, Section 8.3.5.4.1) and Issues 2.1
and 2.3).

X)
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4. Assess the impact of offsite operations that could have radiological
impacts that significantly affect facility feasibility (Issue 4.4,
Section 8.3.2.5).

8.3.1.13.2.8 Schedule and milestones

This investigation addressing the impacts of offsite installations and
operations contains six activities: 8.3.1.13.2.1 (evaluate near-site activi-
ties), 8.3.1.13.2.2 (evaluation of the impact of nuclear fuel cycle facilities
near the Yucca Mountain site and Las Vegas), 8.3.1.13.2.3 (evaluate the impact
of all nuclear facilities not associated with the nuclear fuel cycle near the
Yucca Mountain site), 8.3.1.13.2.4 (evaluate the impact of ground motion from
nuclear testing activities at the Nevada Test Site), 8.3.1.13.2.5 (evaluation
of highway access routes to the Yucca Mountain site), and 8.3.1.13.2.6 (evalu-
ation of rail access routes to the Yucca Mountain site). Activity
8.3.1.13.2.4 is addressed in Investigation 8.3.1.17.3.
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The activity numbers and titles corresponding to each timeline are shown
on the left side of the preceding figure. The points on the timeline
represent major events or important milestones associated with the activity.
Solid lines represent activity durations, and dashed lines show interfaces.
The data input and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

In the preceding figure, the schedule information for these activities is
presented in the form of timelines. The timelines extend to the completion of
data collection for the activity or to the issuance of the final products
associated with the activities. Activities 8.3.1.13.2.3 and 8.3.1.13.2.6 are
ongoing; the other activities are scheduled to begin within the first or
second year of site characterization. Summary schedule information for this
investigation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Activities 8.3.1.13.2.2 and 8.3.1.13.2.3 cannot begin until the radiolog-
ical monitoring plan is issued. However, limited radiological data collection
is ongoing under the Preliminary Site Characterization Radiological Monitoring
Plan (Activity 8.3.1.13.2.2). The identification of near-site activities
(Activity 8.3.1.13.1.1) must be completed before Activity 8.3.1.13.2.2 can be
completed. This investigation supports the resolution of Performance and
Design Issues 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5 (radiological safety issues) discussed in
Section 8.3.5 and will be conducted in parallel with those activities.

The points on the timelines and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Input available from Activity 8.3.1.13.1.1 (identification of
near-site activities).

2 Initiate data collection.

3 Milestone P329. Complete offsite impact study.

4 Complete data collection.

5 Input available from Activity 8.3.1.13.1.2 (identification of
nuclear fuel cycle facilities in the area).

6 Milestone M897. Issue radiological monitoring plan.

7 Issue annual radiological data summary report.

8 Issue final radiological monitoring data summary for
environmental impact statement.

9 Issue data report for highway access route.

10 Complete preliminary scoping study for rail access spur
options.
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Point
number Description

11 Complete assessment of U.S. Air Force aircraft impact
.frequency.

12 Issue report on the scenarios and potential radiological conse-
quences associated with military aircraft crashes.

13 Issue report on alternative rail access spur screening.

14 Issue final report on U.S. Air Force overflight impacts.

15 Select rail access route to repository.

16 Milestone N338. Issue report on the characterization of the
existing radiological environment.
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8.3.1.14 Overview of the surface characteristics program: Description of
the surface characteristics required by the performance and design
issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for surface characteristics
information

The surface characteristics program reflects requirements from the DOE,
the NRC, and the EPA that the surface facilities, including openings to the
underground, must ensure public health and safety, are technically feasible,
and have reasonable costs. This program investigates two areas pertinent to
preclosure design and performance issues:

1. Topography (Investigation 8.3.1.14.1).
2. Soil and rock conditions (Investigation 8.3.1.14.2).

A logic diagram showing what design and performance issues and what
characterization programs require surface characteristics information is
presented in Figure 8.3.1.14-1. A more detailed interlinking of design and
performance issue parameters with characterization program parameters is pre-
sented in Table 8.3.1.14-1. Table 8.3.1.14-1 is organized around column 4,
characterization parameters, as the 'key' column. The parameter listed in
this column 'feedsw characterization data to the design and performance
parameters listed in column 3, performance or design parameters. Conversely,
the resolution of the performance or design issues listed in column 3
requires data input from the characterization parameter specified in column
4.

The design- and performance-issue parameters in Table 8.3.1.14-1 are
determined by the site surface system element (1.1.1) requirements described
in Section 8.3.2 (Table 8.3.2.5-1). These design and performance parameters
determine what characterization parameters will be needed. The characteriza-
tion parameters with their expected ranges, confidence levels, and required
activities are also presented in Table 8.3.1.14-1.

The issues and site programs related to the surface characteristics pro-
gram, along with their SCP section number, are as follows (the relationships
are discussed in the paragraphs following the list):

Issue or
program Short title

1.8 NRC siting criteria (Section 8.3.5.17)

1.9 Higher level findings--postclosure (Section 8.3.5.18)

1.11 Configuration of underground facilities--postclosure
(Section 8.3.4.2)

4.4 Preclosure design and technical feasibility (Section
8.3.2.5)

4.5 . Repository costs (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4)
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Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues
(page 1 of 12)

they support'

Issue or SCP
program section

Performance or b
design parameters

Characterization parameters
(key column) Current estimate

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing data

. _.

CEOWMTICAL PARAMETERS

1.11 8.3.2.2.1
8.3 2.2.3

4.4 8.3.2.6.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.4 8.3.1.4.3
8.3.1.15 8.3.1.15.3
8.3.1.16 8.3.1.16.1

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.6.7

Surface topography at facil-
ity locations (1-n contour
interval)

Surface topography at
facility locations
(1-r contour interval)

20-ft contour interval
topographic map
(see Figure 4-3 of
the SCP-CDR (SNL.
1987))

Medium Medium No further studies are
planned. Topographical
measurements have been
made and topographic
maps are forthcoming.

Ca3

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in moil

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive soil
pressures on a wall

Active and passive rock
pressures on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)

Surface topography of access
routes (2-a contour
intervals)

a

I

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.16 8.3.1.16.1

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.6.5
8.3.2.5.7

Surface topography of
access routes (2-a
contour intervals)

20-ft contour interval
topographic sap (see
Figures 4-2 and 4-3
of the SCP-CDR (SNL,
1987))

Medium Medium No further studies are
planned. Topographical
measurements have been
sad. and topographic
maps are forthcoming.

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 2 of 12)

Issue or SCP
program secti n

Performance or b
design parameters

Characterization parameters
(key column) Current estimate

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing data

SOIL PARAMUTES

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Active and passive soil
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Soil-structure interaction
for retaining wall

Magnitude of time dependent
settlesentdin soils below
earthf ills

Magnitude of 1well in sub-
grade soils

Magnitude of soil collapsed

Soil liquefaction potentiald

Identification of any fault
within 100 a of facilities
important to safety (FITS)
with greater than I chance
in 100 of producing more
tha 5 ce of surface dis-
placement in 100 yr

Alluvial stratigraphy
Layering
Thickness
Ceometry

General stratigraphic
description. Top 0.3
to 0.7 * is loose
fine-grained sandy
soil overlying
approximately 2 a of
material that is
partly to wholly
cemented with calcite
(caliche). Below the
caliche layer is an
11 to 50 e thick
layer of dense
sandy gravel allu-
vial material which
overlies the ash-
flow tuff bedrock
(Section 6.1.2.1.2)

n0

1

C3

I

LoW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.1.1,
8.3.1. 14. 2 1. 2,
8.3.1.14.2.1.3,
8.3.1.14.3.3

Alluvial faulting (the
study for this charac-
terixzati on parameter
is developed in Sec-
tion 8.3.1.17.4.2
(preclosure tectonics))

location
orientation

See Section 8.3.1.17.4.2
in preclosure tectonics

Low High See Study 8.3.1.17.4.2,
(location and recency
of faulting near
prospective surface
facilities)

C. C. C
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Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they support a
(page 1 of 12)

Issue or SCP
program section

Performance or
design parmeeters

Characterisation parameters
(key column) Current estimate

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing data

CEOMETRICAL PAWIUBTZRS

1.11 8.3.2.2.1
8.3.2.2.3

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.4 8.3.1.4.3
8.3.1.15 8.3.1.15.3
8.3.1.16 8.3.1.16.1

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

Surface topography at facil-
ity locations (1-- contour
interval)

Surface topography at
facility locations
(I-a contour interval)

20-ft contour interval
topographic map
(see Figure 4-3 of
the SCP-CDR (SNL,
1987))

Medium Medium No further studies are
planned. Topographical
measurements have been
made and topographic
maps are forthcoming.

C,,

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive soil
pressures on a wall

Active and passive rock
pressures on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)

Surface topography of access
routes (2-e contour
intervals)

a

C

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.16 8.3.1.16.1

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

Surface topography of
access routes (2-m
contour intervals)

20-ft contour interval
topographic map (see
Figures 4-2 and 4-3
of the SaP-CoR (SNL,
1987))

Medium Medium No further studies are
planned. Topographical
measurements have been
made and topographic
maps are forthcoming.

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Factor of safety of elope
(rock)



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 2 of 12)

Issue or SCP
progVam section

Performance or b
design parameters

Characterisation parameters
(key column)

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing dataCurrent estimate

SOIL PARAMETUS

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Active and passive soil
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Soil-structure interaction
for retaining lI1

Alluvial *tratigraphy
Layering
Thickness
Geometry

General stratigraphic
description. Top 0.3
to 0.7 a in loose
iine-grained sandy
soil overlying
approximately 2 n of
material that is
partly to wholly
cemented with calcite
(caliche). Below the
caliche layer is an
11 to 50 n thick
layer of dense
sandy gravel allu-
vial-material which
overlies the ash-
flow tuff bedrock
(Section 6.1.2.1.2)

Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.1.1,
8.3.1.14.2.1.2,
8.3.1 14.2. 1.3
8.3. 1.14.3.3

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

a

I
i4.4 8.3.2.5.1 Magnitude of time dependent

8.3.2.5.5 settlementdin soils below
8.3.2.5.7 earthfills

Magnitude of gwell in sub-
grade soils

Magnitude of soil collapsed

Soil liquefaction potentiald

Identification of any fault
within 100 * of facilities
important to safety (FITS)
with greater than I chance
in 100 of producing more
tha 5 co of surface dis-
placement in 100 yr

Alluvial faulting (the
study for this charac-
terisation parameter
is developed in Sec-
tion 8.3.1.17.4.2
(preclosure tectonics))

location
orientation

See Section 8.3.1.17.4.2
in preclosure tectonics

Low High See Study 8.3.1.17.4.2,
(location and recency
of faulting near
prospective surface
facilities)

C C C
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corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 3 of 12)

Issue or SCP Performance or b Characterisation parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parameters (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Soil classification vs.
depth
Soil gradation d
Atterberg limits

OP-Ce :
From preliminary inves-

tigation., no cohesive
soiln have been found

LOW
LOW

Medium
Medium

8.3.1.14.2.2.1

cmI

Active and passive soil
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(eoil)

Soil-structu6 e interaction for
foundation

Soil-structure igteraction for
retaining 1ll

Magnitude of time dependent
*ettlementdin soils below
earthfills

Magnitude of gwell in sub-
grade soils

Magnitude of soil collapeed

soil liquefaction potentiald

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Active and passive soil
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Physical properties vs.
depth
In situ density
Relative density
Moisture content
Percent saturation
Specific gravity

8.3.1.14.2.2.1,

101-112 pef
Not available
7.2%
47.3%
2.43

LOW
LOW
LoW
Low
LOW

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and .sues they supporta
(page 4 of 12)

Issue or SCP Performance or Characterisation parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parameters (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Soil-structure inter action
for retaining wall

Magnitude of time dependent
settlementdin moils below
earthfills

Magnitude of 1well in sub-
grade soil.

Magnitude of soil collapsed

Soil liquefaction potentiald

Allowable foundatioa bearing
capacity in soil

Active *ad passive soil
pressure on a wall

Magnitude of soil collapsed

Coapaction characteris-
tice

Compaction curves
for potential
fill material
including maxi-
sum dry density
(7 ) and optiaum
*aCr content

(a") I 108-114 pef
Otimum water content

I 12-16%

Low
Low

Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.1
Medium

a

U3
S..Iv

4.4 8.3.2.6.1
8.3.2.6.5
8.3.2.6.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in soil

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Soil-structure interaction
for retaining wall

Soil liquefaction
potential

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Mechanical and dynamic
properties vs. depth
for undisturbed and
recompacted soils

Young's modulus
(static and dynamic)

Poisson's ratio

Compressive wave
velocity (Vp) and
shear wave velo-
city (Vs) (these
parameters will be

10,000-20,000 psi
(static) (Ho et a1.,
1986)

192,000 psi (dynamic
calculated from Vp)

0.3-0.36 (static)
(Mo et al., 1986)
0.286 (dynamic)
(Neal, 18)

Vp U 3,300 ft/sec
(Neal, 198)

Vs U 1,800 ft/sec
(Neal, 1986)

Low

Low

Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.3.2.,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Medium High
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

C ( (.
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Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 5 of 12)

00

14.

Issue or SCP Performance or b Characterisation parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parameters (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Soil-structure interaction used to calculate the
for retaining wallC dynamic elastic char-

d acterisation para-
Soil liquefaction potential meters: Young's

modulus, shear modu-
lus, and Poieson's
ratio).

Shear modulus (static 3,700-7.700 psi LoW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.3.3
and dynamic) (static-calculated)

74,100 psi (dynamic-
calculated from Vs)

Dumping Not available Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.3.3

4.4 8.3.2.5.1 Allowable foundation bearing Mohr-Coulomb strength c 5600 pef (cemented) Low Nigh 8.3.1.14.2.2.2
8.3.2.5.5 capacity in soil parameter. in term * U 33 to 37
8.3.2.5.7 of cohesion (c) and

Active and passive soil angle of friction
pressure on a wall ()

Factor of safety of slope
(soil)

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Soil-structure interaction
for retaining wallC

Allowable foundation bearing Plate load bearing Not available LoW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.3.2
capacity in soil pressure TX.

settlement

CONTINM SOIL PALAM S

The following character-
isation parameters are
contingent parameters
(see footnote d)



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 6 of 12)

lsue or SCW
program section

Performance or b
design parameters

Characterisation parameters
(key column)

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing dataCurrent estimate

4.4 8.3.2.6.1
8. 3 2.5.6
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

Soil-structure interaction
for foundation

Soil-structure interaction
for retaining wall

Soil liquefaction potentiald

00

Wa

00I

Other strength param-
eters much as
Drucker-Prages, etc.
(if required)

Bulk modulus and can-
strained modulus

Strength and stress-
deformation charac-
teristics under
dynamic load condi-
tions evaluated as
a function of stress
rate, confinement
stress, initial
static stress level,
magnitude of pulsat-
ing stream, number
of stress cycles,
and frequency of
loading

Dynamic shear modulus
as a function of
strain and ionfine-
sent stress

Dampig a a function
of strain

Shear wave velocities
as a flnctiou of
strain

Deformation modulus
in terse of stress-
strain characteris-
tics and confinemant
stress conditions

Liquefaction param-
eters: cyclic
shearing stress
ratio, cyclic defor-
nation, and pore-
pressure response
(this information

Not available Low

Not available

Not available

Not available

LoW

Low

Medium

Medium

8.3.1.14.2.2.2

8.3.1.14.2.2.2

SC

I

Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2

Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Not

Not

available

available

LoW

LoW

Nigh 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Not available

Not available

Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2

Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.24.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.6.5
8.3.2.5.7

C.

Soil liquefaction potentiald

C C
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Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the

corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 7 of 12) .

(

CDiaoo'

Issue or Cr' Performance or b Characterisation parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parameters (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

will not be needed
if'there are no
perched water bodies
near thedground
surf ce)

Allowable foundation bearing Modulus of subgrade 200-300 pci Low Mediue 8.3.1.14.2.2.2
capacity in soil reaction from plate

load test (sttic
Soil-structure interaction and dynamic)

for foundstion

Soil-rtructure interaction for
retaining wall

Allowable foundation bearing Compression and Not available Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.3.2
capacity in poil weell index (for

saturated clayey
Magnitude and rate of time soils if they are

dependent *ettlement below encountered)
earthfills

Coefficient of con- Not Available' Low Medium 8.3.14.2.2.2
Magnitude of swell in suba solidation (for
grade soils below roads saturated clayey

soils if theyg are
encountered)

Allowable foundation bearing Collapse potential Not available LoW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2
capacity in soil (for relative dry d

low density soile)
Magnitude of soil collapse

below surface facilities
(foundations, earthfills,
and "oad*) due' to satura-
tion and/or'loading

OTC!M SOIL PAM!Tnss

Favorable hydraulic induced
soil erosion characteristics

Ftreion potential <13 a/100 yr of scour
around bridge piers

<6 e/100 yr of bed
erosion

<1 */100 yr of sheet
erosion

Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and thea
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they support
(page 8 of 12)

Issue or SCP Performance or b Characterization parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parametere (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Favorable infiltration/runoff
ratio

Infiltration/runoff
ratio

See Section 8.3.1.12
(meteorology) and
8.3.1.2 (geohydrology)

Low Medium to 8.3.1.6.1.1.2,
high 8.3.1.6.1.1.3

ROCK PARAflTKR

4.4 8.3.2.5.1
8.3.2.5.5
8.3.2.5.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive rock pres-
sure on a wall

Pactor of safety of slope
(rock)

Rock-structure interaction
for foundmtionc

Rock-structure interaction
for retaining wall0t

4.4 8.3.2.6.1 Allowable foundation bearing
8.3.2.5.6 capacity in rock
8.3.2.6.7 Active and passive rock

pressure on a wall
Factor of safety of slope

(rock)

Rock stratigraphy
Rock type
Layering
Thickness
Geometry

Rock structure
Quantitative descrip-

tion of faults
Location
Orientation
Aperture
Type of infilling
Moisture and/or

seepage
conditions

Waviness and
roughness

Quantitative descrip-
tion of joints
Number of joint
sets

Spacing of joints
for each set

Orientation of
each joint set

Type of infilling
if any

.. C

See Figure 6-6 in the
SC and Figures 5 and
7 in Neal (1986)

Not available I
LoW Medium See Section 8.3.1.12

(meteorology) and
8.3.1.2 (geohydrology)

LoW High 8.3.1.14.2.1.1,
8.3.1.14.2.1.2,
8.3.1.14.2.1.3,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Not available

(2 C
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Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterization parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they support"
(page 9 of 12)

Issue or 5CP
program section

Performance or b
design parametere

Characterisation parameters
(key column)

Current Needed Study or activity
confidence confidence providing dataCurrent estimate

Moisture and/
or seepage
conditions

Waviness and rough-
neoe

Persistence
Drill core (total

core recovery,
discontinuity,
frequency, and
rock quality
designation (RUD))

O.

I4

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive rock
pressure on a wall

Rock-structure interaction
- for foundation

lock-structure interaction
for retaining wallC

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive rock
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)

Rock-structure interaction
for foundation

Rock-structure interaction
for retaining wall'

Rock esas claseification f Not available
lock oawe rating (RU)
Tunneling qality

index (Q)

LOW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.1.21
8.3.1.14.2.1.3,
8.3.1.14.2.3.1

I

Physical properties vs.
depth

Density (dry)
Percent saturation
Porosity
Specific gravity

2.23 gm/cc or 139 lb/ft
67% a 23%
11% a 4%
2.51 * 0.04

LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW

Mediau 8.3.1.14.2.3.1
Medium
Medium
Medium

Mechanical and dynamic
properties

Plate load bearing
pressure vs.
settlement

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Rock-structure interaction
for foundation

Not available Low Nedium 8.3.1.14.2.2.1



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterisation parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
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Issue or SCP Performance or h Characterization parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parametursb (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Magnitude of soil collapsed
below surface facilities

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)

Rock-ntructure interaction
for foundation

Rock-structure interaction
for retaining wall

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Active and passive rock
pressure on a wall

Factor of safety of slope
(rock)

Allowable foundation bearing
capacity in rock

Rock-structure interaction
for foundation

Rock-structure interretion
for retaining wall

Peak and residual failure
envelopes derived from
uniaxial and triaxial
compression tests

Discontinuity shear
strength in terms of
c and #

c (peak) . 26.0
*10.13 NP (range)

J p ek) = 447?
±0.20' (r ane)

Tensile strength a 9.3 HPa
Unconfined compressive

strength = 120 o 82 EPb
(rags)

c= 0.1 PS * 0.1 (yange)
* 28.4' (range: 11.3 -
38.7?

Low Nigh 8.3.1.14.2.3.2

medium High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2
Ig

I

4.4 8.3.2.6.1
8.3.2.6.6
8.3.2.6.7

8.3.1.17 8.3.1.17.3

Young's modulus
(static and dynamic

Poisson's ratio

Shear modulus
(static and dynamic)

Compressive wave
velocities vs.
depth

Rock-structure interaction
for foundation

Rock-structure inter ction
for retaining wall

Rock-structure interaction
for foundation

Rock-structure interrction
for retaining wall

20.0 GP& a 66.5 (range)
- static rock mass

(SCP, Chapter 6)
2.94 CPu (calculated

from in situ Vp)
0.24 (laboratory-static)

(SOP, Chapter 6)
0.319 (in situ calcu-

lated from Vp and Vn)
(Neal, 1918)

8.1 CP&* 2.2 (range)
- static rock mass
1.1 CPa (calculated
from in situ Vs)

Vp e 7,S00 - 9.000 ft/
sec (laboratory)
(Neal, 108)

Vlp ; 4,500 ft/sec
(in situ)
(Neal, 1986)

LoW Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2

Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Low Medium 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

Low High

C ( C
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corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
(page 11 of 12)

(

4I-

toi

Issue or SCP Perforuance or b Characterization parameters Current Needed Study or activity
program section design parameters (key column) Current estimate confidence confidence providing data

Shear wave veloci- Vs N 4,39D - S,790 ft/ Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
cities vs. depth sec (laboratory- 8.3.1.14.2.3.3
(the compressive calculated)
and shear wave Vs U 2,320 ft/sec Low High
velocities will be (in situ-calculated)
used to calculate
the dynamic elastic
characterisation
parameters: Young's
modulus, shear modu-
lus, Sd Poisson's
ratio)

Damping ve. depth Not available Low Nigh 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
8.3.1.14.2.3.3

CONTING!NT ROCK PARAMETERS

The following character-
isation parameters re
contingent parameters
(see footnote(d))

Rock-structure interaction Shear wase velocities Not available Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
for foundation - a a function of 8.3.1.14.2.3.3

lock-structure interaction strain
-for retaining wallC Dynamic shear modulus Not available Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,

as a fianction of 8.3.14.4.2.3.3
strain

Damping as function Not available Low High 8.3.1.14.2.2.2,
of strain 8.3.1.14.2.3.3

aThis table is organised around column 4, characterisation parameters, an the 'hey' column. The parameter listed in this
column 'feeds' characterization data to the design and perforsance parameters listed in column 3, performance or design parameters.
Conversely, the resolution of the performance or design issues listed in column 3 requires data input from the characteriration
parameter specified in column 4 (key column).

bSee Table 8.3.2.5-1 for complete description of performance and design parameter.

cf the alluvium or rock adjacent to the foundation has shear velocities greater than 3,500 ft/seec, then n soil structure
interaction analysis will probably not be necessary.



Table 8.3.1.14-1. Performance allocation for site surface characterisation parameters and the
corresponding performance or design parameters and issues they supporta
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Footnotes (continued)

dThe need for these design and performance parameters or characterization parameters are contingent on the soil and rock
conditions encountered, function or design requirements of the surface facilities, types of foundations selected, sad the
sophistication or type of analyses used in the design or performance studien. howewer, based on tbe sites prelicinary surface
soil and rock data and the type of foundations which are recommended in the SCP-CDA (SNL, 1987), the parastere are currently not
needed.

'GP = poorly graded gravel; CM s silty gravel..
R = rock aas rating from CSIR (South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research) Ceoeechanics Classification;

Q = NCI (Norwegian Ceotechnical Institute) tunneling quality index.

0w

C2

I

C ( (



CONSULTATION DRAFT

Issue or
program Short title

8.3.1.4 Rock characteristics

8.3.1.12 Meteorology program

8.3.1.15 Thermal and mechanical properties program

8.3.1.16 Preclosure hydrology

8.3.1.17 Preclosure tectonics

Surface characteristic information such as topographic contours will be
required for locating and designing repository surface facilities (Issue
4.4), establishing repository costs (Issue 4.5, program to be determined
after scoping hearings for the environmental impact statement),-and deter-
mining probable flood levels at potential surface facility locations (Program
8.3.1.16). Topographic contour maps are necessary for locating shaft and
ramp entrances above potential flood levels and for locating sensitive struc-
tures such as waste handling facilities.

Surface topographic characteristics will also be required for certain
underground design and performance studies. Topographic contour maps will be
used to determine the usable repository horizon area while maintaining the
required amount of overburden (Issues 1.8 and 1.9). The topographic data
from Investigation 8.3.1.14.1 will actually be provided to Issue 1.11 to
determine if the repository has an adequate amount of overburden to resolve
Issues 1.8 and 1.9. Also, in situ stresses will be influenced, in part, by
local topography (Programs 8.3.1.4 and 8.3.1.15).

The surface characteristics of the alluvial soil and rock at or near the
surface impact the location and design of the surface facilities (Issue 4.4)
and their costs (Issue 4.5). This is especially applicable to sensitive
structures, such as the waste-handling facilities, which may experience
earthquake loading (Section 8.3.1.17). The soil and rock conditions of the
site for static-loading conditions will influence the selection of the sur-
face facility location in addition to its-foundation design.

The performance issue under Key Issue 4 specifies that the higher level
findings required by 10 CFR Part 960 be supported for (1) the qualifying
condition on the preclosure system guideline for ease and cost of construc-
tion on the basis of reasonably available technology and (2) the qualifying
condition on the technical guideline for surface characteristics. Section
8.3.5.7 (Issue 4.1) discusses the higher level findings.

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

Surface-characterization information must be obtained and evaluated to
determine whether it will support the preclosure higher level findings for
preclosure radiological safety and the ease and cost of siting, construction,
operation, and closure of the repository. The approach to determining
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whether the information about surface characteristics and conditions is ade-
quate to resolve the performance and design issues is an iterative process.
Close collaboration between engineering and geotechnical participants is
needed to allow timely development of the repository design.

The major elements defining the surface characteristics include topog-
raphy and soil and bedrock properties. Site surface characteristics data
will be used to design surface structures and their foundations for build-
ings, shaft and ramp portals, roads, drainage systems, and flood control
structures. These designs will also consider dynamic loading conditions
caused by earthquakes and man-induced explosions.

The information required for any of the surface characteristics investi-
gations will be initiated by the site surface system element 1.1.1 (site sur-
face) requirements described in Section 8.3.2.5. To satisfy these require-
ments, the appropriate design and performance parameters must be obtained. A
listing of these design and performance parameters and their corresponding
characterization program parameters was previously presented in Table
8.3.1.14-1. To determine these characterization program parameters, studies
and activities have been developed to provide the appropriate data. A list
of characterization parameters and their corresponding studies and activities
is also presented in Table 8.3.1.14-1.

A summary of the information required for the soil and rock property
investigation (8.3.1.14.2) is provided in the logic diagram in Figure
8.3.1.14-2. This figure illustrates the information required by the soil and
rock investigation and what studies and activities are needed to provide this
information. A similar logic diagram was not developed for the other invest-
igation in Program 8.3.1.14. The topography investigation (8.3.1.14.1) needs
no further data acquisition activities since adequate contour maps have
already been developed.

The site requirements discussed for this program and its associated
investigations will be in conformance with applicable local, State of Nevada,
and Federal codes and standards referring to natural hazard and foundation
stability, such as those requirements specified in DOE Order 6430 (DOE,
1983a).

Interrelationships of surface characteristics investigations

There are no interrelationships between the investigations within the
surface characteristics program. The investigations within this program only
have interrelationships-with issues and-programs outside this program. The
connections between the surface characteristics program and the performance
and design issues or other characterization programs calling for data from
this program have already been presented in Figure- 8.3.1.14-1. This same
figure also shows what investigations or information needs supply data to
this program.

To provide a more detailed description of these interrelationships, two
additional tables have been prepared. The investigations and information
needs that require parameters from this program are provided in Table
8.3.1.14-2. This table also indicates why the data are needed and recommends
general types of studies to obtain the data. Table 8.3.1.14-3 describes the
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Figure 8.3.1.14-2. Logic diagram for Investigation 8.3.1.14.2, soil and rock properties.



Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-
acteristics program (page 1 of 6)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.1 (TOPOGRAPMY)

2.3.1
Credible repository
accidents
(Section 8.3.5.5.1)

2.7.1
Radiological protection
(Section 8.3.2.3.1)

4.1
Determine if site meets
qualifying conditions of
the technical guidelines
(Section 8.3.5.7)

Topographic
contour maps

Topographic
contour maps

Topographic
contour maps

Determine if accidents
from potential slope
instabilities and
flooding are credible

Evaluate the potential
for slope instabilities
and flooding

Determine ease and cost of
siting, construction,
operation, and closure

Topographic
the site

Topographic
site

Topographic
the site

survey of

survey of

survey of

a

4.2.1
Site performance
information needed for
design
(Section 8.3.2.4.1)

Topographic
contour maps

Evaluate the potential
for slope instabilities
and flooding that may
be a hazard to personnel

Topographic survey of
the site
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Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-
acteristics program (page 2 of 6)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.1 (TOPOGRAPHY) (continued)

4.4.1
Site and performance
assessment information
needed for design
(Section 8.3.2.5.1)

4.5
Total system costsa
(Section 8.2.2.3.2.4)

8.3.1.16.1
Flood recurrence intervals
and levels at surface
facility locations

1.11
Site characterization
information needed for
design to determine if the
repository configurations
satisfy Issues 1.9 (Sec-
tion 8.3.5.18) and 1.8
(Section 8.3.5.17).

Topographic
contour maps

Evaluate feasibility and
cost effective technol-
ogies for construction and
operation on topography
of proposed site

Topographic survey of
the site

2I
Topographic

contour maps

Topographic
contour maps

Isopach maps of
overburden
thickness above
repository
horizon

Evaluate cost of repository
on topography of proposed
site

Flood magnitudes and
levels will be used in
performance assessment
and surface facility
design studies

Determine if the favorable
300-m overburden depth is
satisfied in 10 CFR
60.122(b)(5). Determine
if site is disqualified
based on minimum 200-m
overburden depth in
10 CFR 960.4-2-5(d)

Topographic
the site

Topographic
-the site

Topographic
the site

survey of

survey of

survey of



Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-
acteristics program (page 3 of 6)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.1 (TOPOGRAPHY) (continued)

8.3.1.15.2 and 8.3.1.4.3
Spatial distribution of
ambient stress conditions
and three-dimensional
rock characteristics
model

Topographic con-
tour maps and
ground surface
elevation cross
sections

Determine in situ stress at
depth considering surface
topography variations

Topographic
the site

survey of

I
I8.3.1.6.1

Present location and
rates of erosion

Topographic
contour map

Use topographic contours to
assist evaluating rates
of erosion

Topographic survey of
the site
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Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-

acteristics program (page 4 of 6)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.2 (SOIL AND ROCK PROPERTIES)

0A

;A

IA

2.3.1
Credible repository
accidents

* (Section 8.3.5.5.1)

2.7.1
Radiological protection
(Section 8.3.2.3.1)

Physical and
mechanical
(static and
dynamic) pro-
perties of
soil and bed-
rock, alluvium
bedrock contact,
and layering

Physical and
mechanical
(static and
dynamic) pro-
perties of soil
and bedrock,
alluvium bed-
rock contact,
and layering

Evaluate the potential .
hazards from earthquakes
and slope instabilities
to structures and systems
important to safety
(60.131 (b) (1))

Evaluate the potential
hazards from earthquakes
and slope instabilities
to structures and systems
important to safety
(60.131 (b) (1))

Standard laboratory and
field static and
dynamic tests

Standard laboratory and
field static and
dynamic tests

I



Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-
acteristics program (page 5 of 6)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.2 (SOIL AND ROCK PROPERTIES) (continued)

4.2.1
Site performance
information needed for
design
(Section 8.3.2.4.1)

4.5
Total system costs
(Section 8.2.2.3.2.4)a

Physical and
mechanical
(static and
dynamic) pro-
perties of soil
and bedrock,
alluvium bed-
rock contact,
and layering

Physical and
mechanical
(static and
dynamic) pro-
perties of soil
and bedrock,
alluvium bed-
rock contact,
and layering

To evaluate the potential
hazards from earthquakes
and slope instabilities
to personnel

Estimate the costs of
surface facility design
and construction

Evaluate ground-motion
response due to earth-
quakes and conduct a
static and dynamic
analysis of proposed
foundations and slopes

Evaluate ground-motion
response due to earth-
quakes and conduct a
static and dynamic
analysis of proposed
foundations and slopes

0a

U
�I.

I
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Table 8.3.1.14-2. Investigations and information needs that require parameters from the surface char-
acteristics program (page 6 of 6)

tL3

C#)

Issue,
investigation, or Type of study or
information need analysis needed to
calling for data Parameter Why data needed develop parameter

INVESTIGATION 8.3.1.14.2. (SOIL AND ROCK PROPERTIES) (continued)

4.4.1 Physical and mech- Do technologies exist for Standard laboratory and
Site and performance anical (static cost effective surface field static and
information needed for and dynamic) construction on the . dynamic tests
design properties of site's soil and bedrock
(Section 8.3.2.5.1) soil and bed-

rock, alluvium
bedrock contact,
and layering

8.3.1.17.3 Alluvium and bed- Bvaluate ground motion Drilling, surface and
Vibratory ground motion rock stratigra- response due to seismic borehole geophysical
at site from potential phy and their event for siting and testing and laboratory
man-made or natural compressive and designing surface tests to determine
seismic-induced events shear wave facilities stratigraphy and wave

velocities velocities

aCosts are not addressed in the SCP. They will be addressed during the environmental planning
process.

IV
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Table 8.3.1.14-3. Investigations or information needs supplying data to the surface characteristics
program

Surface characteristics Information needs and Data needed
investigation investigations providing data by this program

8.3.1.14.1, topography 4.4.5, reference preclosure repository Location of proposed
design (Section 8.3.2.5.5) surface facilities

and roads

8.3.1.14.2, soil and rock 4.4.5, reference preclosure repository Location of proposed
properties design (Section 8.3.2.56.5) surface facilities

and roads

8.3.1.17.2, fault displacement Fault locations

8.3.1.2.2, site unsaturated zone Infiltration and run-
hydrologic system off characteristics

8.3.1.6.1, present locations and rates Soil erosion potential
of surface erosion

006
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investigations, information needs, and the associated data that will be
required by this program.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing,:interrelationships, and relative durations of the
studies in the investigation. :Specific durations and start/finish dates for
the studies are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and will
be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate in
subsequent semiannual progress reports.

Summary of studies

No studies are needed or planned for Investigation 8.3.1.14.1
(topography) because the requirements for this investigation have been
satisfied.

The recommended studies to address the requirements of Investigation
8.3.1.14.2 (soil and rock properties) consist of an exploratory program,
laboratory testing program, and a field testing and measurement program.- The
exploratory program will use various methods to investigate and characterize
the subsurface soil and rock strata beneath the reference conceptual site.
The laboratory test program will test undisturbed samples'(minimal distur-
bance) obtained from the exploratory program to determine the "soil or rock
physical and mechanical material properties. The results from the field test
and measurement program will further enhance the characterization of the
subsurface conditions that may influence-or impact surface facilities
performance and design..,

8.3.1.14.1 Investigation: Studies to provide the topographic
characteristics of potential locations of surface facilities

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The topographic characteristics of the potential surface facility lo-
cations can best be illustrated with topographic'contour maps. Topographic
contour maps of the Yucca Mountain vicinity have been developed for use in
the geologic, hydrologic, and climatologic site characterization studies
described in this plan; numerous examples are presented as base maps in
Chapters 1, 3, 5, and in Section 6.1.2.1.1 (topography and'terrain) in
Chapter 6. More detailed contour maps of the topography of potential reposi-
tory surface facilities have been developed; examples are included in Section
6.2.4 (design of surface facilities).

Parameters

The following parameter has been measured or calculated as a result of
site studies performed as part of this investigation: Ground-surface eleva-
tion as a function of geographic position at Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

8.3.1.14-25
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Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the surface topo-
graphic elevation and relief at the potential surface facility locations to
provide a basis for evaluating (1) the surface drainage, flood levels, and
erosion characteristics in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, (2) the cut-and-
fill requirements for the design and engineering of the repository surface
facilities, and (3) the stability of natural slopes and cut slopes. Topo-
graphic maps will be used in locating surface facilities, roads, and rail-
ways.

A knowledge of the surface topographic characteristics of the site will
also be required for certain underground design and performance studies-. The
site's topography will have an influence on the underground design and the
site's performance in terms of determining the usable area in the repository
horizon while maintaining the required amount of overburden. A favorable
site condition will exist if an overburden depth of 300 m is maintained above
the repository horizon (10 CFR 60.122(b)(5)). The site will be disqualified
if a minimum overburden depth of 200 a is not maintained (10 CFR
960.4-2-5(d)).

Another underground design parameter that is influenced by surface
topography is in situ stress. In situ stresses are a result of three stress
conditions: gravitational induced stress due to the weight of overburden,
residual stress due to energy stored in the rock during the geologic past,
and tectonic stress produced by current tectonic forces affecting the region.
Bauer et al. (1985) evaluated the effect of Yucca Mountain's topography on
gravitational induced horizontal stresses. Their study found that the sur-
face topography will influence the horizontal stress field at the repository
horizon.

The surface topographic information resulting from this investigation
will contribute to data needs in the following design issues and character-
ization programs:

Issue or
program Subject

8.3.1.18 Preclosure hydrology. Topographic contours will be used to
determine flood level.

4.5 Total system costs (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4). Topographic contours
will be contributing information used in designing the repos-
itory and therefore influence cost. (This issue will be
addressed after scoping hearings for the environmental impact
statement.)

4.4 Preclosure design and technical feasibility (Section 8.3.2.5).
Topographic contours will be used in the design and therefore
influence the technical feasibility of the technologies
required for repository construction, operation, closure, and
decommissioning.

8.3.1.14-25
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Issue or
program Subject

1.11 Configuration of underground facilities (postclosure)-(Section
8.3.2.2). Topographic contours will be used to determine if
the site has less than 200 m of overburden, which would
result in disqualification (Section 8.3.5.18). Topographic
contours will also be used to determine if the site is
favorable with a minimum overburden depth of 300 m (Section
8.3.5.17).

8.3.1.4 Rock characteristics. Topographic contours will be used to
determine in situ stress at depth considering surface topog-
raphy variations.

8.3.1.15 Thermal and mechanical properties. Topographic contours will
be used to determine in.situ stress at depth considering
surface topography variations.

To control map compilation, a total of 623 control points were generated
from 50 original ground-targeted points. Field surveys of the targeted
points were contracted to a private survey firm. Elevation precision of
targeted points is about 0.3 m (1 ft), and the size of-the target-about 0.6 m
(2 ft), producing 80-micrometer images on photographs.

Aerial photographs of the Yucca Mountain region were taken in two
phases. Phase 1 photography covered an area 10 by 14 km. Phase 2 photog-
raphy covered an area 11 by 15 km, from 160'22'30w to 160'30'001 longitude
and from 36-48' to 36-56' latitude. Photographs were taken by a 6-in. lens
camera at a flight height of 1,140 m above the terrain; the photographic
scale is 1:7,500.

Photogrammetric analysis included production of additional control
points using analytical photogrammetric methods and map compilation on stereo
plots. A total of 623 control points were produced from 179 aerial photo-
graphs. Control maps were compiled at a scale of 1:5,000 with a control
interval of 1 to 2 m; each map covers an area 3 by 3 kmi and has a precision
of 10 cm on the ground.

Digital topographic data were collected from the contour maps. Three-
dimensional modeling of the Yucca Mountain geology will be made by combining
digital topographic and image data (Section 8.3.1.15.1). Topographic maps of
appropriate portions of the Yucca Mountain area were compiled by Wu (1985) at
1 and 2 m contour intervals.

Technical rationale for the investigation

The requirements for this investigation have been satisfied. No further
studies, tests, or analyses are planned.'
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8.3.1.14.1.1 Application of results

The information derived from this investigation will be used to support
the following investigations and information needs:

Information need
or investigation Subject

1.11.1 Site characteristics needed for design (determine if
the 300-m overburden depth favorable condition in
10 CFR 60.122(b)(5) is satisfied and that the site is
not disqualified on the basis of the minimum 200-m
overburden requirement in 10 CFR 960.4-2-5(d)).

8.3.1.4.3 Three-dimensional rock characteristics model
(determine in situ stress at depth considering
surface topography variations)

8.3.1.15.2 Spatial distribution of ambient stress conditions
(determine in situ stress at depth considering
surface topography variations)

8.3.1.8.1 Present locations and rates of erosion (use topographic
contours to assist evaluating rates of erosion)

2.3.1 Credible repository accidents (evaluate potential for
slope instabilities and flooding) (Section 8.3.5.5.1)

2.7.1 Radiological protection (evaluate potential for slope
instabilities and flooding) (Section 8.3.2.3.1)

4.1.2 Site meets qualifying conditions of technical guide-
lines (evaluate ease and cost of siting, construc-
tion, operation, and closure on topography of
proposed site) (Section 8.3.5.7.2)

4.2.1 Site performance information needed for design (eval-:
uate potential for slope instabilities and floodings)
(Section 8.3.2.4.1)

4.4.1 Site and performance-information needed for design
(feasibility and cost effective technologies
for construction and operation on topography of
proposed site) (Section 8.3.2.5.1)

4.5 Estimates of the cost of reference and alternative
repository designs--evaluate the effect of site
topography on the cost of repository construction
(Section 8.2.2.3.2.4) (the cost issue will be
addressed during the environmental planning process)
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Information need
or investigation Subject

8.3.1.16.1 Flood recurrence intervals and levels at surface
facility locations (flood magnitudes and levels will
be used in performance assessment and surface
facility design studies)

Surface topographic contours will be an integral part of the siting,
designing, and cost estimating for the repository's surface facilities.
Thus, the results from this investigation will be part of the data require-
ments needed to resolve the respective issues for Information Needs 4.1.2 and
4.4.1, Issue 4.5, and Investigation 8.3.1.16.1. Data on topographic charac-
teristics pertinent to addressing potential natural hazards from earthquakes
and slope instabilities will be provided to Information Needs 2.3.1,-and
2.7.1. Investigation 8.3.1.6.1 will need topographic data provided by this
investigation to assist in the evaluation of erosion rates.

The topographic characteristics of the surface will also influence
siting and designing the underground facilities of the repository. Informa-
tion Need 1.11.1 will require topographic information to assess whether ade-
quate overburden depth exists above the repository to satisfy the disquali-
fying condition in 10 CFR 960.4-2-5(d) and the favorable condition in 10 CFR
60.122(b)(5) described in Issues 1.9 and 1.8, respectively.

Surface topographic characteristics will also influence other under-
ground design parameters such as in situ stress. The highly variable surface
topography must be considered when evaluating the in situ stresses addressed
in Investigations 8.3.1.4.3 and 8.3.1.15.2.

8.3.1.14.1.2 Schedule and milestones

No further activities are planned for this investigation.

8.3.1.14.2 Investigation: Studies to provide soil and rock properties of
potential locations of surface facilities

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections of the data chapters provide a technical summary
of existing data relevant to this investigation:

SCP section Subject

2.7.3 Geoengineering properties of surface materials
6.1.2,1.2 Near surface soil and rock
6.2.4 Design of surface facilities
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As discussed in Sections 6.1.2.1.2 and 6.2.4, limited preliminary field
investigations (boring and test pits) and laboratory tests have been per-
formed to estimate the soil properties and depth-to-rock. The results of
these investigations suggest that the foundation soil or rock has adequate
physical and mechanical characteristics for supporting the facility buildings
and that ground motion amplification is not expected to be a problem. How-
ever, these investigations were only preliminary and the engineering proper-
ties were conservatively estimated using empirical correlations with soil
classification methods. Therefore, further investigations are necessary to
confirm these preliminary estimates.

Parameters

The characterization parameters that will be measured or calculated as a
result of the site studies planned as part of this investigation were pre-
viously presented in Table 8.3.1.14-1. These data requirements are
summarized in the following list:

1. Alluvial and rock stratigraphy and structure.

2. Soil and rock classification vs. depth.

3. Physical properties vs. depth.

4. Mechanical and dynamic properties vs. depth.

S. Compaction characteristics of soil.

6. Infiltration-runoff characteristics of soils and rock at surface
(Investigations 8.3.1.2.2 and 8.3.1.8.1).

7. Erosion potential of undisturbed soil, cut slopes, and engineered
fill slopes (Investigation 8.3.1.6.1).

Data similar to that described in the summarized list of data require-
ments will be obtained in two other investigations and one study:

Investigation
or study Subject

8.3.1.4.2 Geologic framework of the Yucca Mountain
site

8.3.1.17.4 Preclosure tectonics data collection and
analysis

8.3.1.5.1.4 Analysis of the paleoenvironmental history
of the Yucca Mountain region

Because the objectives of these other investigations and studies are not~
always the same as that of the soil and rock investigation, differences may
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exist in the methods or techniques used to obtain the data. These differ-
ences may result in an incompatibility between the soil and rock investi-
gation and the data from the previously described investigations and study.
However, in the instances where the data are compatible, every effort will be
made to coordinate the soil and rock investigation with similar data-
gathering activities in the other investigations and studies.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The characteristics of the soil and rock at or near the surface will
primarily influence the selection of the surface facilities locations and
their design. The soil and rock conditions, as well as topographic relief,
influence the specific locations selected for surface buildings, shaft and
ramp entrances, and road and rail lines. They also provide information on
infiltration-runoff characteristics and erosion potential so that the site
drainage and erosion control systems can be designed when the facility design
has been completed.

The most direct application of the soil and rock characterization
activities will be to provide the necessary data to design surface structure
foundations and retaining walls, evaluate the soil-structure interaction
(response) due to earthquake loading conditions, and evaluate any potential
slope instability conditions. Foundation designs will be necessary for var-
ious types of structures, including buildings, shaft hoist frames, and ramp
portals.

The foundation design will consist of determining what type, size, and
configuration of foundation would be most compatible with the soil or rock
conditions, expected loads, function of structure, and design requirements.
A determination of the allowable bearing load or pressure of the soil or rock
will be a key factor in the foundation design analysis.

After the buildings, foundation, and superstructure have been designed
for static-loading conditions, the soil or rock-structure interaction must be
evaluated for earthquake loading conditions. In this instance, the number of
stories and stiffness of the superstructure will affect the soil-structure
response, but even more important will be the subsurface soil and rock condi-
tions. Factors such as the thickness and inclination of an alluvial wedge,
the seismic impedance contrast between the alluvium and bedrock, and the
seismic absorptivity of the alluvium can all significantly contribute to
ground motion response and therefore affect the interaction between the soil'
and structure.

The characterization of the soil and rock conditions will also be needed
for evaluating any potential slope instabilities. Slope stability will be
evaluated for road or rail line cuts, ramp portal entrances, and any poten-
tial unstable cut or natural slope near a surface facility.

The primary design issues that will be influenced by the soil and rock
conditions are Issues 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5) and 4.5 (total system costs,
Section 8.2.2.3.2.4). These issues address whether available technologies
exist to construct, operate, close, and decommission the repository, and to
establish what costs are expected to design and construct the repository.
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Technical rationale for the investigation

The soil and rock properties investigation has been developed into three
studies. These studies are further subdivided into activities. The studies
and activities for the soil and rock investigation are as follows:

Study Activity Subject

8.3.1.14.2.1 Exploration program

8.3.1.14.2.1.1

8.3.1.14.2.1.2

8.3.1.14.2.1.3

8.3.1.14.2.2

8.3.1.14.2.2.1

8.3.1.14.2.2.2

Site reconnaissance

Preliminary exploration

Detailed exploration

Laboratory test and material property
measurements

Physical property and index laboratory
tests

Mechanical and dynamic laboratory
property tests

Field tests and characterization
measurements

Physical property and field tests and
characterization measurements

Mechanical property field tests

Geophysical field measurements

8.3.1.14.2.3

8.3.1.14.2.3.1

8.3.1.14.2.3.2

8.3.1.14.2.3.3

The data obtained from this investigation will be primarily used in the
resolution of Issues 4.4 (Section 8.3.1.2.5) and 4.5 (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4).
As described earlier, and presented in the logic diagram for this program
(Figure 8.3.1.14-1), Design Issue 4.4 addresses whether construction, opera-
tion, closure, and decommissioning technologies are adequately established to
resolve performance issues, whereas Design Issue 4.5 will establish the costs
to design, construct, operate, and decommission the repository such that
performance issues are resolved. The cost issue will be addressed during the
environmental planning process.

The main objective of the soil and rock investigation is to provide
these design issues with the necessary geotechnical information to help
locate the surface facilities, conduct foundation design analyses, evaluate
soil-structure interactions, and if necessary, evaluate potentially unstable
slopes. A secondary objective will be to provide these design issues with
hydraulic-related soil information for evaluating erosion potential and
infiltration-runoff characteristics. However, this hydraulic-related soil
information will be contributed by Studies 8.3.1.2.2.1 and 8.3.1.6.1.1, which

I ,)}
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are outside this investigation. Other outside information contributing to
this investigation will be from Activities 8.3.1.17.2.1.1, 8.3.1.17.4.2.1,
and 8.3.1.17.4.2.2. These activities will provide information on surface
fault locations that will be used in the surface facility siting process.
The contribution from these-outside activities to the soil and rock investi-
gation, and ultimately the relevant design issues, is illustrated in Figures
8.3.1.14-1 and 8.3.1.14-2.

A generalized outline of the geotechnical information required for
design is also presented in Figure 8.3.1.14-2 with the corresponding studies
and activities that will provide this information. A list of the characteri-
zation parameters that will be developed from these studies and activities
and provide the necessary geotechnical information required for the design
process is presented in Table 8.3.1.14-1. Also provided in this table are
the studies and activities associated with each of these characterization
parameters.

The characterization parameters will be used to develop the design para-
meters as illustrated in Table 8.3.1.14-1. This is a key interlink since the
design process is an iterative process between the surface facility design
requirements (functions) and the soil and rock conditions. The surface faci-
lity design requirements and soil and rock conditions must both be considered
when determining where to locate a surface facility, what type of foundation
would be most appropriate, and evaluating the soil-structure interaction and
the potential for unstable slope conditions. A preliminary evaluation of the
site and a preconceptual design will determine more specifically what design
parameters will be needed for further design activities and therefore what
characterization parameters will be required to develop these design para-
meters. The interlink between the design parameters and the surface facility
design requirements (functions) is presented in Section 8.3.2.5 (technical
feasibility).

The recommended studies and their corresponding activities were listed
previously in this section. These studies include (1) exploration program,
(2) laboratory tests and material property measurements, and (3) field tests
and characterization measurements.

The exploration program will evaluate all existing data (maps, aerial
photographs, etc.), obtain representative samples from boreholes or trenches,
and conduct geophysical surveys. Laboratory testing will be conducted on
representative samples to determine the physical, mechanical, and dynamic
properties of the soil and rock. Field tests will also be conducted on the
soil and rock to better establish their physical, mechanical, and dynamic
properties. Classification and characterization measurements and evaluations
will be conducted on the soil and rock in both the laboratory and field.

The geotechnical exploratory program and its associated laboratory and
field test programs will focus on the area east of Exile Hill for character-
izing the foundation conditions for the central surface facilities area
(Figure 8.3.1.14-3). Exploratory characterization activities will also be
conducted in the areas of the ramp portals and shafts located west and north
of the central surface facilities area. Additional foundation geotechnical
exploration activities will be conducted at the bridge site over Fortymile
Wash, which is located in the lower right-hand corner of Figure 8.3.1.14-3.
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8.3.1.14.2.1 Study: Exploration program

The objectives of this study are to conduct an exploration program for
characterization of the soil and rock conditions that will influence or be
influenced by the construction of the surface facilities. The exploration
program study will consist of three activities: (1) site reconnaissance,
(2) preliminary exploration, and (3) detailed exploration. This study will
evaluate all existing data and determine what additional and appropriate data
will be needed to adequately address all design issues and characterization
programs requesting data from this investigation (Figure 8.3.1.14-1). On the
basis of these data needs and the expected soil and rock conditions at the
site, an optimum exploration program will be developed and implemented to
obtain this data using such methods as drilling, trenching, sampling, sound-
ing, and geophysical surveys. The selection of the appropriate methods will
be dependent on the specific requirements of each data need and the soil or
rock conditions that are encountered.

Samples obtained from drilling or trenching will be used in the labora-
tory testing activities described in Study 8.3.1.14.2.2. Laboratory and
field test results and the other geotechnical information developed during
this study will contribute to the development of the geotechnical design
parameters presented in Table 8.3.1.14-1, which in turn will be used to
address Design Issue 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5) and repository costs (Section:
8.2.2.3.2.4).

8.3.1.14.2.1.1 Activity: Site reconnaissance

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to review existing site information
and conduct a field reconnaissance for the purpose of establishing a prelimi-
nary exploration program to include subsurface drilling, test pits, trench-
ing, and geophysical methods. Data from this-activity will contribute to the
development of the geotechnical parameters in Table 8.3.1.14-1 and to the
resolution of Design Issue 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5) and repository costs
(Section 8.2.2.3.2.4).

Parameters

The following data are required to fulfill the objectives of this
activity:

1. Existing topographic (Investigation 8.3.1.14.1), soil, and geologic
maps.

2. Existing subsurface drilling, trenching, and geophysical
information.

3. Existing geologic and geotechnical reports.

4. Aerial photographs.
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5. Onsite visual reconnaissance.

Some preliminary site reconnaissance and data-gathering activities have
already been completed in the Midway Valley-Yucca Mountain area. Four test
pits were excavated in the alluvium at potential surface repository facility
sites. These sites are located along the western edge of Midway Valley and
the eastern edge of Yucca Mountain as illustrated in Figure 8.3.1.14-4.
These exploratory activities were conducted to evaluate the conditions of the
natural alluvial soils that are expected to support the foundations of the
potential surface facility sites. Data collected from these activities
include densities,-moisture content, specific gravity,-gradation analysis,
and moisture-dry density compaction relationships (Ho et al., 1988).

Boreholes have also been drilled in the Midway Valley-Exile Hill area as
illustrated in Figures 8.3.1.14-4 and 8.3.1.14-5. These boreholes-were used
to better define the geologic stratigraphy and structure of the preferred
reference conceptual site (Figures 8.3.1.14-5, 8.3.1.14-6, 8.3.1.14-7, and
8.3.1.14-8) and to obtain preliminary physical property and wave velocity
data from the alluvium and Tiva Canyon cap rock. These borehole data, plus
seismic reflection and refraction surface survey data, were used to determine
that the wedge angle between the alluvium and bedrock was low and that the
seismic impedance contrast between the alluvium and Tiva Canyon cap rock was
small. Both of these characteristics are important from the standpoint of
evaluating potential seismic-induced ground motion. It was determined that
neither the small wedge angle between the alluvium and bedrock nor the low
seismic impedance contrast between the alluvium and bedrock would signifi-
cantly amplify incoming seismic-induced ground motion (Neal, 1986).

Description

This activity will collect and evaluate all existing geotechnical and
air photographic information that exists for the reference conceptual site
east of Exile Hill, around shaft and ramp portals, at the tuff pile site,
and at other locations associated with surface facilities, such as roads,
bridges, and flood protection facilities (e.g., embankments, channels, and
culverts). This information will be used in conjunction with an onsite
visual reconnaissance to develop an optimum subsurface drilling, trenching,
and geophysical survey program.

The previously described site reconnaissance information will be used to
develop a preliminary exploration program plan. This plan will identify the
type, location, spacing, and depth of subsurface borings, test pits, and
trenches. The preliminary exploration program plan will also identify the
method and location of recommended geophysical surveys. Recommendations for
subsurface boring location, spacing, and depth are given in Hvorslev (1949),
and U.S. Army EM 1110-1-1804.

Methods and technical procedures

A preliminary exploration program plan will be developed by analyzing
and interpreting existing geotechnical and air photographic information, and
the results of the onsite visual reconnaissance. Preliminary exploration
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Site reconnaissance U.S. Navy Design manual - Soil Mar 71
and evaluation of NAYFAC DM-7 mechanics, foundations,
existing data (maps, and earth structures
photos, existing
reports)

Site reconnaissance M. J. Hvorslev Subsurface exploration Nov 49
and evaluation of and sampling of soils
existing data (maps, for civil engineering
photos, existing purposes
reports)

Site reconnaissance U.S. Army Geotechnical investigations Feb 84
and evaluation of EM 1110-1-
existing data (maps, 1804
photos, existing
reports)

specifications describing the type) location, spacing, and depth of subsur-
face borings, test pits, trenches, and geophysical surveys will be developed
considering recommendations provided in the references listed in the follow-
ing table (as well as similar references not listed).

8.3.1.14.2.1.2 Activity: Preliminary exploration

Objectives

The primary objective of the preliminary explorations is to obtain
sufficient subsurface data to identify or verify the types, locations, and
principal dimensions of all major surface structures comprising the proposed
project. Preliminary designs based on these explorations will be suitable
for economic and technical feasibility reports and project planning reports.
The depth, thickness, and areal extent of all major soil and rock strata that
will influence or be influenced by the construction of the surface facilities
must be established in reasonable detail. In addition, disturbed and undis-
turbed samples must be obtained for laboratory testing to provide a basic
knowledge of the engineering properties of the various strata.
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Parameters

The following data are required to fulfill the objectives of this
activity:

1. Depth, thickness, and areal extent of all major soil and rock strata
that will be within the zone of stress influence of surface facility
loads or that may. influence the soil-structure interaction response
of the surface facilities under dynamic loading conditions.

2. Identification of existence of significant geologic structures.

3. Representative disturbed and undisturbed samples (undisturbed
sampling will be very difficult in a nonsaturated cohesionless soil
with cobbles).

4. Identification and classification of soil and rock types
encountered.

5. Blow count or penetration resistance with depth in soils (sounding
methods).

6. Schmidt impact hammer data for-rock.

7. Preliminary determination of physical, mechanical, and dynamic
properties developed from empirical methods related to material
classifications, blow count or penetration resistance, Schmidt
impact hammer data, and geophysical surveys and borehole logging.

Description

Field methods such as sounding, drilling, trenching, and test pits will
be used in conjunction with geophysical methods to characterize the depth,
thickness, and areal extent of all soil and rock strata that will be within
the zone of stress influence of surface facility loads or that may influence
the soil-structure interaction response of the surface facilities under
dynamic loading conditions. These same methods can also be used to identify
significant geologic structures such as faults in the vicinity of critical
surface facilities. However, trenching will be the most reliable method for
identifying faults in the alluvium at the site. The results of previous
preliminary exploration activities (Ho et al., 1986) that were used to
develop a conceptual design will be used in conjunction with the results of
the exploration program described in this activity to develop an advanced
conceptual design and provide the basis for developing a detailed exploration
program.

Representative disturbed samples and undisturbed samples (if possible)
of the soil and rock will be obtained from the drilling, trenching, and test
pit activities for identification, classification, and laboratory testing of
physical, mechanical, and dynamic properties. Undisturbed sampling of the
unsaturated and cohesionless silty gravels or poorly graded gravels with
cobbles at the site (Ho et al., 1986) will be difficult if not impossible.
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Preliminary evaluations of the physical, mechanical, and dynamic soil
properties of the site will be developed from empirical methods related to
material classifications, blow count of penetration resistance, Schmidt
impact hammer data, and geophysical surveys and borehole logging. Sounding
methods such as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) (ASTM, 1974), the Dutch
cone penetration resistance (ASTL, 1979), or the Becker penetration resis-
tance (Harder and Seed, 1986) can be used to estimate the physical or mechan-
ical properties of soil. Established empirical relationships can be used to
correlate the soil classification and blow count or penetration resistance
data to density, Young's modulus, or friction angle (Winterkorn and Fang,
1975). It is recommended that the Becker penetration resistance method be
used for coarse gravels that are anticipated at the site. The use of sound-
ing methods such as the SPT blow count or the Dutch cone penetration resis-
tance in coarse gravels may provide unreliable data. If finer grained soil
conditions are encountered, then it is recommended to use the SPT blow count
method or the Dutch cone penetration resistance method.

Field methods can also be used to provide preliminary estimates of the
mechanical rock properties of the site. The point load test (Broch and
Franklin, 1972) is commonly used on rock core to estimate its unconfined
compressive strength. The Schmidt impact hammer can also be used on rock
core or surface outcrops to estimate unconfined compressive strength (ISRM,
1981). These are both very fast, inexpensive, but not necessarily reliable
field methods.

Surface and borehole geophysical methods will be used to evaluate the
dynamic and physical properties of the subsurface strata. The use of geo-
physical borehole logging will only be considered below the depth of the
trenches or test pits. It will be used to correlate strata between boreholes
and provide very approximate values for density, moisture content, porosity,
wave velocities, and estimates of the degree of fracturing in rock.

The need for seismic geophysical methods is more apparent. Geophysical
methods such as seismic refraction, cross-hole seismic, and up/downhole seis-
mic are recommended for determining the compressive and shear wave velocities
of the subsurface strata. The wave velocities will then be used to calculate
the dynamic elastic parameters of the subsurface soil and rock. These field
parameters are expected to be more reliable than the same parameters measured
in the laboratory.

Methods and technical procedures

The following is a list of possible methods that may be used to obtain
the data required to fulfill the objectives of this activity. The selection
of the most appropriate methods will depend on the soil or rock conditions
encountered and the data or parameters required.

1. Subsurface drilling, test pits, and trenching.
2. Sounding (probing) subsurface strata.
3. Geophysical surface surveys.
4. Geophysical borehole logging.
5. Surface and subsurface sampling.
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The previously described methods with their corresponding technical proce-
dures are listed in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Sounding, sampling,
classification,
drilling, trench-
ing, and geophysical
surveys for soils

Sounding, drilling,
trenching, geo-
physical surveys
and borehole log-
ging, and sampling

U.S. Navy
NAWFAC

-DM-7

.

M.J. Bvorslev

Design manual - Soil
mechanics, founda-
tions,-and earth
structures

Subsurface explora-
tion and sampling
of soils for civil
engineering pur-
poses

Mar 71

Nov 49

Sampling for soils U.S. Army
EM 1110-2-
1907

Soil sampling 31 Mar 72

Dynamic sounding (blow
count) in soils

Dynamic sounding
(blow count) in
soils

Static sounding-
penetration resis-
tance in soils
(Dutch cone test)

Mechanical properties
of rock (indirect)

ASTM
D-1586-67

UCB-EERC-
86-06-
Harder & Seed

ASTM
D-3441-79

Penetration test and
split-barrel sampling
-of soils

1974

Determination of penetration 1986
resistance for coarse
grained soils using the

I Becker hammer Drill

Deep, quasi-static,
cone and friction-
cone penetration
tests of soil

1979

ISRU
Doc.
Part

5,
3

Suggested-method
for determination
of the Schmidt
Rebound Hardness

Mar 77

Geophysical borehole
logging

Soil classification

ISRM
Parts 1-11

ASTM .
D-2488-69-

Suggested methods for
geophysical logging
of boreholes

Description of soils
(visual-manual procedure)

1981

1969
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8.3.1.14.2.1.3 Activity: Detailed exploration

Objectives

The objective of the detailed exploration activity is to fill in any
gaps in the previous preliminary exploration activity and to make such addi-
tional explorations that are necessary to define adequately the subsurface
conditions. When the subsurface information from the preliminary and de-
tailed exploration activities are combined, the resulting information must be
adequate for-preparation of bidding plans and specifications for construc-
tion.

Parameters

The detailed exploration will conduct activities to improve on-the
understanding and confidence of the parameters and data identified in the
preliminary exploration activity. The soil or rock conditions encountered
during the preliminary exploration activities will determine which parameters
will require further investigations during the detailed exploration activi-
ties or which contingent parameters will require characterization. The
results of the preliminary exploration activities may indicate that certain
parameters will not require further characterization.

Description

This activity will be an extension of the preliminary exploration pro-
gram to better define a three-dimensional model or view of subsurface condi-
tions that will influence or be influenced by the construction of surface
facilities. Additional boreholes will be drilled or trenches dug at loca-
tions planned for critical surface structures or where subsurface conditions
are not adequately understood or are highly varied.

In this activity the precise location of each surface facility has been
set, and additional borings are made so that an adequate number of borings
are located at each surface facility site. During the preliminary explora-
tion, soil or rock conditions may have been encountered that will require
different or modified detailed exploration methods. Otherwise, the type of
exploration methods used in this activity will be similar to the methods used
in the preliminary exploration activity.

Attempts may be made to obtain undisturbed samples, however, the undis-
turbed sampling of a dry cohesionless soil with cobbles may be difficult if
not impossible. The presence of cobbles will require larger samples so that
the characteristics of the soil mass will not be overshadowed by the presence
of cobbles.

Due to the probable difficulty that will be encountered when attempting
to obtain undisturbed samples, it may be necessary to obtain disturbed sam-
ples and recompact these samples to the in situ density before testing. The
testing of recompacted soil has two disadvantages. The first consideration
is that any effects of cementing or fabric will be destroyed by disturbing
the sample. The second consideration is that some potential collapse charac-
teristics of the soil sample, if present, may be lost due to the disturbance.
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Methods and technical procedures

The same methods and technical procedures described and referenced in
the preliminary exploration activity (8.3.1.14.2.1.2) will be used in the
-detailed exploration activity. However, if unexpected soil or rock condi-
tions are encountered in the preliminary exploration, then different or modi-
fied methods and technical procedures may be required for the detailed
exploration activity.

8.3.1.14.2.2 Study: Laboratory tests and material property measurements

The objective of this study is to conduct laboratory tests and material
property measurements on representative samples of soil and rock. These
tests and measurements are intended to determine physical, mechanical,-and
dynamic properties. Additional tests and measurements will be conducted on
soils to determine index properties and moisture-density compaction curves
for potential fill material. Geotechnical information from this study will
contribute to the development of the geotechnical design parameters presented
in Table 8.3.1.14-1, which in turn will be used to address Design Issue 4.4
(Section 8.3.2.5) and repository costs (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4).

8.3.1.14.2.2.1 Activity: Physical property and index laboratory tests

Objectives

The objective of this-activity is to measure the soil or rock weight and
volume components using physical property tests. Soils can be further
characterized by index tests such as gradation analysis and Atterberg limits
testing. The physical and index property test results are used to classify
soils and rocks, to group soils and rocks in major strata, and to extrapolate
results from a restricted number of mechanical and dynamic properties tests
to determine properties of other'similar materials. Empirical methods can
also be used to relate the physical properties and soil or rock classifica-
tions to engineering parameters.

Parameters

The following soil and rock parameters will be collected, evaluated, or
both to fulfill the objectives of this activity.

1. Soil parameters
a. Density.
b. Specific gravity.
c. Moisture content.
d. Soil classification.

i. Gradation analysis.
ii. Atterberg limits (this parameter will only be -determined

if cohesive soils are encountered).
e. Moisture-density compaction curves for potential fill

material.
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f. Relative density (cohesionless soils).

2. Rock
a.
b.
c.
d.

parameters
Density.
Moisture content.
Porosity.
Specific gravity.

Description

A representative number of samples will be tested so that the variations
in physical and index properties throughout the reference conceptual site
will be adequately characterized. The laboratory soils tests can be conduc-
ted on disturbed samples except for the density and porosity tests. These
two soil tests will require undisturbed samples. Because of the difficulty
in obtaining an undisturbed sample from a dry cohesionless soil with cobbles,
soil densities will have to be determined in situ using either field density
test methods, or empirical correlations with sounding methods such as the
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow count data (Winterhorn and Fong, 1975)
or Becker penetration resistance data (Harder and Seed, 1986).

Because of the very coarse nature of the soil, it may not be possible to
use the Standard Proctor or Modified Proctor compaction methods to develop
the moisture-dry density compaction curve relationships of the soil. For
gravelly soils, up to 3-in. maximum size, it is recommended that the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamations B-38 procedure be used to develop compaction curves.

Methods and technical procedures

Standard soil testing and classification procedures will be used for
Activity 8.3.1.14.2.2.1. A list of possible tests and classification methods
follows.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Sample preparation for
soils

Moisture content for
soil and rock

Density of soil

ASTM D421-58

ASTM D2216-80

ASTM D2937-83

Dry preparation of soil
samples for particle-size
analysis and determination
of soil constants

Laboratory determination of
water (moisture) content of
soil, rock, and soil-
aggregate mixtures

Density of soil in place by
the drive-cylinder method

1978

1980

1983
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Technical Procedure
Method Number Title Date

Specific gravity for
soil

Materials smaller
than number 4 sieve

Materials larger
than number 4 sieve

ASTM D854-83

ASTM C127

Specific gravity of soils

Test method for specific and
absorption of coarse
aggregate

1983

Atterberg limitsa

Liquid and plastic
limits

Shrinkage limit

ASTM D4318-83

ASTM D427-83

Liquid limit, plastic limit,
and plastic index of soils

Shrinkage factors of soils

1983

1983

Soil Gradation

Sieve analysis

Hydrometer analysis

ASTM D422-63

ASTM D422-63

Particle-size analysis of
soils

Particle-size analysis of
soils

1972

1972

Compaction moisture-
density relationships

Standard Proctor

Modified Proctor

U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation
(gravelly
soils--3 in.
maximum size)

Soil classification

Relative density

ASTM D698-78

ASTM D1557-78

E-38 (Earth
Manual)

ASTM D2487-83

ASTM D4254-83

Moisture-density relations of 1978
soils and soil-aggregate

- mixtures using 5.5-lb. -
hammer and 12-in. drop

Moisture-density relations of
soils and soil-aggregate
mixtures using 10-lb hammer
and 18-in. drop

Compaction test for soil
containing gravel

Classification of soils for
engineering purposes

Minimum index density of
soils and calculation of
relative density

1978

1980

1983

1983
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Porosity/density ISRM Doc. 6 Suggested method for Mar 77
for rock Part 1, porosity/density

No. 2-5 determination

Moisture content for ISRM Doc. 6 Suggested method for Mar 77
rock Part 1, determination of

- -No. 1 water content

Specific gravity ISRM Doc. 6 Suggested method for Mar 77
for rock -Part 1, porosity/density

No. 4 determination

aAtterberg limits will be required only if cohesive soils are encountered.

8.3.1.14.2.2.2 Activity: Mechanical and dynamic laboratory property tests

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to measure in the laboratory the
static and dynamic deformation and strength characteristics of soil and rock
samples obtained from the exploratory program. The results of this testing
will be used to evaluate bearing capacity, earth pressures, shear strength
parameters, slope stability, settlement and swelling potentials, and the
dynamic characteristics of the soil and rock. This geotechnical information
will be used for locating and designing buildings, foundations, retaining
walls, backfills, roads, and slopes. Results from this activity will be the
major contributor for developing the geotechnical design parameters presented
in Table 8.3.1.14-1.

Parameters

The data and parameters listed in this section will be collected, evalu-
ated, or both, to fulfill the objectives of the activity.

1. Required static load derived parameters.

a. Mohr-Coulomb strength criteria parameters for soils
(cohesion and angle of friction). The type of strength
testing will depend on the type of soil, stress history, new
stress state, and rate of loading.
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b. Peak and residual failure envelopes for rocks.

c. Young's modulus.

d. Poisson's ratio.

e. Shear modulus.

f. Rock discontinuity shear strength parameters in terms of
cohesion and angle of friction.

g. Plate load pressure versus settlement.

2. Contingent static load derived parameters.

a.. Collapse potential (for relatively dry, low-density soils).

b. -Coefficient of consolidation (for saturated, clayey soils).

c. Compression and swell index (for saturated, clayey soils).

d. Other failure criteria parameters such as Drucker-Prager or
Hoek and Brown.

e. Deformation modulus of soils in terms of stress-strain
characteristics and confinement stress conditions.

f. Bulk modulus and constrained modulus of soils.

3. Required dynamic load derived parameters.

a. Compressive wave velocities versus depth.
b. Shear wave velocities versus depth.
c. Damping versus depth.

4. Contingent dynamic load derived parameters.

a. Strength and stress-deformation characteristics of soil
under dynamic load conditions evaluated as a function of
stress rates, confinement stress, initial static stress
level, magnitude of pulsating stress; number of stress
cycles, and frequency of loading.

b. Dynamic shear modulus as a function of strain and
confinement stress.

c. Damping as a function of strain.

d. Shear wave velocities as a function of strain.

e. Liquefaction parameters--cyclic shearing stress ratio,-
cyclic deformation, and pore-pressure response (applicable
for soils with perched water tables near the surface).
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The need for any contingent parameters will be determined by the soil or
rock conditions encountered, the function or design requirements of the sur-
face facilities, the types of foundations selected, and the type or sophisti-
cation of the analyses that are selected for the design or performance stud-
ies. On the basis of the known site conditions and the design presented in
the SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987), these contingent parameters are not presently
required. The contingent parameters will be characterized if unexpected soil
and rock conditions are encountered, or if more sophisticated constitutive
models are required or used in the soil or rock-structure interaction numer-
ical codes.

Description

Standard laboratory tests for geotechnical engineering practice will be
performed. Testing will be conducted on undisturbed or recompacted samples
taken from soil and rock strata that will-influence or is influenced by sur-
face facility construction. Selection of sample location, depth, and type of
test will be influenced by the surface structure function, loads (static or
dynamic), and foundation depths and widths. Testing will also be conducted
on all soils to be used for engineered- fills. These soils must be compacted
to the appropriate dry density and moisture content before conducting labora-
tory tests to determine their mechanical and dynamic properties.

The static strength and deformability of cohesionless soils will be
determined in the laboratory from the results of triaxial compression tests
and direct shear tests. The results of this testing will be used to confirm
or validate the mechanical parameters determined in the field using empirical
correlations with soil classification, density, and blow count data.
Additionally, plate load bearing tests may be used if spread footings are
recommended for the design. Unconfined compressive tests can also be
conducted if cohesive soils are encountered.

The type of test or method selected to determine the settlement charac-
teristics of the soil will depend on whether the soil is cohesionless or
cohesive. The immediate settlement characteristics of a cohesionless soil
will be determined by an analytical method developed by Schmertmann (1970)
based on the results of Standard Penetration blow count data or Dutch cone
penetration resistance data. The time-dependent settlement characteristics
of a saturated cohesive soil will be developed from the results of one-
dimensional consolidation tests, however, saturated cohesive soils are not
expected to be encountered.

The strength and deformability of rock will be determined in the labora-
tory from the results of triaxial compression tests, unconfined compression
tests, and Brazilian tensile tests. The strength parameters will be in the
form of peak and residual strength envelopes. These parameters will be used
to evaluate the allowable foundation bearing pressure of the rock (Goodman,
1980).

The direct shear testing method can be used in the laboratory to measure
the mechanical properties of the rock discontinuities. The discontinuity
strength parameters will be used in the stability evaluation of rock slopes
and will contribute to the evaluation of the allowable bearing pressure for a
foundation, especially for foundations on sloping topography.
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V The velocity characteristics of-the propagation of elastic waves through
K.> soil and rock can be determined in the laboratory using resonant methods.

High- and low-frequency ultrasonic pulse techniques can also be used for
rock. The resulting velocities from these tests can then be used to deter-
mine the elastic deformation parameters of the soil or rock. Elastic defor-
mation parameters derived from laboratory resonant test methods will only be
used to confirm or validate the elastic deformation parameters derived from
field geophysical seismic methods. However, the material damping charac-
teristics of the soil or rock will be determined in the laboratory using
resonant test methods.

Determination of the dynamic compression and shear moduli will depend
primarily on field geophysical seismic methods, such as, cross hole and
up/downhole measurement techniques. Using these techniques, the maximum
dynamic shear modulus (low-strain) can be obtained. The nonlinearity of soil
can be considered by reducing the shear modulus with strain based on correla-
tions developed by Seed et al. (1984). It is also recommended that the
relationship developed by Seed et al. (1984) be adopted to determine the
maximum shear modulus of soil as a function of a density related factor, E ,
obtainable from the field measured shear wave velocities) and the mean effec-
tive confining stress. A method for reducing the shear modulus of rock as a
function of strain is addressed by Schnabel et al. (1971).

The determination of the strength and stress-deformation characteristics
of soils under dynamic load conditions evaluated as a function of stress
level, magnitude of pulsating stress, number of stress cycles, and frequency

K_,J of -loading can only be determined in the laboratory using a cyclic loaded
triaxial compression test. However, because of the difficulty in obtaining
undisturbed samples of the coarse cohesionless soils at the site and the
resulting unreliable nature of these samples or recompacted samples, it is
recommended that the cyclic loaded triaxial compression test not be conducted
if sufficient confidence can be acquired in the previously described field
and empirical methods for determining the dynamic mechanical characteristics
of the soil. Certain conditions may develop that will either require or
produce more of a need for cyclic loaded'triaxial test data. These
conditions would include a lack of confidence in the previously described
field and empirical methods, therefore, requiring the cyclic loaded triaxial
test as a means of confirming or validating the parameters developed from the
field and empirical methods. In addition, this test would provide the design
engineer with more information to better assess the dynamic characteristics
of the soil (assuming the data is not totally invalidated due to sample
disturbance or questionable testing procedures). The need and validity of
the cyclic loaded triaxial test may increase if other soil conditions are
encountered such as saturated soils or finer grained soils. Other conditions
that may require the implementation of cyclic loaded triaxial test methods
are the use of more sophisticated constitutive models in the soil structure
interaction numerical codes.

Methods and technical procedures

Standard testing procedures will be used and a list of possible test
methods are given in the following table. The selection of the most appro-
priate method will depend on the soil or rock conditions that are encountered
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in the exploration activities and the type or sophistication of the analyses
that are selected or required for design or performance studies.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Drained triaxial
strength of
granular soils

Unconfined compression
testing for cohesive
soilsa

Triaxial compression
testing for soilsa

Direct-shear strength
for soils

Compressibility-swell
test for soilsa

Resonant column test
for soil

High-frequency
ultrasonic
pulse technique
for rock

Low-frequency ultra-
sonic pulse tech-
nique for rock

Resonant method test
for rock

Bishop and
Henkel

ASTM 2186-66

ASTM D2850-82

ASTM D3080-72

ASTM D2435-80

ASTM D4015-81

ISR1, Doc. 4,
pp. 108-109

ISRM, Doc. 4,
pp. 109-110

ISRM, Doc. 4,
p. 110

The measurement of soil
properties in the
triaxial test

Unconfined compressive
strength of cohesive
soils

Unconsolidated, undrained
compressive strength
of cohesive soils in
triaxial compression

Direct shear test of soils
under consolidated
drained conditions

One-dimensional consoli-
dation properties of
soils

Modulus and damping of
soils by the resonant-
column method

Suggested methods for
determining sound
velocity

Suggested methods for
determining sound
velocity

Suggested methods for
determining sound
velocity

1974

1979

1982

1979

1980

1981

Mar 77

Mar 77

Mar 77
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Unconfined compressive
strength of rock
core

Unconfined compressive
deformability of
rock core

Triaxial compressive
strength of rock
core

Triaxial compressive
strength and deform-
ability of rock core

Indirect tensile
strength of rock
discontinuities

Direct shear strength
of rock discontinuities

ISRM Part 1

ISRM Part 2

ISRJ, Doc. 7.

ASTM
-D2664-80

ISRM, Doc. 8,
Part 2

ISIM, Doc. 1,
Part 2

Suggested method for
determination of the
uniaxial compressive
strength of rock
materials

Suggested method for
determining deform-
ability of rock mate-
rials in uniaxial
compression

Suggested methods for
determining the
strength of rock mate-
rials in triaxial
compression

Triaxial compressive'
strength of undrained
rock core specimens
without pore pressure
measurements

Suggested method for
determining indirect
tensile strength by the
Brazil test

Suggested method for
laboratory determi-
nation of direct
shear strength

Sept 78

Sept 78

Mar 77

1980

Mar 77

Feb 74

The need for these test methods is contingent on encountering cohesive
soils. Based on known site conditions, cohesive soils are not expected.

8.3.1.14.2.3 Study: Field tests and characterization measurements

The objective of this study is to conduct field tests and characteriza-
tion measurements. These field tests are intended to determine the in situ
physical, mechanical, and dynamic properties of the soil and rock. Charac-
terization measurements will be conducted on the rock for the purpose of
classifying the rock and quantitatively describing the rock structure. Geo-
physical field measurements will help develop a three-dimensional model of
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the subsurface soil and rock strata in addition to determining their dynamic
properties. Geotechnical information from this study will contribute to the
development of the geotechnical design parameters presented in Table
8.3.1.14-1, which in turn will be used to address Design Issue 4.4 (Section
8.3.2.5) and repository costs (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4).

8.3.1.14.2.3.1 Activity: Physical property field tests and characterization
measurements

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to classify and describe the soil
and rock conditions in the field and to determine their physical properties.
The results of these tests and measurements will be used to develop prelim-
inary estimates of the engineering characteristics of the soils and rocks.
In addition, these properties and measurements will aid in the grouping of
soils and rocks into stratigraphic units and the extrapolation of results
from a restricted number of mechanical and dynamic properties tests to zones
of soil and rock with similar material properties.

Parameters

The data and parameters that will be evaluated, collected, or both, to
fulfill the objectives of this activity are as follows:

1. Soil
a. Density.

b. Relative density (from standard penetration blow count data on
cohesionless soils).

2. Rocks
a. Rock mass classification:

i. Q-Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) Tunneling
Quality Index.

ii. RMR--rock mass rating from South African Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) Geomechanics
Classification.

b. Rock structure
i. Quantitative description of faults

(a) Location
(b) Orientation
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(c) Aperture
(d) Type of infilling
(e) Moisture and seepage conditions
(f) Waviness and roughness -

ii. Quantitative description of joints
(a) Number of joint sets
(b) Spacing of joints for each set
(c) Orientation of each joint set
(d) Type of infilling if any
(e) Moisture and seepage conditions
(f) Waviness and roughness
(g) Persistence
(h) Drill core (total core recovery, discontinuity

frequency, and rock quality designation (RQD))

Description

Standard geotechnical engineering field tests and characterization
activities will be conducted. A representative number of tests and charac-
terization activities will be conducted throughout the reference conceptual
site so that variations in physical properties and characteristics will be
adequately understood.

Soils density in the field can be determined by any one of the four
different methods described in the following 'Methods and technical proce-
dures' section. However, the sand-cone method is the most commonly used
method for measuring density in the field. Estimates of relative density in
cohesionless soils can be made empirically from Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) blow count data. However, SPT blow count data is invalid for the
coarse grained gravels found during the previous exploratory activities of
the site (Ho et al., 1986). Therefore, the Becker penetration resistance
method will be used to obtain blow count data in the coarse gravels and then
correlated with equivalent SPT blow count data (Harder and Seed, 1986).

Rock mass classification data will be developed from two commonly used
methods. The first method is called the tunneling quality index (Q) method
and was developed by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, while the second
method is referred to as the rock mass rating (KRM) method and was developed
by the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. Rock
mass classification data can be used to provide preliminary estimates of rock
strength and deformation characteristics. However, its primary purpose is to
evaluate the stability and required support or reinforcement for subsurface
excavations. This characterization data can contribute to locating and
designing surface facilities such as ramp portals and shaft collars.

Rock mass discontinuities will be quantitatively described using methods
recommended by the International Society for Rock Mechanics Commission on
Standardization of Laboratory and Field Tests. These data will be used in
conjunction with the rock mass classification data to evaluate the stability
of any potentially hazardous rock slopes and to contribute to a better under-
standing of the engineering characteristics of the rock mass.
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Methods and technical procedures

Standard testing procedures will be
possible test methods follows:

used by this activity. A list of

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Density of soil in place ASTM D2937-83 Density of soil in place 1983
by the drive-cylinder
method

Density of soil in place ASTM D1556-82 Density of soil in place 1982
by the sand-cone method

Density of soil in place. ASTM D2167-66 Density of soil in place 1977
by the rubber-balloon
method

Density of soil in place ASTM D2922-81 Density of soil and soil- 1981
aggregate in place by
nuclear methods
(shallow depth)

Density of soil in place B-24 (Barth Field density procedure test 1980
(U.S. Bureau of Manual)
Reclamation)

Quantitative description ISR1 , Part 1 Suggested methods for the 1978
of rock mass disconti- No. 1-11 quantitative descrip-
nuities tion of discontinuities

in rock masses

Rock mass classification, Bieniawski, Rock mass classification 1976
rock mass rating (RMR) Z. T. in rock engineering

Rock mass classification, Barton, Lien, Engineering classification 1974
tunneling quality (Q) and Lunde of rock masses for the

design of tunnel support

8.3.1.14.2.3.2 Activity: Mechanical property field tests

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to measure the deformation and
strength characteristics of in situ soil and rock conditions. The results of
this testing will be used to evaluate bearing capacity, earth pressures,
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settlement and swelling potentials, slope stability, and the dynamic response
of soil and rock for the design of foundations, retaining walls, backfills,
roads, and slopes.

Parameters

The data and parameters that will be collected, evaluated, or both, to
fulfill the objective of this activity are listed in this section.

1. Required parameters for soil (these parameters will be developed
from empirical relationships using the following possible data:
Dutch cone penetration resistance, Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
blow count, Becker penetration resistance, relative density and soil
classification or gradation).

a. Indirect estimates of Mohr-Coulomb shear strength parameters.

b. Indirect estimates of stiffness or Young's modulus for use in
evaluating immediate settlement (compression).

2. Contingent parameters for soil.

a. Plate load bearing pressure versus settlement (this will be
applicable if spread footings are considered in the design).

b. Modulus of subgrade reaction from plate load test (static or
dynamic).

c. Pile load versus settlement (presently piles are not
considered in the SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987)).

3. Required parameters for rock (these parameters will be developed
from empirical relationships using rock mass classification data).

a. Indirect estimates of strength.
b. Indirect estimates of stiffness or Young's modulus.

4. Contingent parameters for rock.

a. Plate load bearing pressure vs. settlement (on the surface or
down a borehole).

b. In situ direct shear test to measure the peak and residual
shear strength of rock discontinuities.

The need for any contingent parameters will be determined by the soil or
rock conditions encountered, the function or design requirements of the sur-
face facilities, the types of foundations selected, and the type or sophisti-
cation of the analyses that are selected for the design or performance stud-
ies. On the basis of the known site conditions and the design presented in
the SCP-CDR (SNL, 1987), these contingent parameters are not presently
required. The contingent parameters will be characterized if unexpected soil
and rock conditions are encountered, or if more sophisticated constitutive
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models are required or used in the soil or rock-structure interaction
numerical codes.

Description

Standard field tests for geotechnical engineering practice will be
conducted. Testing will be conducted only on soil and rock strata that will
influence or be influenced by construction at the reference conceptual site.
The type of test, location of test, and depth of test are dependent on
factors like surface facility function, loads, type and depth of footings,
and subsurface soil or rock conditions. If plate bearing or pile loading
tests are conducted, they will be located in the immediate vicinity and in
the same soil or rock strata as that of the proposed spread footing or pile.
In addition, the confinement and moisture conditions of the test and the pro-
posed foundation will also be similar. The results of these in situ loading
tests will be extrapolated to estimate the bearing capacity or potential
settlement of the larger proposed foundations. However, the in situ loading
tests can be extrapolated only if properties of the soil or rock are uniform
both laterally and with depth, otherwise potential deep-seated settlement
resulting from the entire foundation loading will not be recognized from the
results of the in situ loading test.

Indirect in situ methods can be used to estimate strength and stiffness
in soils. The two most common methods are the Standard Penetration Test and
the Dutch Cone Test. Both of these in situ methods are penetration resis-
tance methods with the Standard Penetration Test applying an impact load and
the Dutch Cone applying a continuous load. Another method has recently been
developed called the Becker penetration resistance (Harder and Seed, 1986).
It is recommended that this method be used in the gravelly soils at the site.

Preliminary estimates of rock mass strength and deformability will be
made from empirical relationships with rock mass-classification data. Hoek
and Brown (1980) have attempted to relate Q and RMR rock mass classification
values to failure criteria parameters they developed, which in turn can be
related to Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria parameters. Rock. mass deformation
modulus was also empirically related to rock mass classification values by
Bieniawski (1978).

The peak and residual strength of rock discontinuities will be evaluated
in the field using in situ direct shear testing methods. This type of test
will only be conducted if the site reconnaissance or preliminary exploration
activities identify unfavorably oriented discontinuities in a potentially
unstable rock slope that could result in a hazard to a critical safety-
related structure like the waste handling facility.

Methods and technical procedures

Standard testing procedures will be used for Activity 8.3.1.14.2.3.3. A
list of possible test methods are given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Plate load settlement ASTM D1194-72 Standard test method for 1977
in soils or rock bearing capacity of soil
(use only if spread for static load on spread
footings are footings
considered in the
design)

Pile load settlement ASTM D1143-81 Standard method of testing 21981
in soils (pile piles under static axial
foundations are compressive load
presently not consid-
ered in the SCP-CDR)a

Plate load settlement ISRM, Part 2, Suggested method for field 1978
in rock pp. 148-154 deformability determina-
(Use only if spread tion using a plate test
footings are consid- down a borehole
ered in the design) -

In situ direct shear ISRM, Doc. 1, Suggested method for in Feb 74
strength of rock Part 1 situ determination of
discontinuity direct shear strength

aSCP-CDR = Site Characterization Plan-Conceptual Design Report (SNL,
1987).

8.3.1.14.2.3.3 Activity: Geophysical field measurements

Objectives

Geophysical methods will be used to measure in situ soil and rock
properties, profile the alluvium-bedrock contact, locate discontinuities or
other structural abnormalities, and determine the depth, thickness, and
lateral extent of soil and rock stratigraphic units. Geophysical methods
provide a rapid and economical means of obtaining subsurface information and
supplementing other facets of the exploration program. Geophysical measure-
ments can be used to help set up detailed exploration programs (e.g., loca-
tion, number, and depth of subsurface borings, trenches, and test pits), in
addition to providing input for the evaluation of ground motion response and
soil-structure interaction caused by earthquakes or underground nuclear
events.

Developing an understanding of the seismic response of the ground sur-
face and its interaction with surface facilities is important for siting and
designing earthquake-resistant structures. To develop this understanding, it
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is necessary to first identify the principal parameters that will control the
seismic response of the ground surface. These parameters are the depth of
the alluvium, the angle between the ground surface and the bedrock-alluvium
interface, the seismic impedance contrast between the alluvium and bedrock,
and the seismic absorptivity of the alluvium (Harmsen and Harding, 1981;
Ohtsuke and Harumi, 1983; King and Tucker, 1984). These parameters will be
used in addressing the repository design Issue 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5) and for
the preclosure tectonics investigation (Section 8.3.1.17.3) that evaluates
ground motion caused by man-made or natural seismic events.

Parameters

The following data and parameters will be evaluated, collected, or both,
to fulfill the objectives of this activity.

The measured or collected data for this activity are

1. Shear-wave velocities (three-dimensional model).
2. Compression-wave velocities (three-dimensional model).
3. Density (three-dimensional model).
4. Porosity.

The evaluated data for this activity are

1. Elastic Young's modulus.

2. Elastic shear modulus.

3. Damping.

4. Alluvium-bedrock contact depth and angle between the surface and the
bedrock-alluvium interface.

5. Seismic impedance contrast between the alluvium and bedrock.

6. Location of discontinuities or other structural abnormalities.

7. Three-dimensional model of the soil and rock strata.

Description

Sufficient surface and borehole geophysical measurements will be conduc-
ted at the reference conceptual site and its vicinity such that three-
dimensional models can be developed showing the subsurface geometry of the
soil and rock strata and their corresponding dynamic material properties.
Dynamic properties such as shear-wave and compression-wave velocities will be
determined for alluvial material and bedrock beneath the reference conceptual
site for the repository surface facilities and throughout Midway Valley, to a
depth of 10-20 meters below the alluvium-bedrock contract. Information on
subsurface seismic-wave transmission properties (velocities, densities, and
damping) of the site is required by the preclosure tectonics investigation
(Section 8.3.1.17.3) of potential ground motion caused by manmade or natural
seismic events. If it is determined that a soil-structure or rock-structure
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interaction'analysis will be required for facilities important to safety
(e.g., waste handling building), then the shear-wave and compression-wave
velocities will also be needed to determine the dynamic compression and shear
moduli, and Poisson's ratio of the subsurface strata beneath the facilities
important to safety.

Geophysical measurement methods can be categorized as either surface or
borehole methods. Surface methods that will be applicable to this site and
provide the required information consist of seismic refraction, electrical
resistivity, and steady-state vibration. Borehole methods will consist of
cross-hole seismic, up-hole and down-hole seismic, and borehole logging tech-
niques. Borehole logging techniques will include neutron logging, gamma-
gamma density logging, and acoustic or sonic logging.

Shallow seismic refraction methods can be used to determine depth of
bedrock or the depth of a stratum with a substantially higher wave velocity.
These methods are generally limited to depths of 1,000 ft (330 m) or less.
Seismic'refraction methods are most useful at-sites where wave velocities in
successive layers become greater with depth. For depths greater than
1,000 ft, seismic reflection methods will be used.

Electrical resistivity methods can be used to help determine the hori-
zontal extent and depths of subsurface strata. These methods are only effec-
tive within the top 100 ft (30 m) of subsurface strata. The effectiveness of
this method is influenced by the moisture content and salinity of the pore
water within the soil and rock. The very low moisture content of the site's
soils may limit its effectiveness.

Steady-state or continuous vibration methods are a valuable surface
geophysical method for obtaining dynamic properties of the subsurface strata.
The soil and rock properties that can be characterized with this method
include wave velocities, natural period of vibration, damping characteris-
tics, and dynamic modulus of subgrade reaction. These properties can be used
to infer the type of subsurface strata and its depth and thickness and will
be considerations in the siting and design of earthquake-resistant surface
structures and foundations. The natural period of vibration is an important
factor in the design of foundations subject to induced vibrations. Prelimi-
nary estimates of the allowable bearing capacity of soils can be made on the
basis of empirical correlations with shear wave velocities or the natural
period of vibration.

The cross-hole seismic method can be used to measure compressional and
shear-wave velocities and damping characteristics of the subsurface strata.
This method appears to be the best method for measuring in situ dynamic soil
moduli (Woods, 1978). This method also allows for the measurement of veloc-
ity as a function of strain. Other advantages include the ability to iden-
tify and characterize lower velocity strata located below higher velocity
strata. The disadvantage of this method is that it is more costly, requiring
two or more boreholes that must be surveyed for vertical deviations. Con-
sidering the higher costs, the seismic refraction method may be preferred
unless there is a need for strain-dependent velocities or the site is found
to have lower velocity strata below higher velocity strata (e.g., a highly
cemented layer of soil (caliche) above an uncemented or lightly cemented
soil).
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Up-hole and down-hole seismic methods can also be used to measure com-
pressional and shear-wave velocities. This method is cheaper than the cross-
hole seismic method because it requires only one borehole. The disadvantage
is that the properties of individual layers are determined with less certain-
ty with this method because it measures average properties between the source
and the recorder.

Geophysical borehole logging will provide estimates of physical proper-
ties of the soil and rocks in addition to correlating strata between bore-
holes and locating strata transitions or contacts. Gamma-gamma logs will
provide estimates of the bulk density of the subsurface stratas. If used in
combination with neutron and acoustic logs, gamma-gamma logs will indicate
the presence and degree of fracturing in crystalline rock. Neutron logs can
be used to correlate strata between boreholes and to approximate water con-
tent. When used in combination with the gamma-ray log, the neutron log
provides a means for identifying lithologies and estimating porosity. Acous-
tic or sonic logs will be used to measure wave velocities and estimate poros-
ity. The attenuation characteristics of compressional and shear waves may be
correlated with the mechanical properties and degree of fracturing and
fissuring of the formation.

Methods and technical prQcedures

Standard geophysical measurement methods will be used. A list of
possible test methods follows:

1. Surface methods
a. Seismic refraction (Griffiths and King, 1965).
b. Blectrical resistivity (LeRoy et al., 1977).
c. Steady-state vibration (Maxwell and Fry, 1967).

2. Borehole methods
a. Cross-hole seismic (Ballard and McLean, 1975).
b. Up-hole and down-hole seismic (Ballard and McLean, 1975).
c. Borehole logging (geophysical)

i. Neutron log (ISRI, 1981, Part 6, pp. 63-65).
ii. Gamma-gamma density log (ISRM, 1981, Part 7, pp. 65-66).

iii. Acoustic or sonic log (ISRM, 1981, Part 8, pp. 66-67).

It is not suggested that all these geophysical methods will be required.
The selection of the appropriate methods will be determined by the site
conditions that are encountered and the specific need for parameters such as
strain-dependent moduli and damping.

8.3.1.14.2.4 Application of results

The information derived from this investigation will be used to support
the following issues, site characterization investigations, and repository
design and performance assessment information needs:
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Information need,
issue, or

investigation Description

2.3.1 Determination of credible accidents applicable to the
repository (Section 8.3.5.5.1).

2.7.1 Site information needed for design (Section 8.3.2.3.1).

4.2.1 Site and performance information needed for design
(Section 8.3.2.4.1).

4.5 Total system costs--estimates of the cost of reference and
.alternative repository designs (Section 8.2.2.3.2.4).
(Costs will be addressed during the environmental
planning process.)

4.4.1 Site and performance assessment information needed for
design, technical feasibility (Section 8.3.2.5.1).

8.3.1.17.3 Potential vibratory ground motion at the site from natural
or manmade seismic sources.

Surface soil and rock characteristics will be important considerations
in the siting, designing, and cost estimating of the surface facilities at
the repository. Investigation 8.3.1.14.2 will provide part of the data

K__,' required by Information Need 4.4.1 and Investigation 8.3.1.17.3. Soil and
rock characteristics data pertinent to addressing potential natural hazards
from earthquakes and slope instabilities will also be provided to Information
Needs 2.3.1, 2.7.1, and 4.2.1 from Investigation 8.3.1.14.2.

8.3.1.14.2.5 Schedule and milestones

This investigation on soil and rock properties contains three out-year
studies: 8.3.1.14.2.1 (exploration program), 8.3.1.14.2.2 (laboratory tests
and material property measurements), and 8.3.1.14.2.3 (field tests and char-
acterization measurements). The schedule information for these studies is
presented in the form of timelines. The timelines extend from implementation
of the approved study plans to the issuance of the final products associated
with the study. Summary schedule information for this investigation can be
found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Laboratory testing of material properties in Study 8.3.1.14.2.2 is
constrained by the availability of core samples from existing test pits and
boreholes and from new test pits and boreholes that will be developed as part
of the exploration program in Study 8.3.1.14.2.1.

Material property data from Investigation 8.3.1.14.2 is required as input
to Investigation 8.3.1.17.3 (studies to provide required information on
vibratory ground motion that could affect repository design or performance).
However, activities within these two investigations will be conducted in
parallel and will interact in an iterative fashion. Data from the studies in
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Investigation 8.3.1.14.2 are also required input to design activities in
Information Needs 4.4.1, 4.4.5, and 4.4.7 in Sections 8.3.2.5.1, 8.3.2.5.5,
and 8.3.2.5.7, respectively. Activities within these information needs will
be conducted in parallel with Investigation 8.3.1.14.2 and will'interact in an
iterative fashion.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to each timeline are shown on
the left side of the following figure. The points on the timeline represent
major'events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data input
and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

STUDY

8.3.1 .14.2.
Exploration
program

8.3.1.14.2.2
Material
property
measure-
ments

8.3.1.14.2.3
Field tests

Start repository
advanced conceptual
design

41

Stant repository
license application
design

3 41
Y

I. I

IL
Il

II
I
1

7
V 0,

I. I
'I

eI
9 4n
V WI

I

1

r I -I I

TIME 8311425-VA

The points on the timeline and ti
faces are described below:

Point
number

he data input and output at the inter-

Description

1 Soil and rock Samples become available from existing test pits
or boreholes or from new test pits or boreholes conducted in
Study 8.3.1.14.2.1.
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Point
number Description

2 Milestone Z413. Issue a report on the results of the geo-
technical exploration program for surface-facility advanced
conceptual design (ACD) at Yucca Mountain.

3 Milestone Z416. Issue update report on the results of the
geotechnical exploration program for surface-facility ACD at
Yucca Mountain.

4 Milestone Q150. Issue a summary report on rock and soil
properties at the reference conceptual site.

5 Milestone Z414. Issue a report on the results of the geo-
technical laboratory tests and material property measurements
for surface-facility ACD at Yucca Mountain.

6 Material property data input to Investigation 8.3.1.17.3
(vibratory ground motion).

7 Milestone Z417. Issue update report on the results of geo-
technical laboratory tests and material property measurements
for surface-facility ACD at Yucca Mountain.

8 Milestone Z415. Issue a report on the results of geotechnical
field tests and characterization measurements for surface-
facility ACD at Yucca Mountain.

9 Milestone Z418. Issue update report on the results of geo-
technical field tests and characterization measurements for
surface-facility ACD at Yucca Mountain.

10 Geophysical field measurement data to Investigation 8.3.1.17.3
(vibratory ground motion).
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8.3.1.15 Overview of thermal and mechanical rock properties program:
Description of thermal and mechanical rock properties required by
the performance and design issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for-thermal and mechanical
rock properties information

This program provides all site information needed on thermal and
mechanical rock properties and on ambient stress and temperature conditions.
The requests for this information can be summarized as follows:

Data required Issue Short title SCP section

Thermal properties of
host rock for
analyses related to
waste package design

Thermal/mechanical
properties of the
rock for repository.
design and in
situ stress and
temperature
conditions for
initial and boundary
conditions for
design calculations

Thermal properties
of rock for
disturbed zone
analysis

Bulk properties
and radon
emanation rate
for radiologic
safety analysis

1.10 Waste package character-
istics (postclosure)

1.11 Configuration of underground
facilities (postclosure)

1.12 Seal characteristics

4.4 Preclosure design and tech-
nical feasibility

8.3.4.2

8.3.2.2

8.3.3.2

8.3.2.5

8.3.5.12

8.3.2.3

1.6

2.7

Ground-water travel time

Repository design criteria
for radiological safety

Table 8.3.1.15-1 summarizes the required rock characteristics infor-
mation and outlines the tie to this section's site characterization activi-
ties, which describe how the data will be obtained. The parameters to be
measured may be different from those requested in the table. The reasons for
the differences and the techniques to be used to produce required data from
measured data are described in later portions of Section 8.3.1.15.
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative fioals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page I of 12)

Strati- Strati-
153u5 request- Perlormance Material type graphic Needed Current Parameter Material SWC Spatial graphic
ing parameter or design nd xpatitl loen- Tentatiled a comfi d Current confi- d to be type activity loca- locat
(SCr section) parameter location tionr ,oI deace C estiaateC danceC' easured tested numbers tion tLio

1.6 (8.3.6.12)

3.10 (8.3.4.2)

2.7 (8.3.2.3)

Bulk density

Bulk density

Bulk density

lock ass;
primary area

Rock mess;
primary area

lock mases;
primary area

NS NS NS uS NS Crain den-
sity.
porosity

TS-2 i ! 0.1 a Medium NS Low to Grain den-
medium sity,

porosity

Intact
rock

Intact
rock

Intact
rock

8.3.1.16.3.3.3

8.3.1.16.3.1.1

(8)

(g) t"2

(a) tS-2

NS

tS-2 (i) Medium 2.26 - LOW to
to bigz 2.33 &ICI medium

Grain den-
sity.
porosity

CW

C,'

1.6 (8.3.5.12)

1.10 (8.3.4.2)

Thermal
conductivity

Thermal
conductivity

lock WASS;
primary area

Intact rock;
primary area

Ns NS KS NS MS Thermal con- Intact
ductivity rock
of solids,
porosity

Thermal con- lock
ductivity mass

8.3.1.16.1.1.3
8.3.1.16.1.3.3

8.33 36. 11.6.2
8. 3. 1 16. 1. 6.3
8.3.1.16.1.6.5

8.3.1.15.1.1.1
8.3.1.16.1.1 3

(a) NS

21

NSF TS-2

TSw2 x . Olx Medium NS Lou to Thermal con- Intact
sedium ductivity rock

of solids,
porosity

NS Low to Thermal con- lock
medium ductivity mASS

(a) tS-2

Thermal
conductivity

lock mas;
primary area

TSw2 i ± O.1x Medium

1.13 (8.3.2.2) Thermal
conductivity

loc mess;
primary area
and eaten-
Sions

TSu2 x * 0.2x High See Table LoW to thermal con- Intact
6-16 sodium ductivity rock

of solids,
poronity

Thermal con- lock
ductivity mass

8 .3. 1. 16.1.6.2
8.3.1.6. 1.6.3

U. 3. 1. 16.1.6.I

8.3.1.16.1.6.2
8.3.15.6.1.6.3

8.33 36.31 .1 13
8. 3. 1. 161.1.3

8.3.1.16.1.6.1

WSV TS52

(g) tSs2

ESF TSw2

S3u1 i * 0.2x Medium See Table Low to Thermal con- Intact
6-16 medium ductivity rock

of solids.
porosity

Thermal con- lock
ductivity *ass

(a) TSUI

181 TS-I

C C
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterization parameters

for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 2 of 12)

Strati- Strati-
Issue request- Performance Material type graphic Needed Current Parameter Material SCP Spatial graphic
ing parameter or design and spatial loca- Tentatived confi- d CurrentC coali- d to b- tyP actiity loc- 1°ca
(SCP section) parameter location tion' goalcd desce*~ *etimate dencec m d eaured tested nucbers tion tion

1.11 (8.3.2.2)
(continued)

TSW3.
Col

i ! 0.2x Medium See Table Low to Thermal con-
8-18 sedium ductivity

of solids,
porosity

LOW See Table Low to Thermal Con-
6-16 medium ductivity

of solids,
porosity

Intact
rock

8.3.1.15.1.1.1
8.3.1 15. .1.13

(a) TS*3,
Cnln

Units
above
TS-l,
Cln2

TSw2,
Col

x ! 0. 2 Intact 35.1.1.1
rock 8.3.1.15.1.1.3

(h)

1.12 (8.3.3.2) Thermal
cobductivity

Rock mass;
primary area

NS medium NS Lou to Thermal con-
medium ductivity

of solids,
porosity

Intact R.3.1 15.l l
rock 8.3.1.15.1.l.3

(g) TSw2.
CUIa

Thermal con- Rock
ductivity mas

8. 3 1. 15.1 .62
8.3.1.15.1.6,3
8.33 381. 11.8.5

C"
CI

ISF TS*2

(g) TS*2

2

I-I

I-u
H

I4.4 (8.3.2.6) Thermal Rock sass;
conductivity primary area

TSw2 x * 0.2x Medium i Lao to Thermal con-
medium ductivity

of solids.
porosity

Thermal con-
ductivity .

Intact 8.3.1.15.1.1.1
rock 8.3.1.15.1.1.3

lock 8.3.1.15.1.6.2
amss 8.3.1.15.1.6.3

8.3.1 16 1.6.5

Intact 31 5.1.1.1
rock 8.3.1151.1.1.3

ESF TSu2

TS3i 1 * 0. 2i Medium i Low to Thermal Com-
medium ductivity

of solids,
poromity

Thermal coin-
ductivity

(g) ?SW3

F.BF ?SolRock
mass;

8.31. 15. 1.6. 1

Thermal
Conductivity

Rock mass;
primary area

Cround i ! 0.2i
surface
to base
of vSw2

LOW a LOW to Thermal con-
medium ductivity

of solids,
porosity

Intact
rock 8 3.1.15.31.138.3.1.15.1.1.3

8.3.1.15.1.6.1

8.3.1. 16.1.6.3

(g) Alluvium.
TCn,
PUa,
TSmI,
TSw2

ESP TSwI.
. TS;2

Thermal con- Rock
ductivity mAss



Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative roals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 3 of 12)

Issue request-
a ng parameter
(SCP section)

Performance
or design
parameter

Material type
and spatiml
location

Strati-
graphic

nocs-
,ionc

Needed
?entatived confi- d

goal deace
Current

estinateC

Current
costa-
oesgif i

Parameter
to be

measured

Strati
Material SCP Spatial graphic

type activity loca- local
tested nusbers tion Lion

1.6 (8.3.5.12) Heat capacity Rock mass;
primary area

NS NS uS

TS*2 x * 0.2 i Medium x

IS NS Meat capacity
of solids.
grain density.
porosity

Meat capacity

Low to Meat capacity of
Medium solids, grain

density,
porosity

Meat capacity

1.10 (8.3.4.2)

1.11 (8.3.2.2)

Meet capacity Intact rock;
primary area

Heat capacity Rock bass;
primary area
snd exten-
sioam

Intact 8.3.1.15 1.1 1
rock 8.3 1.15 2

Rock B 3 I 15102
mas 8.3.1.15.1.6.3

Intact Y.3 1.15 1
rock M.3 1 15 2

Mock 8.3 181l16.2
mass 11.3.1.15.1.0.3

. 3. 1. 1.1. 0

rock 8.3.1.15.1.1.2

Ruch 8.3.1.15.1.6.2
mas h 3.181l16.3

8.3.1.15.1.6.5

IP TS.2

(g) TSw2

ESF TSw2

(g) TSW2

(g) TSw2

(g) NS

i4

TSe2 x . 0. Ix Yigh See Table Low to Beat capacity
6.16 medius of solids,

grain dersity,
porosity

Meat capacity I
TSsI i . OIr Medium See Table Low to Meat capacity

6-16 medium of solids,
grain density,
porosity

Meat capacity

Intact 8.3 1 15111
rock B.3.1815.1.1.2

Rock
mas

.3.1. 15. 1.6. 1

(g) TSe1

El; TS-I

(y) TSw3,
CHOI

TSw3,
CHnI

i . O lx Mediu See Table Low to beat capacity
6 16 medium of solids,

grain den-
sity,
porosity

Intact 8.3.1.15.1.11
rock 8.3.t.1.15.112

All
units
above
TSel,
Cln2

i .O.lx Low Sea Table
6 16

Los Meat capacity
of solids,
grain den-
sity.
porosity

Intact a.3I1 15 1
rock 8.3.1 15.1.1.2

(g) (C)

1 12 (8 .3.32) Meat, capacity Rock sauu;
primary area

TS-2,
CHOl

NS Medius NS Lul to Heat capacity
wedius of solids,

grain d..u.biLy,
porub *y

Meat. Capacity

Int1ract ... 1l..

rock 8.3.1 15.1,.3.

ma l.3 I I.I5.

(g) TS12,
Chli

ESF ISn2

C( (.
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterization parameters

for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 4 of 12)

Issue request-
ing parameter
(SC? section)

Performance
or desigt
F arameter

Material type
and spatial
location

Strati-
graphic

loca-
tion

Needed

Tgoali d d~en ce~
Current

estiftatec

Current Parameter
ontieed to be

de cec'd measured

material
type

tested

Strati-
SC? Spatial graphic

activity loca- loca6
numbers tion tion

4.4 (8.3.2.5)

4.4 (8.3.2.1)
(continued)

Neat capacity loch mass;
primary area

TS12 a ! 0. s medium

TSeI i ! O.li Nediue

i LOW to heat capacity
medium of solids,

grain density,
porosity

Neat capacity

i Low to Beat capacity
medium of solids,

grain density,
porosity

feat capacity

i Low to Beat capacity
medium of solids,

grain density,
porosity

Neat capacity

intact R.3.115.1
rock 8.3.1.1S1.1..2

Rock 8.3.1.15.1.6.2
Mass 8.3.1.1.15.8.3

8.3.1. l.3.6

Intact 8L3.1 15.1
rock 8.3.1.15.1.1.2

(g) TSw2

ISFP TS-2

(b) TSol

ESF TSwI

(g) Alluvium.
TC%,
PTn,
TSwI,
TSe2

TSu,,
T5w2

Rock
mass

8.3. 1 1.3 1.6.1

C,'

Heat capacity lock sas;
primary area

around i ! OIx
surface
to base
of TS*2

LOW Intact 8.3.115 1
rock 8.3.1.15.1l1.2

lock 8.3.1.1.1.6.1
mss 8.3.1.15.1.5.2

8.3.1.15.1.6.3
8.3.1.15.1.6.6

1.6 (8.3.1.12) Coefficient of
thermal
expansion

lock OWE;
primary orea

Ns NHS NS II Coefficient
of thermal

I expansies
Coefficient

of thermal
expansion

Intact
rock

Rock
Eass

8.3.. 1 .15 2.1

8.3.1.11.1.6.28.3.1.15.1.6.2
R.3.1.15 1 6.3

(b) NS

ESF TSu2

1.11 (8.3.2.2) Coefficient of
thermal
expansion

Rock mas;
primary area
and extensions

TSw2 a 0 1.i high See Table Medime Coefficient
- 6-16 of thermal

espansion
Coefficient

of thermal
expansion

Intact
rock

lock
Pass

8.3.1 15 1.2.1

8.3.1. 15. 16.2
8.3. 1.b.1.6.3
8.3.1.15.1.6.4
8.3.1.3151.6.5

(a) TS12

ISF TSu2

TSWI i * 0.15i Medium See Table Low to Coefficient,
6-16 medium of thernal

expansion
Coefficient

of thermal
exp S nbiou

I taCt
rock

kock
Dabs

8.3.1.15.1.2.1

8.33 3 1 1.8.161

(g) Tsw3

EIP Tsie



Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative {oals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 5 of 12)

Strati- Strati-
Issue request- Performance Material type grapic Needed Current Parameter Material SW Spatial graphic
ing parWmter or desig Nd spatijl 1ocs " T at"Icd a cooi- d Currentc com"i d to he type activity loca- loc%
(SCI section) parameter locatios tics goal ' I dece¢ I tiadte o measured tested numbers tion tion

1.11 (8.3.2.2)
(continued)

TSw3,
CHOI

N - 0.15; Medium See Table Low to Coefficiest
-16 e mdium of Uhrmal

exansion

Intact
rock

8.3.1.15.1.2.1 (a) 1Sw3,
Cial

All
units
above

15.1,
C082

TSe2.
ClI

; ± 0.16 Loe See Table Low to Coeficiest
6-16 modium of tbermal

expansioc

Intact
rock

8.3.3 .15.1 .2.1 (W) (b)

1.12 (8.3.3.2)
GO
Ce)

cm

Coefficient of
tbermal
expasion

Rock mass;
primary area

Rock mass;
primary area

uS Medium KS Low to Coefficient
smdium of thermal

expasioa
Coef iciest

of thereal
eapasioe

x Medium Coefficient
of thereal
espassioe

Coeff iciet
of thermal
expanioe

latact
rock

Rock
m6as

Intact
rock

Rock
NAMS

8.3.1.15.1.2.1

8.3.1.15.1.6.2
8.3.1.15.1.6.3
6.3. 1. 5. 1.6.4
8.3.l.l5.l.6.5

8.3.1.1$.1.2.1

8.3.1.15.1.6.2
8.3.1.15.3.6.3
8.3.1.15.1a.0.4
8.3.1.35.3.6.5

(a) TSw2.
Clin

ESF TSv2

(g) TSw2

ES? ?Sw2

4.4 (8.3.2.5) Coefficient of
thermal
expansion

TSe2 i 0.15; Hadius

tS1I r . 0.15x Medium * LoW to Coefficient
medium of thermal

expaosiom
Coefficiest

of thermal
*Ipwwioa

Intact
rock

Rock
mass

8.3.1.15.1.2.1

8.3.1.15.1.0.1

1.11 (8.3.2.2) ElIstic proper-
ties

Young's Intact rock;
modulus primary area

snd extensions

(g) .TSwI

LWS TSI

(g) TSw2

(g) ?SWI

1Sw2 i . 0.15i High See Table
6-12

Medium Young's
modulus

Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1
rock 5.3.1.15.1.3.2

T181 i 0.15i Medium See Table
6-12

Medium Young's Intnct 8.3.1.15.1.3.1
sodulua- rock 5.3.1.15.1.3.2

TSw3.
WlaR

All
unitr
above
TSw12
C~n2

i .0.15i Uedium See Table
6 12

Lo0 Young's Itact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1
modulus rock 5.3.1.15.1.3.2

Young's Intact 8.3 1.15.1.3.1
auduIus rock 8.t.1.3.3.2

(a) TSW3,
CMal

i .0.315 Low See Table LW to
6.12 sedi m

(a) (h)

C ( C
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative Poals, and characterization parameters

for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 6 of 12)

Strati-
Issue request- Performance Material type graphic Needed Current Parameter
ing parameter or design and spatitl loca- Tentati ed e confi- d Current confi- d to be
(SCP section) parameter locatio tioac gonI ' ' dence ' estimateC deuced teosured

Material SCP
type activity

tested numbers

Strati.
Spatial graphic
loca- locn
tion tion

1.11 (8.3.2.2)
(continued)

Deformation Rock was;
modulus primary area

Ad extensions

TSw2 x * 0. 15x igh See Table La"
6-14

TSUI x * 0.15x Medium Le Tble o
:-14

Young's Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 (g) TSw2
modulus, rock 8.3.1. 5.1.3.2
fracture and 8.3. I15.1.4.1
stiffness frac- R3.3.1 15.1.4.2

tures 8.3.1 15.1.3.2
Deformation Rock 8 3.1 15.1.6.3

modulus baus 8.3.I.15.I.7.1 ESF TSw2

Young's Intact 8.3.I.15.I.3.I (6) TSI
modulus rock 8.3.1.15.1.3.2
fracture and 8.3.1.15.1.4.1
stiffesses frac- 8.3.1.15.1I4.2

tures
Deformation luck 8.3.l Is..7. £ SF TS I

modulus mass

Young's Intact 8.3I1.)5.1.3.1 (g) TS*3,
odulus, rock 8.3.1 15.1.3.2 C~nI

fracture and 8.3.1.1S.4.1
stiffness frac- 8.3.1.15.3.4.2

tures

Young's Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 (a) (h)
modulus, rock & 8.3.1. .1513.2
fracture frac- 8.3.I.15.I.4.1
stiffness tures 8.3.1.15.1.4.2

to
TS-3, x . 0.1Sx Medium

CdnI
See Table Low

6-14

All
units
above
TSVI.
Ch2

x . 0.15x LOW See Table LOW
6-14

Poisson's ratio Intact rock;
primary area
xnd exteasions

TS-2 x * 0. 2 Medium See Table Mediue
6-12

Poisson's Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 (a) TS*2
ratio rock 8.3.1.11.1.3.2

All
units
other
then
TS,2

x 0.2 OLZx See Table Low to Poissos's Intact tl.3.1.51613 1 (6) (h)i
6-12 medium ratio rock 8.3.1.15.1 3.2

4.4 (8.3.2.5) Elastic proper-
ties

Young's
modulus

Intact rock;
primary area

TSw2 29-33 OPn Medium

TSwl "Onlitho- Mediue
physal:
12 54
CPa

31 CPa Medium Young's
modulus

Nonlitho- Medium Young's
physal: sbdulWas
19.44
GP&

Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 (g) tSu2
rock 3.3. 1. 5.1.3.2

Intact 8.3.1.15.1.3. (g) TS-I
rock 8.3. .1.1.3.2



Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterisation parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 7 of 12)

Strati-
Issue request- Performance Material type graphic Needed Current larameter Material SW
ing parameter or design and spatitl locn- Tentatid C o Currea coi- toe type ctivity
(SCV section) parameter locatio tioe 1 ' dun I "ia, demec. d *z 1 tested Du r*

Strati -
Spatial grmapic
loca- loc%
tioa tio0

4.4 (8.3.2.8)
(continued)

Lithophy- Medium
xal:
14-17
CPS

23u2 11-19 WA Medium

Lithoplhy- LOW
Sal:
18.8
CPS

1l-1S GPa Low

Young's
modulus

Deformation lack mams;
modulus primary area

Young's Intact B.3.1.1S.1.3.1 (g) TSu2
modules, rock A 8.3.1.1S.1.3.2
fracture frac- 8.3.1.18.i.4.l
stijffseses terss S.3.1.1S.I.4.2

Deformation Rock 8.3.1.18.1.6.3 ESW TSw2
modulus uma 8.3.1.16.1.7.1

Y.3.1.15.2.1.2
Young's Intact B.3.1.1i.1.3.1 (g) TSUI

modulus, rock & 8.3.1.1S.1.3.2
fracture frac- 8.3.1.16.1.4.1
stiftmessos tures 1.3.1.16.1.4.2Ca)

coI

2Sul Nonlitho- Medium
physal:
12-20
Cpo

Lithophy- Medius
gal:
4-1l GP*

Iloalitbo- LOW
physal:
12-2D
Gfa

Llthopjay- LOW
sal:
4-11 CPS

0

'.3
�E.

Deformation Rock
modelus mams

8.3.1.15.1.3.1 lSF TSu1

Poisson's ratio Intact rock;
primary area

TS.2

T3.1

0.19-0.29 meiu 0.19-0.29 Medium Poisac's
ratio

Nonlitlbo- LoW NolitLho- Low to Poinson's
physal: physal: mdium ratio
0.20- 0.20-
0.30 CP 0.30 C1'

Litho- LoW Litho- Loo
physal: physal:
0.13-0.19 0.13-0.19

Intact B.3.1.1S.1.3.1 (g) TSul
rock 8.3.1.16.1.3.2

Intact B.3.1.11.1.3.1 (g) tSul
rock 8.3.1.1S.1.3.2

1.11 (8.3.2.2) Compressive
strength

Intact rock;
primary area
Nd extensions

TS*2 ' * 0.27x Nigh

TSwI x * 0.2x Ni1gh

See Table Medium Compressive Intact B 3.1.151.3.1 (g) TSu2
*-12 strength rock 8.3.1.1b.1.3.2

See Table Medium Compressive Intact B.31151.3.1 (a) ?SW,
6-12 strength rock 8.3.1.1S.1.3.2

Compressive Intact rock;
strenoth primary area

and extensioam

Cohesion nd Intact rock; Units r 0 2x
angle of primary area above
internal and extension* 2S3.
friction nd

below
TS-2

ledium See Table Low to Compressive Intact 8.3.1.16.1.3.1 (a)
6-12 Medium strength rock 8B3.1.16.1.3.2

(h)

C ( (
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative Inals, and characterizat.ion parameters

for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 8 of 12)

Strata -S
Issue request Performance Material type graphic Needed Current Parameter Material SCP Spatial I
ing parameter or design and spatial Ic ntativ confid Currentm coni to be type activity loco
(5CP section) paramter location tionc tO~lc dence *estimate dence measured tested numbers taon

1.11 (R.3.2.2) Umconfined Intact rock; Units a 0.165 LOW See Table Lou-to Unconflied Intact 8.3.1.15<1.3:1 (g)
(continued) compressive primary area above 6-12 medium coupressive rock

strength mnd extensions TSUI strength
and
below
T9*2

1.12 (8.3.3.2) Unconfined Rock mass; TCW j 0.2i Medium See Table LoI Compressive Intact 8 3.1.151..3.1 (g)
compressive shaft and ramp 6 12 strength rock 8.3S1.15.1.3.2
strength locations

Unconfined lock Sass; Cllnl i 0 2x Medium See Table LOs Cuspressive Intact 8.311.3.1 (g)
compressive primary area 6-12 strength rock 8:3.1IS.15.3.2
strength

Unconfined lock mass; TS12 r 0.2x Medium See Table LoW Unconfised Intact 8.3.1.151 .3.1 (W)
compressive primary area 6-12 compressive rock 8.3.1.151..3.2
strength strength

4A (8.3.2.6) Compressive Intact rock; TSuIl TSwIu non Medium 67172 Medium Unconfined Intact 8.31.15.1 .3.1 (g)
strength primary area ?S*2 litho- IPa compressive rock 8.3.115.1..3.2

itrati
graphic

°C ab
tiwi

(f)

TCw

Cllnl

TS.2

TSwI
* TSW2

ia

CA

Intact rock;
prisary area

Intact rock;
primary area

physil:
S4 207
MPa

TSwI,
lithophy-

13-19

TSe2: 121
176 UPs

i .* .2x

i ! 0.2i

strength

Medium Is upa. Medium Compressive
strength

Unconlined
compressive
strength

Cohesion wad
angle of
internal
friction

TC, PITn

TCv, PIn

Ihdium

Med i um

Medium

148 MPa

I

5

Medium

LoW to
medius

Lou to
udi We

Unconf ined
compressive
strength

Uneonfined
compressive
strengtb

Coapressive
strength

8 3 1. lb. 1.3.1 (g) WCm, PTi
8.3.. I 1. 3 .2

8.3.3.1 .1 .3.1 (K) TCO Pin,
8.3.1.IS.I.3.2 16,l.

TSw2

Intact
rock

Intact
rock



Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative 1oals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 9 of 12)

Issue request-
ing parameter
(SCW section)

Performance Material type
or deigs and apatitl
p r ter location

Strati-
graphic

loca-
tionc

Needed
Teatatiled coaft- d Curreat,d 'e doa,,cc csxi Lgoal **C dna etmt

Current Parameter
coafi- to be
deacec'd measured

Strati-
Material SCP Spatial graphic

type activity loca- locab
tested numbers tion tion

1.11 (s.3.2.2) Mechanical pro-
perties of
fractures

Cobesion and
coefficient
of friction

Fractures; pri-
mary area ad
extessios

Fractures; pri-
xary area

Units
above
TSui
bad
below
TS*2

tSVl.
?ST2

x ! 0 lk; Medium

x *0 2x High1.11 (8.3.2.2)
(continued)

01

10

Large-scale-
joint
Strength

Norsal and
shear stiff-
neases

See Table LO Shear stress
6-13 at onset of

slip

NS Low Shear stress
at onset
of slip

NS Low Normal and
shear stiff-
nesses

NS Low Koral and
shear stiff-
nesses

Fractures 8-3115.1.4.1
8.3.1l1l&.4~.2

Fractures e 3.1 15.1.4.1
2.3.1.1b.1l4.2

Fractures 8.3.1.15.1.4.1

Fractures 8.3.1.161.4.1
8.3*. 15 1.4.2

(g) (h)

(g) T9I.1
?Sw2

(g) TSe2

(g) (h)

Fractures; pri-
mary area and
extensions

See Table
6-13

See Table
6-13

Medium

LowTSwl,
TSw3,

Cxla

' 4.4 (8.3.2.5) Mechanical pro-
perties of
fractures

Cohesion and
coefficient
of frictiop

Normal and
shear stiff-
neases

Fractures; pri-
mary area

Fractures; pri-
mary area

tS.2

TS"2

i ! 02:x Medium

NS Medium

x Low Shear stress
at onset of
slip

NS Low Normal and
shear stiff-
neasses

Fractures 8.3.115.1.4.1
8 3. 1 -l51.4.2

Fractures 8.3.1.15.1.4.1
h.3;115.11.4.2

(g) TS-2

(6) TSw2

2.7 (8.3.2.3) Radon emanation Rock mASS;
rVte primary area

4.4 (8.3.2.5) Radon emanation R2ck mass;
rate primary area

TSw2

TS.2

(f) igh

(t) Medium

0.48
pci/m's

Low Radon ema-n- Rock
tion rate mAsS

8.3.1.15.1.6.2
8.3.1. 16. 1.6.2

WS TSw2

5SF TS*2NS LoW Radon eana- Rock
tion rate Oas

1.11 (8.3.2.2) Empirical
design
parameters

Joint wall Frarture sur-
coapressive fatev; primary
streiagth ares

TSe2 See Table
o 15

MO I usx NS Low Joint mail
coaprcasbive
sirengiigl

Fra;cture
bur
tfaurb

8.3 1 15.1 6.3
8.3A1S1.7.1

ESF TSw2

C ( C



Table 8.3.1.15-1.

( (
Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 10 of 12)

Issue request- Performance Material type graphic Needed Current Parameter material SCP Spatial graphic
ing parameter or deais sad spstial loca- t ntatiC d eni- d Current cofti .i to be type activity loca- loca,
(SCP * etion) parameter locntiou tions goal dence ' estimateC deuce measured tested numbers tion tion

1.11 (8.3.2.2)
(continued)

Joint roughness
coefficient

75.1,T8-1- Sb3,
CHal

Fracture mur- T892
faces; primary
area

T9.3,C Slu

See Table
a-lb

See Table
6-I5

Low Ns Low Joint pall
compressive
strength

Fracture
*ur-
f aces

NS

.3.1 15. 1.7.

(a) (b)

Yedium NS LoW Joint rougb- Fracture
Dess coff i- *ar-
cieat faces

NS Low Joint sall Fracture
compressive nur-
strength faces

ESF TSw2

See Table
S-IS

Low Rs (g (h)

4.4 (8.3.2.S)
OD

Cl'
.I

cn
l_4

Empirical design
paramdters

Joint wall
compressive
strength

Joint roughness
coefficient

Fracture sur-
faces; primary
area

Fracture sur-
faces; pri-
mary area

T502 See Table
6-IS

T152 See Table
6-16

Medium MS LOW Joint wall Fracture
compressive sur
strength faces

8.3.1. 15. 1.6.3
8.3.1 15 1 7.1

8.3.1 15 1.6.3
8.3.1 15 1 7.1

esF TSu2

ESF TSW2

8

UD
:Z

Yediom HS LoW Joint rough-
ness coeffi-
cient

Fracture
*ur-
aces

1.11 (8.3.2.2) Ia situistress
tate

Sv
Rock soe; pri-

mary area sad
Oxtensions

Ground *1 MPa
surface
to water
table

Medi-e (Pgh)3 Lon to Crain density, Intact
medium porosity rock

8 3 1 15 1 1 1 (g) . Alluviun,
TCO,
PTn,

TSw2,

C5at,CSn!Cllnl.
C1lu2

0h. I's Rock sass; pri-
mary area and
extensions

Ground *2 MN
surface
to water
table

Medism mS Low Deformation,
elastic
properties

Intact
rock

8.3.1.15.2.1.1 (g) TSu2

1.12 (8.3.3.2) In situ stress
state

S, Rock mass; pri-
nary area

TC ., -MI'.
TM32,
C1lmI

LoW 4-10 MPa Low to Crain density, Intact
medium porosity rock

8 3 1 15 1 1 1 (g) Alluvium,
TC.
PTn,
TS*i.
ts12,
TSw3,
CII,,I



Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterisation parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 11 of 12)

Strbti- Strati-Issue request- Performance Material type graphic moeded Current Parameter Material SCP Spatial graphiciag parameter or deiga 4 ad *atil loco- T tattipe coafi- Current ccafi- d to b type activity loca- Ib(SCP cectioa) parameter locatica ties gd do I esrtimatec deocec' meaeured t sted ausbers tio tics

1.12 (1.3.3.2) ek, e
(cotinaued)

4.4 (1.3.2.5) In situ stream
- atate

a

Rock sam; pri- Mo, *2 We
rary Ure T4e2,

ca8l

LOW oh 1 v, # / - Lou e formation,
elastic
properties

lotact 6.3.1.16.2.1.1 (a) TCu,
rock 8.3.1.16.2.1.2 IS2.

CM.'

lock Maa; pri- 152
mary area

MCO a
depth:
6.3-7.7
>*

Medi.m (6.3-7.7 LoW to Grain deemity,
MV.) medium poromity

Iltact
rocA

* /s lock mams; pri- TSw2a bary are

lock mass; pri- TS72
mary area

Bearing of lock mass; pri- 7Sw2
oh eary area

Searing of Bock mama; pri- TSa2
oil nary are

1.6 (8.3.6.12) Initial lock mamo; pri- TSe2
temperaturea mary ar"

1.10 (9.3.4.2) Initial lock "as; pri- TS12
temperatures mary are

1.11 (8.3.2.2) Initial lock same; pri- TS2
tamperatara mary area and

extensions

4.4 (8.3.2.6) Iitial lock mass; pri- 75.2
teaperaturem mary area

C

0.3-0.8 Medium 0.3-0.8 Lo Deformation, Intact
elastic rock
properties

0.3-1.0 Medium 0.3-1.0 Low Deformation, Intact
elastic rock
properties

M.45-w- medium N.45'I- medium Dtformatioe, Intact
N.66- N.6WW elastic rock

properties

N.251- Medium N.261- Medium Deformatiom, Intact
K.4018 N.401 elastic rock

properties

Ns Ng NS IIS Initial lock
teperatrem mama

±3C0 Medium 23-26C Medium Initial lock
te eratures masm

*3'C Medium 23-260C Medium Initial Rock
temperatures Wams

23-21C Medium 23-265C Medium Initial lock
teaperatures moas

8.3.1.16.1.1.1

8.3.1.16.2.1.1
8.3.1.16.2.1.2

8.3.1.16.2.1.1
8.3.11.1.2.1.2

8.3.1.16.2.1.1
8.3 1.15.2.1.2

8.3.1.16.2.1.1
8.3.1.15.22.1.2

8.3.1.16.2.2.1

8.3.1.15.2.2.1

8.3.1.16.2.2.1

8. 3. 1. 1.2. 2.1

(a) Alluvium,
.7C,
Ptn.
TSol,
Suw2

(5) 15w2

(S) T9w2

(5) TSw2

g

(Y) TS*2

(a) 7Sw2

(6) TS2

(a) TS2 and
oWve

(a) TS72

( C
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Table 8.3.1.15-1. Performance and design parameters, tentative goals, and characterization parameters
for thermal and mechanical properties program (page 12 of 12)

Strati- Stinti -
Issue request- Performance Material type graphic Nbeded Current Paraneter Material Scr Spatial graphic
ing parae-ter or design WAd spatial foce tentatiyed co ti- d Current coati- to be type activity loca- locaG
(SCo section) parnametr Iocation Lion goal ''* dence'd *sti-at C deac'd measured tested numbers tion tion

4.4 (83.2.2S) Initial
(continued) toeperatures

lock oass; pri- T9*2
_ary area

#2'C Medium Present
values
*2'C

Medium Initial Pock
temperatures mass

8.3.1.15.2.2.1 (g) TSw2

Initial
temperatures

Rock _sav; pr;-
*Ry area

Cround .rC
surface
to base
of TS*R

medium Pre*snt
values
2 C

Initial lock
te peratures masN

S.3.1.15.2.2.1 (g) Alluvium.
TCo.
PTa.
TSol
I S-2

(Al

U'

(Al

6T1is table 'u a rises requirements of both preclosure and postclosure issues.
b9sfinitions of the priary area and extensions are provided in Chapter 6, Figure 6-87.
-The ther-al/mechsmical stratigraphy at Yucca Mountain in *boon in Figure 2-S of Chapter 2. Cn -Calico Hills nonwelded unit;

PTa Paintbrush nonwelded unit; SCe a Tiva Canyon welded unit; TSw = Topopah Springuveldod unit; and NS . not specified.
dma. nner in which tentative goals and levels of contidence are used in planning the characterisation program is discussed in

the ievestigatiou for Section 8.3.1.15.1.
me . esa value of existing saple group.

tentative goal is that a prescribed percentage (related to the needed confidence) of the data falls within the given interval.
Failure to meet the goal will result in a need to reevaluate the existing design.

TSpatial locations sill be a combination of mew boreholoe (location to be deternined; see Investigation 8.3.1.4.1 tor
discussion) and the exploratory shaft and associated undergrousd excavation; tsr - exploratory *haft facility.

bStratigrophic locations will be in the units specified as required by pertinent issues It mensureeatn* need to be mde. For
many parnetere for which the required confidence level is Iow, existint data will be sufficient to satiety the requirements.

ae vertical in site stress o a* inimum borisontal in *itt stress; e=.aximum borisootal in site stress.
j' h indicates the product ot deksity (f), gravitatioeal acceleration (dg. nad height of overlying column of rock (h).



CONSULTATION DRAFT

The stratigraphic locations in Table 8.3.1.15-1 are thermal/mechanical
units rather than formal stratigraphic units. This approach has been taken
because the repository design process uses the thermal/mechanical units as
the stratigraphic framework for analysis. The relationship between formal
stratigraphic units and thermal/mechanical units is provided in Figure 2-5 in
the introduction to Chapter 2.

In addition to the parameter requirements listed in Table 8.3.1.15-1,
several additional requirements from design issues affect the characteriza-
tion program described in this section. Data on the multidimensional defor-
mations that may result from repository-induced stresses will be obtained
from the Yucca Mountain heated block experiment (Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.3).
In addition, information on opening stability and ground support systems,
required by Issue 4.2 (Section 8.3.2.4) will be obtained as-part of
Activities 8.3.1.15.1.5.2, 8.3.1.15.1.5.3, and 8.3.1.15.1.6.5, and Study
8.3.1.15.1.8.

Figure 8.3.1.15-1 shows the ties between the investigation for acquisi-
tion of data on thermal and mechanical rock properties (Investigation
8.3.1.15.1) and performance assessment and design issues. Detailed logic
diagrams are presented in Figure 8.3.1.15-2 (bulk, thermal, and mechanical
properties) and Figure 8.3.1.15-3 (ambient stress and temperature conditions)
as a supplement to the details in Table 8.3.1.15-1. These detailed diagrams
show the studies and activities planned to provide the site data required by
the performance and design issues.

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

The performance allocation process as described in Section 8.2 requires
the definition of performance goals for design and performance assessment
issues. These performance goals then are used to define the data necessary
to determine whether the goals can be met. The required thermal and mechan-
ical data are listed in Table 8.3.1.15-1. The characterization goals in the
table are quantitative estimates of the maximum variability in a parameter
that can be tolerated without necessitating a change in the existing design.
Required confidence levels are a measure of how important it is that the
specified limits are met. Both characterization goals and confidence levels
have been estimated for performance assessment and design issues based on
limited sensitivity studies or on expert judgment. When more than one issue
requires a given parameter at the same location, the requirement that poses
the greatest constraint will be used in planning site studies and activities
to obtain values for the parameter. As site characterization proceeds, some
proportion of the site data values may be found to fall outside the specified
limits. If this occurs, the portions of the design or of the performance
assessment programs affected by these data will be reevaluated to assess the
impact. New limits to these data may be specified, and additional data will
be collected if necessary.

In addition to the iterative process outlined in the preceding para-
graph, the possibility exists that not all necessary data have been identi-
fied or that the specified limits are invalid because of the preliminary
nature of the supporting sensitivity studies. In these cases, additional
data may be requested or the specified limits for a parameter already

8.3.1.15-14
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Figure 8.3.1.15-2. Logic diagram for Investigation 8.3.1.15.1, spatial distribution of thermal/mechanical rock
properties.
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requested may be changed. Either situation might lead to a modification to
the investigations outlined in Sections 8.3.1.15.1 and 8.3.1.15.2.

Interrelationships of thermal and mechanical rock properties investigations

As shown on Figures 8.3.1.15-2 and 8.3.1.15-3, two investigations and
ten studies are planned to collect the required rock characteristics data.
The studies consist of those related to laboratory determination of thermal
and mechanical properties, to in situ experiments in the exploratory shaft,
and to characterization of ambient stress and thermal conditions. Studies
related to laboratory testing are grouped by parameter(s). In contrast, in
situ experiments are divided into four categories by type of experiment:
(1) experiments related to evaluation of the effects of excavation,
(2) mechanical property experiments, (3) thermomechanical property experi-
ments, and (4) in situ design verification experiments. Characterization of
ambient stress and thermal conditions will include measurements of stress and
temperature in exploratory holes and in the exploratory shaft.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
studies in the investigation. Specific durations and start/finish dates for
the studies are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and will
be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate in
subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.15.1 Investigation: Studies to provide the required information
for spatial distribution of thermal and mechanical properties

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Chapter 2 summarizes the available data relevant to thermal and
mechanical properties of the tuft units at Yucca Mountain.

Parameters

Table 8.3.1.15-1 presented in the previous section summarizes the
thermal/mechanical properties required for resolution of performance
assessment and design issues. Table 8.3.1.15-2 summarizes the thermal and
mechanical properties listed in Table 8.3.1.15-1. These properties will be
used with the other data on rock characteristics to develop the three-
dimensional thermal, mechanical, and thermomechanical models in Section
8.3.1.4.3. Several additional parameters also are required to enable
estimates to be made for some of the parameters listed in Table 8.3.1.15-2.
These additional parameters include grain density, heat capacity, and thermal
conductivity of zero-porosity material, lithophysal cavity abundance, and in
situ saturation state. The relevance of each of these parameters is dis-
cussed later. All are to be obtained in the studies contained in Investi-
gation 8.3.1.15.1 with the exception of lithophysal cavity abundance and
saturation state. Acquisition of data on cavity abundance is discussed in
Investigation 8.3.1.4.2 (geologic framework), whereas data acquisition for
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Table 8.3.1.15-2.- Thermal and mechanical properties required by other. issues

Property Matrix Fractures Rock mass

Thermal

Thermal conductivity x
Beat capacity x

Thermomechanical

Coefficient of thermal expansion x

Mechanical

Poisson's ratio x
Young's modulus x
Deformation modulus x
Compressive strength x
Cohesion x
Angle of internal friction x
Fracture properties

Cohesion x
Coefficient of friction x
Normal stiffness x
Shear stiffness x
Joint wall compressive strength x
Roughness coefficient x

Miscellaneous

Bulk density x
Radon emanation x
Excavation observations x x

saturation state is discussed in Investigations 8.3.1.2.2 and 8.3.1.2.3 (site
unsaturated and saturated zone hydrologic system).

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purpose of this investigation is to provide the information on
spatial distribution of thermal and mechanical properties requested by per-
formance and design issues. The performance allocation process identified
performance measures and goals. To determine whether the performance goals
can be met, data must be available on -arious site parameters, and the data
must have associated levels of confidence. The parameters and associated
confidence levels are identified in the performance assessment and design
issues, and serve as the basis for planning of a site characterization
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program. The information required by performance assessment and design
issues on bulk, thermal, and mechanical properties is shown in Table
8.3.1.15-1 together with the activities planned to acquire site characteri-
zation data on these properties. The general link between the site charac-
terization program and the issues requiring data was shown in Figure
8.3.1.15-1, and Figure 8.3.1.15-2 depicts the detailed logic for completion
of this investigation.

Technical rationale for the investigation

Completion of this investigation requires the acquisition of data for
each parameter listed in Table 8.3.1.15-2 as well as evaluation of the
spatial variation of each parameter. Preliminary data are available for most
of these parameters, as summarized in Chapter 2. However, additional data
are required to analyze spatial variability of properties and, for some
parameters, *to obtain the required number of data.

Of the parameters listed in Table 8.3.1.15-2, thermal expansion coeffi-
cients, Poisson's ratios, Young's moduli, compressive strength (laboratory),
and tensile strength will be obtained directly from laboratory measurements.
Joint properties (normal and shear stiffnesses, cohesion, and friction coef-
ficient) will also be measured in the laboratory, but with the realization
that it will be necessary to scale the results to achieve relevance to in
situ conditions.

Several of the parameters identified in Table 8.3.1.15-2 are intended to
be representative of the rock mass; they are included in the table in recog-
nition of the fact that the rock-mass behavior cannot be adequately charac-
terized by laboratory-determined parameter values alone. The approach taken
in this section is to consider two categories of parameters in addressing the
question of whether the laboratory and field-obtained data are representative
of the rock mass.

In the first category, which includes parameters such as in situ bulk
density, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity, data applicable to the rock
mass will be calculated or estimated from other parameters not specifically
required by performance assessment or design issues, such as grain density,
mineral constituents, and porosity. Knowledge of laboratory-measured values
of these non-required parameters, and their variability in the laboratory or
in situ, will support the determination of rock-mass data for required para-
meters in the first category. Calculated data for the rock mass, together
with related laboratory data, can be compared with the corresponding para-
meter values obtained from field experiments. Historical evidence suggests
that there is likely to be good correlation between laboratory and field
results for this category of in situ parameters. Any discrepancies that may
arise between predicted in situ parameter values and the measured in situ
values will be assessed to ascertain the adequacy of the predictive algorithm
and of the measurement techniques used in field tests. If necessary, the
basis of any predictive algorithm used will be reevaluated and additional
laboratory or field tests may be performed. These additional tests could be
required because of a need to measure different parameters, a need to repeat
measurements under different test conditions, or a need to revise in situ .2
measurement techniques.
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The second category of parameters that can be obtained from in situ
tests, including such parameters as rock-mass deformability and rock-mass
strength, will be treated differently. The parameters in this category are
not expected to be calculable using simple predictive equations and
laboratory-obtained parameter values. Rather, parameters in this category
are sensitive to the scale of the test (volume of rock material involved in
the test). It is expected that field measurements of parameters other than
the parameter of interest will be required to estimate the in situ value of
the parameter. For the rock-mass deformation properties identified in this
section, fracture geometry, characteristics, and properties are the most
likely additional required information. Differences between laboratory and
in situ measured values for parameters such as deformation modulus are
expected to be caused by the presence of fractures in the rock mass on a
scale that cannot be included in laboratory samples. Values for deformation
properties can be calculated by combining intact-rock properties and fracture
characteristics and properties in finite-element computations. Alterna-
tively, the rock-mass properties can be estimated by applying .corrections
deduced from in situ fracture characteristics to intact-rock properties.
Historically, such corrections in the form of reduction factors have been
deduced from fracture frequency, or such indices as rock quality designation.

It would be imprudent to plan numerous large-scale tests to measure
rock-mass deformation properties considering the time and expense required
for such tests. Furthermore, the data from these tests is potentially
difficult to interpret. In the planned program, information about rock-mass
deformation properties will be obtained through a combination of empirical
approaches to rock-mass opening design, sequential instrument emplacement and
excavation, and analytical modeling of excavation behavior. The analytical
modeling described in Sections 6.4.8 and 8.3.2.8 will make use of both
equivalent modulus and compliant joint approaches. The equivalent modulus
approach will use the reduced modulus values derived from laboratory modulus
tests, observed fracture characteristics, and measured in situ deformation
moduli. The compliant joint approach will use laboratory-measured moduli and
joint deformation properties such as stiffness, as well as joint character-
istics such as location, orientation, and spacing. The results of both
modeling approaches will be used to confirm the reduction factor used to
estimate in situ deformation moduli.

There are two additional considerations relevant to rock-mass defor-
mation and strength properties. First, the approach to defining the physical
interpretation of rock-mass strength still is evolving. Rock-mass strength
can be considered in terms of allowable movement on joints, of the strength
of the intact rock, or of a combination of the two. Modeling performed to
date does not provide confidence in predicting the rock-mass response because
of the preliminary nature of the physical models studied and of the data
used. Some of the different situations modeled should be examined further
using refined codes and a more complete and representative data set. Con-
tinuing analyses could indicate the need for site-specific in situ rock
strength data to be obtained during site characterization. Such data pro-
bably would consist of large-deformation response testing of fractures in
situ, perhaps incorporating the effects of heat. Plans for such studies are
maturing; results from ongoing analyses and advanced conceptual design
activities will need to be incorporated in the development of such plans.
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The second additional consideration relevant to rock-mass deformability
involves the estimation of in situ modulus of deformation. Estimation of in
situ modulus of deformation will involve a combined examination of spatial
variability in Young's modulus as determined through statistical analysis of
laboratory data, of limited field measurements, demonstration excavations,
modeling, and spatial variability of other in situ properties such as frac-
ture characteristics. This approach could be sensitive to significant
changes in rock-mass conditions such as fracture characteristics. The
planned program should be sufficiently flexible to provide a methodology for
confirming estimated values of rock-mass modulus should significant changes
in fracture characteristics be encountered within the exploratory shaft
facility (ESF) or within the boundaries of the repository excavation. It
will not be known in advance of BSF excavation whether lateral variability in
fracture characteristics would be significant to the point of requiring
additional confirmatory testing of deformation modulus within the XSF beyond
the testing already planned.

Parameters that vary as a function of saturation (i.e., bulk density,
heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and the strength of intact rock) are
difficult to characterize for all possible saturation states. Estimates of
these parameters will be obtained from known parameters by following the
steps described below (bulk density will be used as an example):

1. Calculate the mean value of the parameter to be estimated using the
mean values of the known parameters:

Pb = p,(' - 0) -ps (8.3.1.15-1)

where

A = bulk density
ps = grain density
X = porosity (matrix porosity and lithophysal cavities)

P. = density of water
S = saturation.

2. Obtain the partial derivatives of Equation 8.3.1.15-1 (or the equiva-
lent equation for another parameter) with respect to the known para-
meters (e.g. 3 O aOP 8Pb OP)

' P# , a8 as ,ON

3. Calculate the standard deviation of the parameter to be estimated
(e.g., Pd ) using the partial derivatives from step 2 and the
standard deviations of the known parameters:

|'8P,) (ad (as),"(b) (8.3.1.15-2)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the mean values of the known
parameters. Note that the implicit assumption is made in the use of Equation
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8.3.1.15-2 that all variables on the right-hand side for which standard
deviations are given are independent random variables.

Use of statistics in design of characterization program. For most of
the parameters listed in Table 8.3.1.15-2, preliminary data are available
that can be used to estimate future testing requirements for satisfaction of
the information need. These preliminary data are the result either of
measurements in the laboratory or of the estimating procedure outlined above.
The parameters for which such preliminary data are not available are fracture
properties (cohesion, coefficient of friction, normal stiffness, and shear
stiffness). The logic for determining the fracture properties with the
required confidence is presented at the end of the following discussion.

Preliminary data, whether obtained from measurements or estimated from
known parameters, provide values for the mean (t) and standard deviation (s)
for each parameter. These two quantities are estimates based on samples from
a population with a true mean value (p) and standard deviation (a). It is
these latter two parameters that are needed when determining whether toler-
ance limits specified by performance and design issues are being met. The
uncertainty caused by knowing a and s rather thankp and a is accounted for
during estimation of the number of samples to be tested in order to meet the
specified tolerance limits. A method (Bowker and Lieberman, 1972) for this
estimation is summarized in the following paragraph.

To obtain initial estimates of testing requirements, all parameters
discussed in this section have been assumed to be normally distributed.
The validity of this assumption will be checked for each parameter during
site characterization activities. Under this assumption, existing data are
used to calculate i and s. The requirements imposed by performance and
design issues are that some proportion y of the interval i * ks will include
100(1 - a) percent or more of the true distribution, where a is the level of
significance (Bowker and Lieberman, 1972) and k is related to a, y, and n,
the number of samples. In thi's analysis, is a preassigned probability that
the interval between i - ks and i + ks includes at least a specified propor-
tion (1 - a) of the true distribution.

For the parameters under discussion here, some of the performance and
design issues specify the magnitude of ks within which the proportion (1 - a)
is to be found (issues that do not provide such a specification have para-
meter goals that are less stringent for a test program).

Specified confidence a

High 0.05

Medium 0.10

Low 0.25

Note that for convenience, (1 - a) is assumed to be the same as 7. Given
values of a, y, k, and an assumed statistical distribution, statistical
tables can be used to estimate n, the number of samples to be tested in order
to satisfy the specified requirements. Depending on the structure of -
observed data, it may be appropriate to use types of distribution functions
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other than the normal distribution for revising the estimates of the required
number of samples.

For example, to calculate the vertical in situ stress in unit TSw2 with
medium confidence, the in situ bulk density of unit TSw2 must be known with
medium confidence. Thus, froa the preceding discussion, y = (1 - a) = 0.90.
If the range were required to be i * 0.lz , then equating ks and O.lz would
give k = 0.1:/s Z 2.13. Entering the appropriate table in Bowker and
Lieberman (1972), the number of samples is found to be 22.

Two comments on this technique are necessary. First, the values of n
obtained are estimates based on the preliminary data currently available.
These values of n may need to be revised as site characterization data become
available because the possibility exists that the preliminary data and the
site characterization data will provide different estimates of p and a.

Secondly, the values of n are for a specified set of conditions at which
preliminary data were obtained. No a priori assumptions have been made
either about spatial variability of a parameter or about the variability in a
parameter resulting from changes in the experiment environment. If a para-
meter should vary as a function of spatial location or experiment conditions,
then n measurements should be obtained at each set of relevant experiment
conditions or for each selected spatial location. This point will be dis-
cussed again for individual studies and activities later in this section.

For the fracture properties, values of z and s are not available, so
that n cannot be estimated by the procedure discussed above. Instead, the
number of samples to be tested initially will be selected arbitrarily. The
data from these initial experiments then will be used to estimate n, and
additional experiments will be conducted if necessary.

Some parameters have preliminary data for which natural variability is
quite large. The large variability could result from a number of causes, but
present data are insufficient to distinguish specific reasons (i.e., a large
variability could be real or a large variability could result from combining
samples from two or more distinct populations). Regardless of the cause, for
these parameters the existing value of s is too large to allow calculation of
n using the tolerance limits requested by other issues. In these cases, the
initial value of n arbitrarily will be assumed to be as follows:

Specified confidence Number of samples

High 40

Medium 20

Low 10

Data obtained from these experiments then will be used to reassess whether
the requested tolerance limits can be met using the normal distribution
function or other distribution functions, as applicable. If not, either new
tolerance limits will be set, and the impact on repository design or perfor-
mance will be evaluated, or additional experiments will be performed to
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determine whether an increased sample size will reduce the observed vari-
ability. Evaluation of data sufficiency after initial sampling and testing
will be used with other information to help decide if additional testing is
necessary.

The preceding discussion is based in part on the assumption that the
sample used to obtain x and s is a random sample of the total population.
Each thermal/mechanical unit is a three-dimensional body; the five existing
core holes comprise only a partially random sample of the units, as will the
exploratory shaft (ES) excavations. In fact, a site characterization program
in which core holes and underground excavations are designed to investigate
specific areas or features of interest can be considered to provide approxi-
mations rather than statistically representative calculations.

In view of the limitations on the randomness of sampling, the next best
situation is one in which coverage of the repository area is maximized. The
existing core holes within and close to the area are situated near the
northern and southern limits. The ES facilities will expand coverage of the
northern area within the repository unit (thermal/mechanical unit TSw2) and
perhaps within thermal/mechanical units CHnlv and Clnls. However, the cen-
tral and southern portions of the repository area will not be sampled as part
of the ES facility; even sampling of the northern portion will be relatively
sparse for thermal/mechanical units other than those mentioned previously.
This situation suggests that coring of several new core holes is necessary
for the determination of the spatial variability of thermal and mechanical
properties.

Preliminary data suggest that spatial variability of these properties is
small within TSw1 and TSw2 (Nimick and Schwartz, 1987). However, additional
data are required for these and other units in the central and southern por-
tions of the repository area. Also, data for units lying below the top of-
CHnlz must be obtained from at least one additional core hole in the northern
part of the area, because the ES will not be sufficiently deep to provide
samples of these units. As stated earlier, the estimated values of n for
individual parameters in individual thermal/mechanical units will apply for
each core hole and for the ES.-

In addition to measurement of parameters on samples from different core
holes to assess spatial variability, a portion of the experiments (<10 per-
cent) will be replicated at more than one testing laboratory. Replications
will consist of round-robin, nondestructive experiments or of experiments on
side-by-side samples for destructive testing. The replication will serve to
verify that the primary testing laboratory is producing accurate results.
Assuming that the different laboratories produce similar results, the addi-
tional data will be used to supplement the data base of laboratory-determined
properties. If the additional data are redundant (i.e., if data from a non-
destructive experiment on a sample are already in the data base), supplemen-
tation of the data base will consist of notation that the data have been
verified through duplicate testing. If testing results are different, an
assessment-of the probable cause(s) of the differences will be performed and
necessary changes or additions to the testing program will be made.

As discussed previously, acquisition of thermal and mechanical proper-
ties with the confidences requested by performance and design issues requires
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minimum numbers of experiments that vary with each property. The relatively
large number of laboratory tests will augment the data available from a
necessarily limited number of in situ tests. Values of rock-mass properties
that will be obtained from in situ thermal and mechanical tests will serve as
guideline properties and will be used to examine the validity of estimating
rock-mass properties using laboratory data combined with information about in
situ fracture characteristics.

In addition to providing estimates of rock-mass properties, in situ
experiments will serve other purposes. Some tests will be used to monitor
the behavior of underground excavations in units TSw1 and TSw2. Both quali-
tative and quantitative information will be obtained from these observations.
Quantitative information for one experiment (sequential drift mining, Activ-
ity 8.3.1.15.1.5.3) will be used for code validation work on codes used to
calculate mechanical response to imposed stresses. Validation work also will
be performed for codes that calculate thermal, mechanical, or coupled thermal
and mechanical responses to imposed temperatures and stresses using data from
the canister-scale heater and heated-block experiments. In general, the
codes to be validated will be used to contribute to the resolution of Issues
1.11 and 4.4 (Sections 8.3.2.2 and 8.3.2.5). Additional discussion of code-
validation work is presented in Section 8.3.2.1.4.

8.3.1.15.1.1 Study: Laboratory thermal properties

The objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of
thermal conductivity and heat capacity and the spatial variability thereof.
In order to do so, porosity, grain density, and the heat capacity and thermal
conductivity of zero-porosity material also must be characterized. The dis-
cussion for Activities 8.3.1.15.1.1.1, 8.3.1.15.1.1.2, and 8.3.1.15.1.1.3
applies for each new core hole and for the exploratory shaft (ES). Testing
frequency at the main test level in the ES will depend on spatial varia-
bility.

The validity of extrapolation of laboratory-determined thermal proper-
ties to in situ conditions will be examined by comparison of the properties
with data obtained from in situ heater tests in the ES. Temperature fields
induced during the heater tests will be modeled using numerical techniques,
with values for thermal properties being varied until an optimum match of
predicted and actual temperatures is obtained. Additional discussion of the
heater tests is presented for Activities 8.3.1.15.1.6.1, 8.3.1.15.1.6.2,
8.3.1.15.1.6.3, and 8.3.1.15.1.6.5 under Study 8.3.1.15.1.6.

8.3.1.15.1.1.1 Activity: Density and porosity characterization

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to obtain data on density and porosity
and to evaluate the spatial variability thereof. Data will contribute to
determination of in situ thermal properties (porosity and grain density), to
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vertical in situ stress (bulk density), and radiation-shielding properties
(bulk density).

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are matrix porosity, grain density, and
in situ bulk density. (Matrix porosity refers to the total void space, as
distinguished from the effective porosity that is available for hydrologic
flow.) Parameters required that are to be supplied by other investigations
are in situ saturation and lithophysal cavity abundance.

Description

The number of experiments necessary to characterize the density and
porosity of each thermal/mechanical unit in Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.1 are given
in Table 8.3.1.15-3. These numbers have been obtained using available data
as discussed under the technical rationale for this investigation. The num-
bers are based on the number of experiments estimated as necessary for bulk
density, volumetric heat capacity, and thermal conductivity (as needed for
this activity and for Activities 8.3.1.15.1.1.2 and 8.3.1.15.1.1.3). The
number of experiments applies to each new core hole and Po the exploratory
shaft. Each experiment will require approximately 65 cm of material.

In addition to the experiments listed in Table 8.3.1.15-3, grain density
and porosity data will be gathered from other samples. Values will be
obtained for 5 to 10 samples of material taken from instrumentation holes in:
the vicinity of in situ experiments in the exploratory shaft facility. These
site-specific values will aid in the interpretation of in situ experiment
results and will add -to the data base for units TSwl and TSw2.

Also, density and porosity data will be obtained on samples tested for
thermal and mechanical properties by measurement of dry and saturated bulk
densities of the samples. These data will be somewhat less precise than
those gathered by the more standardized techniques listed below but will be
specific to the individual test samples. This specificity will enhance the
ability to interpret mechanical and thermal test results.

Grain densities (P,) and dry bulk densities (Pa) will be measured.
Matrix porosities then will be calculated by

- + = -1- -d (8-3.1.15-3)
Ps.

Data. for grain density and matrix porosity will be combined with data on
lithophysal cavity abundance and in situ saturation state to calculate in
situ bulk densities. These bulk densities then will be used to calculate the
vertical component of in situ stress.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.16.1.1.1 are
given in the following table.
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Table 8.3.1.15-3. Experiments required for rock properties characterization

co

CD'

I

Rock Property and activity
Compressive
mechanical
properties

b Density and Thermal Thermal (8.3.1.15.1.3)
Bulk density porosityC Heat capacity conductivity expansion and

Unita (8.3.1.15.1.1.1) (8.3.1.15.1.1.1) (8.3.1.15.1.1.2) (8.3.1.15.1.1.3) (8.3.1.15.1.2.1) (8.3.1.15.1.3.2)

TCw 20 20 -d 10
PTn 20 20 10 10 10 10
TSwl 20 20 20 20 30e 20f
TSw2 22 40 40 40 40g 40
TSw3 3 20 20 20 20 20
CHnlv 10 20 20 20 20 20
CMIn 12 20 20 20 20 20
Ciln2s 10 10 10 10 10 10

'The relationship between thermal/mechanical units and formal stratigraphic units is provided in the
intrgduction to Chapter 2.

Numbers of experiments for bulk density are calculated based on requirements for vertical in situ
stress or on requirements for TSw2 related to radon emanation rate.

CNumber of experiments for density and porosity are related to the experiments required for bulk
denshty, characterization of heat capacity, and thermal conductivity indicated in this table.

Considered to be represented by data for TSwI and TSw2, because of similarities in lithology.
e20 experiments in lithopysae-rich material, 10 experiments in lithophysae-poor material (see Activ-

ity V.3.1.15.1.2.1 for discussion).
(lithophysae-poor TSwM).

g20 experiments each confined and unconfined.

I

( c c
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- - Technical procedurea
Method Number Title Date

Measurement of dry bulk TP-57 Procedure for determining TBOb
density bulk density

Measurement of grain TP-58 Procedure for determining TBD
density grain density

aNationally recognized procedures will be modified to conform to require-
ments of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance program when producing the
procgdures listed in the table.

TBD to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.1.2 Activity: Volumetric heat capacity characterization

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to obtain data for volumetric heat
capacity and to evaluate the spatial variability thereof. The data will be
used in calculations of the thermal response to the presence of heat-
producing waste in unit TSw2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are the estimated in situ values of
volumetric heat capacity. Parameters required from other investigations
include in situ saturation and lithophysal cavity abundance. Parameters
required from other activities within this investigation are matrix porosity
and grain density.

Description

To estimate in situ values of volumetric heat capacity, data are
required for grain density, matrix porosity, lithophysal cavity abundance, in
situ saturation, and the heat capacities (C.) of air, water, and solids. All
of these, with the exception of the heat capacity of solids, will be avail-
able either in handbooks or as the result of other site characterization
activities.

The number of experiments to be performed in each new core hole to
determine the heat capacity of solids for each thermal/mechanical unit in
Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.2 are given in Table 8.3.1.15-3. These numbers are the
number of experiments estimated as necessary for volumetric heat capacity.
Each experiment will require approximately 65 cm! of material. Each experi-
ment on material from units TSw1, TSw2, TSw3, Clnlv, and ClnIz will include
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measurements over the temperature range from 25 to 275-C. For other units,
the temperature range will be from 25 to 100lC. For some units, data from
other units are assumed to be representative based on lithologic similarity.
Because the units that are not to be tested directly will be outside the
temperature field produced by the repository, the impact of this assumption
is expected to be negligible.

In addition to the experiments listed in Table 8.3.1.15-3, heat capacity
data will be gathered from other samples. Values will obtained for two to
three samples of material taken from instrumentation holes in the vicinity of
in situ experiments in the exploratory shaft facility. These site-specific
values will aid in the interpretation of in situ experiment results and will
add to the data base for units TSwl and TSw2.

The data obtained from the measurements will be used to calculate
volumetric heat capacity (pCp) using the following equation (Nimick and
Schwartz, 1987):

(pCp)1, it. = p,(l - 4-L)C; + dmSpioCf'O + (0m(1 - S) + CLIc;,"p,.i (8.3.1.15-4)

where

P$ = grain density,

Cs = heat capacity of solid material,

S = saturation,

Om = matrix porosity,

Os = volume fraction of lithophysal cavities,

P11,0 = density of water,

P.i. = density of air,

= heat capacity of air,

Cl"'0 = heat capacity of water.

Because the density of air is so low, the last term is usually dropped from
Equation 8.3.1.15-4. C; andCf'°and PRjO are functions of temperature, so
that pC, also is a function of temperature. The temperature ranges for which
pCP will be obtained are the same as those specified earlier for c;.
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Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.2 are
given in the following table. - I

Technical procedurea
Method Number Title Date

Beat capacity determination TP-49 Procedure for determination of TBDb
heat capacity

Thermogravimetric analysis TP-50 Procedure for thermogravimetric TBD
analysis

aNationally recognized procedures will be modified to conform to require-
ments of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance program when producing the
procedures listed in the table.

TBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.1.3 Activity: Thermal conductivity characterization

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to obtain data for thermal conduc-
tivity and to evaluate the spatial variability thereof. The data will be
used in calculations of the thermal response to the presence of heat-
producing waste in unit TSw2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are estimates of in situ thermal con-
ductivity. Parameters required from other investigations are in situ satu-
ration and lithophysal cavity abundance. A parameter required from another
activity in this investigation is matrix porosity. These parameters will be
combined in an appropriate model with the thermal conductivities of air,
water, and solids to estimate in situ thermal conductivity.

Description

To estimate in situ values of thermal conductivity, data are required
for the thermal conductivity of the solid material, air, and water and for
matrix porosity, lithophysal cavity abundance, and in situ saturation. All
of these, with the exception of the thermal conductivity of solids, will be
available either in handbooks or as the result of other site characterization
activities.

The number of experiments to be performed to determine the thermal
conductivity of solids for each thermal/mechanical unit included in this
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activity are given in Table 8.3.1.15-3. These numbers are those estimated as
necessary for thermal conductivity of the bulk material, using available data
and the procedures outlined earlier in the technical rationale discussion for
this investigation. For some units, data from other units are assumed to be
representative based on lithologic similarity. The impact of this assumption
is expected to be negligible because the untested units will be outside the
temperature field produced by a repository. Each experiment on material from
units TSw1, TSv2, TSw3, CHn1v, and Cfnlz will include measurements over the
temperature range from 25 to 275-C. For other units, the temperature inter-
val will be 25 to 100lC. Each experiment will use a sample that is equal to
or smaller than 13 cm of NX (approximately 50 mm diameter) core; actual size
will depend on the final experimental technique.

In addition to the experiments listed in Table 8.3.1.15-3, thermal-
conductivity data will be gathered from other samples. Values will be
obtained for two to three samples of material taken from instrumentation
holes in the vicinity of in situ experiments in the exploratory shaft
facility. These site-specific values will aid in the interpretation of in
situ experiment results and will add to the data base for units TSwl and
TSw2.

Thermal conductivity of several samples of Yucca Mountain tuffs will be
measured in support of the activity related to determination of in situ
temperatures (Activity 8.3.1.15.2.2.1). Data from these measurements also
will contribute to the total data base on thermal properties.

The equation that has been used to date in analysis of the NNWSI Project
thermal-conductivity data has been a geometric means equation (Nimick and
Lappin, 1985):

K = KS2-0) Kgs*m Kgl(I-s)*ffi-- (8.3.1.15-5)

where

K = bulk thermal conductivity,
K.= thermal conductivity of solids,
.K = thermal conductivity of water,
K. = thermal conductivity of air,
S = saturation,

XL = volume fraction of lithophysal cavities,
4. = matrix porosity,
OT= total porosity (,m + L).

This formulation will be reevaluated against other possible representations;
the actual equation that will be used to analyze data for site characteri-
zation has not been selected. K., KA, and K. are functions of temperature,
so that Kis also a function of temperature. The temperature ranges for
which K will be obtained are the same as those specified earlier for K.
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Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.3 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedures
Method Number Title Date

Thermal conductivity TP-46 Procedure for determination TBDb
determination of thermal conductivity

aNationally recognized-procedures will be modified to conform to require-
ments of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance program when producing the
procedure shown in the table.

TBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.2 Study: Laboratory thermal expansion testing

The objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of
thermal-expansion behavior and the spatial variability thereof. The discus-
sion that follows applies for each new core hole and for the exploratory
shaft (ES). Testing frequency at the main test level in the ES will depend
on spatial variability..

8.3.1.15.1.2.1 Activity: Thermal expansion characterization

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to obtain data for thermal-expansion
behavior and to evaluate the spatial variability thereof. The data will be
used in calculations of thermal stress and deformation associated with the
temperature field produced by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit
TSw2.

Parameters

The parameter for this activity is the coefficient of thermal expansion.

Description

The number of experiments necessary to obtain the coefficient of thermal
expansion for each thermal/mechanical unit in Activity 8.3.1.15.1.2.1 is
given in Table 8.3.1.15-3. The numbers have been obtained using available
data and the procedure outlined in the technical rationale discussion for
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this investigation. For some units, data from other units are assumed to be
representative on the basis of lithologic similarity. The impact of this
assumption is expected to be negligible because the untested units will be
outside the temperature field produced by a repository. Each experiment for
units TSw1, TS*2, TSM3, Cmnlv, and Ciniz will include measurements over the
temperature range from 25 to 275'C. For other units, the temperature range
will be 25 to 10OC. Sample size will be similar to that used in previous
experiments (Chapter 2), ranging from 25.4 by 25.4 by 3 mm up to cylinders
50.8 mm in diameter and 101.8 mm in length.

The nature and conditions of the experiments will depend on the thermal/
mechanical unit. For thermal/mechanical units other than TSwl and TSw2,
experiments will be performed in the laboratory, and most will be conducted
with appropriate confining pressure and pore pressure. This pressure is
necessary to obtain an accurate representation of in situ thermal expansion
because existing data indicate that thermal-expansion coefficients are a
function of confining pressure at temperatures up to approximately 100lC.
The discussion of thermal expansion in Chapter 2 indicates that laboratory
data obtained in such experiments should be representative of in situ values;
this conclusion will be reevaluated as site specific in situ thermal expans-
ion data become available. (Activities 8.3.1.15.1.6.1 through
8.3.1.15.1.6.5).

For thermal/mechanical unit TSwM, data are necessary for both
lithophysae-rich and lithophysae-poor portions of the unit. Both portions of
unit TSw1 will be characterized by the same method used for the units
discussed in the previous paragraph, although samples from the lithophysae-
rich portions will be significantly larger than the sizes mentioned earlier.

For unit TSw2, the magnitude of the difference in thermal-expansion
behavior for confined versus unconfined conditions will be determined by
performing experiments in both ways. The data from this comparison will be
useful in distinguishing near-field and far-field thermomechanical proper-
ties, if this distinction is necessary. In addition, scoping experiments
will be performed to assess the significance, if any, of anisotropy or sample
size on the thermal expansion behavior of unit TSw2.

In addition to the thermal-expansion experiments performed to examine
spatial variability of this property, experiments will be done on samples
collected from the vicinity of in situ experiments that involve elevated
temperatures. These thermal-expansion data will be used in the interpreta-
tion of in situ experiment results as well as to augment the data base on the
thermal expansion of units TSwl and TSw2.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.2.1 are
given in the following table.
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a

Technical procedurea
Method Number Title Date

Measurement of thermal TP-43 Procedure for determination of TBDb
expansion unconfined thermal expansion

TP-44 Procedure for determination of TBD
confined thermal expansion

aTo the extent possible,' nationally recognized procedures will be
modified to conform to requirements of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance
program when producing the-procedures listed in the table.

TBD = to be determined.'

8.3.1.16.1.3- Study: -Laboratory determination of mechanical properties of
intact rock

The objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of
the mechanical properties of intact rock and the spatial variability thereof.
The discussion for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 applies for each new core hole and
for the ES. Testing frequency at the main test level in the ES will depend
on spatial variability.

8.3.1.15.1.3.1 Activity: Compressive mechanical properties of intact
rock at baseline experiment conditions

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to obtain data for the compressive
mechanical properties of intact rock, and the spatial variability thereof,
for baseline experiment conditions. These data will be used in mechanical
and thermomechanical calculations of stresses and deformations induced by the
presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 and overlying units and by the
presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity include uniaxial compressive strength,
Young's modulus,-and Poisson's ratio.

Description

As discussed in Chapter 2, the compressive strength of Yucca Mountain
tuffs is a function of various conditions, including strain'rate, confining
pressure, temperature, sample size, and saturation state. To evaluate the
effects of these parameters, a set of baseline experiment conditions must be
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defined for which compressive mechanical data will be obtained. These
conditions will be as follows:

Sample diameter: 50.8 mm
Sample length to diameter ratio: 2.0
Saturation state: Saturated

- -Temperature: 250
Confining pressuri: gone
Strain rate: 10 s

The number of experiments to be performed at these conditions for each
thermal/mechanical unit in Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 are summarized in Table
8.3.1.15-3. The numbers have been obtained from available data using the
procedure outlined in the technical rationale discussion for this
investigation. For some units, data from other units are assumed to be
representative based on lithologic similarity. Because these units are
outside the regions of significantly altered stress and temperature, the
impact of this assumption is assumed to be negligible.

In addition to the experiments listed for this activity (8.3.1.15.1.3.1)
in Table 8.3.1.15-3, compressive experiments at the baseline conditions will
be performed on samples obtained in the vicinity of in situ experiments. The
data from these laboratory experiments will aid in the interpretation of in
situ experiment results as well as contributing to the data base for the
compressive mechanical properties of unit TSw2.

One guideline frequently used in compressive testing is that the
diameter of grains and inhomogeneities in the samples be less than 0.1 of the
sample diameter. For lithophysae-rich material, this stipulation will
necessitate testing samples that are much larger than the baseline size.
Samples of two diameters (267 and 381 mm) will be obtained from the walls of
the upper demonstration breakout room in the ES and will be tested with all
other baseline experimental conditions as listed earlier.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedurea
Method Number Title Date

Compression testing TP-51 Procedure for determination of TBDb
compressive mechanical
properties

aTo the extent possible, nationally recognized procedures will be
modified to conform to requirements of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance
prograa when producing the procedure shown in the table..

TBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.15.1.3.2 Activity: Effects of variable environmental 'onditions on
compressive mechanical properties

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the effects of varying
sample size, strain rate, saturation state, anisotropy, confining pressure,
and temperature on compressive mechanical properties. Data will be used in
mechanical and thermomechanical calculations of stresses and deformations
induced by the presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 and overlying
units and by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are unconfined compressive strength,
Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, cohesion, and angle of internal friction.

Description

As discussed in Chapter 2, compressive mechanical properties are a
function of the experimental conditions at which the properties are measured.
This activity will determine the effects of sample size, strain rate, temper-
ature, confining pressure, saturation state, and anisotropy-on the compres-
sive mechanical properties of unit TSw2, the proposed repository horizon. In
addition, the effects of confining pressure on the mechanical properties of
units TCw, PTn, and lithophysae-poor portions of unit TSw1 will be deter-
mined. The number of experiments listed for these units in Table 8.3.1.15-3
for this activity (8.3.1.15.1.3.2) will be performed at each unique set of
experimental conditions. Material for testing of unit TSw2 will be obtained
from the walls of the excavations at the main test level in the exploratory
shaft (ES) facility, whereas samples of other units will be collected from
the ES itself.

In addition to the testing just summarized, scoping experiments are
ongoing to determine whether creep deformation or deformation at very low
strain rates (10 s to 10 s I ) are of concern for unit TSw2. Samples
taken from outcrop at Busted Butte are being tested in compression at low
strain-rates, elevated temperatures, and in long-term creep experiments.
Results will be used to assess whether the experiment program mentioned in
the preceding paragraph should include additional experiments at these
extreme conditions.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3.2 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedures
Method Number Title Date

Compression testing TP-51 Procedure for determination of TBDb
compressive mechanical
properties

aTo the extent possible, nationally recognized procedures will be modi-
fied to conform to the requirements of the NNWSI Project Quality Assurance
proggam when producing the procedure shown in the table.

TBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.3.3 Activity: Tensile strength of unit TSw2

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to obtain data on the tensile strength
of unit TSw2. These data will contribute to the characterization of the
mechanical behavior of unit TSw2, thus improving the quality of mechanical
analyses and the interpretation thereof.

Parameters

The parameter for this activity is the tensile strength of intact rock.

Description

To more fully characterize the mechanical behavior of the proposed
repository horizon, the tensile strength of unit TSw2 will be measured. Up
to 20 experiments will be performed on material from the exploratory shaft.
Preliminary evaluations of the response of the rock at Yucca Mountain to
excavation and heat-induced loads (Sections 6.4 and 8.3.2.2) suggest that
those instances where tensile strength of the rock is of interest primarily
involve compressive-loading situations. For example, such loading situations
might be expected to produce spalling around emplacement boreholes, which can
be considered to be a tensile failure mechanism. Accordingly, the test
technique selected for tensile testing will induce tensile failure through
the application of a compressive load. A limited number of direct-pull
tensile tests may be performed to examine load-dependent tensile strength
variation. Appropriate sample sizes will be determined as detailed test
plans develop.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.3.3 are
given in the following table.

KJ
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Technical procedurea
Method Number *Title Date

Tensile strength testing TP-54 Procedure for determination of TBDb
tensile mechanical properties

"To the extent possible, nationally recognized procedures will be
modified to conform to the requirements of the NNWSI Project QA program
when producing the procedure shown in the table.

bTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.4 Study: Laboratory determination of the mechanical properties
of fractures

The objective of this study is to provide laboratory characterization of
the Mechanical properties of fractures and the spatial variability thereof.
The discussion applies for each new core hole and for the exploratory shaft
(ES). Testing frequency at the main test level in the ES will depend on
spatial variability.

8.3.1.15.1.4.1 Activity: Mechanical properties of fractures at baseline
experiment conditions

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to obtain data for the mechanical
properties of fractures, and the spatial variability thereof, for baseline
experiment conditions. The data will be used in mechanical and thermo-
mechanical calculations of the stresses and deformations induced by the
presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 and overlying units and by the
presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSv2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are cohesion, coefficient of friction,
shear stiffness, normal stiffness.

Description

As discussed in Chapter 2, the mechanical behavior of fractures may be a
function of various conditions, including displacement rate, temperature,
mineralogy, sample size, fracture roughness, and saturation state. To
evaluate the effects of these parameters, a set of baseline experimental
conditions must be defined-for which the parameters listed in this section
will be obtained. These conditions will be as follows:
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Sample size: Diameters of approximately 51 to 114 mm

Saturation state: Dry

Temperature: 25-C

Displacement rate: 10 micrometers per second

Mineralogy: Devitrified, welded tuff with minimal secondary
mineralization of fracture surfaces

This set of conditions applies for shear experiments. For measurement
of normal stiffness, the conditions will be the same except that the loading
rate will be approximately 0.03 MPa/s.

Sample size and mineralogy baseline conditions are preliminary and sub-
ject to reevaluation. Some natural fractures from the new core holes will be
tested, but the sample size may differ from that eventually selected as the
baseline size.

A similar difficulty exists for mineralogy of fractures. New core holes
may or may not provide adequately preserved, intact samples of natural frac-
tures representative of the differently mineralized surfaces to be found at
Yucca Mountain.

Because of the limitations discussed above, most samples for fracture
testing will be collected from the ES. Characterization of fracture orien-
tations and mineralogy (Study 8.3.1.3.2.2) will help to determine what
fractures will be tested. Emphasis will be placed on dominant fracture
set(s), with some testing on less significant fractures as deemed necessary.

No data are presently available with which to estimate the number of
fractures that must be tested. Scoping experiments are under way on samples
from unit TSw2 collected from Busted Butte. These experiments will provide
preliminary data that will be used to design the initial phase of fracture
testing in terms of sampling frequency.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.4.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title - Date

Fracture testing TP-52 Procedure for TBDa
determination of
fracture mechanical
properties
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Fracture sampling TBD Procedure for obtaining TBD
representative samples.
of in.situ fractures

&TBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.4.2 Activity: Effects of variable environmental conditions on
mechanical properties of fractures

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the effects of varying
displacement rate, saturation state, temperature, mineralogy, normal stress,
and sample size on the mechanical properties of fractures. The data will be
used in mechanical and thermomechanical calculations of stresses and defor-
mations induced by the presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 and
overlying units and by the presence of heat-producing waste in unit TSw2.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are cohesion, coefficient of friction,
shear stiffness, and normal stiffness.

Description

As stated for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.4.1, fracture characterization
activities (Section 8.3.1.3.2.3) will identify dominant fracture set(s) in
unit TSw2. These studies will be correlated with test results under varying
experimental conditions to evaluate the sensitivity of the range.of fracture
properties to the conditions. Approximately 20 experiments will be performed
at each experiment condition for samples of unit TSw2, with fewer experiments
on samples of adjacent units if such experiments appear to be necessary.
Tentative ranges in experiment conditions are as follows:

Saturation state: Dry and saturated
Temperature: 25 to 200'C
Normal stress: to be determined
'Displacement rate: to be determined
Sample size: to be determined

In addition, several scoping experiments will be performed to examine
whether creep is a realistic deformation mechanism for fractures in unit
TSw2.
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The range in sample size (surface area) will depend on material availa-
bility. The range probably will extend from NX-core to cores up to 381 mm in
diameter, and may include large, irregular samples as well. Sampling plans
for this activity will take into account the importance of scaling effects
when extrapolating from laboratory results to in situ fractures.

The range in mineralogy and roughness of fracture surfaces will depend
on the results of characterization of fracture sets and sensitivity calcula-
tions. All types of fractures estimated to be of potential importance to the
mechanical behavior of the rock mass will be tested.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.4.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Fracture testing TP-52 Procedure for determination TBDa
of fracture mechanical
properties

Fracture sampling TBD Procedure for obtaining TBD
representative samples of
in situ fractures

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.5 Study: Excavation investigations

The objective of this study is to obtain site-specific information con-
cerning the behavior of underground excavations in the proposed repository
horizon and overlying units. Most of the data will be used for validation of
computer codes that will be used to predict mechanical behavior of the rock
mass (Section 8.3.2.1.4). In addition, some of the information will serve as
direct demonstration of constructability with reasonably available technology
(relevant to resolution of Issue 4.4). All of the in situ experiments will
be conducted in the exploratory shaft (ES) facility. Interpretation of the
data to be obtained from the activities for this study (8.3.1.15.1.5) will
utilize information gathered for 8.3.1.4.2.2 (characterization of structural
features within the site area).

* AK>
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8.3.1.15.1.5.1 Activity: Shaft convergence

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to monitor rock-mass deformation
around a vertical shaft (the ES) and to measure horizontal in situ stresses.
In situ stress data will contribute to definition of boundary and initial,
conditions for mechanical and thermomechanical analyses, whereas observations
of rock-mass deformation also will contribute to empirical evaluations of
nonradiological health and safety (Issue 4.2).

Parameters

Information will be obtained concerning rock-mass deformation and hori-
zontal in situ stress. Both will be obtained in more than one location
(vertically), so that some information regarding spatial variability of rock-
mass deformation and horizontal stresses will be obtained.

Description

.The following description covers the monitoring of rock-mass defor-
mation. In situ stress measurements are discussed in the next investigation

*(8.3.1.15.2).

Rock-mass deformation around the ES will be monitored at three levels
using multiple-point borehole extensometers (MPBXs) placed at 120 intervals
around the shaft circumference. The 1dPBXs will be installed as soon as prac-
ticable after excavation of the relevant level in the ES. Deformations will
be measured across the shaft diameter and as a function of distance from the
shaft at multiple locations in the walls. The MPBX heads will not be covered
by the shaft liner, so that the deformations can be monitored as a function
of time.

In addition to MPBX measurements, deformations will be measured with rod
extensometers at each of the three levels. Extensometer measurements will be
made along diameters in the same plane as the IdPBXs at 60' from the UPBX.
heads.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.5.1 are
given in the following table.
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Technical Drocedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of instrumen-
tation holes

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-drilling
holes for instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2

Overcoring stress
measurements

Biaxial stress
measurements

Rod extensometer
measurements

measurements

Borescope observation

Use of borehole
deformation gages

De finition of joint
properties

Monitoring of pressure
control systems

Data acquisition

TP-3

TP-4

TP-5

TP-6

TP-14

TP-17

TP-23

TP-33

TP-34

Procedure for percussion-
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Procedure for overcoring
for stress measurements

Procedure for biaxial stress
measurements for overcoring
testing

Procedure for installation
operation of rod
extensometers

Procedure for installation
and operation of smPBXs

Procedure for borehole
inspection using borescope

Procedure for installation
and operation of borehole
deformation gages

Procedure for definition of
joint properties and
geometries

Procedure for monitored
pressure control systems

Procedure for monitoring of
data acquisition system

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

aTBD = to be determined.
BX = multiple-point borehole extensometers.

K)1
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8.3.1.15.1.5.2 Activity: Demonstration breakout rooms

Objectives

The major objective of this activity is to demonstrate constructability
and stability of underground rooms with cross-sectional dimensions equivalent
to those of a repository in both lithophysae-rich and lithophysae-poor
material. This demonstration will include an evaluation of the deformations
that occur around the openings. A secondary objective is to provide facili-
ties for other testing (e.g., beater tests and overcoring). Demonstration of
constructability and stability will contribute to empirical evaluations of
nonradiological health and safety (Issue 4.2).

Parameters

Data will be obtained concerning deformations caused by repository-sized
excavations in welded tuff. Information also will be obtained about the
extent of the zone of increased fracturing adjacent to the excavations, about
rock-bolt loading, and observations about excavation efficiency.

Description

Two rooms with cross-sectional dimensions equivalent to those of a
repository will be excavated, one in lithophysae-rich tuff (unit TSw1) and
the second in lithophysae-poor material (unit TSw2). The rooms will be
stabilized using rock bolts and wire mesh. Deformations will be monitored
using multiple-point borehole extensometers (MPBXs) at two stations in each
room, with 6 MPBXs at each station. Each MPBX will have 6 anchors. The.
MPBXs will be installed as soon as practicable after excavation of the rele-
vant interval of the rooms. Rod extensometer measurements also will be made
between drift convergence anchors in the room floor and back.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.5.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of TP-1 Procedure for diamond- TBDa
instrumentation holes drilling holes for

instrumentation

TP-2 Procedure for percussion- TED
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Rod extensometer TP-5 Procedure for operation of TBD
measurements of rod extensometers
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

MPBXb measurements TP-8 Procedure for TBD
operation of MPBXs

Use of rock bolt load TP-8 Procedure for installation TBD
cells and operation of rock bolt

load cells

Borescope observation TP-14 Procedure for borehole TBD
inspection using
borescope

Definition of joint TP-23 Procedure for definition TBD
properties of joint properties

and geometries

Data acquisition TP-34 Procedure for monitoring TBD
of data acquisition system

Rock bolt installation TP-37 Procedure for installa- TBD
tion of rock bolts

Blasted rock TP-38 Procedure for blasted TBD
characterization rock sorting and

size evaluation

Excavation activities TP-41 Procedure for drilling TBD
and blasting

TP-42 Procedure for loading TBD
and blasting

aTED = to be determined.
g BX = multiple-point borehole extensometers.

8.3.1.15.1.5.3 Activity: Sequential drift mining

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to obtain data on the deformation
response of drifts with cross-sectional dimensions equivalent to those of a
repository in welded tuff, to use the data in code validation activities, and
to demonstrate constructability and stability of repository-sized drifts in
lithophysae-poor material. Data will contribute to validation of computer
codes to be used to calculate mechanical responses, as well as contributing
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to empirical evaluations related to nonradiological health and safety
(Issue 4.2).

Parameters

Data will be obtained concerning deformations caused by the presence of
multiple underground excavations in welded tuff (unit TSM2). Stress changes
also will be monitored.

Description

Although a final design for this experiment is not available, the
concept includes the following sequence:

1. Excavate an observation drift with cross-sectional dimensions smaller
than or equivalent to those of a repository.

2. Instrument the rock mass in the direction of other excavation(s)
planned for this experiment. Such excavation(s) will have cross-
sectional dimensions equivalent to those of a repository.

3. Excavate other drift(s) or room(s).

Deformations caused by the excavation of secondary drifts in step 3 will be
measured from the observation drift using borehole deflectometers and
multiple-point borehole extensometers (MPBXs), and within the secondary drifts
using rod extensometers and MPBXs. Instrumentation will be installed for step
2 and also will be placed in the secondary excavation(s) in step 3 as mining
progresses. Changes in near-field stresses around the drifts will be moni-
tored with borehole stressmeters.

Quantitative information from the measurements will be used to aid in
validation of computer codes to be used in calculation of the mechanical
response of the rock-mass. Additional discussions of code validation acti-
vities are presented in Section 8.3.2.1.4. Before this site characterization
experiment begins, some prototype experiments will be performed in G-tunnel.
These initial experiments are designed to aid in development of appropriate
instrumentation. Emphasis will be placed on the development of geophysical
instruments to monitor ground motion (acceleration, velocity, and stress)
associated with blasting activities in welded tuff, with application to the
possible survivability of the full range of instrumentation to be used in site
characterization activities in the ESF.

Methods and technical procedures

'The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.5.3 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-
drilling holes for
instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2

Rod extensometer
measurements

measurements

Use of rock bolt load
cells

Borehole deflectometer
measurements

Borehole stress meter
measurements

Use of water permeability
equipment

Borescope observation

Definition of joint
properties

Data acquisition

TP-5

TP-a

TP-8

TP-10

TP-11

TP-13

TP-14

TP-23

TP-34

Procedure for percus-
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for
operation of rod
extensometers

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of MPBXs

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of rock bolt load
cells

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of borehole deflect-
ometer

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of borehole stress
meters

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of water permeability
equipment

Procedure for borehole
inspection using
borescope

Procedure for definition
of joint properties
and geometries

Procedure for monitor-
ing of data
acquisition system

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

1\1�
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date -

Rock bolt installation TP-37 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation of rock bolts

Evaluation of blasted TP-38 Procedure for blasted TBD
rock rock sorting and

size evaluation

Excavation activities TP-41 Procedure for drilling TBD
and blasting

TP-42 Procedure-for loading TBD
and blasting

aTBD = to'be determined.
bVPBX = multiple-point borehole extensometers.

8.3.1.15.1.6 Study: In situ thermomechanical properties

The objective of this study is to obtain data on in situ thermal and
thermomechanical properties for units TSwI and TSw2. Properties to be
obtained include beat capacity, thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion.
Deformation modulus, strain ratio, and radon emanation rates also will be
determined during some of the testing activities. In addition, the effects
of heating on in situ water content, deformation modulus, changes in
thermally induced stress, radon emanation, and the deformation response of
the rock around a heated room will be observed. Some of the data will be
used for validation of computer codes used in heat transfer and thermo-
mechanical calculations. Additional heater experiments will be conducted to
characterize the waste container environment, as discussed in Section
8.3.4.2.4.

Interpretation of the data to be obtained from the activities for this
study will utilize information gathered for Study 8.3.1.4.2.2 (characteri-
zation of the structural features within the site area).

8.3.1.15.1.6.1 Activity: Heater experiment in unit TSwl

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to estimate the in situ thermo-
mechanical properties of lithophysae-rich tuff (unit TSwl) and to observe the
thermal and mechanical response of this tuff unit to elevated temperatures.
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The data will be used in thermal and mechanical calculations, to evaluate
expected in situ behavior at elevated temperatures.

Parameters

The parameters of this study are thermal conductivity, heat capacity,
and thermal expansion coefficient.

Description

The design of this experiment, in terms of heater dimensions and power
output, has not been finalized. However, data to be measured will include
temperatures, deformations, and changes in moisture content regardless of the
heater used. Use of heater-induced temperature changes to estimate in situ
values of thermal conductivity and heat capacity is discussed for Study
8.3.1.15.1.1. A neutron probe will be used to evaluate changes in bulk
moisture content near the heater; this information will be used in calcu-
lation of in situ thermal properties and in qualitative evaluation of hydro-
thermal mechanisms. Estimates of thermal expansion coefficients will be
obtained through a combination of the measured temperatures and thermally
induced deformations as measured with multiple-point borehole extensometers.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of instru-
mentation hole

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Tha

TP-2

MPBX measurements

Borescope observation

Temperature measurements

TP-6

TP-14

TP-24

Procedure for percus-
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of MPBXs

Procedure for inspec-
tion of boreholes
using a borescope

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of thermocouples

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Heater operation TP-26 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of small-scale heater

TP-27 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of canister-scale
heaters

Data acquisition TP-34 Procedure for monitoring TBD
of data acquisition
system

Heater control TP-35 Procedure for monitor- TBD
ing of temperature or
heater control systems

Moisture measurements TP-39 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of neutron probe for
determination of
moisture content-

Beater operation TBD TBD TBD

aTBD = to be determined.
bVPBX = multiple-point borehole extensometers.

8.3.1.15.1.6.2 Activity:- Canister-scale heater experiment

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to estimate the in situ thermo-
mechanical properties of lithophysae-poor tuff (unit TSw2) to (1) evaluate
the thermomechanical behavior of welded tuff around a canister-scale emplace-
ment borehole, and (2) use the data in validation of thermal and thermo-
mechanical computer codes.

Parameters

The parameter to be determined for this activity is the thermal
expansion coefficient.
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Description

A canister-scale heater will be emplaced in unit TSw2, and temperatures,
deformations, and changes in moisture content and stresses will be monitored.
Instrumentation will include thermocouples, multiple-point borehole extenso-
meters (MPBXs), borehole deformation gauges, and a neutron probe. The use of
heater-induced temperature changes to estimate in situ values of thermal con-
ductivity and heat capacity is discussed for Study 8.3.1.15.1.1. Estimates
of thermal expansion coefficients will be obtained through combination of the
measured temperatures and thermally induced deformations as measured with the
MPBXs. Quantitative information will be used in validation of computer codes
used to calculate thermal and thermomechanical behavior of the rock mass.
Values for rock-mass thermal properties will be obtained from evaluation of
rock mass response and from estimates based on laboratory measurements of
samples obtained from the vicinity of the canister-scale heater. Additional
discussion of code validation activities is presented in Section 8.3.2.1.4.
Qualitative information concerning stability of the heater hole under condi-
tions of elevated temperature will contribute to evaluation of
retrievability.

An activity associated with the canister-scale experiment is the
measurement of radon emissions in unit TSw2 as a function of temperature. A
borehole near the heater will be monitored for radon concentrations through-
out the duration of the canister-scale experiment. Results will be used to
satisfy Issue 2.7 (Section 8.3.2.3).

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of TP-1 Procedure for diamond- TBDa
instrumentation drilling holes for
holes instrumentation

TP-2 Procedure for percus- TBD
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

MIBXb measurements TP-6 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of UPB~s

Borescope observations TP-14 Procedure for inspec- TBD
tion of boreholes
using a borescope
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Borehole deformation
gage measurements

Temperature measure-
ments

Heater operation

Radon measurements

Data acquisition

Heater control

Moisture measurements

TP-17

TP-24

TP-27

TP-28

TP-34

TP-35

ITP-39

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of borehole deformation
gages

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of thermocouples

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of canister-scale
heater.

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of instrumentation
for monitoring radon
emanations

Procedure for monitoring
of data acquisition
system

Procedure for monitoring
of temperature or
heater control systems

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of neutron probe for
determination of
moisture content

TBD

TED

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

aTBD = to be determined.
* biBX =.multiple-point borehole extensometers.

8.3.1.15.1.6.3 Activity: Yucca Mountain heated block

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to estimate in situ mechanical and
thermomechanical properties of unit TSw2 and to validate thermomechanical
computer models. Data on the properties will be used in mechanical and
thermomechanical calculations of stresses and deformations induced by the
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presence of underground openings in unit TSw2 and overlying units and by the
presence of heat-producing waste in unit TMw2.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are deformation modulus, thermal expan-
sion coefficient, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, joint wall compressive
strength, and joint roughness coefficient.

Description

Slots isolating a 2- by 2-m block will be cut in an alcove at the main
test level in the-exploratory shaft (ES). Flatjacks will be set in the slots
adjacent to the block, enabling application of unaxial or biaxial stresses.
Two rows of heaters outside opposite sides of the block will be used to heat
the block. Before and during the heated phases, stresses will be applied and
deformation will be monitored to obtain values for the deformation modulus
and the ratio of lateral strain to axial strain (principal strain ratio), and
the variation of these two properties with temperature. Thermally induced
deformation 'will be used to obtain estimates of the thermal expansion coef-
ficient. Use of heater-induced temperature changes to estimate in situ
values of thermal conductivity and heat capacity is discussed for Study
8.3.1.15.1.1. A thermal probe also -will be used as a transient-line heat
source to measure in situ thermal conductivity directly. In addition to the
parameters mentioned previously, changes in moisture content as a function of
temperature and position will be monitored -with a neutron probe.

After some portion of the experiment has been accomplished for this
activity, the feasibility of cutting slots for a second block will be
assessed. If feasible, this block would be oriented in a manner allowing for
measuring shear and normal mechanical properties of in situ fractures
(Activity 8.3.1.15.1.7.2). No heat would be involved.

Instrumentation for measuring deformation for this activity may include
set pins, strain gage rosettes, horizontal extensometers, tiltmeters, and
multiple-point borehole extensometers. Stress changes during the experiment
will be monitored with borehole deformation gages. As mentioned earlier,
thermal and neutron probes also will be used.

To help interpret the data from this experiment, laboratory measurements
will be made using core from instrumentation holes in or near the block.
Thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and mechanical properties will be
measured. In addition, measurements of joint wall compressive strength and
joint roughness coefficient (Barton and Choubey, 1977) will be made on joints
near the location of the block.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.3 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method - Number Title Date

Preparation of instru-
mentation holes

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-
drilling holes for
instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2

MPBXb measurements

Slot cutting

Borehole deformation
gage measurements

TP-6

TBD

TP-17

Procedure for percus-
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of mPBXs

TBD

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of borehole deformation
gages

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Whittemore pin
measurements

Strain gage measure-
ments

Tiltmeter measurements

Flatjack operation

Fracture character-
ization

Temperature measurements

Thermal probe measure-
ments

TP-lQ

TP-20

TP-21

TP-22

TP-23

.TP-24

TP-25

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of Whittemore pins

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of surface strain
gages

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of tiltmeters

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of flatjacks

Procedure for character-
ization of fracture
properties and geo-
metry

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of thermocouples

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of thermal probe

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Heater operation TP-26 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of small-scale heaters

Data acquisition TP-34 Procedure for monitoring TBD
of data acquisition
system

Heater control TP-35 Procedure for monitoring TBD
of temperature or
heater control systems

Moisture measurements TP-39 Procedure for instal- TBD
lation and operation
of neutron probe for
determination of
moisture content

aTBD = to be determined.
W Ba = multiple-point borehole extensometer.

8.3.1.15.1.6.4 Activity: Thermal stress measurements

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to monitor changes in thermally
induced stress in jointed welded tuffs. The data will be used to evaluate
validity of thermally induced stresses calculated with thermomechanical
computer codes.

Parameters

The parameter for this activity is thermally induced stress.

Description

A slot will be cut in the roof or a rib of a drift and a flatjack will
be inserted in the slot. Two rows of heaters parallel to and on either side
of the slot will be energized, and the method of stress cancellation will be
used to measure the stresses induced by the temperature field. In addition,
deformation in the surrounding heated volume (>36 m ) will be monitored using
MPBXs and long-gage-length displacement extensometers. Combination of
measured deformation with measured temperatures will allow confirmation of in
situ thermal expansion coefficients measured in other in situ tests
(Activities 8.3.1.15.1.6.1, 8.3.1.15.1.5.2, and 8.3.1.15.1.5.3).

K)
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The specific number and location of these experiments has not yet been
defined. Evaluation of the experimental design and prototype experiments are
ongoing. The prototype experiments include development of equipment (e.g.,
high-pressure flatjacks) as well as methodology.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.4 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title - Date

Preparation of
instrumentation
holes

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-
drilling holes for
instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2

MPBxb measurements

Slot cutting

Long-gage extensometer
measurements

TP-6

TBD

TP-18

Procedure for percus-
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of MPBXs

TBD

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of long-gage length
displacement
extensometers

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Flatjack operation

Temperature measurements

Beater operation

Data acquisition

TP-22

TP-24

TP-26

TP-34

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of flatjacks

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of thermocouples

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of small-scale
heaters

Procedure for monitoring
of data acquisition
system

TBD

TED

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Heater control TP-35 Procedure for monitoring TBD
of temperature or
heater control systems

Stress cancellation TP-79 Procedure for measurement TBD
testing of in situ slot normal

stress in the field

aTBD = to be determined.
bMPBX = multiple-point borehole extensometer.

8.3.1.15.1.8.5 Activity: Heated room experiment

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to estimate the in situ thermo-
mechanical properties of densely welded, fractured tuff (unit TSw2), (2) to
evaluate the thermomechanical behavior of welded tuf f around repository
openings, (3) to develop a data base for evaluating thermal and thermo-
mechanical computer codes, and (4) to use the data in evaluating drift
response to expected repository conditions during both construction and
operation.

Parameters

The following parameters and information will be obtained during this
experiment: rock mass deformation; estimate of the region in which the
stress state is changed by elevation of temperature; rib stress change;
thermal conductivity and heat capacity; ground-support loading and def or-
mation; and the temperature dependence of measured parameters.

Description

The design of this experiment has not yet been completed. The experi-
ment will be conducted in unit TSw2. The experiment will consist of develop-
ing a representative drift (cross section) and heating the rock around it to
expected repository operating temperatures. The length of the drift and
geometrical placement of the heat sources will be determined by optimizing
the length and heat source placement with a reasonable number of heaters
required to generate repository-like conditions. Either a preexisting drift
will be used or a drift will be constructed specifically for this experiment.
The drift will be instrumented appropriately to provide data for the para-
meters described previously. The experiment may involve more than one
opening so that the temperatures around and between drifts more nearly
correspond to those expected in the repository. The experiment will be
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initiated during site characterization and will continue into the performance
confirmation period. -

Methods and technical procedures-

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.6.5 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

Rod extensometer
measurements

measurements

Use of rock bolt
load cells

Use of borehole
deflectometer

Use of borehole
stressmeter

Borescope observation

Use of borehole
deformation gages

TP-1

TP-2

TP-5

TP-6

TP-8

TP-10

TP-ll

TP-14

TP-17

Procedure for diamond
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Procedure.for percussion
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Procedure for rod
extensometer
installation and
operation

Procedure for MPBX
installation and
operation

Procedure for rock
bolt load cell
installation and
operation

Procedure for borehole
deflectometer instal-
lation and operation

Procedure for borehole
stressmeter instal-
lation and operation

Procedure for borehole
inspection using
borescope

Procedure for borehole
deformation gage
installation and
operation

TBDa

TBD

TBD

TED

TBD

TBD

TED

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Use of tiltmeters

Definition of joint
properties

Use of thermocouples

Use of thermal probe

Heater operation

TP-21

TP-23

TP-24

TP-25

TP-28

Procedure for tiltmeter
installation and
operation

Procedure for definition
of joint properties
and geometries

Procedure for thermo-
couple installation
and operation

Procedure for thermal
probe installation
and operation

Procedure for installa-
tion and operation
of small-scale heaters

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TP-27

Radon measurements

Acoustic emission
observation

Monitoring of pressure
control systems

Data acquisition

Monitoring of
temperature control
systems

TP-28

TP-29

TP-33

TP-34

TP-35

Procedure for installa-
tion and operation of
canister-scale heaters

Procedure for radon and
radon-daughter meas-
urement instrumenta-
tion installation and
operation

Procedure for acoustic
emission instrumen-
tation installation
and operation

Procedure for monitored
pressure control
systems

Procedure for data
acquisition system
monitoring

Procedure for monitored
temperature or heater
control systems

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Rockbolt installation TP-37 Procedure-for rockbolt TBD
installation

Use of neutron probe TP-39 Procedure for neutron TBD
probe installation
and operation for
moisture
measurements

or TP-40 Procedure for-neutron TBD
probe installation
and operation for
density measurements

aTND = to be determined.
i px = multiple-point borehole extensometer.

8.3.1.15.1.7 Study: In situ mechanical properties

The objectives of this study are to obtain in situ measurements of the
mechanical properties of the rock mass for unit TSw2. The numbers of experi-
ments to obtain such properties will be insufficient to satisfy requirements
for confidence as expressed by performance and design issues. Therefore, the
data will be used as preliminary indicators of rock-mass values and as checks
of the validity of extrapolation of laboratory-determined data to in situ
conditions. In addition, measurements of rock-mass deformation modulus in
different locations will provide an estimate of spatial variability of rock-
mass mechanical properties. Necessary information about fractures that is
relevant to individual test locations (as well as to Yucca Mountain as a
whole) will be gathered as part of Study 8.3.1.4.2.2.

8.3.1.15.1.7.1 Activity: Plate loading tests

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to measure the deformation modulus
of the rock mass and to evaluate the zone of increased fracturing adjacent to
underground openings. Modulus data are to be used in thermomechanical calcu-
lations of the stresses and deformations induced by the presence of under-
ground openings in unit TSw2 and overlying units and by the presence of heat-
producing waste in unit TSw2. Characterization of the zone of increased
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fracturing will contribute to the definition of initial conditions, boundary
conditions, and properties to be used in the calculations.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are rock-mass deformation modulus,
joint wall compressive strength, joint roughness coefficient, and spatial
variability thereof.

Description

Plate-loading experiments will be performed at numerous (10-20) loca-
tions in the exploratory shaft facility and associated excavations both in
unit TSwl (upper demonstration breakout room) and in unit TSw2 at the main
test level. Individual experiments will be performed with vertical and hori-
zontal orientations at each location. Rock deformations will be measured
using a multiple-point borehole extensometer (MPBX) oriented parallel to the
load axis in the center of the plate area. Deformation of the loading column
will be monitored using rod extensometers. Values of the rock deformation
modulus will be calculated using the rock deformation and the applied
stresses. Moduli from different stations will be compared to evaluate
spatial variability within unit TSw2. These data primarily will be appli-
cable to the material around an opening that has been affected by the
presence of the opening and by the excavation process. As such, the moduli
will represent lower bounds on the modulus of the undisturbed rock mass.

Borehole dilatometer measurements performed in association with over-
coring experiments (Activity 8.3.1.15.2.1.2) will be used to obtain data on
the-borehole deformation modulus. These data will provide another measure of
the spatial variability of in situ moduli.

To aid in the interpretation of data obtained from these experiments,
mechanical properties of the intact rock will be measured in the laboratory
using core from instrumentation holes at each experiment location. In addi-
tion, joint wall compressive strength and joint roughness coefficient (Barton
and Choubey, 1977) and joint geometry will be measured on joints near each
experiment location. Frictional and stiffness properties of the joints may
be used in the analysis of the plate-loading experiments. Such properties
will be measured on site-specific samples if samples can be obtained. If no
site-specific samples are available, data will be taken from the results of
Activities 8.3.1.15.1.4.1 and 8.3.1.15.1.4.2.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.7.1 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of
instrumentation

TP-l
holes

Procedure for diamond-
- drilling holes for
instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2

Rod extensometer
measurements

MPBXb measurements

Borescope observation

Flatjack operation

Definition of joint
properties

Monitoring pressure
control systems

Data acquisition

Borehole dilatometer

TP-5

TP-6

TP-14

TP-22

TP-23

TP-33

TP-34

TBD

Procedure for percus-
sion-drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of extensometers

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of MPBXs

Procedure for inspec-
tion of boreholes
using borescope

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of flatjacks

Procedure for definition
of joint properties
and geometries

Procedure for monitoring
pressure control
systems

Procedure for monitoring
of data acquisition
system

Borehole dilatometer
testing

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

aTD - to be determined.
t2BX = multiple-point-borehole extensometer.
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8.3.1.15.1.7.2 Activity: Rock-mass strength experiment \>
Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to estimate the strength of the rock
mass or its components; to develop scaling relationships between laboratory
and expected in situ conditions; to provide data to evaluate empirical design
criteria; and to provide data to evaluate and validate jointed-rock models.

Parameters

The following parameters and information will be obtained during this
experiment: joint characteristics, including load response characteristics;
joint shear strength (laboratory-to-field scale); rock-mass strength.

Description

As discussed previously in this section, the approach to defining the
physical interpretation of rock-mass strength is still evolving. Thus, the
design of this experiment has not yet been completed. Experiments will be
conducted in several areas of the exploratory shaft facility (ESF). These
areas have not been determined, but they will be chosen to be representative
of the range of geologic conditions expected in the repository. Joint shear
strength will be measured on samples of field-scale size where field scale is
considered to be the expected in situ joint length. In addition, an experi-
ment to evaluate the empirical rock-mass strength criterion developed by Hoek
and Brown (1980) may be performed. This stage of the experiment would
require a representative volume of randomly jointed rock to be loaded.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.7.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

MPBXb measurements

TP-1

TP-2

TP-6

Procedure for diamond
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Procedure for percus-
sion drilling holes
for instrumentation

Procedure for install-
ing and operating
MPBXs

TBDa

TBD

TBD
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Technical procedure

Method Number Title Date

Borescope observations

Slot-cutting

Use of long-gage
surface extensometer

Use of surface strain
gages

Use of flatjacks

TP-14

TP-15,
-16,-30,
-31,-32

TP-18

TP-20

TP-22

Procedure for inspect-
ing boreholes using
a borescope

Procedure for slot-
cutting with a chain
saw

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of long-gage surface
extensometer

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of surface strain
gages

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of flatjack in thin
slots

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Definition of joint
properties

TP-23 Procedure
tion of
perties
etries

for defini-
joint pro-
and geom-

TBD

Acoustic emission-
measurements

Monitoring of
pressure control
systems

Data acquisition

Sampling methods

TP-29

TP-33

TP-34

T1 P-45

Procedure for instal-
lation and operation
of acoustic emission
instrumentation

Procedure for monitored
pressure control
systems

Procedure for monitor-
ing the data
acquisition system

Procedure for sampling
methods

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

aTBD = to be determined.
= multiple-point borehole extensometer.
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8.3.1.15.1.8 Study: In situ design verification

The objectives of this study are (1) to verify the adequacy of the
design and operating procedures for the construction of the repository,
(2) to evaluate long-term considerations for ground support, and (3) to
assess the impact of site characteristics on the ventilation requirements
necessary to provide a safe working environment. These objectives will be
addressed through in situ measurements and observations in excavations at the
main test level in the ESP. The work associated with this study will be
closely coordinated with Study 8.3.1.15.1.1 through Study 8.3.1.15.1.7
particularly Study 8.3.1.15.1.5 (excavation investigations). Where possible,
the data gathered in these other studies will be used to support the subject
study (8.3.1.15.1.8). In all cases the activities described in this study
are of a preliminary nature, and as such, may be revised prior to their
implementation in the ESF.

8.3.1.15.1.8.1 Activity: Mining methods

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to demonstrate the mining methods for
accesses and drifts with emphasis on the response of rock containing differ-
ent lithophysae abundances or structural characteristics. Information from
this activity will contribute to nonradiologic health and safety.

Parameters

Information will be obtained to evaluate selected mining methods (e.g.,
controlled blasting). Because the design of the experiment is preliminary,
the actual parameters to be measured are uncertain at this time.

The preliminary objective of the construction monitoring is an evalua-
tion of the influence of the mining methods on worker safety and ground
support requirements. Monitoring will include the evaluation of the effects
of blasting design, hole loading, and explosive type on safety and ground
stability. Ancillary data to be gathered will include drill penetration
rate, bit wear, cutter wear, blasting vibration and its effect on the ground
support system, mining cycle times, bolt and dowel performance, size
distribution and sorting of blast fractured rock, and angle of repose of
piles of blast fractured rock. Results of the blasting will be used to
develop specifications and operating procedures for blasting in the
repository. The evaluation of the excavation technique will be repeated for
each significantly different classification of ground encountered in the ESF.
Preliminary information with regard to the excavation technique may be
obtained during shaft construction, but the majority of the information will
be obtained during construction of the ESF and associated lateral drifts.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.1 given
in the following table are preliminary. The list may change or be augmented
as the design of this experiment is finalized.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Ground motion monitoring TP-9 Procedure for installation TBDa
and operation of
accelerometers

Definition of joint TP-23 Procedure for definition of TBD
properties joint properties and

geometries

Blasted rock TP-38 Procedure for blasted rock TBD
characterization sorting and size

evaluation

Excavation activities TP-41 Procedure for drilling TBD
and blasting

TP-42 Procedure for loading and- TBD
blasting

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.8.2 Activity: Monitoring of ground-support systems

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to (1) monitor the selection,
installation, and response of-ground-support systems in the repository level
of the ESF and (2) perform preliminary evaluations of the procedures for the
selection and installation of those systems for possible use in the reposi-
tory. A number of different ground-support systems may be installed, because
a variety of underground conditions may be encountered in the ESF (including
the associated long lateral drifts). Each support system that is used will
be monitored and evaluated. Some of the data obtained in Study 8.3.1.15.1.5
(excavation investigation) will be used for evaluating the support system(s)
in the drifts associated with that study. Information on ground-support
systems is related to nonradiologic health and safety.

Parameters

During monitoring of the selection of ground-support systems, infor-
mation that is used for the selection (e.g., rock quality designation (RQD),
compressive strength, joint geometry, and in situ stress) will be compiled.
This information will be produced in other studies, such as 8.3.1.15.1.3,
8.3.1.4.2.2, and 8.3.1.15.2.1. RQD is not an unique characterization
parameter, but is obtained from logging of core associated with such studies
as 8.3.1.4.2.1 and 8.3.1.4.3.1. During the monitoring of the installation
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and response of the support systems, data relative to the following may be
gathered: rock-bolt load history, stresses (on rock, shotcrete, and/or
concrete) and displacements. The, timing and implementation of the procedures
used in installing the support systems will also be monitored.

Description

Although the detailed design of this activity has not been completed,
the phases of the monitoring are well established. During the ground-support
selection phase, this activity is primarily one of compiling information
(i.e., monitoring a necessary selection process). Although a single type of
ground-support system (e.g., rock bolts with wire mesh) may be selected for
most of the repository level of the ESF, other systems, such as those that
use shotcrete and reinforced concrete, may be required in some areas. Each
of the support systems that is installed will be monitored and the monitoring
will be tailored to the particular type of support system.

The support performance monitoring phase is likely to include measure-
ment of convergence, loads on rock bolts (where used), and stresses in rock,
concrete, or shotcrete (as appropriate). The monitoring will be performed on
drifts that are repository size (where possible) and along a sufficient
length to adequately evaluate the support system performance. Instrumen-
tation will include extensometers and load cells. The particular types of
instruments will depend on the type of support system and the instrumentation
design requirements.

In the assessment phase the performance of the installed ground-support
systems will be partially evaluated for potential use in the repository.
Because the areas that will be monitored will not, in general, be heated, the
complete evaluations will require data from other thermal/mechanical studies
(e.g., Study 8.3.1.15.1.6). It should also be recognized that although an
appropriate selection process will lead to an adequate ground-support system,
assessing whether a reduced system (e.g., rock bolts only instead of rock
bolts and wire mesh) would be adequate for use in the repository will gener-
ally not be possible from monitoring alone. Therefore, the complete evalu-
ation of ground-support systems is a complex process that includes empirical
methods, analyses, and data from many sources. A complete evaluation is a
design analysis process that is beyond the scope of this study.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.2 will
evolve as the detailed design of the activity is accomplished. The list
given in the following table is preliminary.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of
instrumentation holes

TP-1 Procedure for diamond-
drilling holes
for instrumentation

TBDa

TP-2 Procedure for percussion
drilling holes for
instrumentation

TBD

Rod extensometer : -

MPBXb measurements

Use of rock-bolt load
cells

TP-5

TP-6

TP-8

Procedure for installation
measurements and operation
of rod extensometers

Procedure for installation
operation of.IIPBXs

Procedure for installation
and operation of rock-
bolt load cells
observation

TBD

TBD

TBD

TP-14

Definition of joint
properties

Rock bolt installation

Determination of ,RQDC

TP-23

TP-37

TP-72

Procedure for borehole
inspection using a
borescope

Procedure for definition
of joint properties and
geometries

Procedure for installation
rock bolts

Procedure for determination
of RQD

TBD

TED

TBD

TBD

TBD = to be determined..
MPBX i multiple-point borehole extensometer.
CRQD = rock quality designation.

8.3.1.15.1.8.3 Activity: Monitoring drift stability

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to monitor drift convergence through-
out the ESF. The intention is not to evaluate support performance, per se,
as in Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.2, but rather to provide information regarding
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potential instabilities throughout the ESF. This information will contribute
to empirical evaluations related to nonradiological health and safety.

Parameters

Information will be obtained concerning rock displacement.

Description

The design of the experiment described in this activity is preliminary
and subject to change. Drift monitoring will be performed at many locations
within the entire BSF to assess potential instabilities. Monitoring will be
performed at many stations (or, if practical, in a continuous manner).
Measurement stations will include convergence, and, perhaps, stress
measurements. In addition, visual observation will be used to assist in
delineating areas of potential instability.

Methods and technical procedures

in
as

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.3 given
the following table are preliminary. The list may change or be augmented
the design of this experiment is finalized.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of TP-1 Procedure for diamond- TBDa
instrumentation holes drilling holes for

instrumentation

TP-2 Procedure for percussion TBD
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Rod extensometer TP-5 Procedure for operation of TBD
measurements rod extensometers

Use of rock bolt load TP-8 Procedure for installation TBD
cells and operation of rock bolt

load cells

Borescope observation TP-14 Procedure for borehole TBD
inspection using a
borescope

aTBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.15.1.8.4 Activity: Air quality and ventilation experiment

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to assess the impact of site charac-
teristics on the ventilation requirements necessary to provide a safe working
environment. This information will contribute to empirical evaluations
related to nonradiological health and safety.

Parameters

Information will be obtained relative to air resistance factors, for-
mation gas types, and dust types and generation rates.

Description

The description of the experiment described in this activity has not
been finalized and may change. The- parameters required to properly design
the ventilation system should be determined through measurements taken during
the initial ESF construction and at random locations throughout the ESF and
associated lateral drifts. The air resistance factors will be determined as
a function of wall roughness for the different rock types, construction
methods, and support systems. The surface emission rates for the various
types of gases present (including radon) will be determined as a function of
the time after excavation, surface exposure, and temperature throughout the
ESF. The dust generation rates will be determined for the different types
and qualities of rock encountered throughout the ESF. Rock chemistry will be
evaluated using information produced in Study 8.3.1.3.2.1 in order to
estimate the potential for generation of hazardous particulates during
drilling and mining, and to estimate the potential for radon emanation.
Also, information on bulk permeability of the host rock will be compiled from
studies such as 8.3.1.2.2.4, for evaluation of potential leakage between
mining ventilation and waste emplacement ventilation systems in the
repository.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.1.8.4 given
in the following table are preliminary. The list may change or be augmented
as the design of this experiment is finalized.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Preparation of TP-1 Procedure for diamond- TBDa
instrumentation holes drilling holes for

instrumentation

TP-2 Procedure for percussion TBD
drilling holes for
instrumentation
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Technical procedure

Method Number Title Date

Radon measurements TP-28 Procedure for installation TBD
and operation of
instrumentation for
monitoring radon
emanations

Dust monitoring TBD Procedure for monitoring TBD
dust that is generated
during the mining of
drifts.

Gas measurements TBD Procedure for monitoring TBD
carbon monoxide and
nitrous oxides

Air velocity TBD Procedure for monitoring TBD
measurements ventilation velocity

Air moisture TBD Procedure for monitoring TBD
measurements intake and exhaust

moisture content

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.1.9 Application of results

The information obtained from the studies and activities described in
the preceding sections will be used in the resolution of the issues listed in
Table 8.3.1.15-1. As discussed earlier, the process may be an interactive
one, so that interaction between testing, performance assessment, and design
functions may be necessary before the investigation is complete. Data will
be used in computer analyses of thermal and mechanical responses of the rock
mass to a repository, as well as in more empirical evaluations of such topics
as required ground support and stand-up time of underground openings.

8.3.1.15.1.10 Schedule and milestones

This investigation addressing spatial distribution of thermal and
mechanical properties, contains eight studies: 8.3.1.15.1.1 (laboratory
thermal properties), 8.3.1.15.1.2 (laboratory thermal expansion testing),
8.3.1.15.1.3 (determination of mechanical properties of intact rock),
8.3.1.15.1.4 (determination of mechanical properties of fractures),
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8.3.1.15.1.5 (excavation investigations), 8.3.1.15.1.6 (in situ thermo-
mechanical properties), 8.3.1.15.1.7 (in situ mechanical properties), and
8.3.1.15.1.8 (in situ design verification). In the figure that follows, the
schedule information for these studies is presented in the form of timelines.
The timelines extend from implementation of the approved study plans to the
issuance of the final products associated with the studies. Summary schedule
and milestone information for this investigation can be found in Section
8.5.1.1. Section 8.5.1.2 presents additional schedule information for
exploratory shaft activities.

One study in this investigation (8.3.1.15.1.3) is ongoing. DThree
studies (8.3.1.15.1.1, 8.3.1.15.1.2, and 8.3.1.15.1.4) are planned to begin
within the first year of site characterization. Studies 8.3.1.15.1.6 and
8.3.1.16.1.7 are out-year studies and Studies 8.3.1.15.1.5 and 8.3.1.15.1.8
are linked directly to the construction phase of the exploratory shaft.

The work in this investigation is to provide the required information
for spatial distribution of thermal and mechanical properties. Laboratory
and in situ data will be acquired and evaluated for input into the license
application design.

Studies 8.3.1.15.1.1, 8.3.1.15.1.2, 8.3.1.15.1.3 and 8.3.1.15.1.4
involve laboratory testing of core samples and are partly constrained by the
availability of samples from Study 8.3.1.4.3.1. While this interface does
not completely constrain these laboratory studies, it will provide a signifi-
cant portion of the samples used. These studies also involve laboratory
testing of samples acquired from core taken in the exploratory shaft facility
(ESF). The remaining four studies involve geomechanical tests, observations,
and evaluations in the ESF and, therefore, are constrained by the excavation
schedule.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines
represent major events or important milestones associated with the study.
Solid lines represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The
data input and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Input of Phase I performance assessment drilling (8.3.1.4.3).

2 Issue final reports on densities and porosities, heat
capacities and-thermal conductivities of samples from new
core holes.

3 Milestone M058. Issue final report on the thermal, thermo-
mechanical, and mechanical properties of material from shaft
construction.
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'Point
number

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Description

Milestone M445. Update document on thermomechanical properties
for license application design.

Issue final report on thermal expansion of samples from new
core holes.

Milestone M065. Issue report on the mechanical properties of
lithophysal tuff.

Milestone M067. Issue report on the parametric sensitivity of
laboratory mechanical properties of tuff.

Issue final report on the parametric sensitivity of fracture
mechanical properties.

Milestone M609. Complete final report on demonstration
breakout room testing.

Milestone M520. Complete final report on shaft convergence
testing data.

Milestone M627. Complete report on sequential drift mining
evaluation in the exploratory shaft facility (ESF).

Milestone N602. Complete final report on small-scale heater
experiment results in ESF.

Milestone M631. Complete report on the results of the Yucca
Mountain heated-block experiment in the ESF.

Milestone M681. Complete report on the results of the
canister-scale heater experiments in the ESF.

Milestone N600. Summary report on the results of rockmass
strength testing in the ESF.

Milestone M697. Complete report on the results of plate
loading test in the ESF.

Issue final report on monitoring of mining methods in ESF
drifts.

Issue final reports on monitoring of ground-support systems and
drift stability.

Issue report on air quality and ventilation.
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8.3.1.15.2 Investigation: Studies to provide the required information
for spatial distribution of ambient stress and thermal conditions

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections of the SCP provide a summary of available data
relevant to ambient stress and thermal conditions and identify areas of
insufficient or inconclusive information:

SCP section Subie

1.3.2.3 Existing stress regime

1.3.2.5 Geothermal regime

1.8.1 Summary of significant results (geology)

1.8.2 Relation to design (geology)

2.4.2 Thermal and thermomechanical properties of rock
at the site (intact rock)

2.5.2 Thermal and thermomechanical properties of rock .....
at the site (large scale)

2.6.1 Stress regime in region of the site

2.6.2 Stress regime at the site

Parameters

Table 8.3.1.15-1 summarizes the information and parameters required for
resolution of design and performance assessment issues.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The performance allocation process as implemented by performance assess-
ment and design has identified performance measures and goals. To determine
whether the performance goals can be met, data must be available on various
site parameters, and the data must have associated levels of confidence. The
parameters and associated confidence levels are identified in the performance
assessment and design issues and serve as the basis for planning of a site
characterization program.

Table 8.3.1.15-1 provides a detailed comparison of the information
required by performance assessment and design issues on ambient in situ
stress and temperature conditions with the activities planned to acquire site
characterization data on these conditions. Figure 8.3.1.15-1 shows the
general link between site characterization and the issues requiring data, and
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Figure 8.3.1.15-3 depicts the detailed logic for completion of Investigation
8.3.1.15.2. Completion of the activities shown in Figure 8.3.1.15-3 and
discussed in the following pages will provide all required information on
ambient in situ stress and temperature conditions required by performance
assessment and design.

Technical rationale for the investigation

The data requirements summarized in Table 8.3.1.15-1 are straight-
forward. For ambient stress conditions, determination of the principal
stresses and the spatial variability thereof will provide the required
information. For ambient thermal conditions, measurement of the in situ
temperatures and the spatial variability thereof will satisfy the require-
ments. In addition, heat flow data may be used as a check on the internal
consistency of models of heat and water flow at Yucca Mountain.

8.3.1.15.2.1 Study: Characterization of the site ambient stress conditions

The objective of this study is to characterize the ambient (pre-
repository) state of stress of the Yucca Mountain host rock and surrounding
units for use as initial conditions for geomechanical models used in the
design and performance assessment of the repository underground facilities.

8.3.1.15.2.1.1 Activity: Anelastic strain recovery experiments in core
holes

Objectives

The objective of these experiments is to determine the horizontal
stresses at Yucca Mountain and especially the spatial variability thereof.
In situ stress data will contribute to definition of initial and boundary
conditions for mechanical and thermomechanical analyses.

Parameters

The parameters to be determined during these experiments are the minimum
and maximum horizontal stresses. In addition, values of Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio will be obtained on the stress-determination samples to
enable stresses to be calculated from measured strains.

Description

The anelastic strain recovery method of obtaining in situ stress data
involves measurement of biaxial strains on core immediately after the core is
removed from the core hole. Optimally, oriented core is used for the
measurements. Elastic constants are used with the measured strains to calcu-
late in situ stresses. The technique assumes that partial recoverable strain
is proportional to the total recoverable strain, that the recovery behavior
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is linearly viscoelastic, and that the material is either isotropic or trans-
versely isotropic. A comparison of the technique with hydraulic fracturing
is presented in Teufel and Warpinski (1984).

This technique may be used in each new core hole at Yucca Mountain.
Suitable core (i.e., unfractured and with limited lithophysae) will be
measured, with the following experiment distribution in each hole:

Thermal/mechanical unit Number of experiments

TCw 1 (if feasible)

PTn 1 (if feasible)

TSM1 2-3

TSw2 2-3

TSw3 0

CHnlv 1

CHnlz 1

The number and distribution of experiments are designed to examine both
vertical and horizontal variability of in situ stress while minimizing the
total number of experiments. After strains are measured on a specific
interval, the core will be deformed in the laboratory to obtain Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio data with which to calculate the stresses from
the measured strains.

The applicability of the technique to welded tuffs removed from rela-
tively shallow depths (<500 m) will be evaluated by prototype testing in the
Grouse Canyon Member in existing excavations in Rainier Mesa at the Nevada
Test Site. The experimental program. just outlined will be conducted only if
the experiment results in the Grouse Canyon Member indicate that useful data
are likely to be obtainable at Yucca Mountain.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.2.1.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Anelastic strain
recovery

TP-69 Procedure for determining
in situ stress using
anelastic strain recovery

TBDa
' )
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Technical procedure
'Method Number Title Date

Laboratory deformation TP-74 Procedure for laboratory TBD
measurements measurements in support

of anelastic strain
recovery

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.2.1.2 Activity: Overcore stress experiments in the exploratory
shaft facility

Objectives

The primary objectives of these experiments are (1) to determine the in
situ state of stress above, within, and below the repository host rock in
that portion of the repository block penetrated by the exploratory shaft
(ES), and (2) to evaluate the extent to which the ambient stress conditions
are redistributed adjacent to excavations. In situ stress data will contri-
bute to definition of initial and boundary conditions for mechanical and
thermomechanical analyses.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are in situ stresses and spatial vari-
ability thereof.

Description

Overcoring tests to'measure stresses in two dimensions will be done at
three levels in the ES in connection with the shaft convergence experiment
(Activity 8.3.1.15.1.5.1). At each level, a 10-r-long EX-size pilot hole
will be drilled downward from the center of the shaft. At least three over-
core stress experiments using borehole deformation gages (BDG) will be con-
ducted in each pilot hole; overcoring will produce 14.6-cD diameter hollow
core. Strain measurements will be completed on the recovered core before
biaxial stress testing in the laboratory. This testing will be conducted to
obtain a deformation modulus with which to calculate stresses from the strain
data observed in situ.

A separate set of overcoring experiments, to measure stresses in three
dimensions, will be performed in lateral excavations from the ES. Holes will
be drilled laterally both at the upper breakout level and at the main test
level. Drillholes also will be located in a drilling alcove excavated later-
ally from the ES at the Calico Hills test level in the nonwelded and zeo-
litized tuffaceous beds of the Calico Bills (unit CHnlz). Three types of
core holes will be included 'in these experiments. First, 76-mm-diameter
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(NX-size) holes will be cored to a depth of 15 m to examine fracture char-
acteristics in the vicinity of the overcoring experiments. Then, 38-mm-
diameter (EX-size) pilot holes will be cored beginning at or near the exca-
vation boundary, and 15.2-cm-diameter core barrels will be used to overcore
the pilot holes. Actual drillhole configurations and orientations may
change, depending on local geologic conditions (fracturing, lithophysal
content). At each location, overcoring will extend up to 15 m radially into
the rock mass from the edge of the excavation.

Each core hole involved in the overcoring work will be surveyed for
fractures by a borehole video camera. The fracture surveys are intended to
provide data on the location, distribution, orientation, spacing, apertures,
and infilling of the fractures at each location and to assist in placement of
BDGs in the pilot holes. Borehole dilatometer experiments will be conducted
in the 78-mm (NX) core holes to obtain estimates of the rock-mass deformation
modulus and its variability along the length of each hole.

The number of locations at which overcoring will be performed at the
main test level will depend on spatial variability.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.15.2.1.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Borehole drilling TDa NX, EX, and overcore TBD
coring hole drilling (horizontal)

TP-1 Procedure for diamond drilling TBD
holes for instrumentation

TP-2 Procedure for percussion TBD
drilling holes for
instrumentation

Borehole video surveys GP-10, RO TBD

TP-14 Procedure for inspection TBD
of boreholes using
borescope

Borehole overcore TBD Overcore stress testing TED
deformation
measurement

TP-3 TBD TED
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K>~
Technical procedure

Method Number Title Date

Installation and use TP-17 Procedure for installation TBD
of borehole and operation of borehole
deformation gauges deformation gages

Laboratory biaxial TP-4 TBD TBD
stress testing

Borehole dilatometer TBD Borehole dilatometer TBD
testing

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.2.2 Study: Characterization of the site ambient thermal
conditions

The objective of this study is to characterize the ambient (pre-
repository) temperature of the Yucca Mountain host rock and surrounding units
for use as initial conditions for thermomechanical models used in the design
and performance assessment of the repository underground facilities.

8.3.1.15.2.2.1 Activity: Surface-based evaluation of ambient thermal
conditions

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to measure in existing wells the
spatial variation of temperature with depth and to provide baseline
temperatures-within the repository host rock and surrounding units, (2) to
measure thermal conductivity (near 25'C) of core samples as a check on
independent thermal property determinations at various temperatures, and
(3) to determine heat flow and its variation in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are ambient temperature and spatial
variability thereof and thermal conductivity.'

Description

Temperature logs will be obtained in all available wells at Yucca
Mountain and in the surrounding area. Temperatures will be logged at 0.3-m
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depth intervals below the water table and in water-filled casing above the
water table. In air-filled casing above the water table, temperatures will
be measured at 30-n intervals because of long-time constants. In all
instances, calibrated thermistor probes will be used. Temperature profiles
and cross sections will be prepared.

Thermal conductivities will be measured on cores (in conjunction with
Activity 8.3.1.15.1.1.3) or drill cuttings. In addition, least-squares
analyses will be performed on nearly linear segments of temperature profiles
and combined with the thermal conductivities to determine the near-surface
heat flow and its variation, both vertically and laterally, within and around
the proposed repository location.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.15.2.2.1 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Borehole drilling and TBDa TBD TBD
coring

Drill-cutting and core TBD TBD TBD
sampling

Borehole ambient GPP-02-RD TBD TBD
temperature
measurement

Laboratory thermal GPP-02, 10 TBD TBD
conductivity
measurement GPP-05, RO TBD TBD

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.15.2.3 Application of results

The parameters evaluated by the studies and activities of this investi-
gation will be used for the following issues in the areas of performance
assessment and repository design:
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Issue Subject

1.6 Ground-water travel time (Section 8.3.5.12)

1.11 Configuration of underground facilities (Postclosure)
(Section 8.3.2.2)

1.12 Seal characteristics (Section 8.3.3.2)

4.4 Preclosure design and technical feasibility (Section 8.3.2.5)

8.3.1.15.2.4 Schedule and milestones

This investigation addressing spatial distribution of ambient stress and
thermal conditions, contains two studies: 8.3.1.15.2.1 (characterization of
the site ambient stress conditions) and 8.3.1.15.2.2 (characterization of the
site ambient thermal conditions). In the figure that follows, the schedule
information for these studies is presented in the form of timelines. The
timelines extend from implementation of the approved study plans to the
issuance of the final products associated with the studies. Summary schedule
and milestone information for this investigation can be found in Section
8.5.1.1. Additional schedule information involving exploratory shaft
activities is given in Section 8.5.1.2.

Study 8.3.1.15.2.1 is partially constrained by the start of the explora-
tory shaft because some of the activities it contains will involve acquisi-
tion of data from the exploratory shaft. Study 8.3.1.15.2.2 is expected to
begin within the first year of site characterization.

As part of this investigation, data will be acquired from field measure-
ments at the surface and in the exploratory shaft facility (ESF). These-data
will be evaluated to determine the spatial variability of the ambient stress
and thermal conditions of the site. Study 8.3.1.15.2.1 involves the possible
surface-based measurement of strain recovery phenomena, which must be made in
conjunction with drilling of coreholes. Also, as part of this study, stress
measurements by the overcoring method will be made in the ESF. Study
8.3.1.15.2.2 will require data to be acquired from geophysical logging of
existing and future drillholes as they become available in conjunction with
other drilling and workover activities. The studies in this investigation
are, therefore, constrained by the construction of the exploratory shaft, by
the drilling of coreholes, and by the availability of geophysical logging
data from existing and future drillholes.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines repre-
sent major events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid
lines represent study durations.
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STUDY Start exploratory shaft

, U ' i
83.1.1 52.1
Ambient
stress
conditions

83.1.15.22
Ambient
thermal
conditions

TIME 8311524-VA

The points on the timeline are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Begin stress measurement program in the exploratory shaft
facility.

2 Milestone M687. Complete report on overcore stress experi- 2
ments.

3 Issue summary report on the results of in situ stress studies
in the site vicinity.

4 Begin surface-based acquisition of temperature data.

5 Milestone Z304. Issue report on the characterization of the
site ambient thermal conditions.

6 Milestone Q8O2. Issue report on the thermal regime of the
unsaturated zone.

: ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~K
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8.3.1.16 Overview of preclosure hydrology program: Description of
preclosure hydrologic characteristics and conditions required by
the Performance and design issues

Summary of performance and design requirements for hydrology information

The preclosure hydrology test program addresses the requirements of
performance and design issues. The hydrologic conditions, which include the
potential for flooding, the availability of water for repository construction
and operation, and the subsurface hydrologic conditions both within and above
the'repository horizon, must be examined to determine if engineering measures
that require excessive cost, or technology beyond that which is reasonably
available,Lwill be needed.

The preclosure hydrology program (this section) and the geohydrology
program (Section 8.3.1.2) will obtain specific data required for the.design
of the systems and components-that are important to safety. The descriptions
and analyses will consider the margins of safety under conditions that may
result from expected operational occurrences, including those of natural
origin such as flooding. These analyses must also consider the adequacy of
structures provided for the prevention of accidents and mitigation of-their
consequences, including natural phenomena. Thus, information on the-flash- -

flood potential obf the site is needed to aid in the design of the flood
control measures, should they be required.

Four issues (Issues 1.11, 1.12, 4.2, and 4.4) request data from the
preclosure hydrology program. The requests for hydrologic data can be
summarized as follows:

1. Information required for Issue 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section
8.3.2.5) and Issue 4.2 (nonradiological health and safety, Section-
8.3.2.4) relates to the potential for surface flooding. Flood fre-
quency and magnitude data are needed for analyses being performed to
determine the impacts of potential flooding on the design of the
surface facilities.

2. The second type of data requested by Issue 4.4 are the parameters
required to locate adequate and alternative sources of water for the
repository. Current plans are to develop two new wells for reposi-
tory water supply.., In the event of well failures, an alternative
source of water also must be available. Existing wells J-12 and
J-13 could be adequate for repository-related water needs and will
be considered in the evaluation for suitable alternative sources.
Characteristics of aquifers proximal to the site will be evaluated
to identify potentially suitable sources. Modeling studies in sup-
port of Activity 8.3.1.2.3.3.3 will determine the possible changes
to the flow system that might result from withdrawals made from the
wells supplying water for the repository and from the proposed
alternative sources.

3. Issues 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5), 1.11 (configur-
ation of underground facilities, Section 8.3.2.2), and 1.12 (seal
characteristics, Section 8.3.3.2) require a description of the.
hydrologic conditions within and above the repository horizon. This
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information is needed to estimate moisture content, flux, and poten-
tial moisture influx above and within the host horizon, as well as
the potential for perched water zones, which will be used as input
for the design of the repository, shaft liners, and seals.

Approach to satisfy performance and design requirements

The strategy of the preclosure hydrology program is to satisfy the
requirements of design and performance issues. Three different types of pre-
closure hydrologic data have been identified by the design and performance
issues: (1) flood frequency and magnitude, (2) water supply for repository-
related water needs, and (3) subsurface hydrologic conditions at the site.
These data requirements form the basis for the three investigations. Tables
8.3.1.16-1 and 8.3.1.16-2 list the parameters to be collected by this pro-
gram, identify the issues that will use each parameter, and define the activ-
ities under which each parameter is to be collected. Figure 8.3.1.16-1
illustrates how the investigations of the preclosure hydrology program and
the geohydrology program will obtain the data needed to satisfy the parameter
requests of the design and performance issues.

The different types of data required will be obtained from three differ-
ent investigations. Each investigation focuses on the specific type of data
to be collected. Investigation 8.3.1.16.1 addresses the aspects of surface
hydrology related to flood and debris hazards; Investigation 8.3.1.16.2
addresses the hydrologic and economic requirements of water supply; and
Investigation 8.3.1.16.3 describes the subsurface conditions of the unsatu-
rated zone that must be known to design the repository access ramps, under-
ground facilities, shafts, shaft liners and seals. These data are required
by the design issues to determine (1) the technical feasibility of con-
structing a repository in the unsaturated zone, (2) the compatibility of
repository-related activities with the geohydrologic setting, and (3) the
ability to construct the repository usiDg available technology and at reason-
able cost.

Interrelationships of preclosure hydrology investigations

Three investigations have been developed to provide the necessary infor-
mation for the preclosure hydrology program. Investigation 8.3.1.18.1 (flood
recurrence intervals) will obtain data that will be used to define flood
recurrence intervals, flood levels, and the probable maximum flood at poten-
tial locations for the surface facilities.

Study 8.3.1.18.1.1 (flood potential of the Yucca Mountain site) will
evaluate flood potential by collecting peak streamflow data, assessing the
debris movement in drainages at or near the Yucca Mountain site, and investi-
gating geologic evidence of paleofloods. The character of selected channel
and floodplain deposits will be examined to determine the nature of the flu-
vial processes involved in deposition. Field judgments of the nature and
severity of debris transport by floods will be made to evaluate the charac-
teristics of debris hazards posed by the floods. Pertinent engineering ana-
lytical techniques, including standard flood-frequency analysis techniques,
will be applied to the data collected in the appropriate drainages. This
will yield an estimate of the magnitude and frequency of future flood events.
These standard flood-frequency analysis techniques will be used to determine
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Table 8.3.1.16-1. Data requirements of the 'design and performance issues satisfied by the preclosure

hydrology program for System Element 1.1.1 (surface)

03

Ia

co

SCP Issue Testijpbasis
requesting Characterisation Current Prevent Confidenge
parameters Design parameters Coal Confidence parameters estimate confidence needed Studies/activities

4.4 Technical Surface hydrology Determine pare- high Precipitation Refer to Low to sigh Studies 8.3.1.1S.1.1
feasibility at all surf ace meter values quantities snd Section moderate (flood potential of
(Section facility locations using ANSI and rates (from 5.1 Yucca Mountain), and
8.3.2.5) other standard regional data)

Magnitude of applicable methods
4.2 Nonradio- 5, 25, 50, Streamflow Refer to LoW High 8.3.1.2.1.1 (regional

logical health 100, 50 yr, Define elevation rates, quanti- Bullard meteorology), and
and safety and proba- of flood levels ties, and dura- (1996) 8.3.1.2.1.2 (runoff
(Section ble maximus to +2 a tions (clear and stremflow)
8.3.2.4) floods water)

Area and depth Peak flood dis- Refer to Low to High
of inundation charge for 5, Dullard moderate
for facili- 25, 50, 100, (1916)
ties nd 500 yr, and and
access portals probable maxi- Squires

wue floods and
Young
(1984)

Channel morphol- Refer to Low to Moderate
ogy and surface Squires moderate
topography and

Young
(I984)
snd

Waddell
et Al.
(1984).

Flow velocities Calculate mawinea Nigh Quantity and Refer to Very low Nigh Studies 8.3.1.15.1.1
tractive force character of Costa (flood potential of
of channel flow .debris moved (1993) Yucca Mountain) and

Debris load of and sheet flow during flooding
flows 'in area of

inundation Define water to Refer to Very low Nigh 8.3.1.2.1.2 (runoff and
sediment ratio Costa streamflow), and

Characterise sedi- Refer to Very low sigh Investigation 8.3.1.2.2
Dents within Costs (uneaturated-sone
watershed (1983) hydrologic system)

"Present confidence ratings of high, moderate, and low are based on the quality of data and the number of site-specific measeuremets currently
available.

Confidence needed is an indication of the level of certainty that will be necessary to demonstrate that a goal Is met.
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Table 8.3.1.16-2. Data requirements of the design and performance issues satisfied by the preclosure
hydrology program for System Blement 1.1.2 (subsurface)

SCP lusue Testiu bsis
requesting Characterisation Current -Prsent Cnfidenie
parameters Design paraeters Goal Confidence parameters estimate confidencea needed Studies/activities

4.4 Technical Sustained yield of 864,000 3 /yr Moderate Aquifer trans- To be Medium Moderate Studies 8.3.1.16.2.1
feasibility wells Nissivity nd deter- (location of adequate
(Section storage coeffi- mined water supply) and
8.3.2.6) cient from 8.3.1.2.1.3 (regional

well ground-ater flow
testing mystew)

1.11 Configu- Water inflow to Quantify poten- Moderate Fracture flow S100 gpd Low Moderate Studies 8.3.1.2.2.3
ration of underground tial inflow into BSP (surface bWaed explor-
underground facility (includ- rate (total atory shaft testing),
facilities ing seasonal into mine). 8.3.1.2.2.4 (unstu-
(Section variation) Expected rated-ome percola-
8.3.2.2) 0-20 gps tion), aad

accuracy +10 8.3.1.16.1.1 (flood
1.12 Seal char- potential of Yucca

acteristics Mountain)
(Section
8.3.3.2)

&Present confidence ratings of high, moderate, and low are based on the quality of data and the number of site-specific measurements currently
a Caildbleo

DConfidence needed is an indication of tbe luwel of certainty that will be necesnary to demonstrate thin a goal has been met.
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Figure 8.3.1.16-1. Relationship between the preclosure hydrology test program and its investigations.
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design requirements for nonsensitive structures while more conservative
flood-hazard design requirements will be used for sensitive structures such
as shafts and waste-handling structures.

The specific parameters that have been defined for Study 8.3.1.18.1.1
are the maximum rates and quantities of precipitation, streamflow character-
istics, flood flow and debris transport conditions, and the recurrence for
runoff and flood events. By calculating flood recurrence intervals, and
quantifying the probable'maximum flood level, adequate design measures can be
implemented to avoid and mitigate the hazards associated with flood events.

Investigation 8.3.1.16.2 (adequate water supplies) addresses the loca-
tion of adequate water supply for repository construction, operation, and
closure. Two subordinate concerns to this investigation are the location of
an alternative water supply and the possibility of using wells J-12 and J-13
as the alternative wells.

The second study, Study 8.3.1.16.2.1 (adequate water supply for the
mined geologic disposal system) consists of three activities. The parameters
that will be evaluated include the hydraulic characteristics of aquifers
located proximal to the site, the cost and feasibility of constructing new
water wells and a distribution system, and the identification of the possible
effects on the flow system that might result from water withdrawals made from
the proposed primary wells or from the proposed alternative wells.

Investigation 8.3.1.16.3 (ground-water conditions) involves characteriz-
ing the unsaturated zone above and within the repository horizon to define
the moisture conditions between the repository and the land surface.

Study 8.3.1.16.3.1 is primarily a synthesis activity. The character-
ization of the hydrologic conditions within and above the repository horizon
will be accomplished by studies being performed in support of Investigation
8.3.1.2.2. Although the bases for addressing the investigations are differ-
ent (repository design versus long-term performance assessment), the param-
eters that must be obtained to satisfy both of these investigations are the
same. Information on flux, moisture content, and potential influx will be
obtained from the geohydrology program (Section 8.3.1.2). The data collected
under the geohydrology program will be compiled, analysed, and evaluated
under Activity 8.3.1.16.3.1.1, and will be used to define the moisture con-
ditions at the site that are needed for design.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
studies in the investigation. Specific durations and start/finish dates for
the studies are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and will
be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate in
subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.16-6
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8.3.1.16.1 Investigation: Flood recurrence intervals and levels at
potential locations of surface facilities

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Section 3.2 summarizes the current information regarding flood history,
the potential for future flooding, current and future studies of flood and
debris hazards, and flood protection. Local convective storms coupled with
the rugged terrain at Yucca Mountain can cause intense flash flooding to
occur sporadically-in dry washes that drain the mountain. The meteorology
and climatology of the Yucca Mountain site and the region are discussed
further in Section 5.1. Further evaluation of the flood potential of these
washes is necessary to ensure adequate design of the surface facilities.
Flood protection design considerations are discussed in Sections 6.2.4 and
3.10.2.

Parameters

The following parameters will be measured or calculated as a result of
the site studies planned to satisfy this investigation:

1. Precipitation quantities and rates.

2. Streamflow rates, quantities, and durations.

3. Peak flood discharges.

4. Quantity and character of debris moved during floods.

5. Character of fluids moved during flooding (relative proportions of
water and sediment).

6. Recurrence intervals for runoff and flooding.

Most of the data for these parameters are being, or will be, collected
through the following studies:

Study Subject

8.3.1-.2.1.2 Characterization of regional surface water (surface-water
runoff and fluvial transport of debris by floods)

8.3.1.5.2.1 Characterization of the Quaternary regional hydrology
(regional paleofloods)

8.3.1.12.2.1 Meteorological data collection at the Yucca Mountain site

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

To meet the purpose of identifying the potential hazards associated with
floods and debris movement, three objectives must be met: (1) to determine
the magnitudes and frequencies of major flood events that can potentially

8.3.1.16-7
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occur during the period of repository operation, (2) to identify all poten-
tial areas of inundation, and (3) to determine the quantities and size char-
acteristics of debris transported by flooding. Figure 8.3.1.15-2 illustrates
how the activities of Study 8.3.1.16.1.1, in conjunction with activities of
the geohydrology program, will obtain the required parameters.

Technical rationale for the investigation

Surface facilities such as roadways, building pads, and buildings to
serve as workshops, offices, laboratories, and living spaces, must be located
and designed for minimum natural disturbance during their intended life
(approximately 100 yr) largely for safety and economic reasons. It is also
critical that all surface sites for handling the waste packages, including
buildings, storage areas, and repository access facilities such as shaft
collar and hoisting structures, be located in an area where flood or debris-
flow events would not have serious effects on their stability during the
preclosure period. To accomplish this, flood and debris-hazard studies have
been desigied to document flooding and severe sediment erosion, transport,
and deposition to aid in predicting the maximum flood intensities and recur-
rence intervals, which are necessary for the design of safe facilities.

In these studies, floods will be characterized by measuring the peak
streamflows and generally assessing associated debris movement in drainages
that are at or near the Yucca Mountain site. The surficial character of
selected channel and floodplain deposits in the numerous ephemeral drainages
will also be examined in an attempt to determine the nature of the fluvial
processes involved in the emplacement of the deposits. Field judgments of
the nature and severity of debris transport by floods will be made to evalu-
ate properly the characteristics of debris hazards posed by the floods. Per-
tinent engineering-analytical techniques, including standard-flood-frequency-
analysis techniques (e.g., the log-Pearson type III distribution), will be
applied to the data collected in the drainages in question to estimate the
magnitude and frequency of future floods. Using this approach, non-sensitive
structures can then be designed by standard engineering methods of flood
analysis, while the shaft and restricted-area facilities will use more con-
servative flood hazard design procedures.

Peak streamflow data at and around Yucca Mountain will be collected as
part of Activity 8.3.1.2.1.2.1 (surface-water runoff monitoring). The analy-
ses of these data will also incorporate data from nearby crest-stage gages
that have been operative since the 1960s as part of the U.S. Geological
Survey, Nevada Department of Transportation flood-study program. The field
judgments of the nature and severity of debris transport by flood flows will
be made as part of Activity 8.3.1.2.1.2.2 (transport of debris by severe run-
off). Pertinent information from Activity 8.3.1.5.2.1.1 (regional paleoflood
evaluation) will also be transferred to this activity for use in character-
izing the flood and debris hazards.

The techniques used to obtain this information will complement each
other and also will allow a comparison of data to decrease data uncertainty.
It is recognized that the short period of record for direct flow measurements

8.3.1.16-8
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will be inadequate to derive confident estimates of flood recurrence inter-
vals larger than a few years. Therefore, this study will rely upon a combi-
nation of direct and indirect techniques. In areas where the flood recur-
rence and intensity analyses will have to be translated to surface facility
sites where actual data may not have been collected, the geologic record of
paleofloods will be used to temper the probability analyses for sensitive
surface facilities. Trench studies of ancient deposits and morphologic
studies of the area will be used to complement the peak streamflow measure-
ments for determining the characteristic depths of flooding, depths of scour,
characteristics of sediment load, and thickness of deposits formed in the
past.

Section 8.3.1.5.2 describes paleoflood studies that will be used to
augment this investigation. Initial trench studies suggest that paleoflood
techniques may not be adequate to fully assess flood and debris hazards
because of the lack of datable materials (e.g., organics, tephra, and soil
formation). Thus, a dual strategy will be maintained to determine flood and
debris hazards. Crest-stage data collection will continue indefinitely, and
flood events will be documented if and when they occur. Data from these
modern flood studies will be supplemented by information from paleoflood
reconstruction activities to be performed as part of the geohydrology program
(Section 8.3.1.2).

8.3.1.16.1.1 Study: Characterization of flood potential of the Yucca
Mountain site

This study contains one activity and evaluates the potential for flood-
ing in the many small, dry, desert washes that drain Yucca Mountain. This
evaluation will be used for designing the surface facilities for the proposed
repository. Proper design for flood potential is necessary to ensure the
safety of the workers and the surface facilities.

8.3.1.16.1.1.1 Activity: Site flood and debris hazards studies

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to assess the flood and debris hazards
at and near the potential repository surface facilities locations to allow
adequate design of facilities to prevent or reduce hazards to an acceptable
level.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are

1. Precipitation quantities and rates.

2. Streamflow rates, quantities, and durations.

3. Peak flood discharge.

8.3.1.16-10
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4. Quantity and character of debris moved during severe floods.

5. Character of fluids moved during flooding (relative proportions of
water and sediment).

6. Recurrence intervals for runoff and flooding.

7. Channel morphology definition.

8. Surface topography.

Description-

Floods will be characterized by measuring the peak streamflows and
assessing the debris movement in drainages that are at or near the Yucca
Mountain site. Some streamflow measurement will be made as part of Activity
8.3.1.2.1.2.1 (regional surface water runoff studies), but most measurement
will be part of surface runoff monitoring at Yucca Mountain, Activity
8.3.1.2.2.1.2 of Investigation 8.3.1.2.2 (unsaturated-zone hydrologic
system). These activities will use many stream gages, rain gages, and some
automated fluvial-sediment samplers situated at strategic locations. Stream-
flow documented by the stream gage networks of these two activities will be
incorporated into the pertinent flood-prediction analyses. Twenty-five to
fifty small drainages may be included in this study effort. Pertinent flood
data from drainages throughout the southern Nevada region will be incorpor-
ated into analyses of flooding at and around Yucca Mountain.

The surface character of selected channel and floodplain deposits in the
numerous ephemeral drainages in and around the proposed storage site will be
examined to determine the fluvial processes involved in the emplacement of
the deposits. If this reconnaissance discloses a variety of processes or
significant variations within any process, an attempt will be made to differ-
entiate the processes and degrees of differences. The results of this effort
may then determine whether the variations in the characteristics of the
deposits can or should be shown on surficial deposit maps of the drainages.

Field judgments of the nature and severity of debris transport by flood
flows will be made to evaluate properly the characteristics of debris hazards
from flood flows. No standard techniques are available to sample moving
coarse-grained debris, which constitutes the major debris hazard, but flood
investigators will describe both qualitatively and somewhat quantitatively
(by careful field observations) the character of debris that has moved within
and through the drainage during severe runoff events. Also, some debris
movement characteristics will be deduced through analysis of the debris
deposits. Fresh erosion that has resulted from recent flooding will be noted
on maps to allow an assessment of potential slope instability. Assembling
this type of semiquantitative information will, with time and experience,
form the bases for designating the degrees of debris hazards on different
types of slopes. Much of the debris hazard assessment is experimental at
this time, and more precise investigative plans cannot be formalized until
experience with debris movement during flooding increases.
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Pertinent engineering analytical techniques, including standard-flood-
frequency-analysis techniques, will be applied to the data collected in the
drainages in question to estimate future flood flows. Several computational
or graphic techniques are available to estimate probable peak flood flows.

In one graphic technique, a- maximum envelope curve defines the largest
floods measured for variously sized drainage basins (Crippen and Bue, 1977).
Thus, for a given size of drainage, the curve predicts the largest flood that
would be expected on the basis of historical evidence of the largest observed
floods for drainages of comparable size within the same geographic region.

Another widely used technique in the nuclear industry is the computa-
tional determination of the probable maximum flood (PAF) (ANSI/ANS 2.8-1981).
This computational procedure is based on the U.S. National Weather Service
estimates of probable maximum precipitation that can be expected throughout a
specific geographical area. Neither of these techniques takes into account
debris transport that may pose a serious hazard associated with a flood.

A computational technique based on field evidence has been proposed
(Costa, 1983). In this technique, the average size of the five largest
boulders deposited in the channel by fluid flows is determined. A velocity
capable of moving particles of that size is computed, and physical surveys of
the stream channel in the reach of the deposits are used to help assess the
area of the flow section. Then the product of the velocity and the flow-
sectional area determines the discharge necessary to move the largest parti-
cles. Application of the technique thus yields an estimate of the peak flood
discharge that emplaced the largest debris fragments.

Flood frequencies and recurrence intervals may be evaluated with the
log-Pearson type III curve. The log-Pearson type III is a theoretical, flex-
ible frequency distribution computed by calculating the mean, standard devi-
ation, and skewness coefficient of the logs of peak annual discharge data. A
frequency factor is obtained from tables of skewness coefficients and
exceedance probabilities. Regional values of the skewness coefficients are
available.

Other similar techniques, if available, will also be applied to the
drainages of concern. Flow predictions resulting from these applied tech-
niques can then be compared, and a prediction of peak flood flows can result
from the comparisons.
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Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.16.1.1.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Streamflow measurement BP-41, RD TBDa TBD
HP-42, RD
HP-43, RD
: P-44, RD
HP-45, RD
HP-46, RD

Empirical engineering Needed - TBD TBD
techniques for predicting
flood discharge

Techniques for differ- Needed TBD TBD
entiating fluvial deposits
on the basis of their
surficial characteristics

Techniques for mapping Needed TBD TBD
surficially exposed
fluvial deposits

aTBD to be determined.

8.3.1.16.1.2 Application of results.

The information derived from the studies and activities of the plans
described previously will be used in the following areas of site character-
ization, repository design, and performance assessment:

Investigation or
information need Subject

8.3.1.2.1 Regional hydrologic system

8.3.1.6.1 Present locations and rates of surface erosion

8.3.1.9.1 Degradation of markers

4.4.1 Site and performance assessment information needed for
design (Section 8.3.2.5.1) - .
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Investigation or
information need Subject

4.4.7 Design analyses including potential impacts of hydro-
logic characteristics on design (Section 8.3.2.5.7)

4.4.8 Technology for surface facilities (Section 8.3.2.5.8)

8.3.1.16.1.3 Schedule and milestones

The schedule and milestone information for this investigation is given
in Section 8.3.1.18.3.3, at the end of Investigation 8.3.1.16.3 (ground-water
conditions within and above the potential host rock).

8.3.1.16.2 Investigation: Location of adequate water supplies

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Section 3.8 summarizes the current information regarding the estimated
quantity of water needed to support a mined geologic disposal system at Yucca
Mountain.

Parameters

Three sets of parameters will be measured or calculated as a result of
the site studies planned to obtain the information needed as follows:

1. Cost and feasibility of using wells J-12 and J-13 for repository-
related water use as an alternative source.

2. Identification of a primary source of water for repository-related
water needs.

3. Identification of an alternative source of water for repository-
related water needs.

4. Identification and evaluation of potential effects of repository-
related water withdrawals on the local flow system and water supply.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

To meet the purpose of identifying the most suitable water supply and
alternative, the following objectives must be met: (1) determine the adequacy
of existing wells J-12 and J-13 in terms of available resource potential,
total cost, and technologic feasibility as an alternative water supply for a
repository at Yucca Mountain (water rights are discussed in Section
8.3.1.11), (2) identify and locate a primary source of water for a repository
at Yucca Mountain, (3) identify and locate potential alternative sources of
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water, and (4)-determine the potential effects of repository-related water
K-I withdrawals on the local flow system at Yucca Mountain. Figure 8.3.1.16-3

illustrates how the activities-of Study 8.3.1.16.2.1 will obtain the
parameters needed to satisfy the design requirements.

Technical rationale for the investigation

Current plans are to develop a primary source closer to the proposed
site than wells J-12 or J-13 to supply repository-related water needs. In
the event-that a primary source cannot serve repository-related water needs
through decommissioning, an alternative source of water must be readily
available. Wells J-12 and J-13 (Figure 8.3.1.16-4) are under consideration
as sources to provide water during repository site preparation and the early
phases of construction if Yucca Mountain is selected. They are also being
considered as possible alternative sources. The hydrostratigraphic unit
source for wells J-12 and J-13, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush
Tuff, is presently considered capable of yielding water at a sufficient rate
to supply repository-related water needs through closure and decommissioning.
An assessment of the expected future performance, estimated total cost, and
the feasibility of using these wells as alternative sources is needed to
demonstrate that the wells are adequate and can be used at a reasonable cost
with available technology.

The water that will be used to support repository construction, opera-
tion, and closure will cause an increase in local water use, which could
affect the local-flow system at Yucca Mountain. Potential effects from
repository-related water withdrawals will be identified and assessed to
determine if any mitigating measures might be required.

The data required to satisfy the performance and design requirements
will be collected by the four activities of Investigation 8.3.1.16.2 and
other studies performed in support of Investigations 8.3.1.2.1, 8.3.1.2.3,
and 8.3.1.9.2.

8.3.1.16.2.1 Study: Location of adequate water supply for construction,
operation, closure, and decommissioning of a mined geologic
disposal system at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

This study includes four activities.

8.3.1.16.2.1.1 Activity: Assessment of the cost, feasibility, and adequacy
of wells J-12 and J-13 for use as the alternative water
supply for a mined geologic disposal system at Yucca
Mountain, Nevada

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine (1) the adequacy of wells
K..> J-12 and J-13 in terms of available resource potential and (2) the total cost
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Figure 8.3.1.16-4. Locations of wells J-12 and J-13 relative to the surface facility location.
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and technical feasibility of supplying the water needed to support a reposi-
tory at Yucca Mountain. These wells will be evaluated for use as alterna-
tive sources.

Parameters

The parameters required for this activity are the total time-phased
water demand through decommissioning, estimated peak annual water demand, the
maximum water resources available from wells J-12 and J-13 based on histori-
cal production capabilities and existing well and pumping-test data, the
estimated cost of water withdrawals (pumping, treatment, and distribution),
and the quantity of water appropriated by local water users through permits
and certifications.

Description

Several steps may be necessary to complete this activity. The actual
field work performed will depend on the type, quality, and amount of data
available. Thus, the first step will be to compile all data pertinent to the
construction, operation, and performance of wells J-12 and J-13. These data
will be analyzed to determine their adequacy for predicting long-term well
performance. The data to be compiled include historical water levels, water
chemistries, aquifer test results, well test results, energy consumption
records, and well construction records.

After all existing data have been compiled, the following methods will
be applied. Hydrographs of water levels, ionic constituents, and pumping
rates will be prepared to evaluate the past performance of the subject wells.
Aquifer and other test results will be reanalyzed as necessary to meet the
quality assurance requirements of the NNWSI Project. If the existing data
are found inadequate for use in assessing long-term well performance, a well
test plan will be developed.

The well test plan will identify any additional tests and analyses that
may be necessary to assess long-term well performance. Specific tests could
include step drawdown testing of both wells, sand content monitoring during
testing (if applicable), borehole videolog inspection of the casing and
screens, and water chemistry analyses. Step drawdown test results will be
analyzed to determine well- and formation-loss coefficients, optimal and max-
imum well yields, and operating efficiencies. Energy consumption will be
monitored during testing to aid in developing unit costs for ground-water
withdrawals. Pumping of sediment will be measured and the physical condition
of the wells will be described to ascertain whether the wells will require
excessive maintenance during long-term operation.

The final calculated repository water requirement will be obtained from
the Advanced Conceptual Design report and will be used as the baseline to
assess the adequacy and viability of wells J-12 and J-13 for use as an alter-
nate water supply. All results will be compiled and evaluated to determine
the cost and technical feasibility of meeting the repository water demand.
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Methods and technical procedures

The specific methods and technical procedures for this activity are to
be determined.

8.3.1.16.2.1.2 Activity: Location of a primary water supply for a mined
geologic disposal system at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify and locate a primary
source of water for a repository at Yucca Mountain. Ideally, the primary
sources would be located nearer to the surface facilities than wells J-12 and
J-13, and at an elevation above the surface facilities, thereby reducing dis-
tribution costs and total pumping lifts.

Parameters

This activity will rely heavily on input from Investigations 8.3.1.2.1
and 8.3.1.2.3. Values of aquifer storativity, transmissivity, thickness, and
depth to water will be provided by the hydrologic drilling and modeling
activities. Remote sensing information (i.e., satellite imagery) will be
used in performing lineament analyses to help identify potentially suitable
well locations. The parameters that will be measured or calculated as a
result of this activity are the locations of, distances to, and relative
elevations of all potentially suitable aquifers.

Other parameters that will be obtained from this activity and Study
8.3.1.9.2.2 (ground-water resource assessment) include a compilation of local
water users, water uses, amounts of existing local appropriations,-points of
diversion, and points of use.

Description

The first part of this activity will focus on identifying the amount of
unappropriated water available from sources other than wells J-12 and J-13.
Other sources may include other water wells located on the NTS, or other
unappropriated ground water in basins adjacent to the site. These data, in
conjunction with imagery analysis techniques described by Taranik and
Trautwein (1978), will be used to define the ground-water yield potential of
areas located proximal to the Yucca Mountain site. Subsequent to defining
the ground-water yield potential, options for a primary water source will be
identified. Once the location of the potential primary source has been iden-
tified, a test well will be developed and tested. The hydraulic character-
istics of the well will be determined to ensure that the source is capable of
producing adequate water to meet the repository-related water demand.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.
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8.3.1.16.2.1.3 Activity: Location of alternative water supplies for a mined
geologic disposal system at Yucca Mountain Nevada.

Objective

The objective of this activity is to identify and locate an alternative
source of water for a repository at Yucca Mountain in the event that the pri-
mary source cannot meet the water demand.

Parameters

As with Activity 8.3.1.16.2.1.2, this activity will rely heavily on
input from Investigations 8.3.1.2.1, 8.3.1.2.3, and 8.3.1.9.2. Values of
aquifer storativity, transmissivity, thickness, and depth to water will be
provided by the hydrologic drilling and modeling activities. Remote sensing
information will be used in performing lineament analyses to help identify
potentially suitable well locations. The parameters that will be measured or
calculated as a result of this activity are the locations of, distances to,
and relative elevations of all potentially suitable aquifers.

Other parameters that will be obtained from this activity and Study
8.3.1.9.2.2 (water resource assessment) include a compilation of local water
users, water uses; amounts of existing local appropriations, points of
diversion, and points of use.

Description

The first part of this activity will focus on identifying the amount of
unappropriated water available from potential alternative sources. These
sources may include other water wells located on the NTS or other unappro-
priated ground water in basins adjacent to the site. These data, in con-
junction with imagery analysis techniques described by Taranik and Trautwein
(1978) will be used to define the ground-water yield potential of areas
located proximal to the Yucca Mountain site. Subsequent to defining the
ground-water yield potential, options for alternative water sources will be
identified. A potential well location will be identified, and a test well
will be drilled and tested.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.

8.3.1.16.2.1.4 Activity: Identification and evaluation of potential effects
of repository related withdrawals on the local flow system at
Yucca Mountain, Nevada

Obiectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the potential effects of
repository-related water withdrawals on the local flow system at Yucca
Mountain. The potential effects from water withdrawal include modifications
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to the preclosure ground-water travel path and the lowering of the potentio-
metric surface. Such effects will be identified and quantified to establish
any mitigating measures that might be required.

Parameters

The parameters that will be collected from this activity are the effects
of the time-phased water withdrawals from the primary and alternative water
supply wells on the local flow system.

Description

Using the parameters and computer codes from Investigations 8.3.1.2.1
and 8.3.1.2.3, the effects of the time-phased water withdrawals on the local
flow system will be modeled. The results of these computer simulations will
be evaluated, and any effects on the flow system will be identified. If any
adverse effects on the flow path or potentiometric surface are identified,
plans to mitigate the effects will be developed. It is quite likely that any
effect on the potentiometric surface may be beneficial to waste isolation, as
the thickness of the unsaturated zone will increase in areas where drawdown
is induced due to pumping. This will be assessed and documented for further
evaluation of repository performance.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
determined.

8.3.1.16.2.2 Application of results

The information obtained from Study 8.3.1.16.2.1 will be used to assess
the suitability of candidate wells for repository water supply through decom-
missioning. This information will be used as an input parameter to Infor-
mation Need 1.11.4 (Section 8.3.2.2.4), which examines the design constraints
to limit water usage for the repository. The results of this study will also
be used as input to Information Need 4.4.3 (Section 8.3.2.5.3), which is the
plan for repository construction, operation, closure, and decommissioning.

8.3.1.16.2.3 Schedule and milestones

The schedule and milestone information for this investigation is given
in Section 8.3.1.16.3.3, at the end of Investigation 8.3.1.16.3 (ground-water
conditions within and above the potential host rock).
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8.3.1.16.3 Investigation: Ground-water conditions within and above the
potential host rock

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections of Chapter 3 provide a technical summary of
existing data relevant to this investigation:

Section Title

3.9.1.3 Hydrochemistry

3.9.2.1 Hydraulic characteristics of the unsaturated zone

3.9.3.2 Potentiometric levels and head relationships in the
unsaturated zone

Parameters

The following parameters will be measured or calculated as a result of
the planned site studies:

1. Subsurface moisture content above the repository horizon.
2. Flux above and within the repository horizon.
3. Moisture content of the repository horizon.
4. Locations and descriptions of perched water zones.
5. Potential influx to the repository and access shafts.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

To meet the purpose of describing the baseline characteristics of the
unsaturated zone within and above the repository horizon, the following
objectives must be met: (1) determine the amount of water inflow to the
repository horizon including seasonal variations in inflow rate, (2) deter-
mine the existence of perched water, and (3) define the locations, depths,
thickness, lateral extent, seasonal variation, and degree of saturation of
perched water zones if any are identified. These data will be obtained from
the geohydrology program (8.3.1.2); the preclosure hydrology program will
synthesize the data to help resolve the design issues. Figure 8.3.1.16-5
illustrates the strategy that will be used to obtain and compile the required
parameters for the design issues.

Technical rationale for the investigation

Measurements of the subsurface hydrologic conditions both above and
within the repository horizon are required for design of the repository
shafts, and seals. Preliminary data presented in Chapter 3 indicate that no
special technology will be needed to construct and operate a repository at
Yucca Mountain as a result of existing hydrologic conditions. Data obtained
from this investigation will provide the design bases required to construct >
and operate a repository.
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8.3.1.18.3.1 Study: Determination of the preclosure hydrologic conditions
of the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

This study includes one activity.

�_'J

8.3.1.16.3.1.1 Activity: Synthesis of data from site program 8.3.1.2 to
determine the preclosure hydrologic characteristics of the
unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, Nevada

Obiectives

The objectives of this activity are to compile the data collected under
geohydrology Investigation 8.3.1.2.2, in Study 8.3.1.2.2.4 (exploratory shaft
facilities investigations) for input to design Issue 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5).

Parameters

The parameters that will be collected from Investigation 8.3.1.2.2 are
flux, moisture content above and within the repository horizon, and locations
and descriptions of perched water zones.

Description

The parameters obtained from Study 8.3.1.2.2.4 will be compiled and
evaluated to ensure that data collected from the exploratory shaft is suffi-
cient to satisfy the objectives set by the-design issues. The information
will then be passed to the design issues to be used as input.

Methods and technical procedures

There are no methods and technical procedures for this activity.

8.3.1.18.3.2 Application of results

The data collected by this investigation will serve as input parameters
for design of the repository, access shafts, and seals. The following infor-
mation needs call for data from this investigation:

Information
need Short title SCP section

4.4.4
4.4.7
4.4.9

Repository design requirements
Design analyses (hydrologic impacts)
Technology for underground facilities

8.3.2.5.4
8.3.2.5.7
8.3.2.5.9

K)
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8.3.1.16.3.3 Schedule and milestones

The preclosure hydrology program consists of three investigations, each
of which contains one study: 8.3.1.16.1.1 (characterization of flood poten-
tial of the Yucca Mountain site), 8.3.1.16.2.1 (location of an adequate water
supply), and 8.3.1.16.3.1 (determination of the preclosure hydrologic condi-
tions at Yucca Mountain, Nevada). In the figure that follows, the schedule
information for these studies is presented in the form of timelines. The
timelines extend from the implementation of the approved study plans to the
issuance of the final products associated with the studies. Summary schedule
and milestone information for these studies can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Studies 8.3.1.16.1.1 and 8.3.1.16.2.1 in this program are ongoing. The
experimental and modeling work for this entire program will proceed in
parallel with characterization, design, and performance activities, and will
interact with them in an iterative fashion.

The completion of investigations in this program is constrained by needs
for information from other characterization programs. Completion of the
milestone reports will require information from Sections 8.3.1.2 (geo-
hydrology program), 8.3.1.5 (climate program), 8.3.1.9 (human interference
program), 8.3.1.12 (meteorology program), and 8.3.1.14 (surface characteris-
tics program).

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown to
the left on the following figure. The points shown on the timelines repre-
sent major events or important milestones associated with the studies. Solid
lines represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The data
input or output at the interfaces are shown by circles.
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The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Milestone P794. Issue report on the potential for severe
floods in Coyote Wash.

2 Data input from Sections 8.3.1.2 (geohydrology program),
8.3.1.5 (climate program), 8.3.1.12 (meteorology program),
and 8.3.1.14 (surface characteristics program).

3 Milestone P923. Issue report summarizing prehistoric flooding
at Yucca Mountain.

4 Milestone P935. Issue report summarizing modern flooding
events and debris transport.

5 Milestone P787. Issue report on predictions of future flooding
and debris movement due to climate changes.

8 Milestone Z494. Issue report on characterization of runoff and
streamflow for Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

7 Milestone Z246. Issue report on repository-related water
supply alternatives.

8 Milestone R599. Issue preliminary report on analysis of well
completions for J-12 and J-13.

9 Data input from Sections 8.3.1.2 (geohydrology program),
8.3.1.9 (human interference program), and advanced conceptual
design.

10 Milestone R600. Complete test plans for wells J-12 and J-13.

11 Milestone R601. Issue preliminary report on performance
testing of wells J-12 and J-13.

12 Milestone Z247. Issue preliminary report on water-use require-
ments and constraints.

13 Milestone T040. Issue final report on the potential effects of
water withdrawals on the local flow system.

14 Data input from Section 8.3.1.2 (geohydrology program).

15 Milestone Q124. Issue report on ground-water conditions within
and above the potential host rock.
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8.3.1.17 Overview of preclosure tectonics: Description of tectonic and
igneous events required by performance and design requirements

Summary of performance and design requirements for preclosure tectonics
information

The preclosure tectonics program (Program 8.3.1.17) is designed to
develop an understanding of and to characterize the tectonic events and
processes that could impact proposed repository structures, systems, or
components considered to be important to safety through the operational phase;
i.e, until permanent closure is achieved. In addition, characterizations of
tectonic processes and events will be developed for consideration in the
design and operation of certain structures, systems, and components required
for exercising the retrieval option. Tectonic processes and events'that are
relevant to waste isolation following permanent closure will be investigated
within the postclosure'tectonics program (Program 8.3.1.8).

Performance and design issues that require data from the preclosure
tectonics program are indicated in'the left half of Figure 8.3.1.17-1; the.
right half of the figure indicates investigations that provide the requested
data. Data requirements come from Issue 4.4 (Section 8.3.2.5), which evalu-
ates the technical feasibility of repository construction, operation, closure,
and decommissioning, and from postclosure Issue 1.12 (Section 8.3.3.2), which
considers the design of seals for shafts, drifts, and boreholes. Investiga-
tions of technical feasibility include data requirements from three additional
performance and design issues, also noted in Figure 8.3.1.17-1. These three
issues are preclosure radiological safety (Issue 2.7, Section 8.3.2.3), poten-
tial radiologic exposure to the public due to credible accidents (Issue 2.3,
Section 8.3.5.5), and preservation of the waste retrieval option (Issue 2.4,
Section 8.3.5.2). In addition, data developed by the preclosure tectonics
program will be used by the postclosure tectonics program (Program 8.3.1.8)
and the preclosure and postclosure rock characteristics programs (Programs
8.3.1.15 and 8.3.1.4).

The evaluation of technical feasibility (Issue 4.4, Section 8.3.2.5)
establishes the major requirement for characterizing potentially disruptive
tectonic events.

The required characterization data are summarized in the (a) parts of
Tables 8.3.1.17-1 through 8.3.1.17-6; the (b) parts of these tables provide
summary information on the characterization program designed to provide the
required data. The technical content of these tables is discussed in detail
below. The data requirements are organized by the type of potential tectonic
event: volcanic, including eruption and ashfall; faulting; and vibratory
ground motion from natural earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions.
Two tables are presented for each type of event, one for considerations of
surface facilities and one for underground facilities.

The following information is used to specify each data requirement:
design and performance parameters, to specify the type of data that is
required; goal, to establish the precision or level of conservatism that is
required; and needed confidence, to indicate the degree of certainty that the
goal will be met. The needed confidences are specified using the terms high,
medium, and low to denote the relative importance of each parameter-goal pair

8.3.1.17-1
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Design and performance parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure
volcanic activity

Table 8.3.1.17-1(a).

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera coal confidence parameters

Probability of volcanic eruption Less than 1 chance in High Annual probability
that would disrupt surface 10,000 in 100 yr of volcanic' dis-
facilities ruption at the

site

Design-basis ash-fall thickness Less than I chance in Low to Medium Probability of ash fall
for facilities important to 10 of exceeding design- at the site as a
safety (FITS) ventilation basis ash-fall thick- function of ash-fall
systems ness in 100 yr thickness

1,000 yr(+) ash-fall
thickness at the site

Ash-fall particle density and size TTDb Low to Medium Potential density and
distribution distribution of ash-

fall particles

'These parameters are from 'Issue 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5), and corresponding
performance measures are given in that issue.

bTBD to be determined.

*A
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Table 8.3.1.17-1(b). Characterization parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure volcanic
activity

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterisation estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Annual probability of volcanic 10 7 to 10*9 Moderate Medium to 8.3.1.8.1.1.4 -- Probabil-
disruption at the site per yr high ity calculation (of vol-

canic disruption) and
assessment

Probability of ash fall at the TBDa TBD Low to 8.3.1.17.1.1.2 -- Assess
site as a function of ash- medium potential ash-fall
fall thickness thickness at the site

1,000 yr(+) ash-fall thickness 0.1-2.0 cm Low Low to 8.3.1.17.1.1.2 -- Assess
at the site medium potential ash-fall

thickness at the site

Potential density and distri- TBD TBD Low-to 8.3.1.17.1.1.3 -- Assess
bution of ash-fall particles medium potential density and

size distribution of
ash-fall at the site

5TBD = to be determined.

a

~I

I
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Table 8.3.1.17-2(a).

C C
Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
volcanic activity

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera coal confidence parameters

Probability of volcanic eruption Less than I chance in High Annual probability of
through the underground 10,000 in 100 yr volcanic disruption
facilities of the underground

facilities

Design-basis ash-fall thickness Less than 1 chance in Low to Medium Probability of ash fall
(at ventilation shaft locations) 10 of exceeding design- at the site as a

basis ash-fall thick- function of ash-fall
ness in 100 yr thickness

-1,000 yr(+) ash-fall
thickness at the site

Ash-fall particle density and size T8Db Low to Medium Potential density and
distribution size distribution of

ash-fall particles

aThese parameters are from Issue 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5), and corresponding
perfgrmance measures are given in that issue.

TBD = to be determined.

QoaI
CI.
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Table 8.3.1.17-2(b). Characterization parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
volcanic activity

Testing basis
Current Confidence. Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Annual probability of volcanic 4.7 x 10- l Medium Medium to 8.3.1.8.1.1.4 -- Probabil-
disruption of the under- 3.3 x 10- high ity calculation (of vol-
ground facilities per yr canic disruption) and

assessment

Probability of ash fall at the TUDa TBD Low to 8.3.1.17.1.1.2 -- Assess
site as a function of ash- medium potential ash-fall
fall thickness thickness at the site

1,000 yr(+) ash-fall thickness 0.1-2.0 cm Low Low to 8.3.1.17.1.1.2 -- Assess
medium potential ash-fall

thickness at the site

Potential density and size TBD TBD Low to 8.3.1.8.1.1.3 -- Assess
distribution of ash-fall medium potential particulate
particles size distribution of

ash-fall at the site

aTBD = to be determined.

sam
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Table 8.3.1.17-3(a). Design and performance parameters
fault displacement (page 1 of 2)

related to surface facilities and preclosure

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Identification of any fault within
100 m of facilities important to
safety (FITS) with greater than
I chance in 100 of producing more
than 5 cm of surface offset
during the preclosure period
(approximately 100 yr)

Determine existence High Identification and char-
acterization of
potentially signifi-
cant Quaternary faults
within 5 km of FITS

If existence is determined,
establish toI

-4 Classification
Location at surface
Orientation at surface

Standard practice
*5 M
* 100

High
High
Nigh

Identification and char-
acterization of faults
within 100 m of FITS
that have apparent
Quaternary slip rates
>0.001 mm/yr or that
measurably offset
materials less than

I 10,000 yr old



Table 8.3.1.17-3(a). Design and performance parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure
fault displacement (page 2 of 2)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parameters Coal confidence parameters

Total probability of exceeding Less than I chance in 100 High Estimate of total proba-
5 cm fault displacement at loca- of exceeding 5 cm dis- bility for >Wcm dis-
tions proposed for PITS placement beneath sur- placement beneath

face FITS in 100 yr FITS, considering
known and possibly
concealed faults and
tectonic interrela-
tionships among local
faults I

I'aThese parameters are from Issue 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5),
performance measures are given in that issue.

and corresponding

C ( Ct
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Table 8.3.1.17-3(b). Characterization parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure fault

displacement

00
ia

4

c6

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Identification and character- 4 such faults Low Medium to 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 -- Evaluate
ization of potentially sig- high Quaternary geology and
nificant Quaternary faults potential Quaternary
within 5 km of facilities faults at Yucca Mountain
important to safety (FITS)

Identification and character- No such faults Low High 8.3.1.17.4.2.2 -- Conduct
ization of faults within exploratory trenching in.
100 m of FITS that have in Midway Valley
apparent Quaternary slip
rates > 0.001 mm/yr or that
measurably offset materials
less than 100,000 yr old

Estimate of total probability Less than I Low High 8.3.1.17.2.1.1 -- Assess
for >5 cm displacement chance in 100 the potential for sur-
beneath FITS, considering of exceeding face faulting at pros-
known and possibly concealed 5 cm displace- pective sites of surface
faults and tectonic inter- ment beneath FITS
relationships among local FITS in 100 yr
faults

l



Table 8.3.1.17-4(a). Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
fault displacement (page I of 2)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Identification and characteriza-
tion of significant late
Quaternary faults in the reposi-
tory block:

Classification
Location at surface
Orientation at surface

Identification and characteriza-
tion of any fault within the
waste emplacement area with
greater than 1 chance in 100 of
producing more than 7 cm (waste-
package air-gap distance) of
subsurface offset during the pre-
closure period (approximately
100 yr)

c

Standard practice
i5 m
* 100

Determine existence; for
any such faults (none
are now known to
exist), determine loca-
tion within the waste
emplacement area

CI

High
High
High

High

Surface locations of
faults in the reposi-
tory with > I m offset
of Quaternary materi-
als or with > 100 m
offset of Tertiary
rocks

Surface and subsurface
locations of faults
with Quaternary slip
rates > 0.005 mm/yr
that intersect under-
ground facilities

0

C
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Table 8.3.1.17-4(a). Design and performance parameters related
fault displacement (page 2 of 2)

to underground facilities and preclosure

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Total probability of exceeding Less than 1 chance in 10 Medium Estimated total proba-
7 cm fault-displacement on any in 100 yr of exceeding bility of fault dis-
fault that intersects areas of 7 cm displacement on placement exceeding
waste emplacement any fault that inter- 7 cm in areas of

sects areas of waste emplaced waste, con-
emplacement sidering known and

possibly concealed
faults and tectonic
interrelationships
among local faults

aThese parameters are from Issue 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5), and corresponding
performance measures are given in that issue.

00
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Table 8.3.1.17-4(b). Characterization parameters related to the underground facilities and preclosure
fault displacement

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Surface locations of faults in 2 such faults Low to Medium 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 -- Evaluate
the repository block with exist medium Quaternary geology and
>1 m offset of Quaternary potential Quaternary
materials or with >100 a off- faults at Yucca Mountain
set of Tertiary rocks

Surface and subsurface loca- No such faults Medium Medium to 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 -- Evaluate
tions of faults with Quater- exist High Quaternary geology and
nary slip rates >0.005 mu/yr potential Quaternary
that intersect underground faults at Yucca Mountain
facilities 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 -- Evaluate

age and recurrence of
movement on suspected
and known Quaternary
faults within the site
area

8.3.1.17.4.7 -- Subsurface
geometry and concealed
extensions of Quaternary
faults at Yucca Mountain

Estimated total probability of Less than l Medium Medium 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 -- Assess
fault displacement exceeding chance in 100 the potential for
7 cm in areas of emplaced in 100 yr. of rupture on faults
waste, considering known and exceeding 7 cm that intersect
possibly concealed faults and displacement underground facil-
tectonic interrelationships in areas of ities
among local faults emplaced waste

i
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Table 8.3.1.17-5(a). Design and performance parameters related to surface

vibratory ground motion (page 1 of 4)
facilities and preclosure

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Design-basis ground motion time
histories (minimum band width =
0.5 to 33 Hz) and corresponding
response spectra (at 1 Ha inter-
vals) for surface facilities
important to safety (FITS)

Representative of
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes on
nearby faults, or maxi-
mum potential under-
ground nuclear explo-
sions (UNEs) that would
control site ground
motion at any frequency
between 0.5 and 33 Hs
(including any effect
of local geology or
building embedment)

Medium to high Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

-. 3

Potentially relevant
earthquake sources in
the region (<100 km)

Magnitude of 10,000-
year cumulative slip
earthquakes on local
sources

Magnitude of 10,000-
,year cumulative slip
earthquakes on
regional sources-

Maximum future UNE

Closest distance of
future UNEs

Cround motion attenua-
tion with distance



Table 8.3.1.17-5(a). Design and performance parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 2 of 4).

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Goal confidence parameters

Spectral modification
due to local geology

Controlling ground
motion event(s)

C4

9-.

Time histories and
reponse spectra repre-
sentative of control-
ling event(s)

Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

2

I.'
�E.

Combined.potential for vibratory
ground motion at FITS, con-
sidering all faults

Less than 1 chance in 10
of exceeding design-
basis ground motion in
100 yr

Medium to high

Potentially relevant
earthquake sources in
the region (S100 km)

Earthquake recurrence
relationships for
local and regional
sources

Ground motion attenua-
tion with distance

( (
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Design and performance parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 3 of 4)

Table 8.3.1.17-5(a).

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Spectral modification
due to local geology

Ground motion exceedance
probabilities

co

*-1

0'

Probability versus peak accelera-
tion, peak velocity, and peak
velocity response at
selected frequencies, at sur-
face locations of FITS

Values estimated for
annual probabili ies
ran ing from 10 to
10 per yr

Medium Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

Potentially relevant ;
earthquake sources in
the region (SlOO km)

Earthquake recurrence
relationships for
local and regional
sources

Ground motion attenua-
tion with distance

Spectral modification
due to local geology



Table 8.3.1.17-5(a). Design and performance parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 4 of 4)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Coal confidence parameters

Ground motion exceedance
probabilities

"These parameters come from Issues 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5) and 1.12 (seal
characteristics, Section 8.3.3.2), and corresponding performance measures are given in those issues. I
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Table 8.3.1.17-5(b). Characterization parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure vibratory

ground motion (page I of 3)

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

t

Identification of potential
earthquake sources in the
controlled area

Potentially relevant earth-
quake sources in the region
(100 kim)

Magnitude of 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes
on local sources

See Chapter I

See Chapter l

" 6 1/2

Medium

Low to
medium

Low to
medium

Medium to
high

Medium

Medium to
high

00

'-a
I -

'-a

8.3.1.17.3.1.1 -- Identify
relevant earthquake
sources

8.3.1.17.3.1.1 -- Identify
relevant earthquake
sources

8.3.1.17.3.1.2 -- Define
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes for
relevant sources

Magnitude of 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes
on regional sources

Maximum future underground
nuclear explosion (UNH)

Closest distance of future
future UNEs

6 1/2 to 8 1/2

150-750 kt

23 km (Buck-
board Mesa
area)

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

8.3.1.17.3.1.2 -- Define
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes for
relevant sources

8.3.1.17.3.2.2 -- Deter-
mine maximum UNE
source(s)

8.3.1.17.3.2.2 -- Deter-
mine maximum UNE
sources



Table 8.3.1.17-5(b). Characterization parameters related to surface facilities and preclosure vibratory
ground motion (page 2 of 3)

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Ground motion attenuation with
distance

Published
models for
California
and western
U.S.

Low to
medium

Medium 8.3.1.17.3-3 -- Ground
motion from earthquakes
and UNEs

00
W

jI
00

Spectral modification at
facilities important to
safety due to local geology

Controlling ground motion
event(s)

Time histories and response
spectra representative of
controlling event(s)

1/2 to 4

S 6 1/2 M
earthquake on
Paintbrush
Canyon

TODa (0.4-0.6g
peak accel-
eration)

Low

Low to
medium

Low to
medium

Medium

Medium to
high

Medium to
high

8.3.1..17.3.4 -- Effects of
local geology on surface
and subsurface motions

8.3.1.17.3.5.1 -- Identify
controlling seismic
events

8.3.1.17.3.5.2 -- Charac-
terize ground motion
from controlling seismic
events

Earthquake recurrence rela-
tionships for local and
regional sources

See section
1.4.2

Low to
medium

Medium 8.3.1.17.3.6.1 -- Evaluate
earthquake sources

C C C
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surface facilities and preclosure vibratoryTable 8.3.1.17-5(b). Characterization parameters related to
ground motion (page 3 of 3)

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Ground motion exceedance 1-5 x l0-4/yr Low to Medium 8.3.1.17.3.6.2 B- valuate
probabilities for O.5g medium ground motion probabili-

ties

5"TID to be determined.

to



Table 8.3.1.17-6(a). Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 1 of 4)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parameters Coal confidence parameters

Design-basis ground motion time
histories and corresponding
response spectra for underground
facilities (at various depths)
(minimum band width = 0.5 to
33 Hz; I Us interval for response
spectra)

Representative of
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes or
nearby faults, or maxi-
mum potential under-
ground nuclear explo-
sions (UNEs) that would
control site ground
motion at any frequency
between 0.5 and 33 Hz
(including any effects
of local geology or
depth of burial)

Medium Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

0c

.I

To

Potentially relevant
earthquake sources in
the region (•100 kin)

Magnitude of 10,000-year
cumulative slip earth-
quakes on local
sources

Magnitude of
cumulative
quakes on
sources

10,000-year
slip earth-
regional

Future maximum UNS

Closest distance of
future UNEs

Ground motion attenua-
tion with distance

( ( (
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Table 8.3.1.17-6(a). Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure

vibratory ground motion (page 2 of 4)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parametera Goal confidence parameters

Spectral modification
due to local geology
and depth of burial

Controlling ground
motion event(s)

Time histories and
response spectra
representative of
of controlling
event(s)

w0
I-

1I&' I
Combined potential for vibratory

ground motion at underground
facility locations, considering
all faults

Less than I chance in 10
of exceeding design-
basis ground motion in
100 yr

Medium Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

Potentially relevant
earthquake sources in
the region (<100 km)

Earthquake recurrence
relationships for
local and regional
sources



Table 8.3.1.17-6(a). Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 3 of 4)

Design or performance Needed Characterisation
parameters Goal confidence parameters

around motion attenua-
tion with distance

Spectral modification
due to local geology
and depth of burial

Ground motion exceedance
probabilities N

Probability versus peak accelera-
tion, peak velocity, and peak
velocity response at selected
frequencies at underground
facility locations

Values estimated for
annual probabilities
,ranging from 10 to
10 per yr

Low to medium Identification of poten-
tial earthquake
sources in the con-
trolled area

Potentially relevant
earthquake sources in
the region (SlO0 km)

Earthquake recurrence
relationships for
local and regional
sources

( c C
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Table 8.3.1.17 6(a). Design and performance parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 4 of 4)

Design or performance Needed Characterization
parameter, Coal confidence parameters

Ground motion atitenua-
tion with distance

Spectral modification
due to local geology
and depth of burial

Ground motion exceedance
probabilities

B

H

Iw
'-

"These parameters are from Issues 4.4 (technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5) and 1.12 (seal
characteristics, Section 8.3.3.2), and corresponding performance measures are given in those issues.



Table 8.3.1.17-6(b). Characterization parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 1 of 3)

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Identification of potential
earthquake sources in the
controlled area

Potentially relevant earth-
quake sources in the region
(5100 km)

See Chapter I

See Chapter 1

Medium

Low to
medium

Medium

Medium

8.3.1.17.3.1.1 -- Identify
relevant earthquake
sources

8.3.1.17.3.1.1 -- Identify
relevant earthquake
sources

O"

-4

to1

C2N4
Magnitude of 10,000-year

cumulative slip earthquakes
on local sources

FJ 6 1/2 Low to
medium

Medium to
high

8.3.1.17.3.1.2 - Define
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes for
relevant sources

Magnitude of 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes
on regional sources

6 1/2 to 8 1/2 Low Medium 8.3.1.17.3.1.2 -- Define
10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes for
relevant sources

Maximum future underground
nuclear explosion (UNE)

150-750 kt Medium Medium 8.3.1.17.3.2.2
mine maximum
source(s)

-- Deter-
UNE

Closest distance of future
future UNBa

23 km (Buck-
board Mesa
area)

Medium Medium 8.3.1.17.3.2.2 -- Deter-
mine maximum UNE
source(s)

( ( C



Table 8.3.1.17-6(b).

C
Characterization parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 2 of 3)

(

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Ground motion attenuation with Published
distance models for

California
and western
U.S.

Low to
medium

Medium 8.3.1.17.3.3 -- Ground
motion from earthquakes
and UNEs

00

CA

a~

WI

Spectral modification
due to local geology
and depth of burial

Controlling ground motion
event(s)

1/4 to I

M 6 1/2 U
earthquake on
Paintbrush
Canyon fault

Low Medium 8.3.1.17.3.4 -- Effects of
local geology on surface
and subsurface motions

8.3.1.17.3.5.1 -- Identify
controlling seismic
events

Low to
medium

Medium

Time-histories and response
spectra representative of
controlling event(s)

TDa Low to
medium

Medium 8.3.1.17.3.5.2 -- Charac-
terize ground motion
from controlling seismic
events

Earthquake recurrence rela-
tionships for local and
regional sources

See section
1.4.2

Low to
medium

Medium 8.3.1.17.3.6.1 -- Evaluate
earthquake sources



Table 8.3.1.17-6(b). Characterization parameters related to underground facilities and preclosure
vibratory ground motion (page 3 of 3)

Testing basis
Current Confidence Needed con- Key studies/acti-

Characterization estimate in current fidence in vities supplying
parameters (range) estimate final values parameters

Ground motion exceedance 104 /yr Low Low to 8.3.1.17.3.6.2 -- Evaluate
probabilities for O.Sg medium ground motion probabili-

ties

aTBD = to be determined.

-J

;'3

a
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CONSULTATION DRAFT

for contributing to the resolution of design and performance issues. High
confidence indicates that the parameter is of primary importance, and, conse-
quently, that the goal should be met by a characterization of the parameter
that conservatively accounts for residual uncertainties. Low confidence
indicates that resolution of design and performance issues is not strongly
influenced by the parameter and that the goal should be met by a best estimate
of the parameter, based on limited data. Medium confidence is used for param-
eters of intermediate importance.

Investigations performed to satisfy the data requirements will produce
information that will also be used by the Postclosure Tectonics Program
(8.3.1.8), and conversely, investigations performed by that program will
provide information that will be used in the preclosure tectonics program.
The postclosure tectonics program requires information on (1) current
seismicity, to help evaluate tectonic processes, including the presence of
magma bodies; (2) the potential for earthquake ground motions, to support
evaluations of the stability of underground facilities; (3) the potential for
fault displacement, to support evaluations of possible disruption of waste
packages and to support evaluations of possible changes in the hydrologic
environment; and (4) tectonic stress and rate of tectonic deformations, to
support evaluations of possible changes in the hydrologic environment. The
postclosure tectonics program will supply information on the potential for
local volcanic eruptions to support the preclosure tectonics program in the
characterization of such events. Technical considerations of the information
contained in Tables 8.3.1.17-1 through 8.3.1.17-6 are discussed in the next
section, on the approach to satisfying the performance and design
requirements.

Approach to satisfying performance and design requirements

General methodology

The approach that has been developed to satisfy performance and design
requirements is based on current knowledge and uncertainties about the local
tectonic environment, and consideration has been given to state-of-the art
capabilities for resolving or bounding the effects of these uncertainties.
The design and characterization parameters that will be used to satisfy
performance and design requirements are listed in Tables 8.3.1.17-1(b) through
8.3.1.17-6(b).-

For each data requirement presented in the tables, one or more character-
ization parameters have been identified to serve as the technical basis for
satisfying the requirement. The tables also present current estimates for the
characterization parameters (where available and quantifiable) along with
assessments of-the current confidence in these estimates and the confidences
needed to satisfy the data requirement. Differences between the current and
needed confidence for each characterization parameter provide a measure of the
remaining amount of work that is required to finalize the result. The last
column of Tables 8.3.1.17-1(b) through 8.3.1.17-6(b) lists the key studies or
activities that will be providing results for each characterization parameter,
and the corresponding section numbers where descriptions of these studies and
activities are provided. The technical considerations summarized in these
tables are discussed below.,
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The tectonic characteristics of the site will be investigated in suffi-
cient scope and detail to provide reasonable assurance that the processes are
understood and that the characterization parameters are determined with the
confidences specified in Tables 8.3.1.17-1 through 8.3.1.17-6. The investiga-
tions will use data from a variety of sources, including scientific
literature, current and historical seismicity, geologic maps, logs from
borehbles and surface trenches, gravity surveys, aeromagnetic and
paleomagnetic observations, seismic reflection and refraction profiles, and
magnetotelluric soundings.

The planned approach is to use both deterministic and probabilistic
methods for analyzing the effects of tectonic events during the preclosure
period. The deterministic approach will be used to model cause-and-effect
mechanisms and to develop particular tectonic event scenarios in greater
detail than is typically provided by probabilistic methods. In addition, all
final results for volcanic, faulting, and ground-motion events will be
evaluated using probabilistic methods (1) to ensure that adequate considera-
tion is given to the full range of potential tectonic processes and to their
associated uncertainties, and (2) to help identify those processes that are
key to characterizing the geologic hazards at the site.

Using the deterministic approach, results (e.g., ground motions) will be
determined for specific events that are postulated to occur (e.g., an earth-
quake or an underground nuclear explosion). Judgment is required for postu-
lating the specific source events to ensure adequate conservatism. The
deterministic approach will be used to establish ground-motion conditions to
be considered in the next phase of design (advanced conceptual design) and, if
appropriate, in the final design. This approach is suited to the determina-
tion of detailed ground-motion conditions that would likely be produced by
postulated earthquakes and underground nuclear explosions (UNEs), including
the amplitude and duration of shaking over the frequency band relevant to
design. Because source events that will be postulated are not likely to
change as more refined fault data become available, the resulting motions are
expected to provide a stable basis for use in design.

The probabilistic approach will be used to characterize the range of
possible seismic-source interpretations as constrained by contemporary
knowledge about the local tectonic framework, including uncertainties. In
addition to the cause-and-effect relationships basic to the deterministic
approach, the probabilistic approach facilitates consideration of the full
range of potential source events (e.g., earthquakes of varying magnitude and
distance) in conjunction with probability estimates that the various source
events will occur (e.g., spatially varying recurrence relationships for
earthquakes of varying magnitude) and probability estimates that a particular
outcome will result from the various source events, assuming they do occur.
The probabilistic approach will explicitly quantify the effect of including
uncertainty in interpretations on the estimated seismic hazard.

The current plan is to apply probabilistic methods for evaluating
adequacy of deterministic final results. These methods will also be useful
for constraining the technical judgments required for postulating determin-
istic source events and to help focus field investigations on the resolution
of those conditions most relevant to satisfying the performance and design
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requirements. Probabilistic methods will also be used to provide input for
the assessment of risk of accidental release of radionuclides.

Review of the local tectonic environment

Consideration of local faults with evidence of movement during the
Quaternary period (about the last 2 million years) is essential to the
characterization of the-potential for fault displacement and vibratory ground
motions at the site of repository facilities. Fault data that are parti-
cularly relevant to the characterization approach are reviewed here; more
detailed information is presented in Section 1.3.2.2.2.

Figure 8.3.1.17-2 shows north-trending faults with evidence of Quaternary
movement on both the east and west side of Yucca Mountain. Midway Valley, the
proposed location of the waste handling facilities on the east side of Yucca
Mountain, is bounded to the east and west, respectively, by the Paintbrush
Canyon and Bow Ridge faults. The Solitario Canyon fault passes just west of
the proposed underground facilities, and the Windy Wash fault lies a few
kilometers farther to the west. The Ghost Dance fault, on the east side of
the repository block, may not have moved in the Quaternary, but evidence
confirming this has not yet been obtained.

It is possible that other faults in the site area have experienced
movement during the Quaternary peiiod. (1he site area is defined for this
section as the rectangular 237 km (91 mi ) area encompassing the central
Yucca Mountain block and its structural and physiographic boundaries
(Fortymile Wash, Yucca Wash, Solitario Canyon, and the Stagecoach Road fault.)
These faults include the northeast-trending Stagecoach Road and Rock Valley
faults and postulated detachment faults (the Rock Valley fault, outside the
area shown in figure 8.3.1.17-2, is discussed in Section 8.3.1.17.4.4). The
approach discussed here for evaluating faulting and ground motion potential is
intended to include conservative characterizations of such faults. As yet
unidentified Quaternary faulting is particularly likely at the southern extent
of the site area, as discussed subsequently.

The Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Solitario, and Windy Wash faults show
evidence of normal dip-slip movement along surfaces that dip steeply to the
west (see Figure 1-32 of Section 1.3.2.2.2). The lengths of these faults have
not been precisely determined, either because their projected trace is
obscured by late Quaternary deposits without recognized geomorphic expression
of the faults, or because potential linkages between discrete faults segments
have not been unambiguously established. However, on the basis of published
mapping, the length of the Paintbrush Canyon Fault is inferred to be 17 to
31 km, the Bow Ridge fault 10 to 19 km, the Solitario Canyon Fault 15 to 17
km, and the Windy Wash Fault 6 to 14 km (Table 1-8, Section 1.3.2.2.2). The
Paintbrush Canyon Fault could be longer than the estimate given above if it
links at its southern end to the Stagecoach Road Fault (see Figure
8.3.1.17-2).

Quaternary deposits are demonstrably offset by the faults at scattered
localities along their trace. Preliminary study of the faults at a few of
.these localities, using trenching and dating of offset Quaternary deposits,
indicates that reliably dated middle-to late Quaternary soils have been offset
by dip-slip movement on the faults at rates up to approximately 0.01 mm/yr.
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Figure 8.3.1.17-2. Quaternary normal faults and postulated detachment faults on or near Yucca Mountain. Modified from Swadley et al.
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Uncertainty in slip-rate values exists due to uncertainty in the age of soil
layers, particularly ash layers. Slip-rate values will have to be revised if
new age dates become available. Lateral offset of Quarternary deposits that
indicate a strike-slip component of fault movement have not been recognized
but cannot be ruled out on the basis of available data.

The Paintbrush Canyon fault, which dips under Midway Valley, is parti-
cularly important for evaluating the potential for future vibratory ground
motion at the proposed site of the waste-handling facilities. Considering the
length and nature of this fault, it could have been the source of moderate
earthquakes (M 6 1/2) in the past, although such events would appear to be
rare based on the low rate of movement. Assuming the Quaternary rate of
displacement for the Paintbrush Canyon fault is about 0.01 mm/yr, the re-
currence time between magnitude 6 1/2 earthquakes on this fault should be
about 50,000 yr (Slemmons and Depolo, 1986). If larger-magnitude earthquakes
were postulated for this feature, their recurrence times would be longer.
Long recurrence intervals appear to be typical of the local faults (Sections
1.3 and 1.5). Whitney et al. (1986) have estimated the recurrence interval
between faulting events on the Windy Wash fault to be about 70,000 yr.
Further investigations will be performed to test this conclusion.

The Bare Mountain fault, about 18 km west of Midway Valley, appears to be
a more likely source of a moderate earthquake than the local faults (Section
1.4.2)., Dated displacements presented in Table 1-8 indicate that this fault
appears to be over ten times as active as the local faults. Thus, the Bare
Mountain fault may be a significant contributor to probabilistic assessments
of future ground motions at the site. Also, this fault, which dips eastward
and southeastward (along its northern extent), may be tectonically linked at
depth to the local faults (which dip to the west) via a detachment fault or
graben structure.

The east-west spacing between adjacent local faults, illustrated in
Figure 8.3.1.17-2, is less than their mapped lengths, and less than the 10 to
15 km thickness of the seismogenic zone found in this area (Section 1.4).
The close proximity of the local faults suggests the possibility of inter-
connections at depth, most notably between the Paintbrush Canyon and the Bow
Ridge faults, which appear to converge near their southern extent. One
important hypothesis is that the local north-trending faults flatten with
depth and merge into a detachment fault that dips gently to the west (See
Section 1.3.2). Another possibility that must also be considered is that the
local faults continue downward at a steep dip through the seismogenic zone
with possible interconnections at intermediate depths. Until such uncertain-
ties are resolved, the evaluation and characterization of potential ground
motion and faulting at the site must allow for alternate interpretations of
the local tectonics.

Considerations of volcanic activity

A-volcanic eruption within close proximity to the repository facilities
could be highly disruptive. Current estimates described in Section 1.5.1.2.3
indicate that the probability of such an event is well below that considered
to be significant for the preclosure time period. Additional work will be
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conducted under the postclosure tectonics program (Investigation 8.3.1.8.1)
to develop increased confidence in the probability estimates for a local
eruption.*

Significant deposition of volcanic ash on the surface of the repository
could temporarily disrupt operations. However, the nearest silicic volcan-
ism during the Quaternary is at the margins of the Great Basin (Crowe et al.,
1983b). A thousand-year ashf all event will be characterized, but because of
the considerable distances and infrequent occurrences, the event is not
expected to be a significant design factor.

Tables 8.3.1.17-1(a) and 8.3.1.17-2(a) show information on ash fall
thickness and particle size distribution for the design of ventilation
systems for the surface and underground facilities, respectively. Analyses
will be conducted using data already available in the literature
(Investigation 8.3.1.17.1). Probabilistic methods will be used to
characterize the results.

Consideration of fault displacement

As noted previously, faults with evidence of Quaternary displacement are
present in the site area, and the possibility exists that additional,
undetected faults may also be present. Significant displacement on a fault
or along a distributed zone of faulting immediately adjacent to repository
facilities could disrupt operations and damage facilities. Performance and
design issues require characterization of the potential for fault displace-
ment at the proposed site for surface facilities that are considered impor-
tant to safety (Table 8.3.1.17-3(a)) and at the location of the underground
facilities (Table 8.3.1.17-4(a)). Currently, the waste handling facilities
are the only facilities considered to be important to safety (Section 6.2).

Faulting considerations are particularly important for establishing a
suitably stable site for the waste handling facilities, currently planned for
Midway Valley. The concern is for avoiding relative displacement at the base
of the structural foundation in excess of a few inches; smaller displacement
is not expected to cause serious damage. The primary goal expressed in
Table 8.3.1.17-3(a) is to demonstrate, with a high degree of confidence, that
there is less than a one-percent chance of exceeding 5 cm of fault displace-
ment at the site of the waste handling facility in 100 yr.

This goal, which establishes the maximum allowable annual probability
for exceeding 5 cm of fault displacement at 10 /yr, appears to be consistent
with safety considerations for this and other types of facilities. For
example, comparable and higher annual probabilities have been found to be
acceptably conservative for the seismic designs of nuclear power plants to
withstand vibratory motions (Reiter and Jackson, 1983). While this
comparison is not analogous in several respects, the risk resulting from
fault displacements in excess of 5 cm at the site of the waste handling
facilities is probably less than the risk resulting from vibratory ground
motions that exceed the design basis for a nuclear power plant, and' therefore
the comparison does provide a useful check on the acceptance goal for
faulting.
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Another useful comparison can be made with criteria used to identify
repository structures, systems, and components considered important-to'
safety. Importafce to safety is established if the probability of failure is
greater than 10 /yr and if the failure would lead to radiation exposures of
0.5 rem or greater at or beyond the restricted area (Laub and Jardine, 1987).
The annual probability that failure of tk is magnitude would result from
faulting is expected to be less than 10- /yr for a site in which the annual
probability for 5 cm of displacement is less than 10 /yr. This line of
reasoning indicates that the goal for siting the waste handling facilities
provides adequate safeguards to avoid areas of potentially significant
faulting.,

Additional field data are needed to achieve the required high degree of
confidence in the determination of faulting probabilities. This need is
indicated in Table 8.3.1.17-3(b) in which the current confidence in the
values of the characterization parameters is considered to be low and the
needed confidence is generally high.

Significant-faulting is sometimes accompanied by sympathetic displace-
ment at other locations. The first consideration then is to identify and
characterize those faults within 5 km that could have significant impact on
faulting at the proposed site. Geomorphic and other evidence that a Quater-
nary fault might trend toward Midway Valley in the vicinity of the site will
be evaluated and characterized. Additional information will-be obtained on
the properties of the Paintbrush Canyon fault, which dips under the east side
of Midway Valley, to evaluate the possibility of it becoming listric at
shallow depth. Midway Valley will be carefully examined for geomorphic
evidence of faulting, and trenching may be required to confirm the existence
of suspected faults at distances up to one kilometer or more from-the
proposed site.

The most important data for constraining.the possibilities for faulting
at facilities important to safety are expected to come from extensive field
investigations in the immediate site vicinity. Geologists will work with
engineers in siting the waste-handling facilities to ensure that adequate
stability is provided with respect to the possibility of faulting. Prelimi-
nary surveys may include small test pits or trenches to evaluate the strati-
graphy and the possibility of previous local faulting. One or more trenches
will be excavated across the site (or adjacent to the site) and extended to
the east and the west beyond the proposed boundaries of the waste handling
building, as needed. It is anticipated that these exploratory trenches will
intersect surficial units that were deposited at least 100,000 yr ago (based
on the results of mapping by Swadley et al., 1984). Cross Section B-B' in
Scott and Bonk (1984) indicates that the alluvium of Midway Valley varies in
thickness from zero meters at Exile Hill on the west side of the valley,' to
an undetermined amount in the valley center, to about 50 m in borehole UE-25
WT#5 near the Paintbrush Canyon fault on the east side of the valley.

Data-on potentially significant faults in the area and data obtained in
the immediate vicinity of the proposed site will be evaluated to estimate the
annual probability for experiencing 5 cm of displacement at the'site of the
waste-handling facilities. This analysis will consider possible effects of
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known and unknown faults. Displacement amplitudes will also be estimated for
annual probabilities ranging from 10 to 10 per yr for use in risk
assessments.

Faulting conditions for underground facilities will also be evaluated.
The primary issue here is that significant fault displacement could disrupt
normal operations or impede execution of the option for waste retrieval.

The first requirement presented in Table 8.3.1.17-4(a) is to identify
and characterize late Quaternary faults within close proximity of the pro-
posed underground facilities. This requirement is to aid in developing the
layout and design of underground facilities. The second part of the table
notes that current data provide low to moderate confidence that two such
faults exist; namely, the Bow Ridge fault and the Solitario Canyon fault.
Further work is required to provide added confidence that there are no
additional late Quaternary faults in this area.

A further requirement is presented in Table 8.3.1.17-4(a) to identify,
characterize, and locate at the repository horizon any fault with greater
than a one-percent chance of displacing more than 7 cm in the area of waste
emplacement during the preclosure period. This requirement is to ensure
viability of the waste-retrieval option. Less than 7 cm of fault displace-
ment is not expected to significantly impact normal retrieval operations
because the diameter of the waste package will be about 7.6 cm smaller than
the diameter of the emplacement hole (See Section 8.3.2.5). Larger displace-
ments might bind or shear the waste packages thereby creating off-normal
conditions for waste retrieval.

Assuming a preclosure period of 100 yr, the requirement just discussed
is to identify, characterize, and locate at depth any fault passing through
the area of waste emplacement that has an annual probability greater than
10 4 /yr for displacing more than 7 cm. Assuming event recurrences are random
in time, the average rate of slip for such a fault would need to be consider-
ably larger than 7 cm per 104 yr (i.e., 0.007 mm/yr) to account for excess
displacement from events that produce less than and more than 7 cm. Accord-
ingly, the screening criterion presented in Table 8.3.1.17-4(b) for locating
faults in the underground, an average Quaternary slip rate greater than 0.005
mmlyr, provides considerable margin with respect to requirements presented in
the (a) part of this table.

As noted above, the Bow Ridge fault and the Solitario Canyon fault are
late Quaternary faults within close proximity to the proposed underground
facilities. The Bow Ridge fault crosses the planned access ramp that enters
the repository block from the east. The rate of Quaternary displacement for
the Bow Ridge fault is not well constrained. However, assuming the rate of
activity is similar to other faults in the area, long recurrence intervals
between faulting events would be expected. 'For example, Whitney et al.
(1986) have identified four faulting sequences within about 270,000 yr on the
Windy Wash-fault, giving an average recurrence interval of about 70,000 yr
between faulting events (Section 1.3.3.3.3). Preliminary estimates, assuming
the local Quaternary faults have a similar rate of activity, indicate that
the annual probability for exceeding.10 cm of displacement on faults such as
the Bow Ridge fault is about 1 x 10 /yr (URS/Blume, 1987). Additional field
investigations will be conducted to develop more information about the
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characteristics of this fault, particularly with respect to its Quaternary
rate of activity. Design measures are being implemented to minimize possible
fault-induced damage and to facilitate rapid repair in the unlikely event
that movement should occur on this fault during the preclosure period.

The western boundary of the underground facilities will extend to the
proximity of the Solitario Canyon fault, which is known to have Quaternary
displacement. As with other local faults, the probability for experiencing
significant displacement during the preclosure period appears to be well
below that required by considerations for waste retrieval. Additional
investigations will be conducted to further constrain fault characteristics,
particularly the possibility of extension of the Solitario Canyon fault into
the repository block.

Analyses will be performed to estimate the total probability for
experiencing significant fault movement anywhere in the underground
facilities during the preclosure period. These estimates will consider
possible effects from known and unknown faults in the area.

Consideration of vibratory ground motion

Repository facilities will be designed and constructed to withstand the
effects of vibratory ground motions. Conventional standards will be used for
most facilities; however, more conservative design measures will be used for
those facilities considered important to safety, specifically the waste
handling facilities. Thus, the requirement is to determine ground-motion
characteristics for consideration in the design of facilities important to
safety.

Performance and design requirements for characterizing the potential for
vibratory ground motion are presented in Table 8.3.1.17-5(a). The design-
basis ground motions are to be characterized for frequencies significant to
facilities important to safety such that there is less than a 10-percent
chance for being exceeded during 100 yr.- Accordingly, the design-basis
motions are to have an annual excedance probability less than 10 3/yr, which
translates to an average recurrence period greater than 1,000 yr. This goal
appears to be consistent with the level of conservatism used for other
facilities with important considerations for safety.

An important precedent is provided by nuclear power plants where annual
probabilities fol exceeding the design-basis motions have been found to be on
the order of 10 /yr to 10 /yr for several operating plants (Reiter and
Jackson, 1983).

Based on current understanding of design needs, the approach that has
been developed here uses both deterministic and probabilistic methods to
their best advantage. The role of the deterministic approach is primary. It
provides the level of detail needed by design engineers in the characteri-
zation of ground motions. The probabilistic approach provides a logical,
structured procedure for integrating the range of possible earthquakes that
contribute to the ground-motion hazard at the site. This capability will be
used to guide, test, and substantiate the deterministic analyses. Sensi-
tivity analyses will be performed using probabilistic methods to evaluate the
effect of uncertainties on the ground motion potential. Results from these
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analyses will be used to help focus field investigations toward refinement of
those seismic parameters that most strongly influence ground-motion potential
at the site. In addition, probabilistic methods will be used as needed to
provide input for the assessment of risk of accidental release of radio-
nuclides.

Vibratory ground motions at the site can result from natural earthquakes
on local and regional faults, and from underground nuclear explosions (UNEs)
detonated at the Nevada Test Site. Much of the discussion to follow on the
current approach for developing design-basis ground motions focuses on issues
of natural earthquakes. The deterministic methods that will be applied for
analyzing ground motions from UNEs parallel, in most respects, those
described for dealing with natural earthquakes.

The ground-motion potential near Yucca Mountain differs considerably
from that in much of California where a major portion of the relative plate
motions are-being accommodated, and also from that in the true plate interior
regions of the Midwestern and eastern U.S. There is an abundance of faults
local to the site, but their rate of movement appears to be low. On the
basis of fault data and historical seismicity, severe earthquakes are
probably not as common in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain as in the more
active regions surrounding much of the Great Basin.

To adequately characterize the local earthquake hazards, some of the
terminology and procedures used in characterizing potential ground motions
elsewhere are being refined to meet the needs of a waste repository. For
example, in the determination of design ground motions for some types of
critical facilities, professional practice has been to define maximum earth-
quake magnitudes with the understanding that a larger earthquake magnitude
may be possible, although very unlikely. This practice is being made more
explicit for characterizing this site. In particular, 10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes will be identified for consideration in repository design.
A 10,00-year cumulative slip earthquake is defined here to be an earthquakes
that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or estimated
average Quaternary slip rate on a fault. A detailed discussion of the
concept is provided in the description of activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.2.

An important advantage of this refinement is that a 10,000-year cumula-
tive slip earthquake magnitude, being associated with a particular recurrence
interval, can be determined with greater confidence than a true maximum
magnitude. Because large earthquakes occur infrequently, few observational
data are available for calibrating the maximum seismogenic potential of
individual faults. This is particularly true for faults of the type found in
the southern Great Basin, where recurrence intervals for large earthquakes
appear to range from about 10,000 to 100,000 yr (see Section 1.4.2). There-
fore, conventional methods for determining maximum earthquake magnitudes from
the physical characteristics of local faults appear to be subject to larger
uncertainties than for the more active faults associated with plate motions.
Use of slip-rate data (to constrain recurrence times) in conjunction with
more conventional fault data provides added assurance that adequately conser-
vative assessments of the local seismogenic potential will be accomplished.

The planned procedure for characterizing potential ground motions at the
site is as follows: First, the active surface faults and potentially active
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fracture zones at depth that could produce locally severe ground motions will
be identified. Second, 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes, as defined
previously, will be determined. Third, controlling earthquakes will be
identified as those 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes that produce the
most severe motions at the site. The resulting vibratory ground motions will
then be characterized by a suite of representative time histories and
response spectra that have been scaled to the magnitudes and distances of the
controlling earthquakes and modified, as needed, to account for the effects
of local site geology. A suite of representative strong-motion records may
be needed for more than one controlling earthquake, to cover the possibility
that different source regions could control ground motions at the site in
different frequency bands.

To characterize potential ground motions from UNEs, a similar procedure
will be followed. First, the possible locations and upper limits on the
yields of future UNEs at the NTS will be identified. With this information,
the maximum UNEs with respect to generating ground motions at the site will
be determined. If the resulting site ground-motion estimates are comparable
to those for the controlling earthquake sources, the UNE ground motions will
be further characterized by a suite of representative time histories and
spectra.

Preliminary evaluations of potential earthquake sources in the vicinity
of Yucca Mountain have identified several local faults as long as 20 km or
more. If, as is currently planned, the waste handling facilities were
located on Midway Valley, the controlling source would appear to be the
north-south trending Paintbrush Canyon fault, which bounds Midway Valley on
the east. The closest approach of the Paintbrush Canyon fault to the pro-
posed site of the waste handling facilities is about one kilometer. This
fault may be capable of producing a moderate earthquake (M about 6.5) with a
recurrence interval greater than ten thousand years.- Site characterization
will determine which fault or faults control the ground motion at frequencies
within the range of engineering interest.

Because the annual probability for the controlling earthquake is
expected to be low (less than about 10 4 , assuming the Paintbrush Canyon
fault is controlling), and because the components required to contain
radioactive materials within the waste-handling building can be expected to
survive ground motions more severe than those used for design, ample
conservatism can be achieved by using the most probable motions from the
10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake(s) on the controlling earthquake
source(s) as the basis for seismic design. Probabilistic calculations will
be performed to test and verify that the resulting ground motions exceed the
thousand-year estimate from the combined hazard from natural earthquakes and
underground nuclear explosions.

Interrelationships of preclosure tectonics investigations -

The interrelationships of the investigations in the preclosure tectonics
site characterization program are shown in Figure 8.3.1.17-1. There are
three analysis and assessment investigations that correspond to potentially
disruptive volcanic activity, fault displacements, and vibratory ground
motion, respectively. These three investigations are designed to provide the
required characterization parameters. A fourth investigation comprises a
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number of data collection and synthesis activities that support one or more
of the three analysis and assessment investigations.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
studies in the investigation. Specific durations and start/finish dates for
the studies are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and will
be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate in
subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.17.1 Investigation: Studies to provide required information on
volcanic activity that could affect repository design c-
performance

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections provide a technical summary of existing data
relevant to this investigation:

SCP section Subject

1.3.2.1 Volcanic history
1.5.1 Volcanism
1.8.1.3.1 Significant results
1.8.1.3.2 Discussion of significant results
1.8.1.5.1 Significant results

Parameters

This investigation will provide the following characterization
parameters related to potential ash fall at the site from distal silicic
volcanic centers (see Tables 8.3.1.17-1(a), -1(b), -2(a), and -2(b)):

1. Probability of ash fall at the site as a function of ash-fall
thickness.

2. Expected ash-fall thickness at the site in a 1,000-yr period.

3. Potential ash-fall particle densities and size distributions.

Investigation 8.3.1.8.1 (direct releases resulting from volcanic
activity--postclosure) will provide the following characterization parameters
related to the potential for a basaltic volcanic eruption at the site (Table
8.3.1.8-1):

1. Location and timing of volcanic events near the site.
2. Evaluation of structural controls on the occurrence of basaltic
3. Presence of magma bodies in the vicinity of the site.
4. Effects of Strombolian eruptions.
5. Effects of hydrovolcanic eruptions.
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fracture zones at depth that could produce locally severe ground motions will
be identified. Second, 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes, as defined
previously, will be determined. Third, controlling earthquakes will be
identified as those 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes that produce the
most severe motions at the site. The resulting vibratory ground motions will
then be characterized by a suite of representative time histories and
response spectra that have been scaled to the magnitudes and distances of the
controlling earthquakes and modified, as needed, to account for the effects
of local site geology. A suite of representative strong-motion records may
be needed for more than one controlling earthquake, to cover the possibility
that different source regions could control ground motions at the site in
different frequency bands.

To characterize potential ground motions from UNEs, a similar procedure
will be followed. First, the possible locations and upper limits on the
yields of future UNEs at the NTS will be identified. With this information,
the maximum UNEs with respect to generating ground motions at the site will
be determined. If the resulting site ground-motion estimates are comparable
to those for the controlling earthquake sources, the UNE ground motions will
be further characterized by a suite of representative time histories and
spectra.

Preliminary evaluations of potential earthquake sources in the vicinity
of Yucca Mountain have identified several local faults as long as 20 km or
more. If, as is currently planned, the waste handling facilities were
located on Midway Valley, the controlling source would appear to be the
north-south trending Paintbrush Canyon fault, which bounds Midway Valley on
the east. The closest approach of the Paintbrush Canyon fault to the pro-
posed site of the waste handling facilities is about one kilometer. This
fault may be capable of producing a moderate earthquake (M about 6.5) with a
recurrence interval greater than ten thousand years. Site characterization
will determine which fault or faults control the ground motion at frequencies
within the range of engineering interest.

Because the annual probability for the controlling earthquake is
expected to be low (less than about 10 assuming the Paintbrush Canyon
fault is controlling), and because the components required to contain
radioactive materials within the waste-handling building can be expected to
survive ground motions more severe than those used for design, ample
conservatism can be achieved by using the most probable motions from the
10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake(s) on the controlling earthquake
source(s) as the basis for seismic design. Probabilistic calculations will
be performed to test and verify that the resulting ground motions exceed the
thousand-year estimate from the combined hazard from natural earthquakes and
underground nuclear-explosions.

Interrelationships of preclosure tectonics investigations

The interrelationships of the investigations in the preclosure tectonics
site characterization program are shown in Figure 8.3.1.17-1. There are
three analysis and assessment investigations that correspond to potentially
disruptive volcanic activity, fault displacements, and vibratory ground
motion, respectively. These three investigations are designed to provide the
required characterization parameters. A fourth investigation comprises a
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number of data collection and synthesis activities that support one or more
of the three analysis and assessment investigations.

The schedule information provided for investigations in this section
includes the sequencing, interrelationships, and relative durations of the
studies in the investigation. Specific durations and start/finish dates for
the studies are being developed as part of ongoing planning efforts and will
be provided in the SCP at the time of issuance and revised as appropriate in
subsequent semiannual progress reports.

8.3.1.17.1 Investigation: Studies to provide required information on
volcanic activity that could affect repository design c-
performance

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections provide a technical summary of existing data
relevant to this investigation:

SCP section Subject

1.3.2.1 Volcanic history
1.5.1 Volcanism
1.8.1.3.1 Significant results
1.8.1.3.2 Discussion of significant results
1.8.1.5.1 Significant results

Parameters

This investigation will provide the following characterization
parameters related to potential ash fall at the site from distal silicic
volcanic centers (see Tables 8.3.1.17-1(a), -1(b), -2(a), and -2(b)):

1. Probability of ash fall at the site as a function of ash-fall
thickness.

2. Expected ash-fall thickness at the site in a 1,000-yr period.

3. Potential ash-fall particle densities and size distributions.

Investigation 8.3.1.8.1 (direct releases resulting from volcanic
activity--postclosure) will provide the following characterization parameters
related to the potential for a basaltic volcanic eruption at the site (Table
8.3.1.8-1):

1. Location and timing of volcanic events near the site.
2. Evaluation of structural controls on the occurrence of basaltic
3. Presence of magma bodies in the vicinity of the site.
4. Effects of Strombolian eruptions.
5. Effects of hydrovolcanic eruptions.
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Purpose and objectives of the investigation

Two types of volcanic hazards that could credibly affect preclosure
repository performance will be characterized: (1) ash fall from distal
silicic volcanic centers in the western Great Basin and (2) a basaltic
volcanic eruption at the site. Ash fall is being addressed under preclosure
tectonics because of its potential impact on surface and subsurface ventila-
tion systems (dust filters). However, the study of basaltic volcanism in the
site region will be conducted under the postclosure tectonics program
(Section 8.3.1.8), because the probability of basaltic volcanism at the site
is greater over the longer postclosure time frame. The probability of a
basaltic volcanic eruption at the site during the preclosure period will be
estimated there. No studies are planned of potential silicic volcanism in
the site region because a silicic volcanic eruption at the site is not
considered a credible event'(Section 1.5.1).

The characterization parameters related to ash fall are being provided
so that the filtration systems of the surface-facility and mining ventilation
systems can be designed to accommodate potential ash falls at the site. The
characterization parameters related to basaltic volcanism are intended to
provide assurance that the probability of a volcanic eruption at the site is
acceptably low (i.e., as interpreted here, less than one chance in 10,000 in
100 yr).

Technical rationale for the investigation

A logic diagram for the investigation of preclosure volcanic activity is
presented in Figure 8.3.1.17-3. The potential for ash falls at the site from
distal silicic volcanic centers will be addressed in Study 8.3.1.17.1.1.
Since much work has already been published on silicic volcanism in the
region, data will be compiled primarily through a literature survey in
Activity 8.3.1.17.1.1.1. For the western Great Basin, locations of silicic
volcanic center, rates and volumes of past eruptions, tephra dispersal
patterns for past erruptions, and tephra particle-size, distributions in past
eruptions will be compiled. The ash-fall potential at the site will be
assessed by assuming that silicic volcanic eruptions are a stationary random
process and, hence, that observed Quaternary rates and distributions can be
projected into the future.

The potential ash-fall thickness at'the site will be assessed in
Activity 8.3.1.17.1.1.2 and expressed in-terms of the characterization
parameters listed in Tables 8.3.1417-1(a), -1(b), -2(a), and -2(b). A
probability-versus-thickness function will be estimated, and a particular
ash-fall thickness that has less than one chance in 10 of occurring in 100 yr
(i.e., a greater-than-1,000-yr ash fall) will be estimated for consideration
in the design of mining and surface ventilation systems. The potential
particle density and particle-size distribution of an ash fall at the site
will be assessed in Activity 8.3.1.17.1.1.3.

The potential for a basaltic volcanic eruption to directly disrupt the
repository is being addressed in Investigation 8.3.1.8.1, under postclosure
tectonics. The probability of a basaltic eruption penetrating the repository
will be estimated in Study 8.3.1.8.1.1, and the potential geologic effects of
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such an eruption on the site will be assessed in Study 8.3.1.8.1.2. The sup-
porting activities and data requirements for these two studies are indicated
in the logic diagram for Investigation 8.3.1.8.1 (Figure 8.3.1.8-3).

8.3.1.17.1.1 Study: Potential for ash fall at the site

Three activities are included in this study.

8.3.1.17.1.1.1 Activity: Survey literature regarding Quaternary silicic
volcanic centers in the western Great Basin

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to compile information on Quaternary
silicic volcanism in the western Great Basin, the reoccurrence of which might
produce an ash fall at the site.

Parameters

Information to be compiled includes locations of silicic volcanic
centers, rates of past eruptions, volumes of past eruptions, tephra dispersal
patterns in past eruptions, and tephra particle size distributions in past
eruptions.

Description

Required data will be gathered from the geological literature. Volcanic
fields of interest include the Coso field, the Big Pine field, Long Valley
caldera, and the Mono-Inyo Dome chain.

Methods and technical procedures

No original work will be required to address this activity. Published
geologic literature will be used based on NNWSI Project SOP-03-03 (Acceptance
of data or data interpretation not developed under the NNWSI Project Quality
Assurance (QA) Plan).

8.3.1.17.1.1.2 Activity: Assess potential ash-fall thickness at the site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to produce an approximate probability-
versus-thickness function for potential ash falls at the site and to estimate
a particular ash-fall thickness that has less than one chance in ten of
occurring in 100 yr. These hazard estimates will be considered in the design
of filters in the mining and surface-facility ventilation systems.
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Parameters

The parameters required for this assessment activity include the
following:

1. Locations of Quaternary silicic volcanic centers in the western
Great Basin.

2. Rates, volumes, and tephra dispersal patterns of Quaternary silicic
volcanic eruptions in the western Great Basin.

Description

The ash-fall hazard estimates will be produced by extrapolating the-
observed Quaternary rates, volumes, and tephra dispersal patterns of silicic
volcanic eruptions in the western Great Basin into the future and by calcu-
lating the probabilities of experiencing different ash-fall thicknesses at
the site, considering the site location relative to the silicic volcanic
centers. These estimates will be based on the information compiled in
Activity 8.3.1.17.1.1.1.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
developed.

8.3.1.17.1.1.3 Activity: Assess potential particle density and size
distribution of ash fall at the site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to estimate the potential particle
densities and particle-size distributions of ash falls at the site for
consideration in the design of filters in the mining- and surface-facility
ventilation systems.

Parameters

The parameters required for this assessment activity are historical
ash-fall particle densities from silicic volcanic eruptions and particle-size
distributions in ash beds corresponding to Quaternary silicic volcanic
eruptions in the western Great Basin.

Description

Potential ash-fall particle densities at the site will be assumed to be
comparable to particle densities that have been observed historically in ash
falls from silicic volcanic eruptions, at distances similar to those between
the site and the silicic volcanic centers in the western Great Basin. Poten-
tial particle size distributions at the site will be estimated on the basis
of observed size distributions in ash beds that correspond to Quaternary
silicic volcanic eruptions in the western Great Basin and that are at
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distances comparable to that of the site from the volcanic centers. The,
analyses will be based on information compiled in Activity 8.3.1.17.1.1.1.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for this activity are to be
developed.

8.3.1.17.1.2 Application of results

The information to be obtained in Study 8.3.1.17.1.1 is required for
consideration in the design of filters in both the mining- and the surface-
facility ventilation systems. As such, it is called for by Information Needs
4.4.8 and 4.4.9 (identification of technologies for surface-facility and
underground-facility construction, operation, closure, and decommissioning,
respectively).

8.3.1.17.1.3 Schedule and milestones

This investigation on volcanic activity contains one study:
8.3.1.17.1.1 (potential for ash fall at the site), which is expected to be
initiated within the first year of site characterization. In the figure that
follows, the schedule information for this study is presented in the form of
a timeline. The timeline extends from implementation of the approved study
plan to the issuance of the final products associated with the study.
Summary schedule and milestone information for this investigation can be
found in Section 8.5.1.1.

The activities of this entire investigation are planned to progress in
parallel with performance and design activities in an iterative fashion.
Information from this study will be considered in both advanced conceptual
and license application designs of the surface and underground ventilation
systems. This information will also be used for resolving issues related to
worker safety (Sections 8.3.5.4 and 8.3.5.5).

This study is not seriously constrained by other program elements
because it uses data compiled from a literature search.

The study number and title corresponding to the timeline are shown on
the left of the following figure. The point shown on the timeline represents
a major event or important milestone associated with the study. A solid line
represents study duration.
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STUDY Complete ACD
Start advanced Start license
conceptual design application design
(ACD) 1 ACD

83.1.17.1.1 - - - -i---
Potential
for ash fall

I I I

TIME 8311714-VA

The points on the timeline are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Milestone Q144. Report on volcanic ash-fall potential at the
site. This information will be considered in both the
advanced conceptual and license application designs of the
surface and underground ventilation systems.

8.3.1.17.2 Investigation: Studies to provide required information on fault
displacement that could affect repository design or performance

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The sections of the SCP data chapters that summarize existing data
relevant to this investigation are as follows:

SCP section Subject

6.1.4 Surface structures, systems, and components
considered important to safety

1.3 Structural geology and tectonics

1.5 Long-term stability with respect to tectonics
and geologic processes

Parameters

This investigation will compile or develop the following characteri-
zation parameters related to the potential for fault displacement beneath
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surface facilities considered important to-safety (see Tables 8.3.1.17-3(a)
and -3(b)):

1. Identification and characterization of potentially significant
Quaternary faults within 5 km of facilities important to safety
(FITS).

2. Identification and characterization of faults within 100 m of FITS
that have apparent Quarternary slip rates > 0.001 mm/yr or that
measurably offset materials that are less than 100,000 yr old.

3. Estimated total probability of exceeding 5 cm displacement beneath
FITS, considering known faults, possibly concealed faults, and
tectonic interrelationships among local faults.

The following characterization parameters related to the potential for
underground fault displacement in areas of emplaced waste will also be
compiled or developed in this investigation (see'Tables 8.3.1.17-4(a) and
-4(b)):

1. Surface locations of faults in the repository block that offset
Quaternary materials by more than 1 m or Tertiary rocks by more than
100 m.

2. Surface and subsurface locations of any faults that intersect
prospective underground facilities and that have average Quaternary
slip rates greater than 0.005 mm/yr.

3. Estimated total probability of exceeding 7 cm displacement on any
fault in the the area of emplaced waste, considering known and
possibly concealed faults and the tectonic interrelationships among
local faults.

Purpose and objectives of investigation

The siting objective vis-a-vis potential surface faulting is to avoid'
fault displacement in excess of a few inches beneath the structural founda-
tions of surface facilities considered important to safety. The corres-
ponding goal of this investigation, expressed in Table 8.3.1.17-3(a), is to
demonstrate, with a high degree of confidence, that there is less than a one
percent chance of exceeding 5 cm of fault displacement beneath surface
facilities important to safety during the preclosure period'(approx. 100 yr).
(A discussion of the reasonableness of this goal is provided in the overview
of this section.)

The primary concern regarding faulting in the underground facilities
during preclosure is that waste packages might be sheared or become jammed in
their waste-emplacement boreholes, making retrieval more difficult and time
consuming than it otherwise would be. The corresponding goal (see Tables
8.3.1.17-4(a) and -4(b)) is to demonstrate with a moderate degree of
confidence that there is less than a ten percent chance of exceeding 7 cm of
fault displacement in areas of emplaced waste in 100 yr, considering all
faults that may intersect these areas. (A displacement of 7 cm is the
minimum value at which the sides of a faulted waste-emplacement borehole
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would be expected to contact a waste package.) No single fault with the
potential to exceed this goal is currently thought to exist, but if such a
fault is identified, an attempt will be made to determine its location
underground for consideration in the positioning of waste-emplacement
boreholes.

Technical rationale for investigation

A logic diagram for the investigation of preclosure fault displacement
is presented in Figure 8.3.1.17-4.

The potential for surface faulting at locations of surface facilities
important to safety (FITS) will be assessed in Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.1 and
expressed in terms of the characterization parameters listed in Table
8.3.1.17-3(b). The most important information pertaining to potential fault
displacement beneath FITS is expected to come from detailed geologic mapping
of alluvial deposits in Midway Valley and from exploratory trenching in the
immediate vicinity of prospective surface FITS. Exploratory trenches are
expected to intersect surficial units that are at least 100,000 yr old. Any
faults that measurably displace units less than 100,000 yr old and any faults
found to have Quarternary slip rates exceeding 0.001 mm/yr (10 cm/100,000 yr)
will be identified.

Because significant faulting is sometimes accompanied by sympathetic
displacements in adjacent areas, information on fault-zone widths and
recurrence of movement on Quaternary faults within 5 km of surface FITS will
also be analyzed. Of particular interest for any such fault will be any
evidence of concealed extensions that may trend toward Midway Valley and the
sites of prospective FITS.

The probability of exceeding 5 cm displacement on any fault beneath
prospective surface FITS will be estimated in Activity 8.3.1.17.2.2.1,
considering, in addition to the information cited previously, the tectonic
interrelationships between local faults, the possible existence of concealed
faults, and the potential for the surface trace of a fault to change
locations from event to event. The goal is to locate the surface FITS in an
area where there is less than a one percent chance of exceeding 5 cm of
displacement in 100 yr, with high confidence. Any site without faults having
apparent Quaternary slip rates greater than 0.001 mm/yr and faults that
measurably offset materials less than 100,00 yr old is expected to meet this
goal conservatively, even if an undetected component of strike-slip motion
exists that is as large as the measured dip-slip components.

The potential for displacement on faults that intersect underground
facilities will be assessed in Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.2; the corresponding
design parameters and characterization parameters are listed in Tables
8.3.1.17-4(a) and -4(b).

To meet the design-parameter goal of identifying and characterizing
significant late Quaternary faults in the repository block, the locations of
faults with more than 1-a offset of Quaternary materials, or with more than
100-m offset of Tertiary rocks, will be determined. Current data provide
low-to-moderate confidence that only two such faults exist, namely the Bow
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Ridge and Solitario Canyon faults. Further work will be performed in Study
8.3.1.17.4.8 (Quaternary faulting within the site area) to provide added
confidence that there are no additional significant late-Quaternary faults in
the repository block.

A second design-parameter goal is to identify, characterize and locate
within the waste-emplacement area any fault with more than a one percent
chance of producing displacement greater than 7 cm during the preclosure
period. Faults with slip rates less than 0.005 mm/yr would be very unlikely
to exceed this threshold (see overview discussion of the preclosure tectonics
site program in this section), and current data indicate that, with moderate
confidence, no faults with Quaternary slip rates greater than 0.005 mm/yr
exist in the repository block. Further work will be performed in Study
8.3.1.17.4.7 to achieve a moderate-to-high level of confidence in this
finding.

Information on particular Quaternary faults in the repository block,
data on the regional spacing and rate of movement of Quaternary faults, and
interpretations of tectonic interrelationships among local faults will be
synthesized in Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 to estimate a total probability of
exceeding 7 cm displacement on faults that intersect areas of emplaced waste.
This work is expected to corroborate the current assessment that, with
moderate confidence, the total probability of exceeding 7 cm displacement in
100 yr on any fault in the area proposed for waste emplacement is less than
one percent.

8.3.1.17.2.1 Study: Faulting potential at the repository

This study includes two activities.

8.3.1.17.2.1.1 Activity: Assess the potential for surface faulting at
prospective sites of surface facilities important to safety

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to assess the stability of the site
surface with respect to fault displacement, at locations proposed for
facilities important to safety (FITS). Particular objectives are to develop
the characterization parameters listed in Table 8.3.1.17-3(b) and discussed
previously with the indicated levels of confidence.

Parameters

The data required for this synthesis activity include the following:

1. Locations of faults within 100 m of locations proposed for FITS that
have apparent Quaternary slip rates greater than 0.001 mm/yr or that
measurably offset materials less than 100,000 yr old.
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2. Fault-zone widths and recurrence of movement on potentially
significant faults within 5 km of locations proposed for FITS;

3. Tectonic interrelationships among local faults.

The key parameter to be produced by this activity is an estimate of the
total probability of exceeding 5 cm fault displacement at locations proposed
for FITS.

Description

This is a synthesis and assessment activity that draws on data collected
elsewhere, mostly from the Quaternary faulting studies in Investigation
8.3.1.17.4 and the studies of stratigraphy and structure in Investigation
8.3.1.4.2. The data sets that will be synthesized, the-general approach to
the synthesis, and the required assessments are described previously in the
discussion of the technical rationale for this investigation and in the
overview of the preclosure tectonics site program. A few more details on the
synthesis of the faulting potential are provided here.

The assessment of the probability of fault displacement beneath FITS may
benefit from a consideration of the fractal characteristics of local fault
systems and of the mechanical interactions between local faults.

Surface FITS will be sited where there is no evidence of substantial
Quaternary faulting, but concealed faults and the possibility of the surface
trace of a fault appearing at a new location cannot be ruled out and will be
evaluated. Since fault systems tend to have self-similar geometries (i.e.,
to have similar degrees of branching and complexity over a wide range of map
scales) an analysis of the fractal characteristics of local fault systems may
be useful for estimating the spatial density and lengths of subsidiary faults
that may lie concealed in the vicinity of FITS.

The reasonableness of postulated tectonic interrelationships among local
faults can be checked to some extent by analyzing the stresses generated by
the displacements that are assumed to be occurring; the local stress field
generated by assumed slip on one fault should not act to oppose the slip that
is assumed for other faults. If slip directions and magnitudes are
constrained by geologic data, stress analyses may indicate areas of stress
concentration that may be accommodated by concealed faults.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.1 are
given in-the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Analysis of data TBDa TBD TBD
to calculate fault-
displacement proba-
bilities at surface
locations

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.2.1.2 Activity: Assess the potential for displacement on faults
that intersect underground facilities

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to assess the potential for displace-
ment on faults that intersect underground facilities. Particular objectives
are to develop the characterization parameters listed in Table 8.3.1.17-4(b)
with the indicated levels of confidence.

Parameters

Data required for this synthesis activity include the following:

1. Locations of faults in the repository block that offset Quaternary
materials by more than 1 m or Tertiary rocks by more than 100 a.

2. Surface and subsurface locations of faults with Quaternary slip
rates greater than 0.005 mm/yr that intersect areas proposed for
waste emplacement.

3. Approximate regional spacing and rate of Quaternary faults.

4. Tectonic interrelationships among local faults.

The key parameter to be provided by this activity is an estimate of the
total probability of exceeding 7 cm displacement in 100 yr on any fault that
intersects areas proposed for waste emplacement.

Description

This is a synthesis and assessment activity that draws on data collected
by other activities, as indicated in Figure 8.3.1.17-4. The data sets that
will be synthesized, the general approach to the synthesis, and the required
assessments are described previously in the discussion of the technical
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rationale for this investigation and in the overview of the preclosure
tectonics site program. A few observations on the general approach are
presented here.

The assessment of faulting potential at depth will be predominantly
inferential, because the recency and amount of movement on a fault
encountered at depth while mining is nearly impossible to determine from the
limited exposure in the mine. Also, the subsurface projections of faults
that are expressed at the surface are often poorly constrained by surface
geophysical evidence. In the unexpected instance that a fault is-found that
may project through proposed areas of emplaced waste and that has surface
evidence of a slip rate exceeding 0.005 mm/yr, the fault will be located
(perhaps by drilling and coring) in the underground.

The inference of faulting potential will be based in part on the average
spacing of Quaternary faults that is estimated for the structural domain that
encompasses the site. (A structural domain is a crustal block within which
faulting of a given genetic type generally occurs with uniform characteris-
tics.) Key information for defining the structural domain of the site will
come from Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.5. The assessment of faulting potential will
also consider estimates of slip rates on Quaternary-faults in the site area
(from Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.2),.the fractal geometry of local fault systems
(see description of Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.1), interpreted tectonic (mechanis-
tic) interrelationships among local faults, and models for the accommodation
of regional strain by local faults.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 are
giv'en in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Analysis of data to TBDa TBD TBD
calculate fault dis-
placement probabili-
ties at surface
locations-

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.2.2 Application of results

Information on potential fault displacement will be used as follows:

1. In the development and analyses of the repository design (Issue 4.4,
preclosure design and technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5).
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2. In the determination of credible accidents that are applicable to
the repository (Issue 2.3, accidental radiological releases, Section
8.3.5.5).-

3. In the determination that waste can be accessed and removed from the
emplacement boreholes throughout the retrievability-period for
normal and off-normal conditions (Issue 2.4, waste retrievability,
Section 8.3.5.2).

4. In the identification of normal and accident conditions, including
disruptive events (Issue 2.7, preclosure radiological design
requirements, Section 8.3.2.3).

8.3.1.17.2.3 Schedule and milestones

This investigation, addressing fault displacement, contains one study
consisting of two activities: 8.3.1.17.2.1.1 (assess potential for surface
faulting at locations of surface facilities) and 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 (assess
potential for displacement on faults that intersect underground facilities).
In the figure that follows, the schedule information for these activities is
presented in the form of timelines. The timelines extend from implementation
of the approved study plans to the issuance of the final products associated
with the study. Summary schedule and milestone information for this investi-
gation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

The study on faulting potential at the site (8.3.1.17.2.1) is expected
to begin within the first year of site characterization. The activities are
planned to progress in parallel with performance and design activities in an
iterative fashion. The results of this study will be used toward the resolu-
tion Issues 1.1 (total system performance), 1.8 (NRC siting criteria), and
1.10 (waste package characteristics) and to support repository design.
Information from this study will be considered in both advanced conceptual
and license application designs. This information will also be used in the
resolution of issues related to preclosure safety.

This study is constrained by the collection and analysis of preclosure
tectonics data, specifically Studies 8.3.1.17.4.2, 8.3.1.17.4.3, and
8.3.1.17.4.6 and Activities 8.3.1.17.4.12.1 and 8.3.1.17.4.3.5.

The study number and title corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. Activity numbers are indicated on the
appropriate timeline. The points shown on the timelines represent major
events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid lines
represent study durations. The data input and output at the interfaces are
shown by circles.
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STUDY 1

I.3

Activity 8.3.1.17.2..1
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at surf ace Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.2 C ACD
facility . .. Complete ACD
locations .Start license

Start advanced concep- application design
tual design (ACD)

--TIME . -8311724VA

The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number -Description

1 Initiation of activity requires at least preliminary results
from trenching in Midway Valley (Study 8.3.1.17.4.2). The
activity also requires preliminary interpretation of tectonic
interrelationships between local faults (from Study
8.3.1.17.4.12) and preliminary information on fault-zone
widths and recurrence of movement on potentially significant
faults within 5 km of proposed sites for surface facilities
that are potentially important to safety (primarily from
Study 8.3.1.17.4.6).

2 Prreliminary report on the assessment of the potential for
surface faulting; input to advanced conceptual design.

3 Activity resumes, utilizing final results developed in Studies
8.3.1.17.4.2, 8.3.1.17.4.12, and 8.3.1.17.4.6, as described
under item 1.

4 Milestone Q147. Final report on the assessment of the poten-
tial for faulting at the sites of prospective surface
facilities.

5 Initiation of activity requires preliminary identification of
faults in or near the repository block with 1 a offset of
Quaternary materials, 100 m offset of Tertiary rocks, or
Quaternary slip rates > 0.005 mm/yr (primarily from Study
-8.3.1.17.4.6); preliminary information on the regional
spacing and rate of Quaternary faulting (from Study
8.3.1.17.4.3); and tectonic relationships between local
faults (Study 8.3.1.17.4.12).
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Point
number Description

6 Preliminary report on the assessment of the potential for dis-
placement on faults that intersect underground facilities;
input to advanced conceptual design.

7 Resumption of activity requires final results from Studies
8.3.1.17.4.6, 8.3.1.17.4.3, and 8.3.1.17.4.12, as described
under item 5.

8 Milestone Q148. Final report on the assessment of the
potential for displacement on faults that intersect
underground facilities; input to license application design.

8.3.1.17.3 Investigation: Studies to provide required information on
vibratory ground motion that could affect repository design or
performance-

Technical basis for obtaining the information need

Link to the technical data chapters and applicable support documents

Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 of the SCP data chapters provide a technical
summary of existing data relevant to this investigation.

Parameters

This investigation will provide the following characterization
parameters related to potential vibratory ground motion at the site from
natural and man-made seismic sources (see Tables 8.3.1.17-5(a), -5(b), -6(a),
and -5(b)):

1. Identification of potential earthquake sources in the controlled
area.

2. Identification of earthquake sources within 100 km of the site that
could be relevant to the site (i.e., that could conceivably control
the design-basis ground motions at the site in any frequency band of
engineering significance).

3. Magnitudes of 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes on local
earthquake sources.

*10,000-year cumulative earthquakes are defined here to be earthquakes
that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or estimated
average Quaternary slip rate on a fault; see discussion in description of
Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.2.
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4. Magnitudes of 10,000-year cumulative slip* earthquakes on regional
earthquake sources.

5. Maximum potential yields of future underground nuclear explosions
(UNEs) at the NTS.

6. Closest distance between the site and potential future UNEs at NTS.

7. Ground-motion models/attenuation relationships for the site region
(i.e., mathematical models for predicting the values of ground-
motion parameters as a function of the distance from and the
strength of the earthquake or UNE source).

8. Spectral amplification functions that represent the effects of local
site geology on surface seismic motions and the effects of depth on
underground seismic motions..

9. Identification of controlling seismic events--those 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes and/or potential largest and closest
UNEs that would generate the most severe ground motions'at the site
in any frequency band of engineering significance, taking into
account Ian local-geologic or depth effects on the ground motion.

10. Time histories and response spectra that are representative of
potential ground motion at the site from the controlling seismic
event(s).

11. Magnitude-recurrence relationships for all regional earthquake
sources that could contribute to the earthquake hazard at the site.

12. Probabilities of exceeding selected ground-motion parameters at the
site, developed through probabilistic seismic hazard analysis.

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The purposes of this investigation are to (1) develop a seismic-design
basis for repository facilities that are important to safety, and (2) provide
other'information that will facilitate the assessment of the adequacy of the
seismic-design basis and the identification of credible accidents that might
be initiated by seismic events and lead to release of radioactive materials.
The'seismic-design basis will account for both the potential occurrence of
earthquakes on nearby faults and potential future underground nuclear
explosions at the Nevada Test Site.

*10,000-year cumulative earthquakes are defined here to be earthquakes
that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or estimated
average Quaternary slip rate on a fault; see discussion in description of
Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.2.
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The planned methodology for developing the seismic-design basis is, as
is discussed in detail below, intended to result in design levels such that
the probability of the design level being exceeded is comparable to typical
exceedance probabilities for the seismic-design bases of operating nuclear
power plants in the United States (j.e., annual probabilities of exceedance
on the order of 1 x 10 to xI 1 ).

Although this investigation is motivated by the need to develop a
seismic-design basis and other information related to the design of facili-
ties important to safety (FITS), the resulting design-basis ground-motion
descriptions also may be considered in the design of other repository
facilities. (Presently, only the shipping cask and certain components of the
waste-handling facilities are considered potentially important to safety
(Laub and Jardine, 1987). Current plans call for the FITS seismic-design
basis to be considered also in the design of underground facilities
(Information Need 4.4.1, site and performance assessment information needed
for design, Section 8.3.2.5.1).

The approach that is currently considered appropriate for developing a
seismic design basis is deterministic, meaning that the design-basis ground-
motion description will correspond to the postulated occurrence of a discrete
seismic event or events (e.g., the occurrence of an earthquake of specified
magnitude on a particular fault). This type of approach parallels that used
to develop the seismic design bases of all nuclear power plants in the United
States. In addition, probabilistic estimates of the seismic hazard at the
site will be developed that integrate individual contributions to the site's
ground-motion potential from earthquake sources at different distances and
with different earthquake recurrence characteristics. The probabilistic
seismic hazard estimates will be used to evaluate and constrain required
technical judgments in the deterministic approach, evaluate the adequacy of
the deterministic results, and help identify and focus efforts to refine
those parameters that are most important for the deterministic calculations.
The probabilistic hazard estimates will also provide input needed to deter-
mine credible accidents that are applicable to the repository (Information
Need 2.3.1, Section 8.3.5.5.1).

In summary, probabilistic seismic hazard estimates will be an important
adjunct to the deterministic estimates that will be developed for considera-
tion in the seismic design of FITS. A discussion of the reasons for using
deterministic and probabilistic methodologies in this fashion is given in the
Overview section for this investigation.

Technical rationale for investigation

10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes are defined here to be earth-
quakes that, occurring every 10,000 years, would produce the observed or
estimated average Quaternary slip rate on a fault (see detailed discussion in
description of Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.2). Controlling seismic events are
those exceptional earthquakes and/or potential largest and closest UNEs that
would generate the most severe ground motions at the site in any frequency
band of engineering significance. The seismic design basis for FITS will be
suites of ground-motion time histories and corresponding response spectra
that are representative of the controlling seismic events.
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A logic diagram for this investigation is presented in Figure
8.3.1.17-5.

Study 8.3.1.17.3.1 will identify and characterize earthquake sources
that could potentially be relevant to a deterministic seismic hazard analysis
of the site, i.e., sources that could conceivably produce exceptional earth-
quakes that would control the seismic-design basis in any frequency band of
engineering significance.' Characterization of earthquake sources for the
deterministic hazard assessment will include a determination of each source's
location, orientation, depth, likely style of faulting, and an evaluation of
the 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake magnitude. Here, and elsewhere,
uncertainty in the determination of input parameters will be estimated so
that the sensitivity of the final results to key assumptions can be
estimated.

The identification and characterization of relevant earthquake sources
will consider the historical record of regional seismicity; the potential for
seismicity to be induced at the site by human activities; the location,
nature, and rate of Quaternary faulting in the site area; crustal stresses at
seismogenic depths; evidence of neotectonic deformation in the Yucca Mountain
area; and the overall tectonic framework of the region.

Study 8.3.1.17.3.2 will determine the potential locations and maximum
yields of future UNEs at the NTS, considering constraints such as damage
thresholds in Las Vegas. The UNE(s) that would cause the most severe ground
motions at the site will then be identified using a predictive model for UNE
ground motions.

Models for predicting UNE ground motions and models for predicting
earthquake ground motions will be selected or developed in Study
8.3.1.17.3.3. Published ground-motion models for UNEs at NTS will be used
where appropriate. If published models are not available for all ground-
motion parameters needed, available data will be compiled and the needed
models will be developed through regression analyses. Earthquake ground-
motion data from the Great Basin and tectonically analogous areas will be
tested for statistically significant deviations from published earthquake
ground-motion models that have been developed for California and western
North America. If the deviations are not statistically significant, a
published model will be selected. If needed, new models will be developed
through regression analyses.

Systematic effects on surface and subsurface ground motions resulting
from the local site geology will be identified and used to correct predic-
tions of the regional ground-motion models developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3.
These correction factors will be based, to the extent possible, on actual
ground-motion recordings obtained in Study 8.3.1.17.4.1. Theoretical models
based on the wave properties of the local geology will be developed to the
degree necessary to explain the observations to -first order and then used to
extrapolate the observations to locations and depths where ground motions
must be predicted but where recordings are not available.

Identification of controlling seismic events and characterization of the
resulting ground motion at the site will be accomplished in Study
8.3.1.17.3.5. Identification of the controlling seismic events will follow
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directly from the identification of 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes
on relevant sources in Study 8.3.1.17.3.1, the determination of potential
maximum future UNEs in Study 8.3.1.17.3.2, the earthquake and UNE
ground-motion models developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3, and the local site
correction factors developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.4.

Controlling-event ground motions will be characterized by suites of
strong-motion time histories that are representative in terms of expected
amplitudes, frequency content, and duration. Methodologies for constructing
these time histories will-be evaluated. Two different methodologies may be
implemented and the results compared to help assess the uncertainty in the
final results.

The probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of the site constitutes Study
8.3.1.17.3.6. The first step in the analysis is to identify and characterize
earthquake sources that contribute to the hazard (the probability of exceed-
ing different ground-motion levels) at the site. Sources that are more
distant and sources with smaller earthquake potential than the *relevant'
sources addressed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.1 will be characterized so that
exceedance probabilities for ground-motion levels below the design-basis
levels can be estimated. (Exceedance probabilities for motions beyond the
design-basis will also be estimated.) Each seismic source will be char-
acterized as to location, depth, shape, and magnitude-re'currence character-
istics, including maximum-magnitude potential. The considerations in
characterizing the contributing earthquake sources in the probabilistic
analysis are essentially the same as those in characterizing relevant sources
in the deterministic analysis, and so the same types of data are required.

There are different methodologies available for encoding uncertainty in
seismic-source-zone interpretations and for aggregating the results of
multiple interpretations in a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis. The
advantages and disadvantages of available methodologies will be assessed
before an approach is chosen.

A probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of the site is expected to be
performed concurrently with the deterministic analysis and repeated one or
more times, with detail increasing as more data become available. The
sensitivity of estimated hazard to various input parameters is easy to assess
within the probabilistic framework, and the preliminary analyses will help to
identify the parameters of greatest importance to both the probabilistic and
deterministic analyses; this information will be-used to re-direct and focus
the characterization activities. The calculated probabilistic hazard levels
will also be used to help assess the adequacy of the deterministically
derived design-basis ground motions. As was stated earlier, a measure of
adequacy that is adopted here is that the rnnual -pobability of the design-
basis ground motions being exceeded is 10 to 10 per year, which is the
range of probabilities that appears to correspond to seismic-design bases
that have been accepted for nuclear power plants in the United States
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8.3.1.17.3.1 Study: Relevant earthquake sources

The objectives of this study are to identify and characterize those
earthquake sources that are relevant to a deterministic seismic hazard
analysis of the site (i.e., those sources that could be active) and, if
active, could cause severe ground shaking at the site. Potential earthquake
sources include faults with surface geologic expression as well as concealed
faults. Each seismic source will be characterized by its location, depth,
orientation, likely style of faulting, and 10,000-year cumulative slip
earthquake magnitude.

8.3.1.17.3.1.1 Activity: Identify relevant earthquake sources

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify earthquake sources that
could generate severe ground motions at the site.

Parameters

The following types of information will be synthesized in this activity:

1. Maps and cross sections of historical earthquake locations.

2. Maps showing Quaternary faults with lengths greater than about 20 km
within 100 km of the site and Quaternary faults with lengths greater
than about 1 km within 10 km of the site.

3. Data on the style and rate of Quaternary faulting in the site
region.

4. Evidence of neotectonic deformation or stability in the site region.

5. Regional heat-flow anomaly maps and regional and local
magnetic-anomaly and gravity-anomaly maps.

B. Regional and local crustal seismic data.

7. Information on local and regional crustal stresses.

8. Local and regional tectonic models.

These information items will be supplied mostly by the data-collection-
and-analysis activities in Investigation 8.3.1.17.4 (Figure 8.3.1.17-5).

Description

Relevant earthquake sources will be identified through a synthesis of
information of the types listed in the parameter section. Surface evidence
of Quaternary faulting and patterns of historical seismicity will be para-
mount considerations. Magnetic and gravity anomalies, crustal seismic data,
and heat-flow will be analyzed for indications of faulting at depth. The
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assessment of whether a geophysical anomaly corresponds to a fault will
consider information on the local structural geology and surface geomoriph-
ology. The likelihood of a buried fault being active will be evaluated
considering the spatial correlation of the fault with historical seismicity,
the orientation of the feature with respect to measured or inferred crustal
stress orientations, potential tectonic interrelationships with other local
faults, and conceptual models of the regional tectonics.

The assessment of relevance of an identified seismic source requires an
assessment of the magnitude capability of the source. Hence, this-activity
will be performed concurrently and iteratively with the effort to define
10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes for relevant earthquake sources in
Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.2.

Relevance to a deterministic seismic hazard analysis of the site of
identified earthquake sources will be judged according to a preliminary
estimation of the 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake magnitude of the
source and the distance of the source from the site, using criteria similar
to the following:

Source distance (R) 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake magnitude (U)

0 < R < 3 km M> 5
3 < R < 100 km M > 4 + 2 log KR

These criteria are illustrated graphically in Figure 8.3.1.17-6.

The distance and magnitude values cited are intended only to illustrate
the conceptual approach and will be refined through analysis of the earth-
quake ground-motion (attenuation) relationships that will be selected or
developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3. Any numerical criteria developed will be
applied conservatively, considering the uncertainty in estimating magnitudes
and ground motions, to avoid the premature screening of any potentially
relevant sources. -

8.3.1.17.3.1.2 Activity: Characterize 10,000-year cumulative slip
earthquakes for relevant seismogenic sources

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to characterize 10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes for each of the relevant seismogenic sources identified in
the previous activity. The nature, size and location of 10,000-year cumula-
tive slip earthquakes are to be established based on the seismogenic proper-
ties of the potential sources.

Description

The concept of 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes is being
established to develop deterministic characterizations of potential severe
vibratory ground motion for consideration in the design of repository
facilities important to safety. Available data (Section 1.3) for faults in
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the site region that have moved during the Quaternary Iuggest that recurren-
ces intervals may be on the order of 1 x 10 to I x 10 years. Such low
rates suggest that the use of fault length or displacement to develop
deterministic estimates of magnitude for a given fault may be misleading.
The concept of the 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake takes recurrence
rates into account, in addition to the fault characteristics, for determining
a maximum magnitude for the purpose of estimating potential severe vibratory
ground motion at the site. 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes for
Quaternary faults are defined as those earthquakes that, occurring every
10,000 years, would produce the observed or estimated average Quaternary slip
rate on a fault. The magnitude of a 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake
is a best estimate based on the equivalent 10,000-year displacement and
available information on fault dimensions and geometry and possible inter-
actions with other faults. To ensure applicability of the concept in cases
where slip rates are such that major strain-releasing earthquakes are
expected more often than every 10,000 years (e.g., the San Andreas fault),
the 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquake magnitude is constrained to not
exceed the best-estimate maximum magnitude. Finally, to ensure adequate
conservatism of the design vibratory ground motion, an additional constraint
on the magnitude is that the resulting design-basis ground motion for
facilities important to _afety have an annual probability of exceedance on
the order of 10 to 10 per year.

- Various types of data will be used to evaluate 10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes, including estimated slip rates, mapped fault lengths, fault
displacement (per event if available), fault type and other pertinent geo-
logic data. Earthquake magnitude-frequency relationships will be estimated
(using available data) considering characteristic-earthquake models or other
relationships such as exponentially decaying models or maximum likelihood
models. A probability distribution for true maximum magnitude, M , will be
estimated for the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of the si a--Activity
8.3.1.17.3.6.1. The magnitude-frequency relationship will be used to-evalu-
ate the recurrence interval associated with M and will assist in determin-
ing whether the 10,000-year cumulative slip earahquake magnitude should
differ from M.

10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes for each relevant earthquake
source will be characterized by an expected depth or depth-range and
earthquake magnitude.

8.3.1.17.3.2 Study: Underground nuclear explosion sources

The objective of this study is to characterize the potential future
underground nuclear explosions (UNEs) at the NTS that would result in the
most severe motions at the repository site.
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8.3.1.17.3.2.1 Activity: Determine the range of UNE sources

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine potential locations and
upper limits on the yield of future UNE tests within the NTS.

Description

Previous work on potential UNB ground motions at the site has assumed
that a 700 kiloton explosion is detonated in the Buckboard Mesa area of the
NTS, at a distance of 23 km from the repository shaft (Vortman, 1986). This
activity will review the basis for these assumptions, in particular, the
constraints on maximum UNE yields, such as damage thresholds in Las Vegas.
(The current test-ban treaty threshold is 150 kiloton.) Factors that could
influence the locations of future UNEs, such as terrain and rock types at the
NTS, will be reviewed. Information on depth of burial as a function of yield
will be compiled. Information available in the open literature is expected
to be adequate to reasonably constrain the potential locations, depths, and
maximum yields of future UNEs at the NTS.

8.3.1.17.3.2.2 Activity: Determine maximum underground nuclear explosion
source(s)

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify the potential future
UNE(s) that would generate the most severe ground motions at the site.

Description

UNE ground-motion (attenuation) models (which will be developed or
selected in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.3.2) will be used to estimate site ground
motions that would result from the largest and/or closest potential future
UNEs, as identified in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.2.1. The UNE or UNEs that would
generate the most severe ground motions at the site, in any frequency band of
engineering significance, will be identified.

8.3.1.17.3.3 Study: Ground motion from regional earthquakes and underground
nuclear explosions

Objectives

The objective of this study is to select or develop ground-motion models
that are appropriate for estimating ground motion at the site from earth-
quakes and UNEs. These models will be used to determine the relevancy of
seismic sources to a deterministic seismic hazard analysis (Activity
8.3.1.17.3.1.1), identify controlling seismic events (Activity
8.3.1.17.3.5.1), constrain simulated ground motions from controlling seismic i>
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events (Activity 8.3.1-.17.3.5.2) and estimate the probabilities of exceeding
given ground-motion levels at the site (Activity 8.3.1.17.3.6.2).

8.3.1.17.3.3.1 Activity: Select or develop empirical models for earthquake
ground motions

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to select or develop empirical ground-
motion models that are appropriate for estimating earthquake ground motion at
the site. The models will predict ground motion as a function of earthquake
magnitude and distance between the earthquake source and the site.

Parameters

Models will be determined for a number of ground-motion parameters,
including peak ground acceleration and velocity, duration, and spectral
amplitudes at frequencies sampled over the range of engineering significance.

Description

The approach here will be to test available ground-motion data from the
Great Basin and areas elsewhere that are tectonically analogous for statis-
tically significant deviations from published models that have been developed
for California and western North America. If the deviations are not statis-
tically significant, a published model will be selected. If the deviations
are statistically significant or if published models are not available for
any of the ground-motion parameters to be modeled, then new models will be
developed through regression analyses. Each model selected or developed will
include an explicit description of the uncertainty in the model predictions.

8.3.1.17.3.3.2 Activity: Select or develop empirical models for ground
motion from underground nuclear explosions

Objective

The objective of this activity is to select or develop empirical ground-
motion models that are appropriate for estimating ground motion at the site
from UNEs at the NTS. The models will predict ground motion as a function of
the yield and distance of the UNE.

Parameters

As for earthquakes, models will be determined for a number of ground-
motion parameters, including peak ground acceleration and velocity, duration,
and spectral amplitudes sampled over the range of engineering significance.
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Description

If possible, published ground-motion models for NTS explosions (Vortman,
1986) will be used. If appropriate published models are not available for
all ground-motion parameters needed, available data will be compiled and the
needed models will be developed through regression analyses.

8.3.1.17.3.4 Study: Effects of local site geology on surface and subsurface
motions

Objectives

The objective of this study is to document systematic effects on surface
and subsurface ground motions resulting from the local site geology. Local
correction factors will be developed for application to predictions of the
regional ground-motion models developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3. These
correction factors will be based, to the extent possible, on instrumental
recordings of ground motion obtained in Study 8.3.1.17.4.1. Theoretical
models for the observed site effects will be developed to the extent
necessary to explain the observations to first order and then used to
extrapolate the observations to locations and depths where ground motions
must be predicted but where recordings are not available.

8.3.1.17.3.4.1 Activity: Determine site effects from ground-motion
recordings

Objectives

The objectives of this study are to determine, from ground-motion
recordings, systematic effects of the local site geology on surface and sub-
surface motions, and to identify any significant site-wide bias in ground-
motion levels, as compared with average levels for the southern Great Basin.
These empirical determinations will be used to calibrate theoretical site-
effects models in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.4.2.

Parameters

Ground-motion biases in the proximity of proposed locations of surface
facilities important to safety, as compared with area averages obtained on
rock sites, will be characterized using ratios of Fourier spectra and ratios
of peak ground-motion parameters (peak accelerations and peak velocities).
Corresponding ratios will be used to characterize reductions in ground
motions recorded at the approximate depth of underground facilities as
compared to area averages of surface recordings on rock sites.

Description

Ground-motion recordings will be obtained at several (3 to 6) stations
located on Midway Valley, the proposed location of surface facilities. The
recorded motions will be examined for variation with position to identify any
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systematic biases, particularly with respect to the depth of the valley
sediments. These recorded motions and the spatial variability will be used
to help calibrate theoretical models developed in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.4.2 and
to determine motion averages representative of proposed locations of surface
facilities important to safety.

Spectral amplification functions will be estimated by forming ratios'of
recorded earthquake spectra at individual locations on Midway Valley to
local-array-averaged spectra obtained on nearby rock stations. Amplification
factors for peak ground-motion parameters will be similarly determined. The
possibility of a site-wide bias in ground-motion levels will be checked by
comparing amplitudes recorded at site locations to amplitudes recorded at
sites elsewhere in the southern Great Basin, for earthquakes of similar size
and at comparable distances.

Downhole recordings of ground motion will be obtained at two or more
depths ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 km, in addition to a surface recording at the
same location, for one or more boreholes within the controlled area. The
spectral amplitudes of subsurface motions will be compared with the spectral
amplitudes for the corresponding surface motions and with the area-averages
for surface motions at rock stations. These data will be used to quantify
spectral reductions in motion with depth as a function of frequency.

8.3.1.17.3.4.2 Activity: Model site effects using the wave properties of
- the local geology

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to develop a calibrated theoretical
site-effects model for use in extrapolating the observations documented in
Activity 8.3.1.17.3.4.1 to locations and depths where ground-motion
predictions are needed, but where instrumental recordings are not available.

Parameters

The product of this activity will be theoretical spectral amplification
functions. Corresponding amplification factors for peak-ground-motion param-
eters will be estimated from the spectral amplification functions, if needed.

Description

Theoretical site-effects models will be developed, based on measurements
of the wave properties (shear- and compressional-wave velocities, material
damping, and densities) as determined in the investigation of soil and bed-
rock properties (Section 8.3.1.14.2).-As part of that investigation, the
seismic velocity structure of-the site will be determined to a depth of at
least 1 km,-particularly under Midway Valley.

The approach to modeling will be to construct the simplest model that
predicts the first-order features of the observed site-response functions.
The initial model will assume a one-dimensional velocity structure, linear
soil response, and vertically incident body waves. More complexity (e.g.,
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nonvertically incident body waves, surface waves, equivalent-linear soil
response, or two-dimensional velocity structure) will be introduced as
necessary.

8.3.1.17.3.5 Study: Ground motion at the site from controlling seismic
events

The objectives of this study are to identify the controlling seismic
events and to characterize the resulting controlling ground motions.
Controlling seismic events are those UNEs or 10,000-year cumulative slip
earthquakes that would generate the most severe ground motions at the site,
at frequencies of engineering significance.

Two activities are included in this study.

8.3.1.17.3.5.1 Activity: Identify controlling seismic events

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify those UNEs or 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes that would produce the most severe ground motions
at the site at frequencies of engineering significance. There may be more
than one controlling seismic event because different events may generate the
most severe ground motions in different frequency bands.

Parameters

The controlling earthquakes) will be characterized by earthquake magni-
tude and hypocentral location. Controlling earthquakes will be additionally
characterized by the fault strike and dip and expected slip direction. The
controlling UNE(s), if any, will be characterized by distance, azimuth, depth
and yield.

Description

Identification of the controlling seismic events will follow directly
from the identification of 10,000-year cumulative slip earthquakes on
relevant sources in Study 8.3.1.17.3.1, the identification of potential
future UNEs in Study 8.3.1.17.3.2, the earthquake and UNE ground-motion
models developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3, and the local site correction factors
developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.4. Site ground-motion parameters, including
peak ground acceleration and velocity, duration, and spectral ordinates at
several frequencies, will be calculated for the 10,000-year cumulative slip
earthquakes and for the closest, largest potential UNEs. The seismic sources
that produce the most severe ground motions as indicated by the calculated
ground-motion parameters will be designated as controlling.
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8.3.1.17.3.5.2 Activity: Characterize ground motion from the controlling
seismic events

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to generate suites of strong-motion
time histories and corresponding response spectra that are representative in
amplitude, frequency content, and duration of site ground motions that could
be generated by the controlling seismic events.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are identified in the previous section
on objectives.

Description

A number of methodologies are available for simulating strong ground
motions, and the first task in this activity will be to determine which
method or methods will be used. At present, two general approaches appear
promising.

The first approach is to scale selected instrumental strong-motion
records to the sizes (earthquake magnitudes or UNE yields) and distances of
the controlling seismic events. The advantage of this approach is that the
instrumental records can be chosen to minimize the necessary size and
distance scaling. The disadvantage of this approach is that the available
strong-motion records come from locations other than Yucca Mountain and
therefore reflect different site conditions and, for earthquakes, perhaps
different source characteristics.

The second approach is to model motion from a controlling seismic event
by a summation of motions recorded at the site for smaller events (i.e., to
use the small-event records as Green's functions in the simulation of the
larger, controlling event (Hartzell, 1985; Spudich, 1985)). The advantage of
the Green's function summation method is that propagation-path and local-
geologic effects on site ground motions are inherently accounted for. The
disadvantage (for earthquakes) is the uncertainty associated with scaling
source characteristics of small events to those of large events.

The feasibility of both approaches described above, and possibly others,
will be evaluated for application to Yucca Mountain. It may be appropriate
to implement more than one approach and compare the results to help assess
the uncertainty in the final results.

The peak ground-motion parameters, durations, and spectral ordinates of
the resulting time histories will be checked for consistency with the
regional ground-motion models developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.3 and any
necessary corrections will be made. The spectral content of the time
histories will be corrected for local site effects, as necessary, using the
spectral amplification functions developed in Study 8.3.1.17.3.4.
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8.3.1.17.3.8 Study: Probabilistic seismic hazards analyses

The primary objective of this study is to quantify the probability for
experiencing ground motions of varying degrees of severity that might result
from earthquakes of varying magnitude and distance from the site. Results
from this study will be used to evaluate and constrain required technical
judgments in the deterministic evaluation of design-basis ground motions
(such as the determination of exceptional-earthquake magnitudes), evaluate
the adequacy of the deterministic results, and help identify and focus
efforts to refine those parameters that are most important for the
deterministic calculations. The probabilistic hazard estimates will also
provide information needed to assess the credibility of postulated accidents
at the repository that might lead to releases of radioactive materials
(Information Need 2.3.1, Section 8.3.5.5.1).

8.3.1.17.3.6.1 Activity: Evaluate earthquake sources

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine average rates for earth-
quake recurrence as a function of magnitude for the southern Great Basin to a
distance of about 100 km from the site, and then to apportion these rates
onto active faults and subregional seismic source zones.

Parameters

Earthquake sources will be characterized by location, shape, depth, and
earthquake-recurrence rates as a function of magnitude, including the speci-
fication of a maximum magnitude or probability distribution for maximum
magnitude.

The following types of information will be synthesized in this activity:

1. Maps and cross sections of historical earthquake locations.

2. Maps showing Quaternary faults with lengths greater than about 20 km
within 100 km of the site and Quaternary faults with lengths greater
than about 1 km within 10 km of the site.

3. Data on the style and rate of Quaternary faulting in the site
region.

4. Evidence of neotectonic deformation or stability in the site region.

5. Regional and local magnetic-anomaly and gravity-anomaly maps.

6. Regional and local crustal seismic data.

7. Information on local and regional crustal stresses.

8. Local and regional tectonic models.
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Description

The earthquake catalog developed in Study 8.3.1.17.4.1 will be used to
determine the rate that earthquakes have occurred in the region surrounding
the site during historical time as a function of magnitude. The completeness
of the historical earthquake record in different areas and time intervals
will be evaluated considering the number of events reported in the catalog as
a function of magnitude and time, past human population distributions, and
past distributions of recording instruments. Additional checks will be made
to reconcile the gross rates of crustal deformation for the southern Great
Basin with deformation rates implied from observations of seismic-moment
release rates. Estimates of the upper-magnitude limits for earthquakes in
this area will be required to translate rates of earthquake occurrences to
rates of crustal deformations.: From these investigations, best estimates,
accompanied by estimates of uncertainty, will be developed for characterizing
the regional rate of earthquake occurrences.

This regional rate of earthquake occurrences will then be apportioned
onto active faults and subregional source zones according to models of the
local and regional tectonics. More than one model will likely be required
for apportioning the earthquake activity in order to express the uncertainty
in current scientific interpretations and to focus efforts to refine those
source representations that have the greatest impact on the site.

I In this activity, seismologic and geologic data will be used to
interpret earthquake sources that contribute to the probability of exceeding
given ground-motion levels at the site in essentially the-same manner as they
will be used in Study 8.3.1.17.3.1 to interpret earthquake sources that might
control site ground motions in a'deterministic hazard analysis. See the
description sections of Activities'8.3.1.17.3.1.1 and 8.3.1.17.3.1.2. The
scope of this activity is more comprehensive in'that more seismic sources
will be characterized, multiple interpretations of seismic sources will most
likely be retained and their relative likelihoods judged, any dependencies in
the interpreted existence'of source zones (e.g., perfect dependence or mutual
exclusiveness of some sources) must be specified, and maximum magnitudes must
be estimated explicitly.

Source-zone maps will be produced by this activity to indicate the
earthquake probability as a function of magnitude and location within the
southern Great Basin.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.3.6.1 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Integration of regional SP-02, RO Procedure for calcu- 14 Sept 81
seismic and geologic lating frequency of
data recurrence curves

SP-03, RO Seismic zoning 14 Sept 81
procedure

SP-08, RO Seismic study of the 06 June 83
tectonic environment

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.3.6.2 Activity: Evaluate ground motion probabilities

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to estimate the probability of
exceeding given ground-motion levels at the site, and (2) to integrate the
contributions to that probability from all identified earthquake sources that
could generate potentially damaging ground motion at the site.

Parameters

The basic information items needed for a probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis are as follows:

1. Boundaries of seismic source zones, including, if warranted,
alternative interpretations and corresponding judgments of the
relative likelihood that each interpretation is correct.

2. Earthquake-magnitude recurrence rates for each source zone,
including estimates of maximum magnitudes and assessments of
uncertainty.

3. Specification of any dependencies in the interpreted existence or
activity of source zones (e.g., perfect dependence or mutual
exclusiveness of some sources).

4. Ground-motion (attenuation) models for predicting expected values
and variances of required ground-motion parameters (e.g., peak
velocity) as a function of distance and source size.

K)
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Description

There are a number of software packages available for computing
probabilistic seismic hazard estimates given the information listed in the
parameters section (e.g., codes developed by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI, 1986) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Bernreuter
et al., 1986)). Some codes embody different means of propagating uncer-
tainties through the analysis to the final results, and the alternative
approaches will be evaluated. It may be appropriate to calculate hazard
levels using different codes for comparison.

As stated previously, the probabilistic seismic hazard analysis will be
performed iteratively, in parallel with the deterministic hazard analysis.
The sensitivity of calculated hazard to different input parameters will be
tested to identify what interpretations impact the site the most and may,
therefore, warrant refinement. The final hazard estimates will be compared
with the deterministically derived design-basis ground motions to4verify that
they correspond to annual exceedance probabilities of 10 to 10 per year.

Methods and-technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.3.6.2 are given in
the-following table.-

Technical procedure
Method Number Title' Date

Probabilistic hazard TBDa Probabilistic ground- TBD
calculations motion calculations

aTBD to be determined.

8.3.1.17.3.7 Application of results'

Information on vibratory ground motion will be used as follows:

1. In the development and analysis of the repository design (Issue 4.4,
technical feasibility, Section 8.3.2.5).

2. In the determination of credible accidents that are applicable to
the repository (Issue 2.3, accidental radiological releases, Section
8.3.5.5).

3. In the determination that waste can be accessed and removed from the
emplacement boreholes throughout the retrievability period for
normal and off-normal conditions (Issue 2.4, waste retrievability,
Section 8.3.5.2).
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4. In the identification of normal and accident conditions, including
disruptive events (Issue 2.7, repository design criteria on
radiological safety, Section 8.3.2.3).

8.3.1.17.3.8 Schedule and milestones

This investigation, addressing vibratory ground motion contains six
studies: 8.3.1.17.3.1 (relevant earthquake sources), 8.3.1.17.3.2 (under-
ground nuclear explosion (UNE) sources), 8.3.1.17.3.3 (ground motion models),
8.3.1.17.3.4 (local site effects), 8.3.1.17.3.5 (controlling ground motion),
and 8.3.1.17.3.8 (probabilistic seismic hazard analysis). In the figure that
follows, the schedule information for these studies is presented in the form
of timelines. The timelines extend from implementation of the approved study
plans to the issuance of the final products associated with the studies.
Summary schedule and milestone information for this investigation can be
found in Section 8.5.1.1.

The study on UNE sources (8.3.1.17.3.2) is ongoing. The other studies
are expected to begin within the first year of site characterization.

The activities of this entire investigation are planned to progress in
parallel with performance and design activities in an iterative fashion. The
results of these studies will be toward the resolution Issues 1.1 (total
system performance), 1.8 (NRC siting criteria), and 1.10 (waste package
characteristics) and to support repository design. Information from these
studies will be considered in both advanced conceptual and license applica-
tion design. This information will also be used in the resolution of issues
related to preclosure safety.

The studies in this investigation are not seriously constrained by other
program elements. Within this investigation, however, several studies depend
upon each other as indicated.

The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines repre-
sent major events or important milestones associated with the study. Solid
lines represent study durations and dashed lines show interfaces.
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The points on the timeline are described in the following table:

Point
number Description

1 Preliminary report: Earthquake sources relevant to the Yucca
Mountain site and determination of 10,000-year cumulative
slip earthquakes. Results are needed for the preliminary
determination of controlling (design-basis) ground motion in
Study 8.3.1.17.3.5.

2 Milestone Q164. Final Report: Earthquake sources relevant to
the Yucca Mountain site and determination of 10,000-year
cumulative slip earthquakes. Results are needed for the
final determination of controlling ground motion in Study
8.3.1.17.3.5.

3 Milestone Q166. Final report: Potential maximum yields and
locations of underground nuclear explosions relative to the
Yucca Mountain site. Results are needed for the preliminary
determination of controlling ground motion in Study
8.3.1.17.3.5.

4 Preliminary report: Earthquake ground-motion (attenuation)
models appropriate for the Yucca Mountain site. Results are
needed for the preliminary determination of controlling
ground motion in Study 8.3.1.17.3.5 and for the preliminary
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis Study 8.3.1.17.3.6.

5 Final Report: Underground nuclear explosion ground-motion
(attenuation) models appropriate for the Yucca Mountain site.
Results are needed for the preliminary and final determina-
tions of controlling ground motion in Study 8.3.1.17.3.5.

6 Milestone Q165. Final report: Earthquake ground-motion
(attenuation) models appropriate for the Yucca Mountain site.
Results are needed for the final determination of controlling
ground motion in Study 8.3.1.17.3.5 and for the final
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis in Study 8.3.1.17.3.6.

7 Preliminary report: Effects of local site geology on surface
and subsurface ground motions. Results are needed for the
preliminary determination of controlling ground motion in
Study 8.3.1.17.3.5 and for the preliminary probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis in Study 8.3.1.17.3.6.

8 Milestone Q168. Final report: Effects of local site geology
on surface and subsurface ground motions. Results are needed
for the final determination of controlling ground motion in
Study 8.3.1.17.3.5 and for the final seismic hazard analysis
in Study 8.3.1.17.3.6.
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Point
number Description

Q Preliminary report: Methodologies for simulating strong ground
motion for consideration in the design of a high-level
nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. Results are
needed for the preliminary determination of controlling
ground motion in this study.

10 Issue report: Description of strong ground motion to be con-
sidered in the advanced conceptual design of a high-level
nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain.

11 Final report: Methodologies for simulating strong ground
motion for consideration in the design of a high-level
nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. Results are
needed for the final determination of controlling ground
motion in this study.

12 Milestone Q169. Issue report: Description of strong ground
motion to be considered in the license application design of
a high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain.

13 Milestone M387. Preliminary report on the probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis of the Yucca Mountain site. Results
are needed for the preliminary determination of controlling
ground motion in Study 8.3.1.17.3.5.

14 Milestone Q167. Final report: Probabilistic seismic hazard
analysis of the Yucca Mountain site. Results are needed for
the final determination of controlling ground motion in Study
8.3.1.17.3.5.

8.3.1.17.4 Investigation: Preclosure tectonics data collection and analysis

Technical basis for obtaining the information

Link to technical data chapters and applicable support documents

The following sections provide a summary of existing data relevant to
this investigation:

SCP section Subject

1.3.1 Tectonic framework
1.3.2 Tectonic history
1.4.1 Seismology of the southern Great Basin
1.4.2 Seismology of Yucca Mountain
1.5.1 Volcanism
1.5.2 'Faulting
1.5.3 Vertical'and lateral crustal movement
1.8.1 Summary of significant results
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Parameters

Information to be provided by the studies under this investigation
include the following:

1. Catalog of historical earthquake occurrence times, locations, and
magnitudes.

2. Analysis of potential for UNEs, mining activity, or reservoir (Lake
Mead) impoundment to induce seismicity near the site.

3. Recordings obtained at the site and at other locations in the
southern Great Basin of ground motions from earthquakes and UNEs.

4. Geological and geophysical evidence of large-scale Quaternary
faulting within 100 km of the site and of smaller-scale Quaternary
faulting in the site area.

5. Analysis of the seismogenic potential of detachment faults in the
site area.

6. Evaluation of crustal stresses at seismogenic depths in the site
region.

7. Morphologic and morphometric analysis of neotectonic deformation in
the site region.

8. Geodetic and survey evidence of recent crustal movements in the site
region.

9. Synthesis of tectonic processes acting in the site region
(development of tectonic models).

Purpose and objectives of the investigation

The primary purpose of this investigation is to provide data and
analyses that are required by Investigation 8.3.1.17.2, assessment of fault
displacement that could affect repository design or performance, and
Investigation 8.3.1.17.3, assessment of vibratory ground motion that could
affect repository design or performance (refer to logic diagrams for these
two investigations, Figures 8.3.1.17-4 and 8.3.1.17-5). The limited data
collection and analysis that is required by Investigation 8.3.1.17.1,
volcanic activity that could impact the repository, will be performed within
that investigation (Figure 8.3.1.17-3).

Technical rationale for the investigation

The data-collection-and-analysis studies have been aggregated under this
fourth investigation for two reasons. Much of the information that will be
provided by the data-collection-and-analysis studies is needed for more than
one assessment. For example, information on Quaternary faulting near the
site is germane to both the faulting and the ground-motion potential at the
site. Also, most of the studies are most naturally organized around a
geological problem, the solution of which may require a broader focus than
the repository site itself. All studies are intended to contribute to the
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resolution of design or performance issues,- even though the linkage may some-
times be indirect for studies that have a broad focus, such as the evaluation
of tectonic models (Study 8.3.1.17.4.12).

8.3.1.17.4.1 Study: Historical and current seismicity

The objective of this study is to compile information on reported and
instrumentally recorded earthquakes that characterize the earthquake poten-
tial near Yucca Mountain. This information will be used (1) to help identify
and characterize potentially relevant earthquake sources for the determinis-
tic hazard analysis (Study 8.3.1.17.3.1) and potentially contributing earth-
quake sources for the probabilistic hazard analysis (Study 8.3.1.17.3.6), (2)
to develop regional earthquake ground-motion models (Activity
8.3.1.17.3.3.1), and (3) to determine local-geologic and
depth-of-burial effects on ground motion at the site (Activity
8.3.1.17.3.4.1).

8.3.1.17.4.1.1 Activity: Compile historical earthquake record

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to compile a record of historical
seismic events in the southern Great Basin or within 100 km of Yucca
Mountain. The record will be as complete and accurate as is reasonably
achievable, and will indicate whether each cataloged seismic event is thought
to be a natural earthquake, induced earthquake, UNE, cavity collapse, or
blast. For potentially damaging earthquakes (M > 5.5) in the study region,
available information will be compiled on ground-motion intensity,
availability of strong-motion records, and extent and style of faulting.

Parameters

Parameters to be compiled for recorded seismic events include the
following:

1. Date.

2. Origin time.

3. Hypocentral location.

4. Hypocenter uncertainty estimate.

5. Magnitude (and magnitude type).

6. Magnitude uncertainty estimate.

7. Annotation of whether the event'is an earthquake, UNE, cavity
collapse, etc.
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Additional parameters to be compiled as available for the larger
(MU > 5.5) earthquakes include the following:

1. Focal mechanism (dip, strike, and rake).
2. Seismic moment.
3. Stress drop.
4. Extent of surface rupture.
5. Epicentral intensity.
8. Epicentral intensity uncertainty estimate.
7. Total felt area.
8. Falloff of intensity with distance.
9. Peak ground accelerations.

10. Peak ground velocities.
11. Durations.
12. Selected spectral amplitudes.

Description

The required parameters will be obtained primarily through a literature
survey. Meremonte and Rogers (1987) have compiled a catalog of historical
earthquakes in the southern Great Basin that provides most of the needed
information. The catalog will be updated periodically to add new informa-
tion, and the geographic coverage of the catalog may need to be extended
somewhat to cover all areas of interest. Also, uncertainty estimates for
magnitudes and epicentral intensities need to be added to the catalog. Most
of the additional parameters for the larger earthquakes will also be obtained
-from the literature. If source parameters (focal mechanism, seismic moment,
and stress drop) have not been published for any of the larger earthquakes in
the record and sufficient data are available to determine them, these data
will be obtained and the source parameters will be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.1.2 Activity: Monitor current seismicity

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to provide empirical information on
how often earthquakes are currently occurring in the southern Great Basin;
what the orientation, depth, and style of faulting are; how seismic wave
amplitudes scale with magnitude and attenuate with distance in the region;
and how ground motions vary with depth and with surface geology in the site
area. The information on faulting and earthquake location and recurrence
will be used to identify potentially relevant earthquake sources for the
deterministic hazard analysis (Study 8.3.1.17.3.1) and potentially contri-
buting earthquake sources for the probabilistic hazard analysis (Study
8.3.1.17.3.6). The information on magnitude and distance scaling will be
used to develop regional ground-motion models (Study 8.3.1.17.3.3). The data
on ground-motion variations at the site will be used to develop site
correction factors and response functions (Study 8.3.1.17.3.4). Recordings
obtained at Yucca Mountain of small earthquakes may be used as Green's
functions in the simulation of controlling earthquake motions (Activity
8.3.1.17.3.5.2).
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Parameters

Parameters to be compiled for recorded seismic events include the
following:

1. Date.

2. Origin time.

3. Bypocentral location.

4. Hypocenter uncertainty estimate'.

5. Magnitude (and magnitude type).

6. Magnitude uncertainty estimate.

7. Annotation of whether the event is a earthquake, UNE, cavity
collapse, etc.

For the larger (M > 5.5) earthquakes, available information will be
compiled as follows:

1. Focal mechanism (strike, dip, and rake).
2. Seismic moment.
3. Stress drop.-
4. Extent of surface rupture.
5. Epicentral intensity.
6. Epicentral intensity uncertainty estimate.
7. Total felt area.
8. Falloff of intensity with distance.
9. Peak ground accelerations.
10. Peak ground velocities.
11. Durations.
12. Spectral amplitudes.

Description

Current seismicity will be monitored by a regional seismograph network,
a local accelerograph array, and a portable array of digital seismic event
recorders that can be deployed with seismometers, accelerometers, or both.
The southern Great Basin (SGB) regional seismograph network has been in
operation since 1978 (Rogers et al., 1981; 1983) and will continue to be
operated and maintained. The SGB network consists of 49 high-gain
seismograph stations within a 150-km radius of Yucca Mountain and an'
additional'subnet of six seismometers on Yucca Mountain, providing a local
detection threshold of about local magnitude (ML) 0.0, and a regional
detection'threshold of about ML 1.0. '

The output of each seismometer in the SGB network is converted to-an FM
radio signal and telemetered via microwave links and telephone lines to
Golden, Colorado. The bandwidth and dynamic range of the current
seismometer-telemetry system is somewhat limited. For example, the usable
dynamic range (of about 40 dB) is such that a local earthquake that is
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recorded with good fidelity in one area of the network will likely be in the
noise or off-scale in another area of the network because of the attenuation
of earthquake ground motion with distance. It may, therefore, be appropriate
to upgrade the network recording capability. A subtask of this activity is
to assess what enhancements of recording capability are needed, if any, to
provide the required data parameters. If warranted, available options for
enhancing network performance will be evaluated and an appropriate option
will be implemented.

A local accelerograph array will be installed at the site, with about a
half-dozen three-component transducers located on Yucca Mountain and in
Midway Valley. The primary purpose of this array will be to record, on
scale, strong ground motions from a nearby moderate-to-large earthquake
should one occur.

A portable array of digital seismic event recorders with about a
30-channel capacity will be used for special studies, such as obtaining
high-dynamic-range data that are suitable for calculating earthquake source
parameters (e.g., stress drop and moment), obtaining accurate aftershock
locations, monitoring microseismicity in the vicinity of suspect tectonic
features, or measuring local site effects on ground motion.

It will be useful to record with good fidelity a number of UNEs from the
NTS at surface and subsurface locations on Yucca Mountain and near the sites
of prospective surface facilities in Midway Valley. Such records will enable
regression relations for UNE ground motions to be calibrated against actual
observations at the site and will provide important information on the local
variability of surface ground motion and on the variation of ground motion
with depth. These data could be obtained by adding seismometers and higher-
gain channels to the local accelerograph array (in which case digital
recording for the array would be indicated) or by a several-year deployment
of portable digital event recorders. The costs and benefits of each approach
will be evaluated and the most cost-effective approach will be implemented.

8.3.1.17.4.1.3 Activity: Evaluate potential for induced seismicity at the
site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the potential for human
activities to significantly perturb the natural seismic hazard at the site by
inducing seismicity at or near the site. To date, the human activities that
have been identified as having a potential to induce seismicity in the site
region are the impoundment of Lake Mead, the testing of nuclear-devices at
NTS, and the mining of the repository itself. The information developed in
this activity will be used in estimating of magnitude-recurrence relation-
ships for earthquake sources that are relevant to the deterministic hazard
analysis (Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1.1) and for earthquake sources that contribute
to the probabilistic seismic hazard at the site (Activity 8.3.1.17.3.6.1).
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Parameters

Data needed for this activity include

1. Historical catalog of southern Great Basin earthquakes.

2. Locations, times, and yields of UNEs at the NTS.

3. Survey of literature on seismicity induced by the impoundment of
Lake Mead.,

4. Survey of literature on mining-induced seismicity (rock bursts).

Information to be provided by this activity includes

1. Correlation between earthquake occurrences and UNE occurrences.

2. Correlation between earthquake occurrences and the impoundment of
Lake Mead.

3. Identification of induced earthquakes in the historical catalog.

4. Assessment of likelihood of mining induced seismicity.

Description

The catalog of southern Great Basin earthquakes will be examined to
determine if significant changes in rates of occurrence of earthquakes are
detectable following nuclear tests at the NTS. An estimate of background
levels of seismicity in various annuli surrounding Pahute Mesa and Yucca
Flats will be compared with seismicity levels in those annuli for short time
spans (on the order of several hours to several weeks) following nuclear
tests. A search for significant differences in rates will be conducted. If
a statistically significant increase in earthquake activity (after-shocks)
following nuclear tests is found, the correlation between earthquake rates
and UNEs will be evaluated as a function of distance form the test, time
after the test, and yield of the test. The feasibility of correcting
historical earthquake-recurrence rates for bias from nuclear-event after
shocks will be explored, as will the means of identifying individual induced
events in the historical catalog.

Because Lake Mead is about 120 mi from the site, it is not expected that
reservoir-induced seismicity will impact the site. A survey of the litera-
ture on Lake Mead-induced earthquakes will be performed to confirm this '
expectation. Should the literature survey prove inconclusive, a statistical
analysis will be performed of the correlation between earthquake occurrences,
distance from the lake, time since impoundment, and fluctuations in water
level.

Mining-induced earthquakes (rock bursts) are believed to occur when
relatively small local cavity stresses trigger failure in a much larger
volume of highly prestressed rock. This type of failure has occurred mostly
in deep mines (McGarr, 1984) under conditions where rock sample testing shows
the rock to be both very strong and very brittle (McGarr et al., 1975).
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Sudden exfoliation has accompanied excavation at shallow depths in granite
quarries (Suppe, 1985). The failure is apparently associated with a 'buck-
ling beam' instability as slabs of rock flex upward as the load is removed.
This is associated with large horizontal compressive stresses.

Of particular relevance to the planned excavations in Yucca Mountain is
experience from coal mines in the eastern Wasatch Plateau. Earthquake-like
activity, clearly related to mining, extends from near the base of the mine
to some depth (Williams, 1987). However, the activity is associated with the
removal of massive amounts of material (several million tons per year) that
is then transported far from the site.

Considerable mining experience exists at the NTS (e.g., Zimmerman and
Finley, 1987) and no reports of mine-induced catastrophic failure are known.
The prospective Yucca Mountain mine excavation will not be much greater in
size and no deeper than other cavities on the test site and will be tiny when
compared with the Utah coal workings. Also, the material mined will be left
on the surface to minimize the change of loading.

No examples of explosive catastrophe associated with conditions of
extensional tectonics similar to those found in Yucca Mountain have been
found in a limited survey of the literature. A more comprehensive review of
the literature will be performed to increase the confidence in this finding.
In the improbable event that seismic activity does appear when excavation
starts, its study will, at least in the first instance, be covered by the
standard needs of the seismology program.

8.3.1.17.4.2 Study: Location and recency of faulting near prospective
surface facilities

Two activities are included in this study.

8.3.1.17.4.2.1 Activity: Identify appropriate trench locations in Midway
Valley

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to identify appropriate trench loca-
tions at proposed locations for repository surface facilities that are
important to safety through detailed geologic mapping and remote sensing
studies. The recommended locations will be used in trenching investigations
in Activity 8.3.1.17.4.2.2.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity include

1. Displacement history on mappable faults in bedrock and alluvium.
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a perimeter trench around the waste-handling facility. The trenches will be
excavated to a depth that exposes material at least 100,000 yr old and
preferably substantially older (including QTa deposits). Older deposits are
preferred because of the added potential for detecting cumulative displace-
ments on minor faults. The trenches will also be excavated deep enough to
expose bedded material that can be reliably used to detect displacements.

One wall of the trenches will be logged in sufficient detail to demon-
strate the continuity of bedding and the absence of displacement. More
detailed investigations will be conducted in areas where faulting is suspected
or cannot be disproved. The deposits exposed by the trenches will be dated
using applicable techniques or by correlation with nearby dated deposits.
Credible demonstration of the absence of faulting during the late Quaternary
and the estimation of slip rates on observed faults will rely on the accuracy
of measured or extrapolated ages of deposits.

Additional trenching across Midway Valley will be considered, pending the
results of the above trenching.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table. -

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Surface geologic mapping SNL TP-0068 Surface Geologic 30 July 87
Mapping

Logging trench wall SNL TP-0069 Trench-wall Mapping 30 July 87

Dating of Quaternary SNL TP-0071 Geologic Age Dating 30 July 87
deposits

8.3.1.17.4.3 Study: Quaternary faulting
i including the Walker Lane

within 100 km of Yucca Mountain,

The objectives of this study are (1) to identify Quaternary faults
within 100 km of Yucca Mountain, and (2) to characterize those faults capable
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of future earthquakes with magnitude such that associated ground shaking could
impact design or affect performance of the waste facility. This study is
complemented by more specialized studies of faults at and proximal to the
site. These Studies are 8.3.1.17.4.2 (faulting potential near prospective
surface facilities); 8.3.1.17.4.6 (Quaternary faulting within the site area);
8.3.1.17.4.4 (Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within northeast-
trending fault zones); 8.3.1.17.4.5 (detachment faults at or proximal to Yucca
Mountain).

The existing geologic and geophysical data base for Yucca Mountain and
areas to the north and east is substantial. That area (Figure 8.3.1.17-7) is
covered in its entirety by modern geologic maps of bedrock at a scale of
1:24,000 or larger, and the information contained therein is supplemented by
numerous specialized geologic and geophysical studies. Areas (Figure
8.3.1.17-8) to the south (Amargosa Desert) and west (Crater Flat, Bare
Mountain, Beatty area) are less well known. Mapping of Quaternary geology,
including distribution of Quaternary geologic materials, and analysis of
Quaternary geomorphic evolution is not yet complete.

Yucca Mountain lies within a northwest-trending zone of structural
transition between parts of south-central Nevada characterized by north-
trending basins and ranges, and the Inyo-Mono area of eastern California,
characterized by northwest-trending basins and ranges. This zone of
transition was referred to as the Walker Belt by Stewart (1980). The
northeastern boundary of the zone is diffuse; the southwestern boundary is
formed by the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone (Carr, 1984), a right-
lateral wrench fault that cuts Holocene deposits over much of its extent. The
Walker Belt contains within it zones of wrench faulting, including the Las
Vegas Valley shear zone on the southeast and the shear zone near Cedar
Mountain on the northwest (Gianella and Callaghan, 1934b). These shear zones
were thought to be elements of a continuous zone of right-lateral shearing
that was named the Walker Lane by Locke et al. (1940) (Figure 8.3.1.17-9).

The Walker Belt, then, is the zone of structural transition between
adjacent structural provinces, and the Walker Lane is the postulated
through-going zone of right-lateral faulting located within the Walker Belt.
The Walker Lane is not a continuous linear fault, at least at the surface.
Near Cedar Mountain, site of the M = 7.2 to 7.3 earthquake of 1932, the shear
zone is interpreted to be structurally overlain by a detached upper plate of
Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Molinari, 1984). According to
Molinari (1984), right-lateral movement on the subsurface shear zone during
the 1932 earthquake was expressed by movement of small, en echelon faults in
the overlying upper plate.

At the Nevada Test Site, the Las Vegas Valley shear zone, which forms the
southeastern element of the Walker Lane, as defined by Gianella and Callaghan
(1934b) and Locke et al. (1940), cuts Paleozoic rocks and is overlain by
Oligocene-Miocene sedimentary deposits and Miocene ash flows (Ekren, 1988).
The Oligocene-Miocene rocks are thought to be part of an upper plate (Figure
8.3.1.17-10) that is structurally detached from subjacent basement blocks
bounding either side of the subsurface extension of the Las Vegas Valley shear
zone (Burchfiel, 1965). An alternative interpretation is that the Las Vegas
Valley shear zone curves westward and, concealed below the upper plate,
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2. Distribution of mappable surficial deposits (1:5000 scale) based on
regional geomorphic categorization.

3. Ages of units in (2); absolute where possible and relative
otherwise.

4. Topographic features or lineaments that may be expressions of
previous fault rupture.

5. Potential for surface rupture from underlying structural features.

Description

The alluvial area in Midway Valley and adjacent bedrock on Exile hill
will be mapped geologically at a scale of 1:5000. The bedrock units are to
be identified according to attitude, distribution, age, and salient features,
e.g., weathering, fracturing, composition, and texture (size of particles and
mineral components). The surficial deposits will be mapped using geomorphic
expression, degree of carbonate cementation, and lithology. The mapping will
be supplemented by small test pits, coupled with subsurface data obtained
from existing boreholes and geophysical profiles. The mapping will be
carried out using existing color aerial photography and observations from
field traversing.

Tiva Canyon units of the Paintbrush Tuff are the only bedrock expected;
preliminary mapping has identified caprock, upper cliff, and upper litho-
physal units. Only minor faults have been observed on the east side of Exile
Hill, and a geologic map and accompanying geologic cross sections (Scott and
Bonk, 1984) are inconclusive regarding extent of faulting. Neal (1986)
indicates that closely spaced faults (<50 m) occur beneath the surficial
deposits, but not necessarily on the exposed part of the east flank of Exile
Hill. Q1, Q2, and QTa deposits are known to occur, based on preliminary
mapping by Swadley et al. (1984). Faults are not believed to penetrate
alluvial units; surface expression is not evident.

The mapping will use commonly recognized chronology for Quaternary
units, i.e., Holocene (Q1), intermediate (Q2), and older (QTa). Age assign-
ments will be based on chronostratigraphic correlation (e.g., relative to
known, dated units such as the Bishop ash (738,000 years)), on dating of
deposits using applicable soil techniques where possible, and on correlations
based on geomorphic expression and lithology.

The dating of stratigraphic or soil horizons frequently depends on
extrapolation of mapped units and generally must be grouped within broad age
categories. Dating by almost any method is subject to limitations inherent
in the methods (Szabo et al., 1981; Rosholt, 1985). Several appropriate
dating methods are possible for use at Yucca Mountain and more than one
method of dating may be required to establish confidence at a given location.

The siting approach for the waste handling building is to position it
where there is no evidence of faults with Quarternary slip rates exceeding
0.001 mm/yr or faults that measurably offset materials less than 100,000 yr
old (refer to discussion of purpose and objectives of Investigation
8.3.1.17.2, studies to provide information on fault displacement that could
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affect repository design. or performance). Possible areas of Quaternary
faulting will be identified by interpreting aerial photography of various
scales and sun-angles in addition to the geologic mapping. Remote sensing
studies will identify linear topographic breaks, alignment of drainages, or
vegetation changes that could be related to Quaternary faulting. Any
lineaments that are found will be investigated on the ground during the
geologic mapping. Areas of suspected Quaternary faulting may also be
investigated using topographic profiling or shallow geophysical techniques
(e.g., seismic refraction and reflection).

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.2.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of surface SNL TP-0068 Surface geologic 31 July 87
geologic features mapping

8.3.1.17.4.2.2 Activity: Conduct exploratory trenching in Midway Valley

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to investigate the possible occurrence
of late Quaternary surface fault rupture in the vicinity of planned surface
facility locations important to safety and to identify sites without evidence
of significant late Quaternary faulting. This activity will provide input
into the location and design of surface facilities important to safety,
particularly those associated with waste handling.

Parameters

The primary parameter of this activity is the demonstration of the
absence of late Quaternary faults with more than 10 cm offset within the last
100,000 years in the immediate vicinity of planned surface structures
important to safety.

Description

The suitability of the proposed site of the waste-handling facilities
will be evaluated by excavating a trench across the site, in the surficial
deposits of Midway Valley. The proposed sites of any other surface facilities
identified as being important to safety will be explored by excavating similar
trenches.

The trenching pattern to be used will either be a cross centered on the
proposed site with arms extending in a north-south and east-west direction or
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Figure 5.3.1.17-7. Index map showing published geologic map coverage at scales of 1:63.630 and larger. Map
areas (numbered) referenced in Fouty (1984).
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Figure 8.3.1.17-8. General localities map.
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Figure 8.3.1.17-9. Regional structure map, showing location of the repository area, map areas of Figure
8.3.1.17-2 and 8.3.1.17-11. and major Quaternary structural features.
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Figure 8.3.1.17-10. Idealized models of upper crustal deformation involving right-lateral shear on through-
going wrench fault and displacement on overlying detachment fault, as postulated for Cedar Mountain area by
Molinari (1984) and southern Nevada Test Site by Burchfiel (1965).
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connects with the Furnace Creek fault, rather than with other elements of the
Walker Lane to the northwest'(Burchfiel, 1965).

Northwest-trending lineaments and right-lateral strike-slip faults
exposed at Yucca Mountain and vicinity could be surface expressions of the
Walker Lane. These include faults at Yucca Wash (Carr, '1984), Drill Hole Wash
(Spengler and Rosenbaum, 1980), and the Yucca-Frenchman shear zone (Carr,
1974). Quaternary movement on these faults has not been recognized. As shown
in Section 1.4, current seismicity is not identified with these faults, and
focal mechanisms of earthquakes within and proximal to the site do not show
northwest-trending fault planes. This may suggest that this part of the
Walker'Lane has not been seismically active since records have been kept.

In addition to the-change in orientation of basins and ranges that occurs
within the Walker Belt, the structural grain of certain structural blocks
within the belt is sharply deflected from the regional trend. These blocks
appear to have been rotated about a vertical axis forming axis forming an
oroflex (Albers, 1967). Recent paleomagnetic'and structural studies of
Miocene ash flows suggest that Yucca Mountain has been bent into an oroflex
since middle Miocene time, with the southern part of the mountain apparently
rotated clockwise up to 30 degrees relative to the northern part (Scott and
Rosenbaum, 1986); thus, it appears to have been deformed within a right-
lateral couple, as have other parts of the Walker Belt.

In summary, two potential seismic source zones within a 100-km radius of
the site are the Walker Lane, whose postulated subsurface continuation passes
below the Miocene volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the NTS (Ekren, 1968;
Burchfiel, 1965), and the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, which at its
closest approach lies 52 km southwest of the site. Both of these structures
are right-lateral wrench zones. The Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone
offsets Holocene deposits in its central and southern segments, and is long
enough to generate a great earthquake, hence is thought to be the most
significant potential source of ground shaking outside a 50-km radius of the
site.

The Walker Lane is approximately 600 kin long, 'shows substantial (25 to
30 km) post-Miocene right-lateral displacement, and is seismically active in
its northern and central parts. The Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932
(M = 7.2 to 7.3) was located on the central part of the Walker Lane, approxi-
mately 175 km northwest of the site. Post-Miocene right-lateral displacement
is not obvious on the part of the Walker Lane within 100 km of the site.
Thus, either the southern part of the Walker Lane is pre-Quaternary in age,
Quaternary movement has not been translated through the overlying Miocene
volcanic rocks of Yucca Mountain and the NTS, or Quaternary movement has
occurred but has not yet been recognized.

'Although the principal focus of this study'is on the Walker Lane and the
Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault-zone, other potentially significant Quater-
nary faults within a 100-km radius of the site will be identified through a
search of the existing data, supplemented by examination of air photos and
ground reconnaissance. Features that could be significant sources of ground
motion include the Beatty scarp (if it is a fault) and the Bare Mountain fault
zone.
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Because of the geologic investigations at and near the site area, the
density of known Quaternary faults in that area (Figure 8.3.1.17-11) now
substantially exceeds that of much of the 2 surrounding region. (The site area
is defined here as the rectangular 237 km (91 mi area encompassing the
central Yucca Mountain block and its structural and physiographic boundaries
(Fortymile Wash, Yucca Wash, Solitario Canyon, and the Stagecoach Road fault.)
Mapping of Quaternary faults and surficial deposits within the Beatty
1:100,000 quadrangle should clarify whether this concentration is real or is
simply an artifact of the focusing of effort on the Yucca Mountain area. In
any instance, to evaluate the likelihood of future faulting within the site
area (an objective of Study 8.3.1.17.4.8--Quaternary faulting within the site
area) the boundaries of the structural domain, including Yucca Mountain,
within which Quaternary faults have a uniform density and common genesis will
be defined. Structural domains within 100 km of Yucca Mountain will be
delineated on the basis of regional variation in fracture density and fracture
pattern as observed on Landsat V Thematic Mapper imagery. The Landsat V
imagery will also provide information on distribution of desert varnish,
which is related to the presence of stable geomorphic surfaces (whose
definition is an objective of Study 8.3.1.17.4.9--tectonic geomorphology of
the Yucca Mountain region).

Activities planned for this study are (1) an evaluation of crustal
structure and subsurface expression of Quaternary faults in an east-west
transect crossing the Furnace Creek fault zone, Yucca Mountain, and the
Walker Lane; (2) an evaluation of surface expression of Quaternary faults
within a 100-km radius of the site (Yucca Mountain); (3) an evaluation of the
Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932 and its bearing on wrench tectonics of the
Walker Lane; (4) an evaluation of the Bare Mountain fault; and (5) an
evaluation of structural domains and characterization of the Yucca Mountain
region with respect to regional patterns of faults and fractures.

8.3.1.17.4.3.1 Activity: Conduct and evaluate deep geophysical surveys in
an east-west transect crossing the Furnace Creek fault zone,
Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are

1. To help identify and locate potentially significant seismic source
zones, including possible through-going extensions of the Walker
Lane, beneath the Oligocene-Miocene cover of the Yucca Mountain
area; to determine the width and subsurface geometry of such
extensions and of the Furnace Creek fault zone and the relation of
these features to detachment faults and to Quaternary faults; and to
evaluate the postulated incipient rift zone at Crater Flat.

2. To characterize the crustal velocity structure and define lateral
inhomogeneities in that structure in the Yucca Mountain area.
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CONSULTATION DRAFT

3. To trace the 5- and 10-s events found on Death Valley Consortium for
Continental Reflection Profiling (COCORP) profiles through the Yucca
Mountain region and, if possible, to trace reflections from the
upper and lower carbonate aquifers, the Precambrian-Cambrian Pahrump
Group and Noonday Dolomite, and the Proterozoic basement across the
Furnace Creek fault and through the area of the projected northwest
continuation in the subsurface of the Las Vegas Valley shear zone.

4. To identify differences in mass caused by variation in source
lithology in the upper few kilometers of the crust, and correlate
those sources with reflections obtained in the seismic reflection
survey, or with conductivity features obtained in the magneto-
telluric survey.

5. To identify differences in magnetic field caused by sources in the
upper few kilometers of the crust and correlate those sources with
reflections obtained in the seismic reflection survey, or with
conductivity features obtained in the magnetotelluric survey.

6. To characterize the conductivity structure of the crust in the Yucca
Mountain region, focusing in particular on the conductivity
signature of the Walker Lane and Walker Belt, and if possible,
tracing the signature into the subsurface of conductive units such
as the Eleana Formation or nonconductive units such as the lineated
and mylonitized gneisses (lower plate?) of the northern Amargosa
Desert, and to correlate these features or their offsets with
Quaternary faults.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Lateral discontinuities in seismic refraction profiles.

2. Lateral discontinuities in seismic reflection profiles.

3. Gravity anomalies.

4. Magnetic anomalies.

5. Lateral and vertical discontinuities in crustal conductivity
structure.

Description

Geophysical methods may be useful for locating possible subsurface
extensions of surface or near-surface geologic structures of interest. At
Yucca Mountain, this includes the subsurface geometry of postulated
detachment faults, interconnections between northeast-trending and north-
trending faults, and possible through going extensions of the Walker Lane
beneath the Oligocene-Miocene cover.

Proposed geophysical studies are summarized in Tables 8.3.1.17-7 and -8.
As indicated in the tables, a variety of geophysical studies are planned at
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and postclosure tectonics (SectionsTable 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 1 of 5)

Decision
Method Activity Location scope points Coeeents

-. SEISMOLOGY

co

I-

C

Deep refraction

Shallow (bison) refraction
and shear wave refrac-
tion and reflection

Evaluation of proposed deep
reflection survey

Intermediate reflection and
intermediate refraction

Shallow (mini-sooie)
reflection

8.3.1.17.4.3.1

8.3.1.17.4.4.1
and others

8.3.1.17.4.3.1

8.3.1.17.4.7.1

8.3.1.17.4.7.8
nd others

R-U Transect Indian
Springs-Stovepipe
Wells (Figure
8.3.1.87-12)

Quaternsry faults.
Yucca Mountain and
vicinity

Proposed survey crosses
Yucca Mountain and
Crater Flat; 15 km
test line to be loca-
ted south of Asargoss
Valley or southwest of
Beatty

Site-controlled area,
Yucca mountain
(Figure 8.3.1.17-11)

Yucca Mountain, Crater
Flat, Jacksos Flats
(Figure 8.3.1.4-8)

Reversed profiles and
crose-profiles, shot-
points 8 to 20 km
spacing

250 to 500 a traverses,
portable instruments
sledgehammer energy
source. Shear wave
method uses 12 (or
more) geopbones, 3 a
spacing

To be determined

Evaluate previoue
results, aseese
potenti.l for appli-
cation of this method
to Yucca Mountain,
plan new application
if appropriate

7 to 1I profile, I to
5 km in lon, hand
carried instrument.
Energy froe battery
of hand-operated
tompern

Number and location
to be decided on the
basis of geological
and geophysical
mapping

Decision to proceed
(DVI) after evalua-
tion of preliminary
tests (15 km recon-
naissance line) nd
poer review

None

DS? after evaluation
of two preliminary
profiles

None Existing surveys shown in Figure
8.3.1J17-12. See Pantrats (1982),
Mooney et aI., (1982), Hoffman and
Mooney (1983), Hoover et al. (1982),
Monfort and gvans (1982), and Sutton
(1984).

Maximum depth of penetration 100 o.
Used to detect offset in surficial
deposits. Shear wave method capable
of detecting 30 co offset.

COCOtP&survey extending northward into
southern Death Valley produced
marginal quality data, although data
in the upper one second are locally
good. Six second reflections were
imaged with local continuity. See de
Voogd et al. (1986).

This is a planning activity only.
Previous reflection survey using
uibroseis at Yucca Moustain failed
(McGovern, 1033). More recent surveys
using air gun at Mid Valley produced
useful results (McArthur emd Burkhard,
1986). See also Hoover et al. (182).

Maximum depth of penetration I km. Used
to map shallow structural and strati-
graphic features.

I



Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 2 of 5)

INeth.d Activity Location Scope
Decision
points Coasents

GRAVITY INVESTIGATIONS

Regional maps

Site area map

°° Detailed surveys, deep
CwA reflection profiles

8 3.11 7 4.12.1

8. 3. 1. 17.4. 72

8.3.1.17.4.3.1

Yucca mountain and
vicinity

Yucca Mountain (Figure
8.3.1.17-11)

Stovepipe Wlls, Yucca
Mountain, Indian
Springs. Precise
location to be deter-
mined.

Beatty 1:100,000 quad-
rangle, Pabute Mesa
1:100I,OO quadrangle.
Neoada Test Site
1:100,000 map area,
Yucca Mountain
1:48,000 map area

1:24,000 ap of site
nd vicinity, 200 ft

spacing of stations
along 8-9 lines spaced
500 It apart (ebere
topography permits)

Gravity determinations
along profilem at
500 ft spacing

None Field work complete, compilation coo-
plete, preliminary drafts tvailable.
See Snyder and Oliver (1981), Kane
et aI. (1981). Ponce (1981), Ponce and
Oliver (1981), Moover et al. (198),
Ponce and Banns (1982), Jansaw et ul.
(1982), Ponce (1984), and Snyder and
Carr (14).

Will require additional 7,8a0 stations.
Useful for establishing stratigraphic
variability oi repository host rock
and fault location and offset. See
Snyder (1981), Snyder and Carr (1982),
Jana" et aI. (1982), [as. et al.
(1982), Ponce et al. (198S).

None

DtP only if seisnic Ausistu interpretation of seismic
surveys run results.

I-.

'*1
H
0

iMAGINTIC HIIBODS

Regional aeroengnetic maps

Site area weronagnetic sap

C

8.3.1.17.4.12.1

8.3.1.17.4.7.3

Yucca Mountain and
vicinity

Yucca Mountain (Figure
8.3.1.17-11)

Beatty-, Pabute Mess-,
Indian Springs-, and
Pabrangat 1:100,000
quadrangles to be com-
piled from existing
surveys

1:12,000 scale map of
site nd vicinity,
continuous aeromag-
netic survey along
3-W flight lines
spaced 1/18 nile
apart.

None Field investigations complete, compila-
tion 80% (?) complete. See Kane et
al, (1981), Hoover et al (1982), Ponce
and Manna (1982), Kane and and Bracken
(1983), U.S Geological Survey (1984b),

Ponce (1984).

1:62,500 scale map complete (U.S. Geo-
logical Survey, 1984a), See also
Janea et al. (19U2), Bath at *l.
(I2), Kane et al. (1982), Kane and
Bracken (13), and Bath and J.aren
(1984).

None

(
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Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 3 of 5)

Method
Decision
pointsActivity Location Scope Comments

Cround magnetic survey, deep
reflection profiles and
shallow reflection
profi les

8.3.1.17.4.3.1 Stovepipe Wells, Yucca
Mountain, Indies
Springs. Precise
location to be deter-
mined

Site ground magnetic surveys 8.3.1.17.4.7.4 Yucca Mountain (Figure
8.3.1.4-11)

Magnetic determinations
along profiles at 10-
to 20-ft spacing where
accessible by truck,
SO to 100 ft spacing
elsewhere

Cround magnetic surveys
at (1) known and
inferred structures,
(2) vicinity of drill-
holes (3) vicinity of
shaft and surface
fscilities, (4) anom-
nlies detected in
site aeromagnetic amp
(described previously).
Surveys to be semicon-
tinuous (10 to 20 ft
spucing)

Analysis of existing
regional meromagnetic
data

DTP only if seismic Assists interpretation of seismic
surveys run results.

Number and locmtion
to be determined
through evaluation
of geologic and
geophysical sapping

Primary purpose is to locate concealed
eztensions of fault. Saee Rath ad
Jahren (1984; 1985), Scott et al.
(1984).

Curie isotherm 8.3.1.8.5.2.1 Yucca Mountain Region None Purpose is to map configuration of Curie
isothermal surfe, and to compe
areas of shallow isotherm_ with areas
of high heat flow and recent volcan-
isa. See Connard et al. (93).

EICTRICAL VMTIODS

Regional magnetotelluric (YT) 8.3.1.17.4.3.1 Yucca Mountain, Crater
Flat, Jackass Flats,
Amargosa Desert,
Death Valley (Figure
8.3.1.17-8)

Detailed survey with
stations at 3 to 5 km
spacing of Yucca
Mountain, Crater Flat,
and northern Am rosa
Desert, reconnaiseance
survey with stations
at 10-km spacing in
remainder of area

None Previous survey by Furgerson (1982)
shows mappable conductivity contrasts
in 1-15 km depth range. See also
ifauahiksus (1981), Hoover et al.
(1982).



Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 4 of 5)

Method Activity Location Scope
Decision
points Coements

Surf ar geoelectric investi-
gations (Airbourne electro-
magnetic slinggra, very
low frequency. dc resistiv-
ity, electromagnetic sound-
ings. tenpor audio sagneto-
tellurics, and telluric
profiling)

8.3.1.17.4.7.5 Yucca Mountain Assess potential for
application of these
methods, evaluate pre-
vious results, plan
new applications if
appropriate, conduct
prototype tests

Dll with full scale
application of
selected methods
only if warranted
by results of pro-
totype testing

Applied to structural and *tratigraphic
problems at the site by Flanigan
(1981), Suith and lone (1982),
Fitterman (1982), Hoover at nl.,
(1982), Senterfit et *l., (1982).
Scott et *l. (1954), Frischknecht and
Raab (1984).

Other studies in region include
Zablocli (1979), Anderson (1952),
Smith et *I., (1981), Greenhaus and
Zablocki (1982).

RADIAMITRIC AND MM OSWING18 MITODS

Surface and sirbourne gansa
ray investigations

Thermal infrared investiga
tions

8.3.1.17.4.7.6

8.3.1.17.4.7.7

Yucca Mountain

Yucca mountain

Assess potential for
application of these
methods with prelim-
inary survey over
known faults using
ntmtic ground measure-
ments

Assess potential for
application of air-
craft and satellite
thermal infrared
imagery in mapping
of fracture network

Tapes of the four Them-
atic Mapper.V scenes
encompassing the
Yucca Mountain Region
(Beatty, Indian
Springs, Pahute
Mesa, and Pahrangat
Range 1:lW,000 quad-
rangles) to be used to
produce spectral and
spectral ratio maps.

DV with full-scale
application of air-
bourne methods only
If warranted by
results of prelim-
inary survey

D1P based on evalua-
tion of cost and
expected results

Could detect percolation of radon
through fault stones.

Method depends on detection of serface
temperature variation, which is
largely dependent on soil moisture
content, which in turn is in part
related to infiltration along frac-
tures.

Used to define structural domains, areas
of sell-developed desert varnish, and
areas of hydrothermal alteration.

C,0

Thematic Mapper Satellite.
Imagery

8.3.1.17.4.3.5 Yucca mountain and
vicinity

None

C (
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Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 3 of 5)

Method Activity Location Scope
Decision
points Coinents

Ground magnetic survey, deep
reflection profiles and
shallow reflection
profiles

Site ground magnetic surveys

8.3. 1.17.4.3.1

S.3.1.17.4.7.4

Stovepipe Wells, Yucca
Mountain, Indian
Springs. Precise
location to be deter-
wined

Yucca mountain (Figure
8.3.1.4-11)'

Magnetic determinations
along profiles at 10-
.to 20-ft spacing where
accessible by truck,
50 to 100 ft spacing
elsewhere

Cround magnetic surveys
at (1) known and
inferred structures,
(2) vicinity of drill-
holes (3) vicinity of
shaft and surf ace
facilities, (4) anon-
alies detected in
site meromagnetic map
(described previously).
Surveys to be seelcon-
tinuous (10 to 20 ft
sPacing)

Analysis of existing
regional aeroamnetic
data

DW only if seismic Assists interpretation of seiseic
surveys run results.

Nueber and location Primary purpose is to locate concealed
to be determined extensions of faults. See Bath and
through evalustion Jahren (1984; 1985), Scott et *I.
of geologic and (1984).
geophysical mapping

Curie isotherm 8.3.1.8.5.2.1 Yucca mountain Region Plone Purpose is to map configuration of Curie
isothermal surface, and to compare
arens of shallow isothers with areas
of high heat flow and recent volcan-
ise. See Connard et. al. (1983).

ELCtICAL MIODS

Regional magnetotelluric (IT) 8.3.1. 17. 4.3. 1 Yucca Mountain, Crater
Flat, Jackass Flats,
Amargoss Desert,
Death Valley (Figure
8.3.1.17-8)

Detailed Purvey with
stations at 3 to 6 km
spacing of tucca
Mountain, Crater Flat,
and northern Awargosa
Desert, reconnaissance
survey with stations
at 10-km spacing in
remainder of area

None Previous survey by Furgerson (1982)
shows mappable conductivity contrasts
in 1-16 km depth range. See also
Kauahiksua (1981), lloover et aL.
(1982).



Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections
8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 4 of 5)

Decision
pointsllethod Activity Location Scope Comments

Surfa', geoelectric investi-
6ations (AiTrourav electro-
mn-tic slinggraa, very
low frequency. dc resistiv-
ity, electroemgnetic sound-
ings. tenenr audio magneto-
tellurics, and telluric
profiling)

8.3.1.17.4.7.6 Yucca Mountain Assess potential for
application of theme
methods, evaluate pre-
vious results, plan
new applications if
appropriate, conduct
prototype tests

DTP with full scale
application of
selected tethods
only if warranted
by results of pro-
totype testing

Applied to structural and stratigraphic
problems at the site by Flanigan
(1981), Smith and Roes (1982),
Fittersa (1982), Noover et al.,
(1982), Senterfit et &I., (1982),
Scott et al. (1984), Frischknscht mad
Raab (1984)

Other studies in region include
Zablocki (1979), Anderson (982),
S&ith et al., (1981), Greenbaum and
Zeblocki (1982).

RADIDOT11C AND iDVl! SINSING METIMIDS

Surface and airbourne gasma
ray investigations

Thermal infrared investiga
tions

8.3.1.17.4.7.6

8.3.1.17.4.7.7

Yucca Mountain

Yucca Mountain

Assess potential for
application of these
methods with prelim-
inary survey over
known faults uwing
static ground measure-
bents

Assess potential for
application of air-
craft and satellite
therxal infrared
imagery in mapping
of fracture network

Tapes of the four Theo-
*tic Mapper V scenes
encompassing the
Yucca Mountain Region
(Beatty, Indian
Springs. Pabute
Mesn, and Pahrangat
Range 1:100,000 quad-
rangles) to be used to
produce spectral and
spectral ratio maps.

DMP vitb full-scale
application of air-
bourn, method, only
if warranted by
results of prelim-
inary survey

DtP based on evalua-
tion of cost and
expected results

Could detect percolation of radon
through fault, mones.

Method depends on detection of murf ace
temperature variation, wshich is
largely dependent on soil moisture
content, which in turn is in part
related to infiltration along frac-
tures.

Used to define structural domaine, areas
of vell-developed desert varnish, and
areas of hydrothermal alteration.

i

zz

Thematic Mapper Satellilp
Imagery

8.3.1.17.4.3.5 Yucca Mountain and
vicinity

None

C C
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Table 8.3.1.17-7. Summary of geophysical studies in preclosure and postclosure tectonics (Sections

8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 5 of 5)

Decision
method Activity Location Scope points Comwents

Thcsatic mapper Satellite from which areas con-
Imagery (continued) taining distinctive

patterns of lineations
will be delineated

PALE(JVACIETSM

Region 8.3.1.17.4.3.2 Yucca Mountain, Little 5 to 8 sites at Yucca DTP only if useful Preliminary results at Yucca Mountain
Skull Mountain, Crater Mountain will be sam- results obtained at suggest 90 rotation (Scott aad
Flat, Skull Mountain, pled. If useful Yucca Mountain, sad Rosenbaum, 1986)
southern Yucca Moun- results are obtained, if suitable strata
tain, eastern Yucca other sites ss listed are prevent
Flat say be sampled

5COCDRP . Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling.

W
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Table 8.3.1.17-8. Summary of other geophysical studies contributing to preclosure and postclosure
tectonics (Sections 8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 1 of 3)

Method Activity Location Scope
Decision
point. Comments

Vertical seisnic profiling 8.3.1.4.2.2.6 Repository block and
vicinity

1-25 geotoeographic
profiles, 0.2 to 2 km
in length, croos-hole
and surface down-hole
surveys. Directional
sheer- and coapres-
sion-esergy sources

?BDa

Decision to proceed
(DI?) after proto-
type of feasibility

DtP after calibration
in shaft and drifts

Used to map 3-dimensional network of
rock mass fractures. 20 m pixel
geometry.

Shallow seismic refraction 8.3.1.14.2.3.3 Vicinity of surface
f acilities

None Will provide data for modeling *oil-
structure interaction and local site
effects on vibratory ground motion

Site 8.3.1.4.2.1,6 Yucca Mountain

PAMZMACNnM

Orient drill core as it
become available.
Betablish reference
orientation through
study of outcrop
mples. Determine

magnetic character of
outcrop samples to aid
in interpretation of
*eroaegnatic data.

None See Rosenbaus (1983), hosenbane and
Rivers (1986). osenbane and Snyder
(1985), Rosenbaum (1988).

53

IBOREOLE C301,01SICAL M&T8DD8

Ceophymical logging

Borehole gravimetry. 8.3.1.4.2.1.3 Yucca Mountain

Yucca Mountain

16 Water-toolo drill-
holes, existing deep
holes that can be made
available, and all new
holes that reach the
base of the Topopb
Spring Memher

16 water-table drill-
holes, and new drill-
holes prior to casing
operations

NoneBorehole magnetic logs 8.3.1.4.2.1.3

Already have data in drillboles U-1,
r-1, G-1, 0-3, and C-4. Data will he
used to model structure in the
immediate vicinity of each borehole,
to study litbophyrsl smnes, and to
model the Paleosoic surface beneath
Yucca Mountain. See obbins *t al.
(1982). Healey et ml. (194), aod
bIably et al. (198).

Used to determine appable magnetic
events for studying structural integ-
rity of Yucca Mountain, and to supple-
ment paleomagnetic and lithophymal
studies. See 14gstrun et ml. (1980).

C C
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Table 8.3.1.17-8. Summary of other geophysical studies contributing to preclosure and postclosure
tectonics (Sections 8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 2 of 3)

Method Activity Location &ope Dciion Comments

Induced potential logo 8.3.1.4.2.1.3 Yucca Mountain Test in one or two Evaluate for *ffec- Feasibility study to deternine if the
drillholes tivee afettr I

or 2 drillholes

NoneContractor logs

Borehole radar logs

Acoustic televiewer
logs and TV casera
logs

Large spacing electro-
magnetic and resisti-
vity logs

8.3.1.4.2.1.1

8.3.1.4.2.1.3

8.3.1.4.2.1.3

8.3.1.4.2.1.3

Yucca Mountain

Yucca mountain

Yucc Mountain

Yucca mountain

All existing unlogged
drillbolee, all new
holes, and relog
selected holes

Drillhole, that pene-
trate the bhse of the
Topopah Spring Member

All Ywees Mountain
drillbolee

Selected drillholes

mthod can he used to ap reolitised
rock.

To obtain parameters for hydrologic,
geologic, and geophysical oodels, and
to determine uniformity and lateral
distribution of rock properties within
the stratigraphic units. Refer to
Spengler et a&. (1970), Maldanudo et
&I. (1979), Daniels wad Scott (1981),
6astru et l. (1080), Daniels et &I.
(1981). Muller (1982), Muller and
Kibler (1983), Muller and Kibler
(1984), Spengler and Cboruack (1984),
Muller (1985), and Muller and Kibler
(1986).

Evaluate for effec- Prisarily used for fracture detection or
tivesess after I or to demonstrate the absence of frac-
2 drillholes tures in the unsaturated sone.

None For fracture and fault ome detection,
and stratigraphic and lithologic
correlation. See ualy et aI. (1984),
Stock et &l. (1964), Stock and Sealy
(1984), Stock et &I. (1985).

To determine accurate large volume in
situ values for studying fracture and
lithophysal sones, and for interpre-
ting anoielies detected with surface
wa borehole data.

After evaluation of
surf ac and borehole
data

BOREHOLE To 8WFACE 11MDS

Resistivity sad elec- 8.3.1.4.2.1.3
traomgnetic methods

Yucca Mountain Selected drillholes After esaluation of
surface and borehole
data

For fracture studies in the unsaturated
sons, to obtain detailed structure in
areas of anoemlous surface geophysical
data and in critical locations such as
the shaft site and surface facilities
locations, and to verify projected
faults at critical locations. See
Daniels and Scott (1981).



Table 8.3.1.17-8. Summary of other geophysical studies contributing to preclosure and postclosure
tectonics (Sections 8.3.1.17 and 8.3.1.8) (page 3 of 3)

Decision
Method Activity Location Scope points Comments

Nigh resolution P and 8.3.1.4.2.1.3 Yucca Mountain Selected driliholes After evaluation of SUN ax previously, and to obtain
S wave seismic surface and borehole parameters for designing effective

surveys deeper-penetrating seismic surveys.

Surface-to-hole seis- 8.3.1.4.2.1.3 Yucca Mountain Selected driliholes After evaluation of Sam as two previous, end for critical
aic refraction surface sad borehole fault location and bod tracing.

surveys

Up-hole and dowv-hole 8.3.1.14.2.3.3 Vicinity of surface ?BO After evaluation of Will provide data for modeling soil-
seismic facilities "allow seismic structure interaction sod local site

refraction survey effects on vibratory ground motion

bORIULZ TO BU01U MElDS

Zone hole to borehole 8.3.1.4.2.2.5 Yucca Mountain close- Selected drillhole. None Ceotomograpby to map fractures and
methods spaced holes for demonstrate mappaility of features

hydrologic testing and that intersect the drillboles using
for surface facilities resistivity, electromagnetic radar,
studies and high resolution P and S seismic

(Yo To) methods.

Cross-bole seismic 8.3.1.14.2.3.3 Vicinity of surface 11D After evaluation of Will provide data for modeling soil-
facilities shallow seismic structure interaction and local site

refraction survey effecte on vibratory ground motion

PRTUWPllSICS

Petrophysics 8.3.1.4.2.1.4 Yucca Mountain Selected core from None To verify geophysical log accuracy,
cored drillholes calibrate computed logs, determine

properties that ae not or cannot be
measured in situ, and to model and
interpret surface geophysical studies.

a D to be determined.
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different locations and scales, to address a number of questions. Planned
studies include deep and shallow seismic refraction; deep, intermediate, and
shallow seismic reflection; gravity and magnetic surveys of the region and
the site; gravity surveys coincident with the deep-seismic reflection '
surveys; magnetic surveys coincident with the deep and shallow reflection
surveys; electrical conductivity surveys; radiometric and remote-sensing
investigations; and paleomagnetic investigations.

In general, the shallow studies will focus on individual geologic
structures, such as a specific Quaternary fault, and the deep studies will'
examine regional structures that may play a part in Quaternary tectonic
processes in the southern Great Basin.

The geophysical studies will be conducted under Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.1,
described in this section, and in Study 8.3.1.17.4.7.. The studies in
Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.1 are directed at deep, regional geologic features,
whereas Study 8.3.1.17.4.7 addresses the subsurface geometry and possible
concealed extensions of specific Quaternary faults at and near Yucca Mountain
through intermediate- and shallow-depth geophysical surveys.

The geophysics program is designed to obtain different types of data
that, when analyzed as a whole, will aid in the interpretation of recorded
seismicity and surface geologic data. The simultaneous interpretation of
geophysical, seismological and geologic data may help resolve such issues as
the width, dip, and geometry of north-trending Quaternary normal faults at
and near the site and.whether there are subsurface structures that are
related to known Quaternary structures.

Planned locations of geophysical surveys, as-described below, may
change. Several surveys involve feasibility tests'and decision points before
implementation. Several also require additional analysis of potential
contributions to site characterization. Final plans and changes will be
reported in SCP progress reports and study plans.

The seismic reflection studies will be preceded by a preliminary test to
determine if the results of the technique will be useful for evaluating
subsurface structure in the Yucca Mountain region. A peer-review panel will
review the initial results and will determine if further work is warranted.

A detailed description of the planned geophysical studies follows.

Seismic refraction methods have been used to characterize the general
velocity structure of the upper crust in the Yucca Mountain area (Figure
8.3.1.17-12), and to establish the location and nature of major disconti-
nuities in that velocity structure (Hoffman and Mooney, 1983). When used in
conjunction with gravity and magnetic surveys, the method is useful in
limiting applicable structural models (Snyder and Oarr, 1984), although
resolving power is low. The refraction survey will include an east-west
profile spanning the transect, and three shorter cross-profiles (Figure
8.3.1.17-12). ~-

Seismic reflection methods are used where clear resolution of upper
crustal stratigraphy and structure is required. A seismic reflection survey
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Figure 8.3.1.17-12. Location of seismic refraction and magnetotelluric sounding traverses.
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across the northern Walker Lane successfully imaged strands of northwest-
trending faults within the zone (Knuepfer et al., 1987). The Walker Lane in
that area appears to be the surface expression of. a southwest dipping (45-)
fault that soles into a midcrustal detachment (Knuepfer al., 1987).
Analogous features in the Yucca Mountain region include major structures such
as a six-second (two-way sonic travel time) reflection in Death Valley that
may be interpreted as a mid-crustal brittle-ductile transition zone (de Yoogd
et al., 1986), the Furnace Creek fault zone and the Walker Lane, and the
mylonitic detachment-bounded upper surface of the Precambrian, exposed in the
northern Amargosa Desert. Other potential reflectors in the Yucca Mountain
region include the upper and lower carbonate aquifers within the Paleozoic
sequence (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975), and the Miocene-Paleozoic contact.

If good quality reflections can be obtained'in this area, then high-
resolution reflection seismology, supplemented by gravity and magnetic
surveys, could define the width, continuity, and depth of these features,
thus constraining the'location and character of potential sources of ground
motion and rupture within 100 km of the site. This possibility will be
evaluated through testing of a preliminary seismic reflection survey.

Magnetotelluric (UT) soundings (Furguson, 1982) in the Yucca Mountain
region indicate the presence of substantial conductivity contrast between
Precambrian crystalline rocks, Paleozoic aquifers and aquitards, argillaceous
units of the Paleozoic such as the Eleana Formation, Miocene volcanic rocks,
and Quaternary basin fill deposits. Furguson's (1982) soundings are too
widely spaced to permit reliable interpretation of structure. Additional.
soundings, planned as part of this study, should help constrain the location
of fault zones, the identity of deep reflectors observed on the high-
precision seismic reflection profiles, and in addition will help distinguish
deep-seated bodies of molten rock.

The MT survey will include a detailed net with stations spaced at 3 to
5 kn, and a reconnaissance net with stations spaced at 8 to 10 km. The
detailed net will extend from Stovepipe Wells eastward to Mercury, Nevada,
with additional offline stations in the northern Amargosa Desert and in
Crater Flat. The reconnaissance net will include north-south lines designed
to tie the Yucca Mountain area to the Consortium for Continental Reflection
Profiling (COCORP) reflection surveys to the south. The MT survey and
refraction survey will provide a. gross characterization of crustal structure
at low cost.

Seismic refraction survey (Death Valley-Beatty Junction-Sheep Range).
Four seismic refraction profiles are tentatively-planned. As presently
conceived, a 160-km long east-west profile centered on Yucca Mountain will
consist of two 80-km deployments, each using 120 instruments spaced at 0.7 to
1.0 km and recording seven 900- to 1,800-kg shots spaced at 8 to 20 km.
Three cross-profiles, potentially including an 80-km profile extending south-
ward from the northern end of Crater Flat, a 110-km profile extending south-
westward from the northern end of Crater Flat, and a 70-km northwest-south-
east profile centered on Stovepipe Wells, will consist of one to two
deployments of 120 instruments recording two to three 900- to 1800-kg shots
per deployment. Field work for'the central and eastern part of the survey is
currently under way, and completion is planned in''1987 or early 1988. The
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full extent of the survey will be determined after further consideration of
the applicability of the expected results to Project needs.

Evaluation of proposed deep seismic reflection survey. A proposal to
conduct a seismic reflection survey crossing Yucca Mountain and possibly
extending across the Furnace Creek fault and the Walker Lane will be
evaluated through preliminary testing and peer review.

The preliminary test will consist of a field survey of one line at a
location to be determined, 15 km long, plus noise tests. The preliminary
survey will use 10-km spreads, 24 geophones per group, 50-m group interval,
240 groups per spread, Vibroseis energy source, 100-m vibrator interval,
54,000-kg minimum peak vibrator force, and 240 channel floating-point digital
recording. This configuration will be varied to optimize shallow and
midcrustal reflections. Results of the preliminary tests and the design,
scope, and potential application of the proposed survey to NNWSI Project
needs will be evaluated by a panel convened for that purpose. Two alterna-
tive locations for the test line have been proposed, including (1) an east-
west line located in the Amargosa Valley, approximately 5 km south of the
town of Amargosa Valley, and (2) a northeast-trending line located about
10 km southwest of Beatty (Figure 8.3.1.17-12). Desired features of the
proposed location include good access, low noise levels, and presence of
alluvial cover.

Gravity survey (Stovepipe Wells-Death Valley-Beatty-Mercury-Indian
Springs). If the proposed deep seismic reflection survey is implemented, a
detailed gravity survey (using the La Costa Romberg gravimeter) will be
conducted along a traverse coincident with the seismic reflection survey,
possibly from Stovepipe Wells westward to Beatty, thence eastward to the
northern Specter Range, thence northward to the northeast corner of the NTS
through Yucca Flat. Gravity measurements will be made using portable
devices, and surveying will use standard field methods.

Low-level magnetic survey (Stovepipe Wells-Death Valley-Beatty-Amargosa
Valley-Indian Springs). If the proposed deep seismic reflection survey is
implemented, a detailed low-level magnetic survey will be conducted along a
traverse coincident with the seismic reflection survey, possibly from
Stovepipe Wells westward to Beatty, thence eastward to the northern Specter
Range, thence northward to the northeast corner of the NTS through Yucca
Flat. Magnetometer measurements will be made using portable devices and
surveying will use standard field methods.

Magnetotelluric survey (Stovepipe Wells-Death Valley-Beatty-Crater Flat-
Mercury). Natural ambient magnetic fields and their induced electric fields
at oscillations between 0.003 and 10 Hz will be measured using: high-
precision voltage measurements across 150-m long electrode spreads; high-
sensitivity induction coils; four-matched-channel, band-passed filtering with
amplification; and real-time, floating-point, digital processing, and
recording.

A 100-km long east-west line crossing the southern part of the NTS and
the suspected subsurface extension of the Walker Lane (Las Vegas Valley shear
zone) was surveyed in 1986 using close-spaced (3 to 6 km) field stations.
The line included a 25-km traverse from Beatty, northeastward to northern
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Crater Flat, thence southwestward between Big Cone and Red Cone and across
Bare Mountain to Highway 95, and thence eastward through the southern part of
Yucca Mountain. The location and scope of additional traverse lines to be
surveyed in 1988 and beyond will be based on application of expected results
to Project needs.

Methods and technical Procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.1 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Seismic refraction survey SP-08, RO Seismic study of the 06 June 83
(Death Valley-Beatty tectonic environment
Junction-Sheep Range)

Seismic reflection survey TBDa Seismic reflection survey TBD
(Stovepipe Wells-Beatty-
Crater Flat-Yucca Moun-
tain-Mercury-Indian
Springs)

Gravity survey GPP-O1, R1 Gravity measurement and 14 Jan 85
(Stovepipe Wells-Death data reduction
Valley-Beatty-Mercury-
Indian Springs)

Low-level magnetic survey TBD Ground-based magnetic TBD
(Stovepipe Wells-Death survey
Valley-Beatty-Amargosa
Valley-Indian Springs)

Magnetotelluric survey TBD Magnetotelluric survey TBD
(Stovepipe Wells-Death
Yalley-Beatty-Crater
Flat-Mercury)

8TBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.17.4.3.2 Activity: Evaluate Quaternary faults within 100 km of Yucca
Mountain

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are

1. To establish the abundance, distribution, and geographic orientation
of known and suspected Quaternary faults within 100 km of the site.

2. To characterize the Quaternary and Holocene fault and fracture
pattern within 100 km of the site and, if feasible, to relate that
pattern to regionally important wrench fault systems, including the
Walker Lane, the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, and the Mine
Mountain-Pahranagat shear zone.

3. To characterize-those Quaternary faults within 100 km of the site
whose apparent length or recurrence rate indicate potential for
future earthquakes of magnitude sufficient to affect design or
performance of the waste facility.

4. To evaluate the recurrence history of that part of the Death Valley-
Furnace Creek fault zone within 100 km of the site.

5. To identify fault scarps within 100 km of the site that may have
been overlooked during conventional geologic field surveys and that
may not have been apparent on conventional vertical aerial
photography.

6. To verify the existence and age of scarps in the NTS area that were
detected by low-sun-angle photogeologic interpretation.

7. To determine whether the Beatty scarp originated through tectonic or
fluvial processes, or both; the nature of movement along the scarp,
if tectonic; and the age of the scarp.

8. To ascertain the amount of post-middle Miocene horizontal rotation
of bedrock alongside wrench faults and of bedrock suspected to be
part of upper plate above subsurface wrench faults.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are

1. Location, orientation, patterns, displacement, age and nature of
Quaternary faults.

2. Fault scarp morphology and offset of Quaternary deposits.

3. Relative and absolute ages of Quaternary faults.

4. Abundance, dimensions, and orientations of Quaternary ruptures in
the path of suspected subsurface wrench fault.
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-5. -Rotation of upper-plate rock in Yucca Mountain region as defined by
deflections of paleomagnetic pole declinations.

6. Quaternary rate of fault movement.

Description

This activity will supply information on the nature and rate of faulting
during the Quaternary within 100 km of the site, and identify and charac-
terize any faults whose length or recurrence rate indicate potential for
earthquakes of magnitude sufficient to affect design or performances of the
waste facility. The abundance of mapped Quaternary faults within the NTS and
vicinity is substantially greater than that elsewhere within any part of the
Walker Lane southeast of Monte Cristo Valley. This contrast is at least in
part an artifact of the lack of detailed mapping outside of the NTS (Figure
8.3.1.17-7).

As an initial step, a map of Quaternary faults within 100 km of the site
will be compiled from published and unpublished sources. Vertical aerial
photographs of the same area will then be examined and a photogeologic map
prepared to illustrate suspected Quaternary scarps and faults. A selected
proportion of the suspected faults will be verified and examined in the
field, and the age and amount of movement estimated. The relation of the
fault pattern to major regional structures, including the Walker-Lane, will
also be evaluated.

This map will define the source regions of major earthquakes that have
produced surface faulting during late Quaternary time and, thus, provide an
estimate of regional variations in the long-term rates-of occurrence of large
magnitude earthquakes.

Conventional vertical photography has been carried out for the Yucca
Mountain area. To minimize the number of scarps that have been overlooked,
low-sun-angle vertical photographs covering selected areas will be procured
and photogeologic maps of suspected Quaternary scarps will be prepared and
verified in the field. -

As originally conceived by Gianella and Callaghan (1934b), the Walker
Lane includes a curvilinear fault near Beatty, Nevada, defined by a prominent
Quaternary scarp. If real, the fault could be a potential source of future
ground motion at the site. However, the origin of the scarp is somewhat
uncertain. It could have originated through fluvial processes, tectonic
processes, or some combination of the two. To address this problem and the
potential significance to design or performance issues, the scarp will be
dated by a variety of methods, mapped, and its relation to faults at depth
investigated.

The Walker Lane is commonly believed to be a zone of oroclinal or
oroflexural bending because the structural grain of bedrock terranes curve
abruptly as it intersects the zone forming a reverse S-shaped pattern
indicating right-lateral wrenching. The structural grain in the vicinity of
Yucca Mountain is obscured by the intersection of the Walker Lane with the
left-lateral faults of the Mine Mountain-Spotted Range belt. To ascertain
the degree to which oroflexural bending affects the Miocene volcanic cover at
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Yucca Mountain, paleomagnetic poles of selected ash flows will be measured at
various locations from one side of the zone to the other. Comparison of the
declination of these poles should provide a measure of the oroflexural
bending since middle Miocene time.

Development of map of Quaternary faults within 100 km of the site (Las
Vegas to Cedar Mountain). Known and suspected Quaternary faults within
100 km of the site will be identified from published and unpublished
literature. A map showing the distribution of these faults will be compiled
at a scale of 1:500,000. This subactivity is 50 percent complete. The
duration of future work is three months.

Development of photogeologic map of Quaternary scarps within 100 km of
the site. Quaternary scarps will be identified within 100 km of the site
through photogeologic interpretation of existing 1:20,000- to 1:80,000-scale
black-and-white, vertical aerial photographs. Photographs have been or will
be obtained from Federal, State, and County archives. Study of potentially
significant Quaternary faults will be augmented through analysis of low-sun-
angle photographs. Scarps are to be compiled on 1:100,000- to 1:200,000-
scale base maps. This effort is estimated to be 25 percent complete. The
duration of future work is 1.5 years.

Field verification of Quaternary scarps within 100 km of the site.
Scarps identified through photogeologic interpretation will be selectively
examined in the field. The age of these scarps will be estimated from scarp
morphology and bracketed by ages of units judged to be offset by or
overlapping the scarps. Trenching will be done at scarps whose age would
significantly constrain age of the Walker Lane or other large faults with
potential for significant future ground motion. As yet, no scarps of this
character have been identified.

Development of low-sun-angle Photoxeologic Quaternary scarp map (Yucca
mountain area). Medium-scale vertical aerial photographs taken during
periods of low-sun-angle will be procured for that part of the Walker Lane,
proximal to Yucca Mountain, focusing on Jackass Flats, Crater Flat, and
northern Amargosa Desert. Photographs will be interpreted using conventional
procedures and scarps compiled on 1:100,000 scale base maps of the Yucca
Mountain area. Estimated duration of this subactivity is one year.

Field verification of low-sun-angle photogeologic Quaternary scarps
(Yucca Mountain area). Scarps that are identified through low-sun-angle
photogeology will be examined in the field, their age estimated from scarp
morphology and bracketed by ages of units judged to be offset by or over-
lapping the scarp. Trenching will be done at scarps whose age would
significantly constrain age of faults with potential for significant future
ground motion. The estimated duration of this subactivity is six months.

Mapping of Quaternary faults and deposits of the Beatty 1:100,000
quadrangle. Quaternary deposits and faults displacing those deposits will be
mapped, using standard field methods, including annotating contacts on
1:20,000-scale aerial photographs, and compiling at 1:24,000 and 1:100,000
scales. Local stratigraphic type localities and sections will be estab-
lished. Deposits will be dated using soil development, cation ratio (desert
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varnish), uranium-trend, and uranium-series, ash fingerprinting, as appro-
priate. Approximately 50 percent of the quadrangle has been completed. The
estimated duration of future work is three years.

Evaluation of nature of Beatty scarp and relation to geologic boundary.
The Beatty scarp and its southeastern extension was considered a segment of
the Walker Lane by Gianella and Callahan (1934). The apparent length of the
scarp, including its poorly defined southeastern extension, is 15 to 25 km.
Detailed mapping of Quaternary deposits of the'Beatty scarp will be supple-
mented by mapping of Quaternary datums in trenches crossing the scarp. Ages
of the datums will be determined by analysis of soil development, uranium-
series and uranium-trend analyses, radiocarbon dating, and cation-ratio
(desert varnish) dating. Shallow seismic reflection (mini-sosie) and seismic
refraction (Bison-type) surveys along traverses crossing the scarp and
extending for 1 to 2 km (0.6 to 1.2 mi) to either side of the scarp will be
performed to investigate the relation of the scarp to faults at depth. The
duration of future work is three to six months.

Quaternary recurrence rate of the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone.
The Quaternary recurrence rate of this fault zone will be evaluated, using
published and unpublished data, supplemented by limited field reconnaissance.
The field investigation will focus on scarp morphology and age of surficial
deposits intersected by or overlapping the fault. No excavations are
planned. The estimated duration of this subactivity is 6 to 12 months.

Analysis of rotation (drag) of bedrock alongside or over suspected
wrench faults based on rotation of paleomagnetic poles. Paleomagnetic
orientations of samples collected from localities within the Tiva Canyon
Member of the Paintbrush Tuff suggest that the Yucca Mountain area has been
oroflexurally bent. Bending is clockwise and preliminary data suggest that
the amount of bending relative to the north end of the mountain progressively
increases through the central part and then increases sharply across the
Stagecoach Road fault, reaching approximately 30 degrees at the south end
(Scott and Rosenbaum, 1986). Bending could be related to right-lateral
wrench faulting along the Walker Lane or, more speculatively, to detachment
faulting in which a horizontal rotation of the detached plate is combined
with dip-slip motion. The rotation occurred after 12.5 million years ago,
the age of the Tiva Canyon Member.

This subactivity is designed to evaluate the preliminary results of
paleomagnetic sampling at Yucca Mountain cited above through sampling of
5 to 6 additional localities to be selected from within the Tiva Canyon
Member. If the rotation at Yucca Mountain is confirmed, then (1) the
eastward extent of rotation and the possible influence of left-lateral
faulting within the Mine Mountain-Spotted Range belt will be evaluated
through sampling of 2 to 5 sites to be selected from within the Tiva Canyon
Member at Little Skull Mountain or Skull Mountain, provided suitable
localities are present, and (2) the age of rotation will be evaluated through
sampling of late Miocene and Pliocene basalt flows in Jackass Flats and
southeastern Crater Flat, provided suitable volcanic units are present.

Individual Miocene ash flows will be cored using hand-held drills at
localities to be selected. Eight to ten oriented specimens will be obtained
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per site. After thermal demagnetization (Activity 8.3.1.4.1.3.1) the orient-
ation of the magnetic pole for each specimen will be measured and corrected
for inclination of the strata at the sample site. Comparison of declination
from site-to-site will provide a measure of relative horizontal tectonic
rotation. The estimated duration of future work is one to two years.

Methods and technical procedures

K)

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS)

Development of map of
Quaternary faults
within 100 km of the
site

GP-01, RO TBD TBD

Development of photo-
geologic map of
Quaternary scarps
within 100 km of the
site

GP-01, RO
TBD

TBD
Photogeologic evaluation

of faults using vertical
aerial photographs

TBD

Field verification of
Quaternary scarps
within 100 km of the
site

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,

RO
RO
RO

TBD

Development of low-sun-
angle photogeologic
Quaternary scarp map
(Yucca Mountain area)

Field verification of
low-sun-angle photo-
geologic Quaternary
scarps (Yucca Mountain
area)

TBD

GP-0l,
GP-03,
GP-04,

Photogeologic evaluation
of faults using low-sun-
angle photographs

TBD

RO
RO
RO

TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Mapping of Quaternary
geology of the eastern
one-fourth of the Beatty
1:100,000 quadrangle

GP-O1, RO
GP-03, RO
GP-04, RO
GP-17, RO
GCP-O1, RO
GCP-02, RO
GCP-03, RO
GCP-04, RO

TBD

TBD

Cation ratio (desert
varnish) dating

Ash fingerprintingTBD

Mapping of Quaternary
geology of the western
one-fourth of the Beatty
1:100,000 quadrangle

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-17,

RO
RO
RO
RO

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Describing and sampling

soils in the field

01
01
01
19

Mar
Mar
Mar
Feb

83
83
83
86

GCP-01, RO

GCP-02, RO

GCP-03,
GCP-04,

TBD

RO
RO

TBD

Radiometric age data
bank

Labeling, identifica-
tion, and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
chemistry

Unranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Cation ratio (desert

varnish) dating
Ash fingerprinting

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Radiometric age data

bank
Labeling, identifica-

tion, and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
chemistry

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

15 June 81
15 June 81

Evaluation of nature of
Beatty scarp and
relation to geologic
boundary

GP-01,
GP-03,

GP-04,
GP-07,

RO
RO
RO
R0

01
01
01
14

Mar
Mar
Mar
Aug

83
83
83
84

GCP-01, RO

GCP-02, RO

15 June 81

20 Jan 87
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

GCP-03, RO Uranium-series dating 15 June 81
GCP-04, RO Uranium trend dating 15 June 81

TBD Radiocarbon dating
TBD Cation ratio (desert

varnish) dating
TBD Shallow seismic

reflection and
refraction surveys

Quaternary recurrence GP-01, RD Geologic mapping 01 Mar 83
rate of the Death GP-02, RD Subsurface investigations 01 Mar 83
Valley-Furnace Creek GP-03, RD Stratigraphic studies 01 Mar 83
fault zone

Analysis of rotation GPP-06, RO Rock and paleomagnetic 01 Nov 84
(drag) of bedrock investigations
alongside or over TBD Hand-held drilling and
suspected wrench faults oriented-core sampling
based on rotation of for paleomagnetic
paleomagnetic poles evaluation

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.3.3 Activity: Evaluate the Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932 and
its bearing on wrench tectonics of the Walker Lane within
100 km of the site

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the relevance of the Cedar
Mountain earthquake of 1932 to potential sources of ground shaking and
rupture in that part of the Walker Lane within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Geologic structure and stratigraphy of Stewart and Monte Cristo
valleys.

2. Stewart and Monte Cristo Valley faults and their relation to the
Walker Lane.

3. Surface ruptures formed during 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake.
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4. Focal mechanism of the 1932 Cedar Mountain earthquake.

Description

This activity will entail a review of the published geologic literature
concerning the Cedar Mountain earthquake, photogeologic interpretation,
limited fieldwork, and evaluation of concurrent research by investigators not
affiliated with the Project. Emphasis will be on the tectonic setting (is it
part of Walker Lane, Churchill Arc, or both?), continuity with Quaternary
faults of Stewart Valley and with through-going shears mapped by Ekren and
Byers (1985), distribution and character of surface breaks, and recurrence
history.

Ruptures will be classified according to style and length measured by
scaling from maps by Molinari (1984), and Gianella and Callaghan (1934a,b).
Selected ruptures will be examined in the field. The width of the rupture
zone, the width of individual ruptures, and other attributes (length, offset,
aperture, fissure-fillings, brecciation) will be noted. The rupture zone has
been trenched by investigators not affiliated with the NNWSI Project. Addi-
tional trenching is not anticipated. This activity is estimated to be 50
percent complete.

Published and unpublished data will be searched for an analysis of the
focal mechanism of the 1932 earthquake. Unless a reliable mechanism is
available, archived seismograms of the earthquake will-be examined, and if
feasible, an analysis of the focal mechanism prepared. The estimated
duration of future work is 6 to 12 months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for-Activity 8.3.1.17.4.4.3 are
given in the following table:

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWU-USGS-)

Analysis of tectonic GP-O1, RO Geologic mapping 01 Mar 83
setting and ruptures GP-07, RO Geologic trenching 14 Aug 84
(1932 Cedar Mountain studies
earthquake) TBDa Photogeologic evaluation TBD

of faults using vertical
aerial photographs
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Determination of focal SP-06, RO Procedure for the 14 Sep 81
mechanism, Cedar determination of
Mountain earthquake earthquake focal

mechanism

aTBD = to be determined..

8.3.1.17.4.3.4 Activity: Evaluate the Bare Mountain fault zone

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Evaluate the potential for ground shaking associated with future
movement along the Bare Mountain fault zone.

2. Estimate the age of the most recent faulting on the Bare Mountain
frontal fault.

3. Estimate the recurrence intervals of faulting.

4. Determine the nature and age of faulting within the fault complex
east of the frontal zone, and to determine nature of tectonic control
of the location and orientation of the main wash in Crater Flat.

5. Determine the subsurface configuration of fault zones.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

K)1

1.
2.
3.

Age of datums.
Amount and direction of offset of datums.
Geologic structure and stratigraphy, seismic reflections.

Description

Bare Mountain has a steep, curvilinear eastern range front, the config-
uration of which is controlled by a complex of steeply eastward and moderately
southeastward-dipping faults having Quaternary displacement. This complex is
referred to as the Bare Mountain fault zone.
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This activity consists of (1) geologic mapping of the fault zone, and
(2) trenching and dating of deposits cut by the fault zone.

Alluvial fans and stream deposits within Crater Flat along the eastern
flank of Bare Mountain (Bare Mountain 15-min quadrangle (USGS, 1954)) will be
mapped and deposits dated through soil development, uranium-series, and
uranium-trend analysis, thermoluminescence, and cation ratios (desert
varnish). Trenches intersecting the trace of the frontal fault will be
excavated and mapped.- Deposits offset by and overlapping the rupture zones
exposed in the trenches will be dated.

Two new trenches are planned, and two existing prospect pits are to be
enlarged, as follows:

1. Bulldozer trench, south side Tarantula Canyon, existing road. SW/4,
NE/4, sec. 29, T.12S., R.48E. Estimated depth 3 to 4 m, width 5 m,
length 15 to 20 m.

2. Backhoe trench, no existing road. SE/4, NW/4, sec. 24, T.13S.,
R47-1/2E. Estimated depth 2 to 3 m, width 2 to 3 m, length 5 m.

3. Enlargement of
existing road.

' increase depth

two existing adjacent prospect pits using backhoe,
SW/4, SW/4, sec. 25, T.13S., R.47-1/2E. Estimate

from 3 to 5 m, enlarge slightly.

This activity is 75 percent complete, and one report has been published
(Reheis, 1986). The duration of the future work is 6 to 12 months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.4 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Evaluation of age of
Bare Mountain frontal
zone faulting based on
offset of Quaternary
datums'

GP-O1, RO
GP-02, RO

GP-07, RO

GP-17, RO '

Geologic mapping
Subsurface investi-

gations
Geologic trenching

studies '
Describing and sampling
'soils in the field'.

Radiometric-age data
bank

01 Mar 83
01 Mar 83

14 Aug 84

19 Feb 86

15 Jun 81GCP-O1, RO
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

GCP-02, RO Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan 87
tion, and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
geology

GCP-03, RO Uranium-series dating 15 Jun 81
GCP-04i RO Uranium-trend dating 15 Jun 81

TBD Thermoluminescence TBD
TBD Cation ratio (desert TBD

varnish) dating

aTBD = to be determined..

8.3.1.17.4.3.5 Activity: Evaluate structural domains and characterize the
Yucca Mountain region with respect to regional patterns of
faults and fractures

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Map faults and lineaments within a 100 km radius of the site and to
identify those with geomorphic expression indicative of Quaternary
faulting.

2. Classify the area into subareas (domains) containing relatively
homogeneous fault and lineament populations (prominent geomorphic
expression, density, and orientation) suggestive of Quaternary
faulting. This information will be used in Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.2
to help assess the faulting potential in areas of emplaced waste.

3. Map the areal extent of desert varnish coatings. This information
will be used in Activity 8.3.1.17.4.9.1 to help establish the areal
extent of tectonically stable areas near Yucca Mountain.

4. Identify areas of suspected hydrothermal alteration. This informa-
tion will be used in Study 8.3.1.9.2.1 (natural resource assessment)
to evaluate the relationship of the suspected hydrothermal alteration
to potential mineralization in Activity 8.3.1.5.2.1.5 (calcite- and
opaline-vein deposits) to aid in evaluating the possible origin of
calcite-silica deposits and in Study 8.3.1.8.5.2 to aid in evaluating
local heat flow anomalies.

K'to
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Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Fracture orientation, length, distribution.
2. Optical reflectance and absorption for selected wavelengths.
3. Age and distribution of desert varnish.
4. Distribution of hydrothermal alteration.

Description

High-quality Landsat V Thematic Mapper (TM) data provide a uniform set of
data for the region and can be applied to numerous geologic problems. In this
activity, a variety of remote sensing techniques will be applied to geologic
problems being investigated in the region, including (1) analysis of linear
features detectable with the high-resolution TM data, and characterization of
regional fracture patterns, (2) mapping of the distribution of hydrothermal
alteration related to near-surface igneous processes based on the spectral
reflectance characteristics of alteration-associated minerals by using
computer-enhanced TM data supplemented by field evaluations, and (3) mapping
of surfaces with a substantial coating of desert varnish to aid in defining
areas of tectonic stability.

The area under study comprises most of four 1:100,000-scale quadrangles
--Beatty, Indian Springs, Pahute Mesa, and Pahranagat Range. Tapes of the
four Thematic Mapper V scenes encompassing this area will be purchased, and
spectral and spectral ratio maps will be prepared including bands sensitive to
hydroxyl-containing minerals in the ultraviolet part'of the spectrum.
Computer-enhanced images will be interpreted, linear features identified, and
their length and orientation measured. Domains containing distinctive
patterns of fractures and lineaments will be delineated.

Color-ratio composite TM images will be used to identify areas of
alteration. These areas will be reconnoitered in the field to determine the
type of alteration and the nature of the causal volcanic or igneous processes.
The estimated duration of the future work is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods'and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.5 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Analysis of Landsat V TBDa Analysis of linear TBD
thematic mapper imagery features
of the Nevada Test Site TBD Analysis of hydrothermal TED
region alteration
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

TBD Analysis of desert varnish TBD
coating

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.4 Study: Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within
northeast-trending fault zones

Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the potential for
ground motion resulting from future movement on Quaternary left-lateral(?)
strike-slip faults east and south of the site-area.

The left-lateral(?) strike-slip faults in that area strike to the north-
east or east-northeast, and form an en echelon pattern within the Mine
Mountain-Spotted Range structural zone (Carr, 1974), cutting across the
northwestern extension of the Las Vegas Valley shear zone. The belt is
aligned with the Pahranagat shear zone to the east-northeast, and the Garlock
fault to the west-southwest (Figure 8.3.1.17-9). Four of the left-lateral(?)
faults show evidence of significant Quaternary displacement. From northwest
to southeast, they are the Stagecoach Road fault, the Mine Mountain fault,
the Cane Spring fault zone, and the Rock Valley fault zone (Figure
8.3.1.17-13).

The Stagecoach Road fault cuts across the southern end of Yucca Moun-
tain. It could-connect to the northeast with the Paintbrush Canyon fault (to
be studied as part of Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 (evaluate age and recurrence of
movement on suspected and known Quaternary faults) or alternatively, continue
northeastward across western Jackass Flats into the Calico Hills, as shown by
Maldanado (1985a). The Mine Mountain fault zone (not to be confused with the
Mine Mountain thrust fault) trends northeast, with mapped extent of. approxi-
mately 27 km (scaled from Figure 7 of Carr, 1984), and extends from Jackass
Flat through Mid Valley to Yucca Flat. The Rock Valley fault zone trends
east-northeast, with mapped extent of approximately 68 km (scaled from
Figure 7 of Carr, 1984), if discontinuous segments are included, and extends
from Amargosa Desert through Rock Valley to Frenchman Flat. The Cane Spring
fault zone trends northeast, with mapped extent of 23 km (scaled from
Figure 7 of Carr, 1984).

The part of the Mine Mountain-Spotted Range structural zone in the area
between and adjacent to the Mine Mountain and Rock Valley fault zones is
marked by above average seismic activity. However, focal mechanism solutions
generally indicate right-lateral movement on north-trending faults, rather
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0 5 MILES

O 5 KILOMETERS

Figure 6.3.1.17-13. Map showing relation of proposed repository area to Mine Mountain, Cane Spring, Rock
Valley, and Stagecoach Road fault zones.
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than left-lateral movement parallel to the northeast to east-northeast-
trending faults.

Activities planned for this study are (1) an evaluation of the Rock
Valley fault system, (2) an evaluation of the Mine Mountain fault system,
(3) an evaluation of the Stagecoach Road fault zone, and (4) an evaluation of
the Cane Spring fault zone.

8.3.1.17.4.4.1 Activity: Evaluate the Rock Valley fault system

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the location, spatial
orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, and the location,
amount, and nature of Quaternary movement of the Rock Valley fault system.

Parameters

The parameters for the activity are

1. Length, location, and spatial orientation of the fault system.

2. Segmentation within the fault system.

3. Width of the fault system.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces
displaced by or covering Quaternary strands within the fault system.

5. Location, amount, and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.

Description

This activity focuses on estimating the Quaternary rate of activity on
the Rock Valley fault through trenching and mapping and dating of strata cut
by the fault. Traces of the main strands of the fault will be examined and
mapped, and the subsurface expression of the fault zone will be investigated
through shallow seismic refraction and reflection surveys.

Evaluation of Quaternary displacement along main trace of the Rock
Valley fault system as established by trenching and very shallow seismic
refraction (Bison-type) and seismic reflection (mini-sosie). Two to four
trenches 'will be excavated across fault scarps and fault lines, and the
Quaternary stratigraphy exposed in trench walls and floor mapped. Areas of
lateral disruption and discontinuity of Quaternary datuis will be identified,
and the age of disrupted Quaternary datums and overlying undisrupted
Quaternary datums established, if present. The age of datums will be
established through stratigraphic correlation, chemical fingerprinting, soil
development analysis, radiocarbon dating, uranium-trend and uranium-series
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analysis, cation ratio dating, and other methods, as appropriate. The
orientation of clast fabric in zones of rupture will be measured. Fracture-
filling minerals will-be identified and dated. The orientation of all
fractures cutting the Quaternary deposits will be measured. By using
portable seismic refraction apparatus (Bison-type), velocity profiles within
very shallow (to depth of 100 m) deposits along selected traverses crossing
known and suspected fault traces will be established. The subsurface
configuration of the fault zone will be examined using shallow seismic
reflection (mini-sosie) along a 1.5-kc long (0.9 mi) traverse orthogonal to
the fault. This subactivity is 95 percent complete.

Evaluation of Quaternary displacement along the southern extension of
the Rock Valley fault system, south of Amargosa Valley. Faults cutting
fine-grained sands and muds approximately 12 km (7 mi) south of Amargosa
Valley appear to represent an extension of the Rock Valley fault system.
Mapping, trenching, and shallow (Bison) seismic refraction will be undertaken
to determine fault width, the horizontal and vertical components of slip
along these faults, and the age of the deposits cut by the faults. Where
applicable, all techniques described in the evaluation of the main trace of
the Rock Valley fault will be used. One or two trenches at locations to be
determined are planned. The estimated duration of this work is one year.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.4.1 are
following table. I

given in the

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Evaluation of Quaternary
displacement along main
trace of the Rock
Valley fault system
as established by
trenching and very
shallow seismic
refraction (Bison-
type) and seismic
reflection (mini-
sosie)

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-07,

R0
RO
RO

GCP-O1, RO

GCP-02, RO

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Radiometric-age data

bank

Labeling, identifica-
tion and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Chemical fingerprinting
Dating by soil

development analysis
Radiocarbon dating

01
01
14

Mar
Mar
Aug

83
83
84

15 Jun 81

20 Jan 87

GCP-03,
GCP-04

TBD
TBD

RO
10

15
15

Jun
Jun
TBD
TBD

81
81

TBD TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

TBD Cation ratio (desert TBD
varnish) dating

TBD Shallow seismic TBD
refraction and
reflection surveys

Evaluation of Quaternary GP-01, RO Geologic mapping 01 Mar 83
displacement along the GP-03, RO Stratigraphie studies 01 Mar 83
southern extension of GP-07, RO Geologic trenching 14 Aug 84
the Rock Valley fault studies
system, south of GCP-O1, RO Radiometric age data 15 Jun 81
Amargosa Valley bank

GCP-02, RO Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan 87
tion and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
geology

GCP-03, RO Uranium-series dating 15 Jun 81
GCP-04, R0 Uranium-trend dating 15 Jun 81
GP-08, RO Correlation of tephra

by means of chemical
analysis

TBD Dating by soil develop- TBD
ment analysis

TBD Radiocarbon dating TBD
TBD Cation ratio (desert TBD

varnish) dating
TBD Shallow seismic refrac- TBD

tion and reflection
surveys

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.4.2 Activity: Evaluate the Mine Mountain fault system

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the location, spatial
orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, and the location,
amount and nature of Quaternary movement of the Mine Mountain fault system.
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Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Length, location, and spatial orientation of the fault system.

2. Segmentation within the fault system.

3. Width of the fault system.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces
displaced by or covering Quaternary strands within the fault system.

5. -Location, amount and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.

Description

A substantial body of data on the Mine Mountain fault system has been
collected, including geologic maps of the surface expression of the fault,
and reflection seismologic studies of the subsurface expression. In this
activity, that data will be compiled and interpreted. Additional field
investigations will include evaluation of Quaternary scarps and lineaments
along the trace of the fault toward and beneath Jackass Flat.

This activity will synthesize and evaluate results of geologic mapping,
paleostress investigations, magnetotelluric soundings, and seismic reflection
surveys conducted as an adjunct to the NTS weapons program.

Methods and technical procedures

The method and technical procedure
following table.

for this activity are given in the

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Mine Mountain fault TBDa Geologic synthesis TBD
system synthesis

aTBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.17.4.4.3 Activity: Evaluate the Stagecoach Road fault zone

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Determine the location, spatial orientation, length, width, Quater-
nary recurrence rate, and the location, amount, and nature of
Quaternary movement of the Stagecoach Road fault system.

2. Evaluate the possibility that the Stagecoach Road fault zone is a
continuation of the Paintbrush Canyon fault.

3. Evaluate the geometry of the intersection in the subsurface of the
Paintbrush Canyon fault and hypothesized shallow detachment faults.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Length, location, and spatial orientation of the fault system.

2. Segmentation within the fault system.

3. Width of the fault system.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces dis-
placed by or covering Quaternary strands within the fault system.

5. Location, amount and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.

7. Subsurface geometry of the fault zone.

8. Geometry of intersection with Paintbrush Canyon fault.

9. Continuity in subsurface between southern Yucca Mountain and Calico
Hills.

Description

This activity focuses on (1) estimating the Quaternary rate of activity
on the Stagecoach fault through trenching, mapping, and dating of strata and
geomorphic features cut by the fault, and (2) determining the chronologic and
tectonic relationship between the Stagecoach fault and the Paintbrush Canyon-
Busted Butte fault system. In addition, the subsurface expression of the
fault zone will be investigated through shallow seismic refraction surveys
and possibly reflection surveys.

Surf icial deposits and geomorphic features will be mapped in detail to
determine the apparent strike-slip component of fault movement. Two to four
trenches will be excavated across fault scarps and fault lines at locations
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to be determined, and the Quaternary stratigraphy exposed in trench walls and
floor mapped. Areas of lateral disruption and discontinuity of Quaternary
datums will be identified, and the age of disrupted datums and overlying
undisrupted Quaternary datums established, if present. The age of the datums
will be established through stratigraphic correlation, chemical finger-
printing, soil development analysis, radiocarbon dating, uranium-trend and
uranium-series analysis, cation-ratio dating, and other methods, as
appropriate. The orientation of clast fabric in zones of rupture will be
measured. Fracture-filling minerals will be identified and dated. The
orientation of all fractures cutting the Quaternary deposits will be
measured. Scarps and lineaments will be mapped, and the subsurface geometry
investigated using shallow seismic refraction methods. A shallow seismic
reflection profile (mini-sosie) will be surveyed as part of Activity-
8.3.1.17.4.7.8 (evaluate shallow seismic reflection (mini-sosie) methods)
provided that method proves to be effective. Information on the subsurface
geometry will also be provided through application of other geophysical
methods, as described in Activity 8.3.1.17.3.1 (evaluate crustal structure
and subsurface expression-of Quaternary faults in an'east-west transect
crossing the Furnace Creek fault zone, Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane).
Expected duration of this activity is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

'- The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.4.3 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Evaluation of Quaternary
displacement along main
trace of the Stagecoach
Road fault zone as
established by trenching
and mapping

GP-Ol,
GP-03,
GP-07,

R0
R0
R0

GP-17, R0 '

GCOP-01, R0

GCP-02, R0

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Describing and sampling

soils in the field
Radiometric-age data

bank
Labeling, identifica-

tion and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Chemical fingerprinting
Dating by soil develop-

ment analysis
Radiocarbon dating

1
1

14

Mar
Mar
Aug

19 Feb 86

15 Jun 81

20 Jan 87

83
83
84

GCP-03,
CCP-04

TBD&
TBD

R0
R0

15
15

Jun
Jun
TBD
TED

81
81

TBD TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

TBD Cation ratio (desert TBD
varnish) dating

TBD Shallow seismic refrac- TBD
tion and reflection
surveys

aTED = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.4.4 Activity: Evaluate the Cane Spring fault system

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine the location, spatial
orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, and the location,
amount, and nature of Quaternary movement of the Cane Spring fault system.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Length, location, and spatial orientation of the fault system.

2. Segmentation within the fault system.

3. Width of the fault system.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces
displaced by or covering Quaternary strands within the fault system.

5. Location, amount, and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.

Description

This activity focuses on evaluation of the potential of the Cane Springs
fault system to produce moderate to large earthquakes. The Cane Spring fault
system trends northeast between Skull Mountain and Frenchman Flat, bisecting
the region lying between the Rock Valley fault zone and the Mine Mountain
fault zone. Offset of bedrock by the fault indicates significant left-
lateral movement in later Tertiary. Distinct alinements of brush and physio-
graphic features in Quaternary material along the fault trace suggests that
movement has continued into the Quaternary, particularly at the northeast end
of the fault system. Detailed mapping of surficial deposits along the fault
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trace, including soil description and-shallow seismic (Bison) refraction is
planned to evaluate the possibility that the lineaments are caused by
faulting of Quaternary deposits. If strong indications of faulting are
found, then selected fault traces will be trenched, and the age of faulted
and unfaulted units intersected by the fault will be determined. The
expected duration of this activity is six months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table. '

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.4.4 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of the Cane GP-01, RO 'Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
Spring fault system GP-03, RO Stratigraphic studies 1 Mar 83

GP-07, RO Geologic trenching 14 Aug 84
-studies

GCP-01, RO Radiometric-age data 15 Jun 81
bank

GCP-02, RO Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan 87
tion, and control of
samples for geo-
chemistry and isotope
geology

GCP-03, RO Uranium-series dating 15 Jun 81
GCP-04^ R1 Uranium-trend dating 15 Jun 81

TBD Chemical fingerprinting TBD
TED Dating by soil develop- TBD

ment analysis
TED Radiocarbon dating TBD
TED Cation ratio (desert TBD

varnish) dating
TBD Shallow seismic'refrac- TBD

- tion and reflection

MIED = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.5 Study: Detachment faults at or proximal to Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objective of this study is to supply information pertaining to the
distribution, displacement rate, and age of detachment faults proximal to
Yucca Mountain. The key questions regarding detachment faults are (1)
whether they represent a significant earthquake source,-and (2) whether they
conceal a significant earthquake source at depth. To resolve both questions,
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activities are focused on resolving the Quaternary behavior of postulated
detachment faults.

Review of detailed (1:24,000 to 1:62,500 scale) maps of the NTS and
adjacent areas to the west (Bare Mountain and Beatty areas), using current
concepts of structural geology, suggests that some features mapped as
depositional contacts or thrust faults are in fact detachment faults. In
particular, the basal contact of Oligocene-Miocene sedimentary rocks or
Miocene volcanic rocks on Paleozoic rocks in the Mercury, Calico Hills, and
Bare Mountain areas appears at several localities to be a detachment fault of
moderate (perhaps one to several kilometers) displacement. Recent mapping
south and west of Beatty shows that the basal contact of the Miocene volcanic
rocks is a detachment fault with substantial displacement (Maldanado, 1985b).

Structural analysis of deformed and faulted Miocene ash-flows suggests
that the entire area of Yucca Mountain, including the area of the proposed
repository, is underlain at unknown depth by one or more detachment faults
(Scott, 1986; Scott and Whitney, 1987). This possibility has not been
confirmed, nor has the depth, attitude, and total extent of the postulated
detachment(s) been determined. Conjecturing that the uppermost detachment
fault corresponds to the contact between Miocene volcanic rocks and subjacent
Paleozoic rocks, preliminary reinterpretation of published gravity data
(Synder and Carr, 1984), suggests that this detachment(?) surface slopes
moderately in a N.60W. direction, which is the direction of least horizontal
stress (Stock et al., 1985). That surface, or a high-angle fault offsetting
it (M. D. Carr et al., 1986) was intersected in drill hole UE-25p#1 at a
depth of about 1200 m.

If detachment faults exist at depth below the site, their relevance to
repository design and performance as potential sources of ground motion,
rupture, or hydrologic conduits or barriers hinges on their age, depth, and
nature of the intersection of the detachment faults with the steeply dipping
Quaternary normal faults within the site area. This study focuses on exami-
nation of suspected detachment faults where they are exposed in areas
adjacent to Yucca Mountain. Information on the potential subsurface extent
and geometry of detachment faults and their possible connection to listric
Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain is derived through geophysical studies
described in Activity 8.31.17.4.3.1 (evaluate crustal structure and
subsurface expression of Quaternary faults in an East-West transect crossing
the Furnace Creek fault zone, Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane) and Study
8.3.1.17.4.7 (subsurface geometry and concealed extensions of Quaternary
faults at Yucca Mountain).

NNWSI Project strategy for investigating the age and displacement rate
of detachment faults includes five elements:

1. Observation of contact relations of detachment faults and Quaternary
deposits at the outcrop and measurements of the radiometric age of
detachment surfaces, to be undertaken as part of this study.

2. Evaluation of the subsurface geometric relationship of detachment
faults (as deduced from geophysical studies described above and
hydrologic and site-geology drillhole data) to Quaternary high-angle
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faults, such as the Bare Mountain fault, the Windy Wash fault, and
the Paintbrush Canyon fault.

3. Evaluation of the recurrence rate and displacement history of
-Quaternary high-angle faults that could merge with detachment faults
in the subsurface, to be undertaken as part of Study 8.3.1.17.4.6
(Quaternary faulting within the site area) and other studies of
faulting.

4. Evaluation of in situ stress data developed within-Study
8.3.1.17.4.8 (stress field within and proximal to the site area).

5. Evaluation of focal mechanism solutions developed in Study
8.3.1.17.4.1 (historical and current seismicity).

This information is to be synthesized in Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 (tectonic
models and synthesis), which will (1) evaluate- the possibility that one or
more detachment faults are present in the subsurface below or in the vicinity
of the proposed repository site, and (2) if considered to be-present, evalu-
ate the direction and rate of movement of the upper plate, the depth and
configuration of the fault surfaces, and the nature of the association, if
any, between the detachment fault(s) and the normal faults in the upper
plate.

Activities planned for this study are to evaluate (1) the significance
of the Miocene-Paleozoic contact in the Calico Hills area -to -detachment
faulting within the site area, (2) postulated detachment faults in the
Beatty-Bare Mountain area, (3) the potential relationship of megabreccia
within and south of Crater Flat to detachment faulting, (4) postulated
detachment faults in the Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas, and
(5) the age of detachment faults by using radiometric ages.

8.3.1.17.4.5.1 Activity: Evaluate the significance of the Miocene-Paleozoic
contact in the Calico Hills area to detachment faulting
within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to determine whether the contact
of Miocene volcanic rocks on Paleozoic strata is tectonic or depositional,
(2) if tectonic, to determine the Quaternary activity, if any, of the pos-
sible detachment fault, and (3) if Quaternary, the direction and age of move-
ment, attitude of fault plane, and nature of deformation of the Miocene
(upper plate?) sequence.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are geologic structure and
stratigraphy.
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Description

The contact between Miocene volcanic (and volcaniclastic) rocks and sub-
jacent Paleozoic strata, which lies a kilometer or more below the surface at
the-site of the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain, surfaces a few kilome-
ters to the northeast in the Calico Hills. The volcanic rocks are broken by
faults, some with displacement in excess of 200 a, and locally are moderately
to steeply tilted. This activity is designed to establish whether the con-
tact with Paleozoic strata is tectonic or depositional, and if tectonic,
whether the Miocene volcanic rocks are part of a detachment-bounded upper
plate or not. The activity calls for conventional geologic mapping.

The suspected tectonic contact between Miocene rocks and Paleozoic rocks
in the Calico Hills area will be mapped in detail with particular attention
to evidence bearing on age of movement and displacement rate, including
apparent offset of the Miocene-Paleozoic contact by pre-Quaternary faults.
The Calico Hills area and vicinity will be mapped using conventional field
methods, including annotation of field observations on large-scale (1:12,000)
aerial photographs (color or false color, where available), and compiled at
1:24,000 scale. This activity is estimated to be 75 percent complete. The
expected duration of the future work is six months.

Methods and technical procedures

The method and technical procedure
in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.1 are given

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS)

Detailed mapping and
analysis of suspected
tectonic contact
between Miocene rocks
and Paleozoic rocks in
Calico Hills area

GP-0l, RO Geologic mapping 01 Mar 83
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8.3.1.17.4.5.2 Activity: Evaluate postulated detachment faults in the
Beatty-Bare Mountain area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are

1. To determine if postulated detachment faults in the Beatty-Bare
Mountain have been active in the Quaternary.

2. If Quaternary, to

a. Establish the displacement rate, location, and nature of the
low-angle imbricate fault zones between lineated and mylonitized
and variably recrystallized gneiss of the northern Amargosa
Desert and the Paleozoic and Miocene rocks of the Beatty area,
and to ascertain the nature of deformation of the Miocene (upper
plate?) rocks.

b. Establish the displacement rate, location, and nature of the
low-angle fault zone between Paleozoic rocks of Bare Mountain
-and the Miocene volcanic rocks north of Bare Mountain, and to
ascertain the nature of deformation of the Miocene (upper
plate?) rocks.

c. Ascertain the nature of internal deformation of Paleozoic rocks,
their degree of metamorphism, the nature of suspected-low-angle
tectonic contact with the lineated and mylonitized gneiss of the
northern Amargosa Desert, and the nature of the suspected
low-angle tectonic contact with Miocene rocks at the northern
end of Bare Mountain.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are geologic structure and strati-
graphy, age of datums, and amount and direction of offset of datums.

Description

The Beatty-Bare Mountain area, centered about 27-km west of the proposed
repository at Yucca Mountain, is interpreted as an eroded and beveled stack
of imbricated detachment-fault-bounded plates. The lowest exposed plate,
cropping out in the northern Amargosa Desert southwest of Beatty, consists of
lineated and mylonitized crystalline rocks, schist, and semischist. It is
structurally overlain by one or more intermediate plates, consisting of
moderately to weakly metamorphosed Precambrian and Paleozoic strata that form
the Bare Mountain massif. The Bare Mountain massif is in turn structurally
overlain by an upper plate, which west of Beatty, consists of Miocene vol-
canic and volcaniclastic strata. Older geologic maps have been reinterpreted
and this reinterpretation suggests that the detachment between the inter-
mediate (Bare Mountain) plates and the upper plate extends east of Beatty,
curving around the north side of Bare Mountain, and is cut off by the Bare
Mountain frontal fault.
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This activity is designed to work out the structural geology of this
detachment complex through conventional geologic mapping.

Detailed mapping and analysis of Beatty-Bare Mountain area--Bullfrog
N.B. 7.5-min quadrangle. The Miocene rocks and their contact with subjacent
units will be mapped using conventional field methods, including annotation
of field observations on medium-scale (1:20,000) black-and-white and color-
aerial photographs, and compilation at 1:24,000 scale. This subactivity is
95 percent complete. A map-report describing results of this mapping is in
review.

Detailed mapping and analysis of Beatty-Bare Mountain area--Bare
Mountain N.W. 7.5-min quadrangle. The Miocene rocks and their contact with
subjacent units will be mapped using conventional field methods, including
annotating field observations on medium-scale (1:20,000) black-and-white and
color aerial photographs, and compiling at 1:24,000 scale. Estimated
duration of work is one year.

Detailed mapping and analysis of Bare Mountain area--Bare Mountain S.W.
7.5-min quadrangle, plus parts of adjoining quadrangles. The Paleozoic rocks
and their contact with overlying.Miocene units and with subjacent units will
be mapped using conventional field methods, including annotating field
observations on medium-scale (1:20,000) black-and-white and color aerial
photographs, and compiling at 1:24,000 scale. This subactivity is estimated
to be 7S percent complete. The duration of the future work is six months.

Methods and technical procedures

J

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.2 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Detailed mapping and
analysis of Beatty-
Bare Mountain area -
Bullfrog N.E. 7.5-min
quadrangle

Detailed mapping and
analysis of Beatty-
Bare Mountain area -
Bare Mountain N.W.
7.5-min quadrangle

GP-O1, RO

GP-01, RO

Geologic mapping

Geologic mapping

1 Mar 83

'1 Mar 83

KJ
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Detailed mapping and GP-O1, RO Geologic mapping i Mar 83
analysis of Bare
Mountain area - Bare
Mountain S.W. 7.5-min
quadrangle, plus parts'
of adjoining quadrangles

8.3.1.17.4.5.3 Activity: Evaluate the potential relationship of megabreccia
within and south of Crater Flat to detachment faulting

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine whether megabreccias
tectonically emplaced on low-angle surfaces beveled across Paleozoic and
younger strata are slide masses or distal near-surface parts of a detached
upper plate; and if either, how they relate to postulated Quaternary
detachment faulting.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Distribution of megabreccia in the subsurface below Crater Flat.

2. Nature of fragmentation of the megabreccia. -

3. Nature of basal contact of the megabreccia, including indicators of
direction of relative movement.

Description

Megabreccias intersected in VH-2 (Carr and Parrish, 1982), located in
the central part of Crater Flat between Red Cone and Black Cone, could be the
lateral extension of similar material cropping out above Miocene volcanic
rocks along the southern rim of Crater Flat. The megibreccias appear to be
monolithologic, composed chiefly of Paleozoic carbonate whose nearest obvious
source is Bare Mountain. In this activity, recently completed detailed maps
of the area within which the megabreccia crops out will be reviewed, as will
cores from USW VJ-1 and USW VE-2. Field work, limited to examination of
outcrops along the southern rim of Crater Flat, will focus on evaluation of
the internal character and nature of the basal contact of the megabreccia.
The expected duration of this work is six-months.
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Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.3 are
given in the following-table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of megabreccia GP-02, RO Subsurface investigations 1 Mar 83
in and south of Crater GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83
Flat

8.3.1.17.4.5.4 Activity: Evaluate postulated detachment faults in the
Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to determine whether the basal contact
of the Horse Spring Formation is depositional or tectonic; and if tectonic,
to determine whether movement was Quaternary or older and, if Quaternary, to
determine the direction and amount of offset, the amount of extension, and
the style of internal deformation of the upper plate.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are geologic structure and stratigraphy.

Description

The contact between Miocene strata and Paleozoic strata crops out in the
Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas. Preliminary reconnaissance indi-
cates that in places the contact is tectonic and that the Miocene rocks
locally form a detachment-fault-bounded upper plate. In this area, the basal
Miocene (possible partly Oligocene) strata are dominantly lacustrine and
fluvial deposits that become progressively more volcanogenic up-section.
This activity includes conventional geologic mapping, with emphasis on
structure of the Paleozoic-Miocene contact and on stratigraphy and basin
analysis of the Miocene sedimentary deposits. Ashes intercalated in the
section will be dated using potassium-argon dating methods. Although the
primary area of interest is the Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock area,
Miocene (Oligocene?) stratigraphy in other areas, including the Funeral
Mountains and the Sheep Mountains, will be studied for purposes of
comparison.

The stratigraphy and structure of the Horse Springs-Pavits Spring
sequence in the Specter Range and Camp Desert Rock areas will be evaluated.
The basal contact of the Horse Springs will be mapped in detail using
conventional field methods, with field mapping annotated on 1:20,000 scale
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vertical black-and-white or color aerial photographs, and then compiled at
1:24,000 scale. Internal structure, stratigraphy, provenance, and age of the
Horse Springs-Pavits Spring sequence will be investigated using conventional
procedures. This activity is approximately 50 percent complete. The
estimated'duration of the remaining work is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures
given in the following table.

for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.4 are

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Evaluation of the-strati- GP-01, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
graphy and structure GP-03, RO Stratigraphic studies 1 Mar 83
of the Horse Springs- GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83
Pavits Spring GCP-06, RO Potassium-argon dating 15 June 81
sequence in the
Specter Range and
Camp Desert Rock
areas

8.3.1.17.4.5.5 Activity: Evaluate the age of detachment faults using
radiometric ages

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Determine if the subdetachment basement and the Bare Mountain massif
cooled through the blocking temperatures of zircon and apatite
during the Quaternary period.

2. Determine if the Northern Amargosa core complex cooled through the
blocking temperatures of muscovite and biotite during the Quaternary
period.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are

1. Fission-track ages of zircon and apatite.
2. Location of dated samples with respect to detachment surfaces.
3. Potassium-argon dating method ages of muscovite and biotite.
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Description

Rocks forming the Northern Amargosa core complex include lineated and
mylonitized crystalline rocks, schist, and semi-schist. These rocks were
probably deformed at or below the ductile-brittle transition zone (i.e., at
crustal depths in excess of 5 km). Exposure of these rocks -requires
substantial tectonic denudation. The rate and timing of this denudation is
not known. Structurally higher detachment faults cut volcanic rocks as young
as 7.5 million years; possibly all the denudation took place since that time.
The detachment faults are also possibly in part rejuvenated Mesozoic
features; if so, much of the denudation is pre-Neogene. This activity is
designed to determine if the mid-crustal rocks of the core complex cooled
through the blocking temperatures of zircon or apatite during the Quaternary.
The Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks of the Bare Mountain massif may form a
detached plate structurally overlying the Northern Amargosa rocks. Fission-
track dating of zircon and apatite from these rocks should constrain the age
of denudation and cooling.

Fission-track dating of the northern Amargosa Desert core complex (area
of high-grade lineated and mylonitized gneiss, schist, and semi-schist
constituting the subdetachment basement) and the Bare Mountain massif
(deformed Precambrian and Paleozoic strata). Samples will be collected from
the central part of the northern Amargosa Desert core complex, from the shear
zones marking the detachment surfaces between the core complex and the
overlying plate of Paleozoic rocks, and from between that plate and the
uppermost plate of Miocene volcanic rocks. At Bare Mountain, samples will be
collected at low elevation from the deeply disected central part of the
massif, from the shear zone marking the detachment at the northern end of the
massif, and from the shear zone exposed at low elevation along the eastern
front of the range. Zircon and apatite separated from these samples will be
dated using standard fission-track dating procedures. This subactivity is
approximately 25 percent complete. The estimated duration of this work is
two years.

Potassium-argon dating of the northern Amargosa core complex (area of
high-grade lineated and mylonitized gneiss, schist, and semi-schist
constituting the subdetachment basement). Samples will be collected from the
central part of the core complex, from suitable targets nearest the shear
zone marking the detachment surface separating the core complex from
structurally overlying plate of Paleozoic rocks, and from dike rocks within
the uppermost plate that are truncated by the basal detachment of that plate.
Suitable minerals (muscovite and biotite) will be separated from these
samples and their age determined using standard potassium-argon dating
techniques. This subactivity is currently under way and approximately 25
percent complete. The estimated duration of this work is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.5.5 are
given in the following table.
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Technical Procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Fission-track dating of GCP-O1, RO Radiometric age data 15 Jun 81
the northern Amargosa bank
Desert core complex GCP-02, RO Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan 87
(area of high-grade tion, and control of
lineated and samples for geo-
mylonitized gneiss, chemistry and isotope
schist, and geology
semi-schist constitut-
ing the subdetachment GCP-08, RO Fission-track dating 154Jun 81
basement) and the Bare
Mountain massif
(deformed Paleozoic
strata)

Potassium-argon dating GCP-01, RO Radiometric-age data 15 Jun 81
of the northern bank

Amargosa core GCP-02, RO Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan 87
complex (area-of tion, and control of
high-grade lineated samples for geo-
and mylonitized gneiss, chemistry and. isotope
schist, and semi- geology
schist constituting GCP-06, RO Potassium-argon dating 15 Jun 81
the sub-detachment
basement)

8.3.1.17.4.6 Study: Quaternary faulting within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this study are (1) to identify.and characterize
Quaternary faults that intersect or project toward the surface facility, the
repository, or the controlled area; and (2) to identify and characterize
Quaternary faults at the site whose length or recurrence rate suggest a
potential for future earthquakes with magnitude.such that associated ground
shaking could impact design or affect performance of the waste facility.

The site area is defined here as the rectangular 237 km2 (91 ii) area
encompassing the.central Yucca Mountain block and its structural and physio-
graphic boundaries (Fortymile Wash, Yucca Wash, Solitario Canyon, and the
Stagecoach Road fault) (Figure 8.3.1.17-11). 'Except for the southwest-
striking, possibly-left-lateral Stagecoach Road fault at the south boundary
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of the site, Quaternary faults within the site are predominantly north-
trending, west-dipping normal- or oblique-slip faults. Potentially signifi-
cant representatives of this group include the Paintbrush Canyon, the Bow
Ridge, the Windy Wash, and the Solitario Canyon faults. Northwest-trending
lineaments and faults are also present, but no Quaternary movement on them
has been recognized.

Activities planned for this study are to (1) evaluate Quaternary geology
and potential Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain, and (2) evaluate age and
recurrence of movement on suspected and known Quaternary faults.

Knowledge of the age, length, width, displacement rate, and recurrence
interval of the Quaternary faults is required to establish the rate of
faulting within the site area during the Quaternary, and the potential for
ground shaking and rupture. Included in this study are investigations of
known faults, relying primarily on mapping and trenching of Quaternary
materials intersected by the faults to establish which datums are cut, and
the direction and amount of offset. Also included are investigations of the
precise age of Quaternary datums using direct dating methods and mapping to
establish relative ages.

Information from this study will be useful in estimating the probability
of future rupture or ground shaking. Knowledge of the age, recurrence
interval, and length of faults are required for this estimate; this
information will be provided through parallel investigations described
previously, and other studies of faulting.

Faulting at the surface facility is the subject of a separate study
(8.3.1.17.4.2, location and recency of faulting near prospective surface
facilities). The Stagecoach Road fault, which intersects the southeastern
boundary of the site area, is to be evaluated as part of Study 8.3.1.17.4.4
(Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within northeast-trending fault
zones). Other geologic studies contributing to the evaluation of faults at
the site include Study 8.3.1.17.4.3 (Quaternary faulting within 100 km of
Yucca Mountain) and Study 8.3.1.17.4.5 (detachment faults at or proximal to
Yucca Mountain).

Geophysical methods, including gravity surveys, magnetic surveys, and
shallow reflection seismic surveys, will be used to establish continuity in
the subsurface of fault segments observed at the surface at Yucca Mountain
and vicinity and to evaluate the geometric relation of high-angle faults
exposed at the surface to postulated detachment faults at depth. The
geophysical work will be done as part of Study 8.3.1.17.4.7 (subsurface
geometry and concealed extension of Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain) and
Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.1 (evaluate crustal structure and subsurface expression
of Quaternary ifaults in an east-west transect crossing the Furnace Creek
fault zone, Yucca Mountain, and the Walker Lane).

The characteristics to be evaluated include the following: (1) fault
length, (2) scarp height, (3) scarp morphology, (4) datums cut by fault and
datums overlapping fault, (5) age of datums, (8) width of fault zone
(including subsidiary fractures), (7) width and character of rupture zones,
(8) fabric of sheared material within rupture zones, (9) age and character of
mineral coatings and fracture fillings, (10) character of fracture surfaces,
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(11) gravity and magnetic expression of fault zones, (12) fault orientation
at surface and at depth, (13) areal fault pattern, and (14) seismic
expression of faults.

8.3.1.17.4.6.1 Activity: Evaluate Quaternary geology and potential
Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Synthesize and evaluate data pertaining to the location, spatial
orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, and the
location, amount, and nature of Quaternary movement of faults within
the site area.

2. Identify hitherto unrecognized Quaternary faults within the site
area.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Length, location, and spatial orientation of faults.

2. Segmentation within individual faults.

3. Width of faults.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces
displaced by or covering Quaternary faults within the site area.

5. Location, amount, and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.

7. Lineaments with expression in surficial deposits.

De script ion

This activity focuses on the (1) synthesis and evaluation of data per-
Ftaining to the length, age, recurrence rate, and displacement rate of faults
within the site area; (2) search of the site area for hitherto unrecognized
Quaternary faults; and (3) determination of the distribution of surficial
deposits within the site area. The principal vehicle for accomplishing these
objectives is through the preparation of 1:24,000-scale maps of the site
area, one with emphasis on Quaternary faults (to be compiled in this activ-
ity), and the other with emphasis on surficial deposits (to be compiled in
Activity 8.3.1.5.1.4.3). The fault map will depict the location and extent
of faults, as well as the amount and timing of displacement of Quaternary
datums.
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Calculation of rates of faulting requires delineation of areas within
which recognition of pre-Holocene faulting would not be possible because of
cover by Holocene deposits. To satisfy this requirement, Holocene deposits
of Yucca Mountain will be accurately mapped at 1:24,000 scale.

Surficial deposits mapping of Yucca Mountain. In Activity
8.3.1.5.1.4.3, existing unpublished maps of surficial deposits at Yucca
Mountain will be reviewed and upgraded, then compiled at a scale of 1:24,000.
Surficial deposits along known Quaternary faults extending outside the site
area will be mapped in conjunction with investigations of those specific
faults. This subactivity is 25 percent complete. Duration of future work
estimated to be two years.

Quaternary fault map of Yucca Mountain. In this activity, Quaternary
faults will be mapped at a scale of 1:24,000. Information will be compiled
from existing geologic mapping (Scott and Bonk, 1984) and all Quaternary
faults will-be examined in the field to determine the age of youngest offset
Quaternary deposits. Information on the age and recurrence intervals of
individual faults will be added to the map from detailed trench studies
described in Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 (evaluate age and recurrence of movement
on suspected and known Quaternary faults). The map will be periodically
updated as other studies of faults are completed and released in final form
when site characterization is completed.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.1 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS--)

Surficial deposits map-
ping of Yucca Mountain

GP-01, RO
GP-03, RO

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies

1 Mar 83
1 Mar 83

Quaternary fault map of
Yucca Mountain

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-07,

RO
RO
RO
RO

GCP-01, RO

GCP-02, RO

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Radiometric-age data

bank
Labeling, identification

and control of samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

1 Mar
1 Mar
1 Mar

14' Aug

83
83
83
84

15 June 81

20 Jan 87
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and fracture fillings in trenches will be mapped. Datums will be sampled and
their age determined through appropriate procedures, including uranium-trend,
uranium-series,-soil development, and ash correlation. The work is 25 per-
cent completed, and the duration of the future work is estimated to be two
years.

.Analysis of offset of Quaternary datums in trenches (Bow Ridge fault
system, Yucca Mountain area). The distribution of Quaternary datums, rupture
zones, fracture zones, and fracture and fissure fillings will be mapped at
large scale in trenches excavated across the fault zone. The orientation of
fractures and slickensides for paleostress determination will be recorded.
Age of datums, fracture coatings and fissure fillings will be determined
through appropriate procedures, including uranium-trend, uranium-series, soil
development, and thermoluminescence. Vein material and fracture coatings
will be identified using standard petrographic techniques, x-ray diffraction
and x-ray fluorescence analyses, wet-chemical analyses, and oxygen-isotope
analyses. The fault has been trenched at two locations (Figure 8.3.1.17-11)
and logging of these trenches is 50 percent completed. Provided suitable
locations can be found, one or two additional trenches may be excavated. The
duration of the future work is estimated to be one year.

Mapping and analysis of offset of Quaternary datums in trenches and out-
crop (Windy Wash fault zone). Quaternary deposits and faults within and
proximal-to the Windy Wash fault zone will be mapped using conventional-field
methods. Fault traces and scarps will be trenched. The distribution ofQua-
ternary datums, rupture zones, fracture zones, and fracture fillings in tren-
ches will be mapped. Datums will be sampled and their age determined through
appropriate procedures, including uranium-trend, uranium-series, thermolumi-
nescence, soil development, and ash correlation. Two trenches have been
excavated and logged'(Figure 8.3.1.17-11). Additional trenching at these
same locations is planned to define the strike-slip component of offset. The
duration of the future work is estimated to be one year.

Mapping and analysis of offset of'Quaternary datums in trenches and out-
crop (Ghost Dance fault zone). Quaternary deposits and faults within and
proximal to the Ghost Dance fault zone will be mapped using conventional
field methods.

The distribution of Quaternary datums, rupture zones, fracture zones,
and fracture and fissure fillings will be mapped at large scale in trenches
excavated across the fault zone. The'orientation of fractures and slicken-
sides for paleostress determination will be recorded. Age of datums, frac-
ture coatings, and fissure fillings will be determined through appropriate
procedures, including uranium-trend, uranium-series,'soil development, and
thermoluminescence. Five trenches have been excavated along or near the
fault zone without revealing definitive data on Quaternary movement. Pro-
vided suitable locations can be found, two additional trenches are planned.
The duration of the future work is estimated to be one year.

Mapping and analysis of offset of Quaternary datums in trenches and out-
crop (Solitario Canyon fault zone). Quaternary deposits and faults within
and proximal to the Solitario Canyon fault zone will be mapped using con-
ventional field methods.
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The distribution of Quaternary datums, rupture zones, fracture zones,
and fracture and fissure fillings will be mapped at large scale in trenches
excavated across the fault zone. The orientation of fractures and slicken-
sides for paleostress determination will be recorded. Age of datums, frac-
ture coatings, and fissure fillings will be determined through appropriate
procedures, including uranium-trend, uranium-series, soil development, and
thermoluminescence. Six trenches have been excavated across the trace of the
fault (Figure 8.3.1.17-11). Provided suitable locations can be found, one to
two additional trenches will be excavated. The duration of the future -work
is estimated to be six months.

Uranium-trend and uranium-series dating of Quaternary datums and frac-
ture fillings. Samples of alluvium, colluvium, altered volcanic ash, eolian
deposits, and fracture fillings will be collected. Uranium-trend (open-sys-
tem) methods will be used to date the samples, except for fracture fillings,
which will be dated by uranium-series (closed-system) methods. Deposits of
5,000 to 800,000 yr in age will use open-system techniques. Four to-ten
samples will be collected at different depths in a depositional unit or in
the soil profile formed in a depositional unit. Isotopic concentrations of
uranium and thorium will be determined by alpha spectrometry using radioiso-
tope dilution techniques. Analytical results will be plotted as ratios,
yielding a linear array in which the slope of the line-of-best-fit depends on
the age-of the deposit. Age of the samples will be found empirically through
comparison with results from similar deposits dated by other methods.

The dating effort will be focused on (1) collecting and analyzing sam-
ples of units of unknown age at Yucca Mountain and vicinity that are cut by
or overlap faults and also are key marker beds within the Beatty 1:100,000
quadrangle, and (2) collecting and analyzing samples of units of known age
within the region to calibrate the method. This subactivity will be
conducted on an as-needed basis to support the analyses in this activity.

Quaternary volcanic ash correlation and dating. Glass shards from bulk
samples of ash intercalated in Quaternary deposits cut by or overlapping
Quaternary faults will be separated. The glass will be chemically analyzed
using microprobe and standard neutron activation and x-ray fluorescence pro-
cedures. Analytical data will be compared with that of known and well-dated
ashes within the region. Biotite, muscovite, and zircon from bulk samples of
ashes intercalated in Quaternary and older deposits will be dated with potas-
sium-argon dating method or fission-track techniques, as appropriate, where
these minerals are present in the sample. This subactivity will be conducted
on an as-needed basis to support the analyses in this activity.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.2 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

GCP-04, RO Uranium-trend dating 15 June 81
TBD Cation ratio dating TBD
TBD Thermoluminescence TBD

dating
TBD Radio carbon dating TBD
TBD Low-angle photography TBD

8.3.1.17.4.6.2 Activity:
suspected

Evaluate age and recurrence of movement on
and known Quaternary faults

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Determine, through trenching and mapping, the location, spatial
orientation, length, width, Quaternary recurrence rate, interconnec-
tions at the surface, and the location, amount, and nature of Qua-
ternary movement of the Paintbrush Canyon, Solitario Canyon, Windy
Wash, and Ghost Dance faults, and other suspected or possible
Quaternary faults within the site area.:

2. Determine through trenching and dating, the age, amount and nature
of offset, and the recurrence history of the Bow Ridge fault system
and to evaluate that information in context with data contributed by
other studies on the age, nature, and origin of fracture coatings
and fissure fillings deposited within that zone.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

I. Length, location, and spatial orientation of faults.

2. Segmentation within individual faults.

3. Width of faults.

4. Age and nature of Quaternary deposits and Quaternary surfaces dis-
placed by or covering Quaternary faults within the site area.

5. Location, amount, and direction of displacement of Quaternary
deposits and Quaternary surfaces.

6. Age, lateral extent, and height of fault scarps.
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7. Age of soils overlapping or displaced by faults. '2

8. Age of volcanic ashes intercalated in surficial deposits that
overlap or are displaced by faults, or that have filled fissures
within the fault zones.

Description

This activity is designed (1) to characterize, through geologic mapping
and trenching, potentially significant Quaternary faults in the Yucca Moun-
tain area, and (2) to define interconnections between these faults at the
surface. The Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Windy Wash, and Solitario Canyon
fault zones are zones where multiple episodes of Quaternary movement are sus-
pected, hence have been singled out for special attention. Other suspected
or possible Quaternary faults will be examined and their potential
significance to design or performance issues will be evaluated. Trenching at
locations to be determined may be required to assess the significance of
these faults.

Dating of fault movement depends on accurate determination of the age of
soils and other deposits cut by the fault and the age of vein materials
deposited in fissures along the fault surface. These materials are to be
dated by uranium-trend, cation ratio, and radiocarbon methods, and the
methods themselves will be calibrated by dating deposits of known age else-
where within the immediate region. The ages of soils are to be established
through quantitative chemical and physical comparison with soil development
indexes established within Activity 8.3.1.5.1.4.1 (modeling of soil pro-
perties in the Yucca Mountain region).

Where exact ages are difficult to measure, relative ages can commonly be
determined through stratigraphic correlation of deposits involved in the
faulting. Stratigraphic correlation is planned at two scales; large-scale,
detailed stratigraphic mapping of surficial deposits of Yucca Mountain (to be
contributed by Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.1--evaluate Quaternary geology and
potential Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain), and medium-scale regional
stratigraphic mapping of surficial deposits of the Beatty 1:100,000 quad-
rangle (to be contributed by Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2--evaluate Quaternary
faults within 100 km of Yucca Mountain).

Volcanic ashes are commonly intercalated within the Quaternary deposits,
as at Busted Butte. Their identification, correlation, and dating depends on
chemical fingerprinting and recognition of the source eruptions of the ash,
which typically are volcanic centers in the eastern Sierra Nevada, Yellow-
stone, or Cascades. Volcanic ashes from the Yucca Mountain area will be
collected and chemically analyzed, and the analyses compared with analyses of
reference samples from the western United States.

Mapping and analysis of offset of Quaternary datums in trenches and
outcrop (Paintbrush Canyon fault zone). Quaternary deposits and faults
within and proximal to the Paintbrush Canyon fault zone, including the Busted
Butte area will be mapped using conventional field methods.- Existing
trenches (see Figure 8.3.1.17-11 for location) across fault traces and scarps
will be supplemented with two to four additional trenches in the Busted Butte
area. The distribution of Quaternary datums, rupture zones, fracture zones,
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Mapping and analysis of
offset of Quaternary
datums in trenches and
outcrop (Paintbrush
Canyon fault zone)

GP-ol,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-07,

RO
Ro
Ro
Ro

GP-17, RO

GCP-Ol, Ro

GCP-02, RI

GCP-03, Ro
GCP-04& Ro

TBD

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Describing and sampling

soils in the field
Radiometric-age data
bank

Labeling, identification,
and control of samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Thermoluminescence

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Geologic trenching

studies
Describing and sampling

soils in the field
Radiometric age data
bank

Labeling, identification,
and control of samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating

1
1
1

14

Mar
Mar
Mar
Aug

19 Feb 86

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

83
83
83
84

15
15

June
June
TBD

81
81

Analysis of offset of
Quaternary datums in
trenches (Bow-Ridge
fault system, Yucca
Mountain area)

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04 ,
GP-07,

RO
RO
RO
Ro

1
1
1

14

-Mar
Mar
Mar
Aug

83
83
83
84

GP-17, RO

GOP-O1, Ro

GCP-02, R1

GCP-03, 1O
GCP-04, RO

19 Feb 86

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

15 June 81
15 June 81

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD
TBD

Thermoluminescence -
dating

X-ray diffraction
analysis

X-ray fluorescence
analysis

Wet-chemical analysis
Oxygen-isotope analysis

TBD

TED

TBD

TIBD
TBD
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Mapping and analysis of
offset of Quaternary
datums in trenches
and outcrop (Windy
Wash fault zone)

ap-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-08,

R0
R0
R0
R0

GP-17, R0

GCP-01, R0

GCP-02, R1

GCP-03, RO
GCP-04, R0

TBD

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Correlation of tephra by
means of chemical
analysis

Describing and sampling
soils in the field

Radiometric-age data
bank

Labeling, identification
and control of samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Thermoluminescence

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Correlation of tephra

by means of chemical
analysis

Describing and sampling
soils in the field

Radiometric-age data
bank

Labeling, identification
and control samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Thermoluminescence

1
1
1

17

Mar
Mar
Mar
Feb

83
83
83
86

19 Feb 86

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

15 June
15 June

TBD

Mapping and analysis of
offset of Quaternary
datums in trenches
and outcrop (Ghost
Dance fault zone)

81
81

83
83
83
86

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-08,

R0
R0
R0
R0

1
1
1

17

Mar
Mar
Mar
Feb

GP-17, R0

GUP-O1, R0

GCP-02, R1

19 Feb 86

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

GCP-03,
GCP-04,

TBD

R0
R0

15 June
15 June

TBD

81
81

Mapping and analysis of
offset of Quaternary
datums in trenches
and outcrop (Solitario
Canyon fault zone)

GP-01,
GP-03,
GP-04,
GP-08,

R0
R0
R0
R0

Geologic mapping
Stratigraphic studies
Structural studies
Correlation of tephra

by means of chemical
analysis

Describing and sampling
soils in the field

Radiometric-age data
bank

1
1
1

17

Mar
Mar
Mar
Feb

83
83
83
86

GP-17, R0

GCP-01, R0

19 Feb 86

15 June 81
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Technical procedure
Method - Number Title Date

GCP-02, RI Labeling, identification
and control of geo-
chronology samples
and separates

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Thermoluminescence

20 Jan 87

GCP-03,
GCP-04,

TBD

RO
RO

15
15

June
June
TED

81
81

Uranium-trend and uranium-
series dating of Quater-
nary datums and fracture
fillings

GCP-O1, RO

GCP-02, RI

GCP-03,
GCP-04I

TBD

RO
RO

Radiometric-age data
bank

Labeling,
identification, and
control of samples
for geochemistry and
isotope geology

Uranium-series dating
Uranium-trend dating
Isotopic uranium and

thorium
concentrations
using alpha
spectrometry

Radiometric-age data
bank

Labeling, identi-
fication and control
of samples for geo-
chemistry and
isotope geology

Potassium-argon dating
Fission-track dating
Microprobe analysis
Neutron activation

analysis
X-ray fluorescence
Ash fingerprinting

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

15
15

June
June
TBD

81
81

Quaternary volcanic ash
correlation and dating

GCP-O1, RO

GCP-02, Rl

15 June 81

20 Jan 87

GCP-06,
GCP-08,

TBD
TBD

RO
RO

15 June
15 June

TBD
TBD

81
81

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

M1BD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.7 Study: Subsurface geometry and concealed extensions of Quater-
nary faults at Yucca Mountain

The objectives of this study are to (1) provide data on distribution of
mass, magnetic gradients, geoelectric features, and seismic velocities and
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reflections that will aid in evaluating the continuity of Quaternary faultswhere concealed by Holocene and late Pleistocene surficial deposits;(2) evaluate that data and its limitations; and (3) evaluate the possibilitythat Quaternary faults exposed as high-angle faults at the site continue todepth as planar, high-angle faults, or alternatively, flatten at depth aidmerge with one or more low-angle faults. The geophysical methods used inthis study measure rock properties (mass, magnetism, electrical resistivity,gamma radiation), sensing faults as discontinuities in those properties. Thesame methods are therefore useful in solving the converse problem, determina-tion of continuity of rock units at the site. A third objective, then, is toprovide information on continuity of rock units within the repository andcontrolled area to assist the investigation of site geology (Section8.3.1.4).

Activities planned for this study include (1) evaluation of intermediatedepth (2 to 3 km) reflection and refraction methods and planning of potentialapplication of these methods at the site; (2) detailed gravity survey of thesite; (3) detailed aeromagnetic survey of the site; (4) detailed groundmagnetic surveys of specific features at the site; (5) evaluation of surfacegeoelectric methods and planning of potential applications of these methodsat the site; (8) evaluation of methods to detect buried faults using gammaray measurements, and conduct an airborne gamma-ray survey of the site; (7)evaluation of thermal infrared methods and planning for potential applica-tions of these methods at the site; and (8) shallow seismic reflection(mini-sosie) survey of selected structures at and proximal to the site.These and other geophysical methods being applied in other studies whichcontribute to site and regional tectonic and geologic problems are listed inTables 8.3.1.17-7 and -8. Synthesis of the geophysical data is to be done inStudy 8.3.1.17.4.12 (tectonic models and synthesis).

8.3.1.17.4.7.1 Activity: Evaluate intermediate depth (2 to 3 km) reflectionand refraction methods and plan potential application ofthese methods within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to (1) evaluate previous attempts touse seismic refraction and reflection methods at the site, (2) evaluate tech-nology currently available, (3) evaluate potential contribution to informa-tion on velocity structure and on subsurface geometry of faults, (4) reviewpotential applications of these methods to NNWSI Project needs, and (5) ifappropriate, plan applications of these methods at the site.
Parameters

Parameters for this activity are

1. Seismologic reflections and discontinuities.
2. Seismic velocity structure.
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Description

A previous attempt to apply reflection seismology using Vibroseis energy
source at Yucca Mountain failed to produce useful results (McGovern, 1983).
More recent surveys at Mid Valley using an air gun energy source produced
excellent reflections to 1.5 s (two-way travel time), resulting in
satisfactory resolution of faults and thickness and inclination of subsurface
units. These results will be reviewed and their potential application to the
site evaluated. If appropriate, a reflection and refraction survey of the
site will be planned. The expected duration of this activity is three
months.

This is a
application of
technical peer
needs.

planning activity only. Decision to proceed with actual
these methods is contingent on results of the evaluation,
review and review of potential-applications to NNWSI Project

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.1 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of inter- TBDa TBD TBD
mediate depth
(2 to 3 kmn)
reflection and
refraction methods
and planning of
potential application
of these methods at
the site

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.7.2 Activity: Detailed gravity survey of the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to measure variations in mass of
near-surface strata and surficial deposits, and to infer from this informa-
tion the location of faults and continuity of rock units within the site.
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Parameters

The parameters for this activity are gravity gradients and anomalies at
the site.

Description

The gravity maps of the site currently available are based on gravity
observations that are too widely spaced to be useful in discrimination of
faults or demonstration of continuity of rock units. In this activity, a
1:24,000-scale map of the site will be constructed from gravity observation
at stations spaced 200 ft apart along east-west lines spaced 500 ft apart
(where topography permits). The expected duration of this activity is one
year.

Methods and technical procedures

The method and technical procedure for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.2 is given
in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Detailed gravity survey GPP-01, Rl Gravity measurement 14 Jan 85
of the site area and data reduction

8.3.1.17.4.7.3 Activity: Detailed aeromagnetic survey of the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to measure variations in rock
magnetism of surface strata and surficial deposits and to infer from this
information the location of faults and continuity of rock units within the
site.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are magnetic gradients and anomalies at
the site.

Description

The aeromagnetic maps of the site currently available are based on
measurement of magnetic field along flight lines at 1/4-mile spacing. These
observations are too widely spaced to resolve ambiguities in fault continuity
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or to demonstrate the continuity of rock units. In this activity, a 1:12,000-
scale map of the site will be constructed from measurement of the magnetic
field along east-west flight lines spaced 1/16 mile apart. The survey will be
draped over topography, maintaining a nominal terrain clearance of 400 ft.
The expected duration of this activity is one year.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.3 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Detailed aeromagnetic TBD& Airborne magnetic survey- TBD
survey of the site ing

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.7.4 Activity: Detailed ground magnetic survey of specific
features within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to measure variations in rock
magnetism of surface strata and surficial deposits in the vicinity of
specific faults, the shaft-and surface facilities, drillholes, and aero-
magnetic anomalies, and (2) to infer from this information the location of
faults and continuity of rock units at these locations.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are magnetic gradients and anomalies at
specified locations.

Description

In this activity, the magnetic field in the vicinity of specific
features (Figure 8.3.1.4-9) will be measured from truck-mounted or hand-
carried magnetometers. Observations will be semicontinuous (10- to 20-ft
intervals). The classes of features at which these measurements will be made
include (1) known and inferred structures, (2) vicinity of drillholes,
(3) vicinity of shaft and surface facilities, and (4) vicinity of anomalies
detected through aeromagnetic surveying (Activity 8.3.1.1.7.4.7.3). Not all
such features will be surveyed. The number and location of those selected
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for investigation using this method will be determined by principal investi-
gators as the need arises through evaluation of geologic and geophysical
mapping.

Methods and technical procedures

The method and technical procedure for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.4 is given
in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Detailed ground magnetic GP-05, RO Geologic support 01 Mar 83
surveys activities

8.3.1.17.4.7.5 Activity: Evaluate surface geoelectric methods and plan
potential applications of these methods within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to (1) evaluate previous attempts to
use surface geoelectric methods at the site, (2) evaluate technology cur-
rently available, (3) evaluate the potential contribution of these methods to
definition of subsurface geometry of faults, (4) review potential applica-
tions of these methods to NNWSI Project needs, and (5) if appropriate, plan
future applications of these methods at the site.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Sensitivity and resolution of geoelectric field measurements.

2. Correlation of geoelectric measurements with faults and rock
properties.

Description

Surface-based geoelectric investigations, including airborne electro-
magetic slingram, VLF, DC resistivity, electromagnetic soundings, tensor
audio magnetotellurics, and telluric profiling have been applied to site and
regional geologic problems (refer to the references in Table 8.3.1.17-7 and
-8). Results of these investigations and the status of current technology
will be reviewed and their potential application to structural and strati-
graphic problems at the site evaluated. If appropriate, surface-based
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geoelectric investigations at site will be planned. Expected duration of
this activity is three months.

- This is a planning activity only. The decision to proceed with actual
application of these methods'is contingent on the results of the evaluation
and a review of potential applications to NNWSI Project needs.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedure for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.6 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of surface TBDa TBD TBD
geoelectric methods and
planning of potential'
applications of these
methods within the
site area

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.7.6 Activity:' Evaluate methods to detect buried faults using -
gamma-ray measurements, and plan potential application of
these methods within the site'area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to evaluate the feasibility of
using surface and airborne gamma-ray measurements to detect and discriminate
faults at the site, (2) to review potential applications of these methods to
Project needs1 and (3) if appropriate, conduct an airborne radiometric survey
for that purpose as an adjunct to the aeromagnetic survey of the site.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Sensitivity and resolution of surface and airborne gamma-ray
measurements.

2. Correlation of gamma-ray gradients and anomalies with faults and
rock properties.
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Description

The principal natural sources of gamma radiation are uranium, thorium,
potassium, and radon gas. Because gamma-ray measurements (aerial or ground)
detect gamma rays from. the uppermost 50 cm of rock and soil, to be detectable
buried faults must have a near-surface expression that is reflected in the
near-surface distribution of the natural radioelements. In the site area,
the Tiva Canyon and Topopah Spring members are potassium- and thorium-rich
volcanic rocks. Gamma-ray spectral logs show typically 4 percent potassium,
6 ppm uranium and 30 ppm thorium for these rock units. Reconnaissance
airborne gamma-ray surveys show that colluvium derived from these volcanic
rocks, as along Fortymile Wash, has essentially the same signature as the
rocks themselves.

To be detectable, buried faults must be reflected by near-surface
radioelement distributions, perhaps arising through migration of uranium or
potassium along the fault zone through percolation of meteoric water, or
through percolation of radon from the fault to the surface in sufficient
quantities to be detected by gamma-ray measurements.

In this activity, the possibility that buried faults can be detected
will be evaluated through measurement of gamma rays using portable quantita-
tively calibrated gamma-ray spectrometers along several short (100 m long)
traverses crossing buried extensions of the Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge,
Windy Wash, and Stagecoach Road faults. If results of these tests so
warrant, an airborne radiometric survey will be conducted as an adjunct to
the detailed aeromagnetic survey. Expected duration of this activity is
three months.

This is a planning activity only. The decision to proceed with actual
application of these methods is contingent on the results of the evaluation
and a review of potential applications to NNWSI Project needs.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.6 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of methods to TBDa TBD TBD
detect buried faults
using gamma-ray measure-
ment

aT"D = to be determined.
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8.3.1.17.4.7.7 Activity: Evaluate thermal infrared methods and plan
potential applications of these methods within the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to evaluate current thermal infrared
survey technology, evaluate its potential application to remote mapping of
fractures and faults at Yucca Mountain, review potential applications of
these methods to Project needs, and if appropriate, plan future applications
of these methods at the site.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Sensitivity and resolution of remote thermal infrared survey
methods.

2. Correlation of thermal infrared signature with faults and fractures.

Description

Fractures and faults at Yucca Mountain are potential conduits for
percolation of meteoric waters. Surface temperature variation associated with
differing moisture content of near-surface material is detectable through
thermal imaging from aircraft or satellites, and'hence it may be possible to
map the fault and fracture network at Yucca Mountain using remote thermal
infrared sensing methods. In this activity, existing technology and its
application to detection of faults and fractures, and water percolation
pattern at the'site will be evaluated. If appropriate, application of remote
thermal infrared techniques to these problems will be planned. The expected
duration of this activity is three months.

This is a planning activity only. The decision to proceed with the
actual application of these methods is contingent on results of the evaluation
and review of potential applications to NNWSI Project needs.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.7 are
given in the following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Evaluation of thermal TBDa T TBD
infrared methods and
planning of potential
applications of these
methods at the site

aTBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.17.4.7.8 Activity: Evaluate shallow seismic reflection (mini-sosie)
methods and, if appropriate, conduct surveys of selected
structures at and proximal to the site area

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to evaluate the subsurface
configuration of selected Quaternary faults and the lateral continuity and
inclination of key beds within the Miocene volcanic sequence at the
northeastern, eastern, and southwestern parts of the site area.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Seismic reflections in the vicinity of selected faults.

2. Seismic reflections in the northeastern, eastern, and southwestern
parts of the site.

3. Seismic velocity structure at and proximal to the site.

Description

Shallow seismic reflection (mini-sosie) has proved to be a rapid and
economical method of defining subsurface geometry within the uppermost 1 km
of the crust in some areas. However, previous attempts to use the method in
the vicinity of the site have produced somewhat ambiguous results. The
method has previously been used in defining the subsurface extent of the
Beatty scarp and the Rock Valley fault, and fieldwork has been completed on
traverses crossing the Bare Mountain range front fault, and the central part
of Crater Flat (Figure 8.3.1.4-8).

Nine additional profiles have been proposed (Figure 8.3.1.4-8), all but
one of which are within the site area. Two of these (Jackass Flats and Fran
Ridge traverses) are designated as preliminary traverses. Each begins and
ends at drillholes, providing opportunity to tie the reflections to known
beds. If acceptable results are achieved in the preliminary tests, the
remaining profiles will be run.

The method uses portable instruments, 9.1-m source point (data stacked
at common midpoints every 4.6 m at 12-fold, or every 9.1 m at 24-fold) with
12 geophones per group. The energy source is a battery of hand-held
construction tampers.

This is an activity to evaluate the suitability of the technique. The
expected duration of this activity is three months. The decision to proceed
with full-scale application of the method is contingent on results of the
evaluation.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.7.8 are given in the
following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Shallow seismic reflec- TBDa TBD TBD
tion (mini-sosie)
survey of selected
structures at and
proximal to the site

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.8 Study:' Stress field within and proximal to the site
area

Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to provide data on the ambient
stress at the site and its immediate vicinity that will aid in evaluating (1)
the most favored orientation and nature of future movement on faults within
the site area, (2) the stability of potential pathways for radionuclide
travel controlled by or related to fracture aperture, (3) the stability of
mined excavations, (4) the response of the rock mass to thermal loading, and
(5) the applicability of tectonic models. A secondary objective is to'
evaluate the potential relevance of paleostress data to prediction of future
stress orientations.

For convenience, the larger and smaller components of the principal
stresses in the horizontal plane are referred to as S. and Sh, respectively,
and the component of the principal stresses in the veitical plane as S . At
Yucca Mountain, the average direction S is approximately N.60W., on tKe
basis of in situ stress determinations KSt6ck et al., 1985). This direction
is in reasonable agreement with the average orientation of the.stress field
in the Yucca Mountain region based on focal plane solutions of recent earth-
quakes and on in situ stress determinations at Rainier Mesa. However., to the
west, in the Coso Volcanic Field, the average direction of Sh is approxi-
mately east-west (Walter and Weaver, 1980). The exact location and nature of
the transition from N.60W. at Yucca Mountain to east-west in the area west of
Death Valley is unknown.

The in situ measurements at Yucca Mountain indicate the Sh < 'n <
with the magnitude of S near the failure criterion for dip-slip failure on
N.30E.-trending faults and so low that the aperture of favorably oriented
fractures is sensitive to hydrostatic pressure of the fluid column-in bore-
holes (Ellis and Swolfs, 1983). However, most of-the focal-plane solutions
of recent earthquakes within the immediate region of Yucca Mountain indicate
predominently strike-slip movement on north-trending faults, suggesting that
Sh< S < S . Additional study is required to verify the compatibility or
lack o0 it for these two data sets and to evaluate-their potentially
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conflicting implications pertaining to rupture, ground motion, and tectonic
effects on hydrology.

Possibly the in situ measurements are only characteristic of a shallow
part of the lithospheric crust, a part that is decoupled from deeper parts by
one or more detachment faults. Such a zone of decoupling may distinguish
active from inactive detachment faults. It follows that subsurface
extensions of detachment faults forming the contact between Miocene and
Paleozoic rocks north of Mercury, and at the northern flank of Bare Mountain,
and at the southern edge of the Bullfrog Hills may be zones of mechanical
decoupling between upper plate and lower plates. If so, stress regimes above
and below such zones may be quite distinct; this possibility will be
evaluated in Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.4

In addition to the possible complications of the regional stress pattern
arising from the potential presence of detached plates, other complications
may result from the apparent organization of the upper crust as a mosaic of
structurally distinct blocks. The Yucca Mountain region appears to be an
aggregation of such blocks, including for example, the blocks corresponding
to the northern Amargosa Desert, the Bare Mountain, the Yucca Mountain, and
the Little Skull Mountain areas. The orientation and degree of development
of Neogene and Quaternary structures appear to vary from block to block.

The structural grain of some blocks, such as Little Skull Mountain,
appears to be rotated 30 degrees clockwise from the regional trend, a feature
known to be characteristic of bedrock terranes adjacent to the Walker Lane.
The appearance of rotation probably reflects both a physical rotation about a
vertical axis (the oroflexural bending of Albers, 1987) and, during the time
the blocks were actively rotating, sharp curvature of stress trajectories
crossing or curving into the Walker Lane. Investigation of ambient stress
and paleostress at Yucca Mountain and vicinity should help evaluate the
applicability of these and other tectonic models to the neotectonics of the
site.

Activities planned for this study include (1) an evaluation of the
effectiveness of shallow borehole hydrofrac and triaxial strain recovery
methods for the determination of in situ stress and their potential
application to determination of the stress field proximal to the site, (2) an
evaluation of the present stress field at the site, (3) an evaluation of the
published and unpublished data on paleostress orientation at and proximal to
the site and an assessment of the relevance of this data to future stress
orientations, and (4) an evaluation of theoretical stress distributions
associated with potential tectonic settings (e.g., wrench fault, normal
fault, and detachment fault setting) of the site.

Rationalization of the stress and stain at the site in relation to the
plate-tectonic setting and applicable tectonic models will be performed in
Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 (regional tectonic models and synthesis). In situ stress
determinations will also be made in the exploratory shaft facility. Refer to
Activity 8.3.1.4.3.1.1 for a description of these tests. Paleostress indi-
cators in the form of fractures and slickenside lineations will also be
evaluated in the exploratory shaft facility. Refer to Activity 8.3.1.4.2.2.4
for a description, of this activity.
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8.3.1.17.4.8.1 Activity: Evaluate present stress field within the site area

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to measure the vertical and lateral
variation of in situ stress at the site, including the variation of in situ
stress in one borehole that is intended to intersect a postulated detachment
fault below Yucca Mountain.

Parameters

The parameters for this procedure are

1. The magnitude of in situ stress.
2. The orientation of induced fractures and borehole breakouts.

Description

In situ stress measurements at the site have previously been made in
drillholes USW G-1, USW G-2, USW G-3, and UE-25p#1 (Figure 8.3.1.4-5). These
measurements suggest that the least principal horizontal stress (S ) is
oriented about N.60'W., and that at depths up to one kilometer Sh SE < S ,
indicating a normal faulting stress regime. On the basis of focal plane
solutions for recent earthquakes, however, the deep (greater than 1-km depth)
stress field in the region encompassing the site is believed to be character-
ized by strike-slip faulting. This is contrary to the general observation,
reported in Chapter 1, that the stress field in the Great Basin province is
characterized by a strike-slip regime near the surface and a normal faulting
regime at depth (Vetter and Ryall, 1983).

This activity is designed to contribute to the characterization of in
situ stress at the site through hydrofrac measurements and analysis of
borehole breakouts in three boreholes (USW G-5, USW G-6 and USW G-7, Figure
8.3.1.4-5) to be drilled for other purposes. It is intended that borehole
G-7 will pass through a postulated detachment. The duration is contingent on
drilling schedule for these holes, but is estimated to be one to two years.
Vertical variation of in situ stress will be evaluated through collection of
hydrofrac measurements at six to ten depth intervals within each well.

Methods and technical procedures

The method and procedure for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.1 is given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Deep borehole in situ GPP-04, RO In situ stress 27 June 83
stress tests investigations
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8.3.1.17.4.8.2 Activity: Evaluate and test shallow borehole hydrofrac and
triaxial strain recovery methods for the determination of in
situ stress, and if appropriate, plan potential application
of these methods within and proximal to the site

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Evaluate the usefulness of shallow borehole hydrofrac and triaxial
strain recovery methods for the determination of in situ stress.

2. Measure the lateral variation of in situ stress in areas proximal to
the site.

3. Measure vertical variation in stress above and below the possible
detachment between Miocene and Paleozoic rocks east of Yucca
Mountain in the Little Skull Mountain or Striped Hills area.

Parameters

The parameters of this activity are

1. Magnitude of in situ stress.
2. Orientation of induced fractures and borehole breakouts.
3. Triaxial strain in oriented samples of drill core.

Description

The orientation and magnitude of the principal stresses at any partic-
ular place are apt to vary from the regional average as a result of location
with respect to boundaries of structural blocks, zones of active dislocation,
and possible differences in end loads and tractive forces at the base of the
crustal blocks. For this reason, it is possible that in situ stress deter-
minations could contain considerable information about the manner in which
the upper crust in the vicinity of the site is deforming. However, the in
situ stress at any point is also influenced by local elastic properties,
topographic effects, local discontinuities, and previous history of deforma-
tion. The hydrofrac measurements must therefore be interpreted with caution,
and several measurements at varying depth must be made to be confident of the
result.

This activity is designed to examine the vertical variation in stress at
two drillholes, one within the site area, the other east of the site in the
Little Skull Mountain or Striped Hills area. Measurements at the site, using
a shallow borehole (drilled for other purposes) will help evaluate existing
hydrofrac measurements of in situ stress. Measurements at a location in the
Little Skull Mountain or Striped Hills areas, using a shallow borehole (to be
drilled for this purpose) will help evaluate vertical variation in stress
near a possible detachmebt fault that projects toward Yucca Mountain in the
subsurface. Locations of the two drillholes will be determined considering
the structural and Quaternary tectonic setting of Yucca Mountain.
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The two drillholes, 500 to 800 ft (165 to 260 m) deep, are to be
continuously cored. Bydrofrac measurements will use standard procedures.
The cores will be sampled at regular intervals, and elastic constants of the
samples measured. In addition, the in situ stress in the cored intervals
will be evaluated using the three-axis strain recovery technique. These
measurements are intended to test the utility of the technique in the Yucca
Mountain environment and evaluate whether additional in situ stress
measurements are necessary to meet programmatic needs.

If the evaluation is favorable, a program to use these techniques to
evaluate in situ stress in the structural blocks adjacent to the site will be
planned.

This is an evaluation and planning activity only. Expected duration is
six months. Larger scale application of the methods will depend on the
results of the evaluation.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.2 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Shallow borehole in situ GPP-04, RO In situ stress 27 June 83
hydrofrac tests investigations

Triaxial strain recovery TBDa TBD TBD
stress measurement

aTBD = To be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.8.3 Activity: Evaluate published and unpublished data on
paleostress orientation at and proximal to the site and
assess the relevance of these data to Quaternary tectonics

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to establish successive orientations
of principal horizontal components of stress in the vicinity of Yucca
Mountain to evaluate the stability of stress through time and to provide a
partial basis for determining the duration of the contemporary tectonic
framework.
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Parameters

The parameters of this activity are the orientation and age of palco-
stress indicators.

Description

Statistical summaries of movement directions of conjugate fault sets may
be uniquely related to orientation and relative magnitude of principal
stresses at the time of faulting. By noting relative ages of different fault
sets, a sequential picture of changing stress orientation with time may be
developed for a given area. The method has utility where ages of fault sets
may be established within narrow limits, as is generally possible for faults
cutting the Miocene and younger rocks at Yucca Mountain and vicinity. This
activity seeks to relate these faults to the stress regime in which they were
formed and to compare that stress regime with the present in situ stress
field.

The orientation of fractures and associated slickensides in Miocene or
younger rock has been studied in the south-central and southeastern parts of
the NTS by Frizzell and Zoback (1987) and by Dockery-Ander, (1984). These
data will be merged with data being produced as a byproduct of shaft and
mapping activities and the orientation of paleostress deduced using computer
analysis.

Surface expressions of fracture displacements will be integrated with
similar determinations obtained in subsurface core and exploratory shaft
facility evaluations (Activity 8.3.1.4.2.2.4). Duration of this activity is
expected to be three to six months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.3 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Evaluation of paleostress GP-O1, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
indicators GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83

KJ
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8.3.1.17.4.8.4 Activity: Evaluate theoretical stress distributions
associated with potential tectonic settings (wrench fault,
normal fault, detachment fault setting, etc.) of the site

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to evaluate possible three-
dimensional orientations of stress trajectories associated with potential
tectonic settings of Yucca Mountain, including wrench fault, normal fault,
and detachment fault tectonic models; and (2) to evaluate the degree to which
in situ stress data from Yucca Mountain and vicinity constrains applicability
of these tectonic models to neotectonics of the site.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Measured magnitudes of principal stresses.
2. Measured orientation of stress trajectories.

Description

Crustal stress measurements at Yucca Mountain will be compared to
theoretical patterns singular to wrench-fault, detachment-fault, and-normal-
fault tectonic models to help access the applicability of these models or
their various permutations to the site. This activity will evaluate possible
theoretical stress patterns associated with these and other tectonic models.
The theoretical patterns will be chiefly drawn from published sources (e.g.,
Berger and Johnson, 1980; 1982; Savage and Smith, 1986) but modified where
feasible to parallel potential geologic settings of the site. For example,
stress distribution within the upper plate of a detachment fault is somewhat
analogous to stress distribution within a glacier or a landslide.
Mathematical solutions worked out for the case of landslide by Savage and
Smith (1986) will be modified to fit a detachment analogue.

This activity will also evaluate the degree to which the data on stress
distribution at Yucca Mountain and vicinity can be rationalized with one or
more of the theoretical stress patterns. As part of this evaluation, con-
sideration will be given to the inherent uncertainties in the degree to which
the in situ-measurements and focal plane solutions represent actual in situ
stress at the point of measurement, and the degree to which that-point repre-
sents some larger volume of rock. Consideration will also be given to poten-
tial effects of nontectonic factors, including topography and anisotropic
elastic constants. The estimated duration of this activity is six months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and technical procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.8.4 are
given in the following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Mathematical modeling TBDa TBD TBD
of stress trajectory
modeling three-
dimensional stress
trajectories

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.9 Study: Tectonic geomorphology of the Yucca Mountain region

Objectives

The objectives of this study are (1) to document the magnitude of Qua-
ternary uplift and subsidence within the Yucca Mountain region, and (2) to
evaluate regional variation in the nature and intensity of Quaternary fault-
ing.

The major premise of this study is that certain tectonic processes
operating during the Quaternary have influenced the development of contem-
porary geomorphic features; hence, those features record information on the
nature, rate, and localization of those processes. Those processes include
faulting, uplift, and subsidence. Consideration of regional topography
indicates that some areas within the Yucca Mountain region appear to be in
the youthful stage of geomorphic development, with deeply incised drainages,
V-shaped canyons, and steep mountain fronts. Other areas, in contrast, are
characterized by worn-down remnants of old mountains, that are laced with
alluviated washes reaching nearly to their summits. This could imply that
some areas were, and perhaps still are, actively rising and others subsiding
during late Pliocene and Quaternary time.

Planned investigations focus on evaluation of relative rates and loca-
tion of uplift and subsidence (1) through definition of surfaces of long-
lived stability, as gauged by age and degree of development of desert var-
nish; (2) through identification of subregional variation in range sinuosity
and fan development; and (3) through evaluation of the development of the
Amargosa drainage system. Variation in the nature and intensity of Quater-
nary faulting in the area within 100 km of Yucca Mountain will be evaluated
through morphometric and morphologic analysis.

The data derived through this study will assist in evaluating the degree
to which certain potentially adverse conditions are or are not present at the
site and its immediate vicinity, including structural deformation such as
uplift, subsidence, folding, or faulting during the Quaternary Period. The
data will also be used to assist in formulation and validation of tectonic
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models (Study 8.3.1.17.4.12). Validation includes reconciling structural de-
formation within the site area with that outside the'area, but within 10 km
of the site.

The activities of this study are to (1) evaluate age and extent of
tectonically stable areas at and near Yucca Mountain, (2) evaluate extent of
areas of late Pleistocene and Holocene uplift and subsidence at and near
Yucca Mountain, and (3) evaluate variation in the nature and intensity of
Quaternary faulting in the area within 100 km of Yucca Mountain through
morphometric and morphologic analysis.

8.3.1.17.4.9.1 Activity: Evaluate age and extent of tectonically
stable areas at and near Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate the age and areal distri-
bution of surfaces that appear to have been tectonically stable at and tear
Yucca Mountain through determination of the distribution and age of surfaces
with substantial coatings of desert varnish.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are the age and distribution of desert
varnish.

Description

The age and thickness of coatings of desert varnish are a measure of
prolonged exposure, which in itself is a measure of stability. The rock-
varnish dating technique has recently been applied to dating of Late Cenozoic
rocks, surficial deposits, and geologic surfaces in the Yucca Mountain
region. Research at Los Alamos National Laboratory has shown that energy
dispersive analysis by the scanning electron microscope is a very effective
technique to determine the relative abundances of minor elements in rock
varnish.

The age of rock varnish has been shown to influence strongly the ratio
between soluble and insoluble cations (Dorn, 1983). The rock-varnish dating
curve for the Nevada Test Site has been extended to include older deposits
and calibrated to several independently dated deposits. Yet to be completed'
are direct comparisons with the Dorn technique, study of chemical variations
in varnish, and variation of cation ratios with varnish depth, and study of
significance of varnish color (red versus black) on cation ratio.

The technique will be used to date surficial deposits and materials at
Yucca Mountain and vicinity that are not datable by conventional isotopic
techniques, including faulted surfaces, alluvial fans-, stream terraces,
pediment surfaces, bedrock surfaces, and hillslope deposits.

The application planned in this activity uses the cation-ratio dating
technique to date 'oldR surfaces coated with desert varnish. Such surfaces
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are thought to be tectonically more stable than other areas where accumula-
tion of desert varnish is precluded or interrupted because of rapid dissec-
tion or alluviation. Desert varnish has been shown to be highly reflective,
producing bright spots in Thematic Mapper V satellite imagery. Hence, it is
feasible to map such surfaces using the satellite imagery produced as a by-
product of another activity (Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.5).

Calibration of the cation-ratio dating technique (diffused-beam scanning
electron microscope procedure) will be achieved by measuring cation ratios of
rock varnish at well-dated localities in the NTS region. Cation ratios of
samples from within the NTS will be compared with curves showing regional
correlation of age with cation ratio. Surfaces with substantial coatings of
desert varnish, as shown by maps produced from Thematic Mapper V satellite
imagery, will be dated. This activity is estimated to be 10 percent
complete. The estimated future duration is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.9.1 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Definition and dating of TBDa Cation-ratio (desert TBD
desert-varnish coated varnish) dating
surfaces TBD Analyses of desert TBD

varnish coating using
remote imagery

aTBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.9.2 Activity: Evaluate extent of areas of Quaternary uplift and
subsidence at and near Yucca Mountain

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Identify areas of rapid uplift by comparing volume of fan with the
area of the associated drainage basin.

2. Identify areas of Quaternary subsidence and uplift, including
Amargosa Desert, Crater Flat, Fortymile Wash, Rock Valley, and Ash
Meadows, through an analysis of fluvial history of the Amargosa
drainage system.
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3. Complete a study of average or general rates of erosion and
dissection in the southern Great Basin province.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are the area of drainage basins, the
volume of fans, the drainage pattern, the stream profiles, and the rates of
degradation of constructional (volcanic) landforms.

Description

In this activity, areas of Quaternary uplift or subsidence will be
defined through identification of basins and ranges within the Yucca Mountain
region that show anomalously high rates of erosion or sedimentation, compared
with adjoining areas and with province-wide averages. Regional rates of ero-
sion will be documented through completion of a study of degradation and
erosion of well-dated Quaternary constructional landforms. Local erosional
or depositional anomalies will be determined through comparison of fan volume
and drainage basin area, and through analysis of the fluvial history of the
Amargosa River and its tributaries.

Alluvial fans and drainage basins will be correlated and delineated on
maps. Area of fans and drainage basins in the area will be defined and
measured using medium-scale (1:20,000) aerial photographs and topographic
maps. Age of material in the fans will be established using Quaternary geo-
logic maps and by field examination, supplemented by dating of fan deposits
where required.

The Quaternary history of the Amargosa drainage system will be
evaluated. Newly active areas of ponding or incision will be mapped as a
means of identifying areas of Quaternary subsidence or uplift. Terraces,
shorelines, stream captures, and-stream diversions within the Amargosa River
drainage basin will be identified, mapped, and interpreted in terms of
Quaternary tectonics-.

The regional rate of erosion and dissection will be measured through
analysis of erosion and degradation of well-dated constructional landforms
and volcanic Oeposits at volcanic centers in the southern Great Basin. This
activity is estimated to be 90 percent complete; the remaining work is
primarily report publication.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.9.2 are given in the
following table.
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Mapping, analysis, and GP-O1, ROa Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
correlation of GP-03, RO Stratigraphic studies 1 Mar 83
alluvial fans and GP-17, RO Describing and samp- 19 Jan 86
drainage basins ling soils in the

field
GCP-01, RO Radiometric-age data 15 June 81

bank
GCP-02, R1 Labeling, identifica- 20 Jan.87

tion, and control
of samples for geo-
chemistry and
isotope geology

GCP-03, RO Uranium-series dating 15 June 81
GCP-04, RO Uranium-trend dating 15 June 81
Needed Radiocarbon dating
Needed cation-ratio (desert

varnish) dating

Evaluation of Quater- GP-O1, ROa Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
nary history of
Amargosa drainage
system uplift
and subsidence

Analysis of regional GP-01, ROa Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
rate of erosion and GP-17, RO Describing and 1 Mar 83
dissection sampling soils in

the field

K>

aRevision No. I to
geomorphic mapping.

GP-O, expected March, 1989, will explicitly address

8.3.1.17.4.9.3 Activity: Evaluate variations in the nature and intensity of
Quaternary faulting within 100 km of Yucca Mountain through
morphometric and morphologic analysis

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Define morphotectonic domains in the area within 100 km of Yucca
Mountain and relate them to areal variation in intensity or nature
of faulting.
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2. Improve the definition of morphologic indicators of shallow
detachment faulting, wrench faulting, and basin-range type normal
faulting, and to use those indicators to characterize the nature of
faulting iv morphotectonic domains within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.

3. Constrain tectonic models applicable to the site through evaluation
of regional patterns of Quaternary deformation as expressed by
distribution of morphotectonic domains.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are

1. Structural-and stratigraphic indicators, location, and timing of
detachment faulting, basin-range faulting, and strike-slip faulting.

2. Regional morphometry of that part of the southwest Basin and Range
within 100 km of the site; range spacing relief; total relief; range
lengths, widths, and areas; basin lengths, widths, and areas;
pediment widths and slopes; range-to-basin width ratios; depths of
basin closure range front sinuosity.

Description

The planned activity will be divided into two phases: data gathering and
comparative analysis, and interpretation. Data gathering and preliminary
analyses will require about one half man-year. Interpretative work will
begin late in the first year and progressively expand during succeeding
years. Because the activity will provide a useful regional context for
geologic and geophysical investigations, it is likely that much of the
interpretative work would be carried out in coordination with other investi-
gations (perhaps, as a predictive reconnaissance tool). This activity compli-
ments Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2 (evaluate Quaternary faults within 100 km of
Yucca Mountain) and Activity 8.3.1.17.4.6.1 (evaluate Quaternary geology and
potential Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain).

At present, the relationships between geomorphology and tectonic activ-
ity are, at best, imperfectly understood. The most successful work to date
has involved the use of range front morphometry and morphology to interpret
general vertical tectonic activity (Bull and McFadden, 1977; Wallace, 1978;
Bull, 1984). These approaches, however, do not clearly resolve differences
between the timing and rate of differential vertical movement, and they are
of relatively little use in assessing horizontal tectonic activity (e.g.,
strike-slip faulting, detachment faulting). Moreover, the timing, distribu-
tion, and relations between late Cenozoic shallow detachment faulting and
basin-range faulting in the Basin and Range are also imperfectly understood.
Analysis of the tectonic geomorphology of the area within 100 km of the site,
therefore, will require improvement of existing indicators of vertical tec-
tonic activity, identification and definition of new indicators of horizontal
.tectonic activity (particularly detachment faulting), and at least a general
synthesis of what is presently known about the Quaternary tectonics of the
region. To evaluate the relation between nature and intensity of Quaternary
faulting and morphologic features this activity will:
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1. Compile available Quaternary structural, stratigraphic, and tectonic
data for the southwest Basin and Range using existing summaries and
reviews.

2. Describe the regional morphometry of the area within 100 km of the
site.

3. Develop reconnaissance maps of piedmonts and Quaternary piedmont
deposits for the area within 100 km of the site.

4. Develop and refine a suite of geomorphic indicators of shallow
detachment faulting, wrench faulting, and normal faulting.

5. Synthesize and relate morphometric and morphologic characteristics
to Quaternary tectonic development of the area within 100 km of the
site.

This activity is estimated to be 30 percent complete. The expected
duration of the remaining work is two years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.9.3 are
following table.

given in the

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Compilation of available
Quaternary structural,
stratigraphic and tec-
tonic data for the
southwest Basin and
Range

Description of the
regional morphometry
of the southwest
Basin and Range

Development of recon-
naissance maps of

- piedmonts and
Quaternary pied-
mont deposits for
the southwest Basin
and Range

(NWIL-USGS-)

GP-01, ROa

GP01 R0 a

Gp-01, ROa

Geologic mapping

Geologic mapping

Geologic mapping

1 Mar 83

1 Mar 83

1 Mar 83

K)j
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Development anid refine- GP-01, ROa Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
ment of a suite of
geomorphic indicators
of shallow detachment
faulting

Synthesis and identifi- GP-01, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
cation of morphometric GP-03, RO -Stratigraphic studies 1 Mar 83
and morphologic charac-
teristics related to
tectonic activity and
history of the region

IRevision No. 1 to GP-O1, expected
geomorphic mapping

March, 18g, will explicitly address

8.3.1.17.4.10 Study: Geodetic leveling

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate possible historical
and contemporary vertical displacements across potentially significant
Quaternary faults within 100 km of Yucca Mountain. A secondary objective is
to characterize the historical rate of uplift and subsidence in the Yucca
Mountain region, and evaluate the possible existence of tectonic boundaries,
coinciding perhaps with-the Walker Lane or with the Furnace Creek fault zone,
that separate domains with differing rates of uplift and subsidence.
Geologic evidence suggests that a boundary of such a domain, however diffuse,
lies somewhere toward the western edge of the region.

For the purposes of this study, the region is defined as the area
bounded by Death Valley on the west, Crystal Springs Valley on the east, Warm
Springs on the north, and Las Vegas on the south.

Three activities are planned: (1) releveling of base station network,
Yucca Mountain and vicinity; (2) global positioning satellite survey of
selected base stations, Yucca Mountain and vicinity; and (3) analysis of
existing releveling data, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

In evaluating the potential-effectiveness of these activities, some-
consideration should be given to uncertainties in the measurements and the
ability of the measuring techniques to resolve contemporary deformation. The
magnitudes of potential displacements are likely to be proportional to the
length of time between surveys. For periods of several years the displace-
ments are likely to be difficult to detect with confidence. For example,
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repeated levelings across the Furnace Creek fault between 1970 and 1985 show
no detectable offset, although levelings over this same time period across
probable strands of the Death Valley fault indicate possibly 2 mm of vertical
displacement across one strand (Artists Drive fault), and possibly 7 mm
across another (Sylvester and Bie, 1988). Suitable baselines must be estab-
lished, however, for possible periodic resurveying during the preclosure time
period or for measurement of displacements after large earthquakes, should
they occur.

Data developed in this study will be used in Study 8.3.1.17.4.12
(tectonic models and synthesis) to limit estimates of strain rates and
contemporary fault displacements within 100 km of Yucca Mountain.

8.3.1.17.4.10.1 Activity: Relevel base-station network, Yucca
Mountain and vicinity

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are (1) to evaluate the historic verti-
cal displacement across potentially significant Quaternary faults, and (2) to
establish the locations and rates of uplift during historical times through
measurement of the change in altitude of benchmarks since the last survey.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are to determine the altitude of >
benchmarks.

Description

This activity includes biennial resurvey of existing first-order level
lines across Yucca Mountain. The existing lines extend westward from
Mercury, Nevada, crossing the Paintbrush Canyon, Bow Ridge, Solitario Canyon,
and Windy Wash faults at Yucca Mountain, thence through Crater Flat to the
western terminus approximately 25 km west of Amargosa Valley. This line,
plus quadrilateral nets across each of the faults listed above, was
established in 1982-83.

The desirability of adding two additional surveys is to be evaluated
with respect to potential contributions to site characterization and with
respect to land access matters. The first of these includes two relatively
short lines, one extending from Stovepipe Wells southeast to Death Valley
Junction, the other from Death Valley southward along the Amargosa River and
thence eastward through Jubilee Pass to Shoshone. This survey provides
releveling across the Furnace Creek and southern Death Valley fault zones.
The second survey includes the releveling of several earlier first and
second-order lines north and east of the NTS, forming a small circuit that
immediately surrounds the NTS. The proposed route extends along an older
first-order survey from Warm Springs southeastward along Nevada Highway 375
to Crystal Springs, southward along several older second-order lines along
U.S. Highway 93. to about 15 km south of Alamo, and southwestward along a dirt
road to Corn Creek Springs. This route crosses several Quaternary features
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of regional importance, including the northern part of the Death Valley-
Pancake Range volcanic belt, the Pahranagat Range shear zone, and the Las
Vegas Valley shear zone, and the Walker Lane belt. Decision to proceed with
the two additional surveys is contingent on the results of the evaluation,
and review of potential application to Project needs. Baseline surveys are
to be completed within one year.

8.3.1.17.4.10.2 Activity: Survey selected base stations, Yucca Mountain and
vicinity, using global positioning satellite

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to to evaluate .contemporary vertical
displacement across potentially significant Quaternary faults and the
contemporary rate of uplift and subsidence within 100 km of the site on the
basis of altitude and position of selected base stations.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are elevation and location of base
stations.

Description

To more fully benefit from the relevelings undertaken as part of
Activity 8.3.1.17.4.10.1, junction points and selected benchmarks will be
observed periodically (annually and biannually) using the global positioning
satellite (GPS). The observations will either be made as part of the
National Geodetic Survey GPS program, or alternatively, using recently
acquired USGS receivers. CPS vertical measurement precision (replication
capability) scales linearly as a function of distance, and is currently on
the order of 80 mm over a 50-km line. Comparisons with terrestrial measure-
ments are indirect in the sense that CPS measures a geometrically defined
quantity, whereas leveling measures a geopotential difference between points.
Accordingly, a gravity dependent correction will be made to bring
terrestrial-based height differences into conformity with the GPS-based
height differences. Baseline surveys are to be completed within one year.

8.3.1.17.4.10.3 Activity: Analyze existing releveling data, Yucca Mountain
* - and vicinity

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate historical vertical dis-
placement across potentially significant Quaternary faults, and possible
historic uplift and subsidence within 100 km of Yucca Mountain through
detection of changes in altitude as recorded by existing-leveling data.
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Parameters

The parameter for this activity is the altitude of base stations.

Description

This activity will review the results of releveling of the network of
benchmarks in the Yucca Mountain region. The activity involves search of
archives, and the collection, collation, and analysis of leveling data. No
field work is planned. This activity is estimated to be 50 percent complete.
The duration of the remaining work is six months.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Study
following table.

8.3.1.17.4.10 are given in the

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Resurvey of geodetic GP-06, RO Geodetic, leveling and 08 June 83
leveling network trilateration surveys

Analysis of rates of GP-06, RO Geodetic, leveling and 06 June 83
uplift during histor- trilateration surveys
ical times

8.3.1.17.4.11 Study: Characterization of regional lateral crustal movement

The objective of this study is to evaluate rates and orientations of
historical and current lateral crustal movement based on analysis of existing
data on seismicity, historical fault offset, and creep in the Basin and Range
province.

Results of the evaluation will be used in Study 8.3.1.17.4.12 (tectonic
models and synthesis) to constrain tectonic models applicable to Quaternary
tectonics of the site, and in Study 8.3.1.17.4.1 (historical-and current
seismicity) to constrain probabilistic models of seismicity within 100 km of
Yucca Mountain.'

The characteristics to be evaluated include historical fault displace-
ments, creep, historical seismicity, focal plane solutions, seismic energy
release.
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8.3.1.17.4.11.1 Activity: Analyze lateral component of crustal movement
based on historical faulting, seismicity, and trilateration
surveys

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate rates and orientation of
historical and current crustal strain in the Basin and Range province and the
Yucca Mountain region.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are historical fault displacements,
creep, historical seismicity, focal mechanisms, seismic energy release,
historical crustal strain, and changes in distances between benchmarks in the
Yucca Mountain region.

Description

Data pertaining to historical seismicity, focal mechanisms, and seismic
energy release will be supplied by Study 8.3.1.17.4.1 (historical and current
seismicity). Data pertaining to fault displacements, creep, and crustal
strain as measured by strain gauges and land surveys will be compiled.
Surveys of the trilateration network at Yucca Mountain and vicinity will be
repeated.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.11.1 are given in the
following table. - -

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Synthesis of published TBDa Strain rate analysis TBD
information (Basin and
Range province)

Trilateration surveys GP-06, RO Geodetic, leveling 6 June 83
(Yucca Mountain region) and trilateration

surveys

2TBD = to be determined.
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8.3.1.17.4.12 Study: Tectonic models and synthesis

The objectives of this study are (1) to synthesize data relevant to
tectonics, (2) to develop a model or range of models that establishes the
causal relation between application of tectonic forces and formation of
structures observed at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, (3) to link observed
rates of formation of those structures with regional rates of crustal strain,
(4) to forecast changes in tectonic setting and the manner in which those
changes will affect both the regional crustal strain rate and tectonic
stability in the Yucca Mountain region, (5) to estimate the effect of those
changes on rate and nature of crustal strain at Yucca Mountain and vicinity,
and (6) to estimate the future rate of tectonic processes at Yucca Mountain.

A tectonic model or range of models will be developed or compiled to
satisfy this investigation. Tectonic model is used here to mean a system of
postulates, data, and inferences that explains the deformation of the Earth's
crust in the vicinity of the site, the forces involved in or producing such
deformation, and the resulting geologic structures. Data relevant to
faulting, magmatic activity, folding, and uplift and subsidence will be
synthesized, including data on gravity residuals, magnetic residuals, seismic
velocities, in situ stress, geologic structure and stratigraphy, and tectonic
geomorphology.

The compilation or development of regional tectonic models will serve
two purposes. The first purpose is to ensure that assumptions that are made
about the local manifestation of tectonic processes are consistent with
current scientific understanding of tectonic processes acting in the region.
For example, the determination of slip rate on the Paintbrush Canyon fault,
from age dating of offset strata, will be checked for consistency with
interpretive tectonic models that account for the style and rate of faulting
throughout the site region. The second purpose of regional tectonic models
is to document scientific uncertainty in the characterization of tectonic
hazards so that it can be accounted for in evaluations of repository design
and performance. This will be accomplished by developing or compiling a
range of alternative models that represent the range of current scientific
thinking about the tectonic processes that might affect the site.

Regional tectonic models are expected to be most germane to the
characterization of the site's ground-motion potential (Investigation
8.3.1.17.3) because earthquake sources at regional distances can contribute
to the ground-motion hazard at the site. Alternative tectonic models will be
interpreted in terms of alternative, judgmentally weighted seismic source
zones in a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis of the site (Study
8.3.1.17.3.6). In addition, tectonic models will provide context for
interpretations of the local, preclosure surface faulting potential
(Investigation 8.3.1.17.2) and the potential for faulting, folding, uplift,
or subsidence to affect postclosure repository performance (Investigation
8.3.1.8.2).

The activities planned for this study are to (1) evaluate tectonic
processes and tectonic stability at the site, (2) evaluate tectonic models,
and (3) evaluate tectonic disruption sequences.
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8.3.1.17.4.12.1 Activity: Evaluate tectonic processes and tectonic
stability at the site

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Synthesize gravity studies at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, and
define regional variations in mass, and attribute them, as
appropriate, to variations in crustal thickness, degree of melting,
shallow intrusions, distribution-of specific stratigraphic units,
and faults.

2. Synthesize magnetic studies at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, and
define areal variations in magnetic field, and relate them as
appropriate to distribution of specific stratigraphic units, shallow
intrusions, and subsurface configuration of faults.

3. Evaluate the regional-extent of detachment faults, wrench faults,
volcanic rocks belonging to the Death Valley-Pancake Range belt,
evaluate the regional pattern of oroclinal bending (oroflexing),
evaluate the regional extent of Miocene ash-flow tuffs and -
associated pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, and evaluate regional
extent of Paleozoic rocks known to be aquifers, aquitards, or to
provide favored surfaces of detachment or thrusting.

4. Synthesize and evaluate information pertaining to Quaternary wrench
faulting in the Walker Lane (Las Vegas to Cedar Mountain) and
constrain, if possible, the rate of offset and recurrence interval
of Cedar Mountain type events, and the applicability of this
information to geologic hazards at the site.

5. Synthesize and evaluate information pertaining to detachment faults
at Yucca Mountain and vicinity, and constrain, if possible, the rate
of displacement, subsurface configuration, and character of risk
posed by this class of faults.

6. Synthesize and evaluate information pertaining to normal (and
north-trending oblique and strike-slip faults) at the site and
vicinity, and constrain, if possible, aggregate strain rate,
subsurface configuration, recurrence interval, and character of risk
posed by this class of faults.

7; Synthesize and evaluate information pertaining to the northeast-
trending left-lateral strike-slip faults at the NTS and vicinity,
and constrain, if possible, slip rate, recurrence interval, and
character of risk posed by this class of fault.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are gravitational force, geomagnetic
field, geologic.structure, and stratigraphy.
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Description

This activity includes compilation and interpretation of geologic,
gravity, and magnetic maps of the Beatty 1:100,000 quadrangle, synthesis of
geologic and geophysical studies, and preparation of topical reports on
Quaternary wrench faulting, detachment faulting, normal faulting, and
left-lateral strike-slip faulting. Information and interpretations supplied
by these syntheses will form the basis for formulation of a tectonic model or
models describing the way in which forces and bodies in the Yucca Mountain
region interact to produce the geologic and tectonic framework of the
proposed repository.

Maps (1:100,000 scale) of Bouguer gravity, residual gravity, and
isostatic gravity will be compiled and amplified where necessary with
additional gravity surveys. Data on density of geologic units will be
collected and compiled. Filtered gravity maps (nominal passing wavelengths
of 240 kem) will be produced. Maxi spot or a comparable computer program will
be used to identify and quantify gradient changes. Crustal models based on
gravity and seismic velocity will be produced.

Maps (1:100,000 scale) of aeromagnetic data of the NTS and vicinity will
be compiled. Source models combining gravity data with magnetic signature of
relevant anomalies will be calculated and compared.

Geologic maps (1:100,000 scale) of the Beatty 1 by 1/2' quadrangle will
be compiled from published sources. Geologic cross sections showing inferred
subsurface structural and stratigraphic. geometry will be prepared. This
activity is estimated to be 50 percent complete. The duration of the future
work is estimated to be four years.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.1 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

(NWU-USGS-)

Regional gravity synthe- GPP-01, RO Gravity measurement 14 Jan 85
sis and data reduction

Regional magnetic syn- GP-01, RO Geologic mapping I Mar 83
thesis TBD Magnetic measurements TBD

and data interpretation

Beatty 1:100,000 geo- GP-01, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
logic synthesis GP-03, RO Stratigraphic studies 1 Mar 83

GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83 K
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Technical procedure
Method Number Title 7 Date

(NWM-USGS-)

Synthesis - Quaternary GP-O1, RO .,Geologic mapping '1 Mar 83
wrench faulting in GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83
Walker Lane '

Synthesis - Detachment GP-01, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
faults at NTS and GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83
vicinity

Synthesis - Quaternary FGP-O1, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
faulting at NTS and GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83
vicinity

Synthesis - Left-lateral GP-O1, RO Geologic mapping 1 Mar 83
strike-slip faults GP-04, RO Structural studies 1 Mar 83

aTBD = To be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.12.2 Activity: Evaluate tectonic models

Objectives

The objectives of this activity are to

1. Formulate a range of tectonic models that relate the nature and
estimated rates (including bounding values of those estimated.rates)
of Quaternary processes (volcanism, faulting, uplift and subsidence,
lateral strain, and possibly folding) of potential significance to
design and performance of the repository at Yucca Mountain.

2. Ensure that assumptions, inferences, and conclusions concerning
tectonic processes that are important to design and performance of
the repository are consistent with tectonic models applicable to the
site.

3. Ensure that uncertainty in the data, assumptions, and inferences
concerning rates and nature of those tectonic processes that are
important to design or performance of the repository is.adequately
reflected in conclusions about those processes.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are recurrence rates, strain rates,
ambient stress, boundary conditions, structural geology of the site area,
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structural geology of the area within 100 km of Yucca Mountain, location and
geometry of Quaternary faults.

Description

The various tectonic hypotheses that are potentially applicable to the
neotectonics of Yucca Mountain include as end members the following: (1) the
wrench fault hypothesis, which explains deformation at Yucca Mountain as
resulting from right-lateral transform movement on an intracontinental shear
zone (the Walker Lane) passing through or near the site area; (2) the
detachment fault hypothesis, which explains deformation at Yucca Mountain as
resulting from extension on subsurface detachment faults and the set of
listric normal faults which merge with the detachment faults; and (3) the
basin-range normal fault hypothesis, which explains the Quaternary normal
faults at Yucca Mountain as planar rotational faults extending to great
depth. Quaternary volcanism in and south of Crater Flat could be attributed
to (1) volcanism along a north-northeast-trending incipient rift zone (Death
Valley-Pancake Range zone) or (2) volcanism at zones of extension developed
between en echelon segments of northwest-trending wrench faults (leaky
transform hypothesis). Each of these hypotheses, as stated, is consistent
with some data and inconsistent with other data. There probably are,
however, a set of models that include-various elements of these hypotheses
and that satisfactorily explain all or most of the data.

In this activity, tectonic models will be formulated, and the degree to
which those models qualitatively and quantitatively incorporate and reconcile
information on the parameters just listed will be evaluated. That informa-
tion includes that gathered by other studies in tectonics and site geology.
The tectonic models are expected to evolve as additional data are gathered,
and hence this activity is expected to continue for the duration of the site
characterization process. Preliminary models will be produced for use during
site characterization.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.2 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Tectonic model evaluation TBDa TBD TBD

aTBD = to be determined.

-- J
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8.3.1.17.4.12.3 Activity: Evaluate tectonic disruption sequences

Objectives

The objective of this activity is to evaluate disruption sequences
involving faulting, folding, uplift and subsidence, and volcanism that are of
potential significance to design or performance of the repository.

Parameters

The parameters for this activity are tectonic models, processes, and
rates; probabilities of tectonic events; and physical consequences at the
proposed repository site.

Description

The purpose of this activity is to evaluate disruption sequences
involving faulting, folding, uplift and subsidence, and volcanism, acting
either individually or in concert. Where possible, the probability of each
sequence actually occurring in the future will be estimated and the range of
geologic consequences described.

Methods and technical procedures

The methods and procedures for Activity 8.3.1.17.4.12.3 are given in the
following table.

Technical procedure
Method Number Title Date

Tectonic process TBDa Synthesis TBD
scenario analysis,
Nevada Test Site,
and vicinity

2TBD = to be determined.

8.3.1.17.4.13 Application of results

The information derived from the studies and activities of the plans
described previously will be used in the following issues, information needs,
and investigations of site characterization, repository design, and
performance assessment:
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Number

1.1.1

1.1.3

1.5.1

1.6.1

Subject

Site information needed to calculate the releases of
radionuclides to the accessible environment
(Section 8.3.5.13.1)

Representative release scenarios that address both
anticipated and unanticipated conditions
(Section 8.3.5.13.3)

Site information and design concepts needed to calculate
the release rates from the engineered barrier system
(Section 8.3.5.10.1)

Site information and design concepts needed to identify
the fastest path of likely radionuclide travel and to
calculate the ground-water travel time along that path
(Section 8.3.5.12.1)

NRC siting criteria Site information needed to identify
favorable and potentially adverse conditions at the site
that may influence postclosure repository performance
(Section 8.3.5.17)

Site characteristics needed for design
(Section 8.3.2.2.1)

1.8

1.11.1

8.3.1.2.1

8.3.1.4.2

8.3.1.4.3

8.3.1.6.3

8.3.1.8.1

8.3.1.8.2

8.3.1.8.3

8.3.1.8.4

4.4.1

4.4.7

Regional hydrologic system

Geologic framework

Three-dimensional rock characteristics model

Tectonic effects on erosion

Volcanic activity

Information required on rupture of waste packages due to
tectonic events

Information required on changes in saturated and
unsaturated zone hydrology due to tectonic events

Information required on changes in rock geochemical
properties resulting from tectonic processes

Site and performance information needed for
design (Section 8.3.2.5.1)

Potential impacts of tectonic activity on design
(Section 8.3.2.5.7)

Stratigraphy and structure necessary to locate the
underground facility

8.3.1.15.1
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8.3.1.15.3 Spatial distribution of ambient stress and thermal
conditions

8.3.1.17.1 Potential volcanic activity that could have an impact at
the site

8.3.1.17.2 Potential fault movements at the site

8.3.1.17.3 Ground motion at the site from potential man-made or
natural seismic events

8.3.1.17.4.14 Schedule and milestones

This investigation (8.3.1.17.4), addressing preclosure tectonics data
collection and analysis, contains twelve studies: 8.3.1.17.4.1 (historical
and current seismicity), 8.3.1.17.4.2 (location and recency of faulting
potential near prospective facilities), 8.3.1.17.4.3 (Quaternary faulting
within 100 km of Yucca Mountain, including the Walker Lane), 8.3.1.17.4.4
(Quaternary faulting proximal to the site within northeast-trending fault
zones), 8.3.1.17.4.5 (detachment-faults at or proximal to Yucca Mountain),
8.3.1.17.4.6 (Quaternary faulting within the site area), 8.3.1.17.4.7
(subsurface geometry and concealed extensions of Quaternary faults at Yucca
Mountain), 8.3.1.17.4.8 (stress field within and proximal to the site area),
8.3.1.17.4.9 (tectonic geomorphology of the Yucca Mountain region),
8.3.1.17.4.10 (geodetic leveling) 8.3.1.17.4.11 (characterization of regional
lateral crustal movement), and 8.3.1.17.4.12 (tectonic models and synthesis).
In the figure that follows, the schedule information for these studies is
presented in the form of timelines. The timelines extend from implementation
of the approved study plans to the issuance of the final products associated
with the studies. Summary schedule and milestone information for this
investigation can be found in Section 8.5.1.1.

Three of the studies in this investigation (8.3-.1.17.4.1, 8.3.1.17.4.6,
and 8.3.1.17.4.10) are ongoing. Studies 8.3.1.17.4.2 through 8.3.1.17.4.5,
8.3.1.17.4.7 through 8.3.1.17.4.9, and 8.3.1.17.4.11 are expected to begin
within the first year of site characterization.

The studies of this entire investigation are planned to progress in
parallel with performance and design activities in an iterative fashion. The
results of these studies will be used to resolve Issues 1.1 (total system
performance), 1.8 (NRC siting criteria), 1.10 (waste package performance and
design), and 1.11 (repository performance and design), and to support
advanced conceptual and license application designs. This information will
also be used in resolution of Issue 4.2 (Section 8.3.2.4) related to
preclosure radiological safety.

The studies in this investigation are not seriously constrained by other
program elements. Within this investigation, several studies depend upon
each other. Figures 8.3.1.17-4 and 8.3.1.17-5 show linkages between
preclosure tectonics data collection and analysis studies and preclosure
vibratory ground motion and faulting assessment studies.
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The study numbers and titles corresponding to the timelines are shown on
the left of the following figure. The points shown on the timelines
represent major events or important milestones associated with the study.
Solid lines represent study durations, and dashed lines show interfaces. The
data input and output at the interfaces are shown by circles.
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The points on the timeline and the data input and output at the inter-
faces are described in the following table:

Point
number

1

2

3

4

5

-6

7

I8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Description

Milestone Z308. Complete compilation of historical earthquake
record.

Milestone Z309. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Milestone Z310. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Milestone Z315. Issue report on the evaluation of potential
for induced seismicity at and near the site.

Milestone Z311. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Milestone Z312. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Milestone Z313. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Milestone Z314. Issue current annual seismicity data.

Complete plans for trenching in Midway Valley and initiate
trenching.

Report available on exploratory trenching in Midway Valley.

Results of exploratory trenching at Midway Valley are available
to Activity 8.3.1.17.2.1.1 to assess the potential for
surface faulting at locations of surface facilities important
to safety.

Milestone R845. Recommendation on whether to proceed with
regional deep seismic survey.

Milestone Z320. Issue report on the evaluation of the Cedar
Mountain earthquake of 1932 and its bearing on wrench
tectonics of the Walker Lane within 100 km of the site.

Milestone Z321. Issue report on the evaluation of the Bare
Mountain fault.

Milestones P797 and P798. Issue reports on seismic refraction
and reflection feasibility studies.

Milestone Z322. Issue report on the evaluation of structural
domains and the characterization of the Yucca Mountain area
with respect to regional patterns of faults and fractures.
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Point
number Description

17 Milestone Z318. Issue report on the evaluation of crustal
structure and subsurface expression of Quaternary faults in
an east west transect crossing Furnace Creek, Yucca Mountain,
and Walker Lane.

18 Milestone P724. Issue report on hydrothermal alteration, NTS
and vicinity, from Thematic Mapper-V.

19 Milestone P880. Issue report on the evaluation of Quaternary
faulting within 100 km of yucca Mountain.

20 Milestone Z323. Issue report on the evaluation of the Rock
Valley fault system.

21 Milestones Z324 and Z325. Issue reports on the evaluations of
the Mine Mountain fault system and the Stagecoach Road and
Cone Springs fault zones.

22 Milestone P879. Issue summary report on detachment faults at
or proximal to Yucca Mountain.

23 Issue preliminary report on the age and recurrence of movement
of Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain.

24 Milestone Z238. Issue final report on the age and recurrence
of movement of Quaternary faults at Yucca Mountain.

25 Milestone P880. Issue report on Quaternary geology and faults
of Yucca Mountain.

26 Milestone Z319. Complete evaluation of intermediate depth (to
2-3 km) seismic reflection and refraction methods and plan
potential applications of these methods within the site area.

27 Milestone Z335. Evaluate shallow seismic reflection (mini-
sosie) methods and, if appropriate, conduct surveys at
selected structures at and proximal to the site area.

28 Milestones Z239 and Z330. Complete detailed aeromagnetic and
gravity surveys of the site area.

29 Milestone Z331. Complete detailed ground magnetic survey of
specific features within the site area.

30 Milestone Z337. Evaluate and test shallow borehole hydrofrac
and triaxial strain recovery methods for the determination on
in situ stress and, if appropriate, plan potential applica-
tions.
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Point
number Description

31 Milestone Z338. Issue report on the evaluation of published
and unpublished data on paleostress orientation at and
proximal to the site and assessment of the relevance of these
data to future stress orientation.

32 Milestone Z336. Issue report on the present stress field
within the site area.

33 Milestone Z342. Issue report on the variations in the nature
and intensity of Quaternary faulting within 100 km of Yucca
Mountain through morphometric and morphologic analysis.

34 Milestone Z341. Issue report on the extent of areas of
Quaternary uplift and subsidence at and near Yucca Mountain.

35 Milestone Z343. Complete annual re-leveling of base-station
network, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

36 Milestone Z348. Issue report on the analysis of geodetic
leveling data, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

37 Milestone Z344. Complete annual re-leveling of base-station
network, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

38 Milestone Z347. Issue report on GPS survey of selected base-
stations, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

39 Milestone Z345. Complete annual re-leveling of base-station
network, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

40 Milestone Z346. Complete annual re-leveling of base-station
network, Yucca Mountain and vicinity.

41 Complete annual re-survey of trilateration network, Yucca
Mountain and vicinity.

42 Complete re-survey of trilateration network, Yucca Mountain and
vicinity.

43 Issue report on historical and current lateral crustal movement
in the Yucca Mountain region.

44 Milestone P701. Complete preliminary regional tectonic model.

45 Milestone P762. Issue report on tectonic scenarios.

46 Milestone Z351. Issue report on the evaluation of tectonic
models.

47 Milestones P740 and P741. Issue magnetic and gravity maps and
interpretations of Beatty, 1:100,000 quadrangle.
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48 Milestone Z350. Issue report on the evaluation of tectonic
processes and tectonic stability at the site.

49 Milestone M383. Issue report on final tectonic model.
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